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PREFACE 

After the production of several Hebrew study aids (listed on the 

back cover) the awful plight of the would-be student of Syriac could 

not be ignored. The available text-books were generally of such an 

antiquated or dry character that even the teachers took fright. Once 

again, the Nuffield Foundation encouraged me, awarding a grant ^to support 

a project for the teaching of Syriac. While a new course book of 

•First Studies in Syriac* was being written for the project by John 

Healey (providing grammar, exercises, annotated texts and glossary), 

I sought the help of a number of scholars to compile a volume of intro¬ 

ductory articles chiefly on the literature and life reached through the 

language, - and the present volume is the result. We are most indebted 

to our secretary, Anne Bowen, who has typed the work and cheerfully 

supported this and the Hebrew project in every way. Indispensable 

too has been the ever-helpful staff of the Offset Litho Unit of Birminghiini 

University. 

The first four articles are directly on matters Syriac, while the 

others look at related areas which may just be coming on to the student *s 

horizon. In all cases I invited the contributors to write of things 

that they themselves had found interesting, and I think the occasional 

personal touches will help to pass on the enthusiasm which is essential 

for successful study. 

Sebastian Brock's article is of fundeimental importance. He has 

provided an authoritative and comprehensive introduction to the Syriac 

field, such as was hitherto unobtainable. Then Peter Robson-shares.. 

with us his interest in the great Syriac poet, St. .Ephrem,_ahd especially 

illustrates his highly allusive style. Frances Young explains why 

Syriac is an indispensable tool for study of early Christian doctrine, 

liturgy and history, and through her article we become aware of the 

importance of Syriac as vehicle of an early Christian tradition that, 

like the Founder and his first followers, was Semitic. The astonishing 

field of Syrian asceticism is Susan Ashbrook's topic, and she shows us 

what wealth it offers the student equipped with Syriac, whether as 

historian of church and society, literary critic, or folklorist. 

From the Syriac form of Aramaic, we then turn to the Aramaic of 

the Targums, and Peter Jerrome intrigues us with examples of their 

rendering of Exodus, enough to awaRien interest in all sorts of fascinating 

topics, not least the way Scripture was in ancient times regarded and 

received, - anything but passively! With Martin Goodman's article we 

move further into the Hebrew area, but in a period when the Rabbinic 

learning moved easily between Hebrew and Aramaic; he shares with us 

his own experience of the value of such Jewish sources for the historian 

of the Roman Empire. Lest one who has learned basic biblical Hebrew 

think that now learning and research must wholly be transferred to 

neighbouring fields, we have included an article on some deeper mysteries 

of Hebrew grammar. Grace Emmerson has here treated a selection of 

topics which tend to come into post-elementary studies rather uneuinounced, 

and she shows how soon one reaches the areas where experts disagree and 

the student needs a keen instinct for research and an independent judg¬ 

ment to find his way profitably. Needless to say, knowledge of cognate 

languages such as Syriac is extremely useful in these questions. 
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The great Akkadian tradition, where men of Assyria and Babylonia 

carried forward, with, their own contribution, so much from Sumeria, is 

^f course a field for all Semitists to be aware of, though only some 

wiir be able to" give “it ^hat~~specialization which it -requires,-_and_we._ 

are fortunate indeed to have an authoritative introduction by Wilfred 

Lambert. Again, all students of the Semitic world, however early their 

period, should be aware of the immense and fascinating riches of Arab 

culture and language* Whether or Tfot *God gives us the strength* to 

become fluent in that language, which rolls from the mouth of a skilled 

reciter like the music of a mighty organ, it is good to have Penelope 

Johnstone*8 article to kindle our interest. To her also we owe the 

illustrative inscriptions 

on p* 100 the Bismillah (bi-smi-llahi-r-rahmani-r-rahim, * In the name 

of God the merciful, the compassionate*) in Naskh script; p. lOl the 

same in Thuluth script; p. IO3 *Allah* in Ruq^a script (on right) 

and Farisi (Persian) script; p. 105 the Bismillah in Dtwant script; 

p. 106 ‘Peace be your companion* (rafiqatuka-s-salama) in Kufic 

script; p. 107 the Bismillah in two examples of Diwani script; 

p. 108 *the Arabic script* (*al-khatt-1- ^arabi); p. 109 thu Biainillah 

in Farisi script; p. 110 the Bismillah squared off in Kufic script; 

p. Ill *He* - God- (huwa) four times, squared off in Kufic script, 

and (below) the Bismillah in Rlhani script. 

Were one to saunter daily through the busy old streets of Petworth, 

Sussex, with a head full of biblical and Rabbinic lore, one would be 

likely to make some interesting correlations. Such is the stuff of 

Peter J(^rrome*s poetry, a kind of Sussex Targum, and 1 am grateful that 

he has allowed me once again to include a few exeimples. Once more, also, 

I have to thank the Rev. H. St.J. Hart for writing the cover-page to the 

delight of all concerned. For his texts he has chosen the Targum of 

Isaiah 12.3 (with its strikingly free interpretation whereby water.*_ 

becomes *new teaching* joyTuTly received) and the request for ^amaic 

discourse in 2 Kings 18.26. A first-taste of Biblical Aramaic was given 

by Herbert Adams in Readings in Biblical Hebrew II, while John Healey 

introduced a sample of Ugaritic in vol. I (see back cover). 

Our studies mean that mentally at least we are travellers in Semitic 

lands, lands of ancient and hospitable customs. May we travel with 

the love that Gertrude Bell knew and expressed in the story of her journey 

through Syria, ending thus : 

As we jogged down towards the shining sea by green and flowery slopes 

that were the last of Syria, Mikhail and I fell into conversation* 

We reviewed, as fellow travellers will, the incidents of the way, 

and remembered the adventures that had befallen us by flood and field, 

and at the end I said: 

*0h Mikhail, this is a pleasant world, though some have spoken ill 

of it, and for the most part the children of Adam are good not evil** 

*It is as God wills,* said Mikhail. 

‘Without doubt,* said I. *But consider, now, those whom we have 

met upon our journey, and think how all were glad to help us, and how 

well they used us * *.* 
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'Listen, oh lady, ' said Mikhail, 'and I will make it cleeir to you 

Men are short of vision, and they see but that for which they look. 

Some look for evil and they find evil; some look for good and it is 

good that they find, and moreover some are fortunate and these find 

always what they want. Praise be to GodI to that number you belong 

And, please GodI you shall journey in peac’e and return~in~ safety to- 

your own land, and there you shall meet his Excellency your father, 

and your mother and all your brothers and sisters in health and in 

happiness, and all your relations and friends,' added Mikhail com¬ 

prehensively, 'and again many times shall you travel in Syria with 

peace and safety and prosperity, please God!» 

'Please God!' said !• 

(Syria, the Desert and the Sown, 1907) 

JOHN EATON 

Department of Theology 

University of Birmingheun 

December 1979 

'In the strength of our Lord Jesus our hope, I begin to 

write this book of the Syriac language in brief. And 

may the mercies of God, upholder of all, be upon this 

book and upon its owners and upon its readers for ever 

and ever, Amen!' 

So Jessie Payne Smith begins her very useful dictionary (1903)• 

See below, p. 17- 
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The title for Matthew’s Gospel in the Mosul Bible (1887-92). 

See below, p. 20. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SYRIAC STUDIES 

by Sebastian Brock 

I What is Syriac? 

II Why study it? Some areas of interest : 

(a) Biblical studies 
« 

(b) Patristic studies 

(c) Liturgical studies 

(d) Early Syriac Christianity 

(e) Syriac poetry 

(f) Syriac as a bridge culture 

II The scope of Syriac literature 

IV Syriac among the Aramaic dialects 

V Tools (a) Grammars 

(b) Anthologies of texts 

(c) Dictionaries 

(d) Main editions of the Syriac Bible 

(e) Histories of Syriac literature 

(f) ^The historical-background - 

(g) Bibliographical aids 

(h) Series of texts and periodicals 

'^l Epilogue : the delights of manuscripts 

Appendix : the Syrian Churches 
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^ What is Syriac? 

A five minute walk from South Ealing underground station in London 

r'u ^ Assyrian House*, where on a Sunday the Liturgy of the 
urc o e ast is celebrated in Syriac, One of the first things that 

a visitor will be told is that Syriac is a dialect of Aramaic, the lang¬ 

uage of esus in first-century Palestine, a fact of which all members of 
this Church are extremely proud. —--^ 

Syriac in fact continues to-day in use as the liturgical language 

of two Oriental Orthodox churches, the * Assyrian* Church of the East 

(better known to western Christians under the misleading title of the 

•Nestorian* Church) and the Syrian Orthodox Chur'ch (again more familiar 

under the nick-names of the *Jacobite* or *^pnophysite* Church)*, To a 

lesser extent Syriac is also used in the Liriirgy of the Maronite Church, 

but in recent decades Arabic has been making rapid inroads there at the \), 
expense of Syriac. _^ --- 

_- 

But classical Syriac is by no means just a *dead* liturgical 

language: . it is still employed as a literary language, especially 

among the Syrian Orthodox, and in some circles it is even spoken (it is 

the normal language of communication, for example, in the Syrian Orthodox 

monastic school of Mar Gabriel in Tur Abdin, in SE Turkey, where the 

children may come from Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish or Turoyo (modern Syriac) 

speaking backgrounds). Within the present centuiy several European works 

of literature have been translated into Syriac - including Shakespeare*s 

Merchant of Venice and Dickens* Tale of Two Cities. 

II Why study it? 

But just as people do not learn Hebrew in order to read the Hebrew 

translation of Goethe's Faust, so no one is going to learn Syriac for the 

purpose of reading Dickens; nor is anyone to-day likely to find it use¬ 

ful (as St Hiiaridn did, according to his.biographer Jerome) for exor¬ 

cizing possessed Bactrian camels. There are, however, ' dther ijucentTy^ 

for there exists an extensive range of native Syriac literature, as well- 

as of translations into Syriac from Greek and other languages, dating 

from the second century up to the present day. What is commonly regarded 

as the best of this literature, however, was written in the 300-400 years 

prior to the advent of Islam, and with one or two exceptions it is the 

literature of this 'golden age' that has attracted the greatest attention 

among western scholars^'- -"It is worth looking at some of the areas which 

have claimed their particular interest. 

(a) Biblical studies 
Cl ^ 

The study of Syriac has long been seen as an important adjunct 

, biblical studies. The first printed edition of the Syria|.New Testa- 
> biDiica earliest European Syriac grammar mes from 

:nt goes bac Svriac version of both Old and New Testaments, 

iS^ar^hf^elS::: fS;-s\n the great Paris and U,ndon polyglot 

^ For an explanation or^he confusing terminology see the appendix below, 

1 the Syrian Churches.) 
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Bibles of the seventeenth century alongside the other ancient versions. 

The Old Testament books were translated into Syriac directly from 

^lebrew, no doubt at different times and perhaps in different places. 

It is striking that Syriac tradition has no account of the origins of 

its biblical versions such as we have for the Septuagint in the Letter 

Aristeas. Certain books, in particular those of the Pentateuch, 

lave close links with the extant Aramaic Targumim, and it is now gen- 

sraily agreed that in these books there must be some sort of direct 

Literary relationship between the Peshitta and Targumim, even though 

^e ex^t“nature of this relationship still remains-very-obscure*_In_ 

:he case of one book, Proverbs, the relationship is, remarkably enough, 

:'eversed, for the extant Targum of this book is evidently derived from 

:he Peshitta, rather than vice versa. 

Since the oldest Syriac translations of Old Testeiment books 

)robably only go back to the period of the stabilization of the Hebrew 

;ext in the first century AD, the Peshitta Old Testeunent is of less 

.nterest than the Septuagint to textual critics of the Hebrew Bible, 

ilthough it does nevertheless offer a number of interesting readings 

^hich feature in the apparatus of Biblia Hebraica and Biblia Hebraica 

tuttgartensia. 

Besides the standard version of the Old Testament,the Peshitta, 

here is a further translation, this time made from Greek in Alexandria 

round AD 615. Known as the Syrohexapla and made by Paul of Tell^i, 

his is a very literal translation of Origen*s revised Septuagint text 

n the Hexapla, together with his critical signs (asterisks and obeli) 

nd many marginal readings derived from Aquila, Theodotion and Symmachus 

ot quite the whole of the Syrohexapla survives, but since very little 

f Origen*s Hexapla remains in Greek the Syrohexapla is of prime im- 

ortance for Septuagint studies. ---- 

It is interesting to see that in the history of translation into 

y^riac (whether of biblical or of non-biblical texts) there is a con- 

inuous move away from the free to the very literal, a process which 

caches its climax in the seventh century. - - 

There are several versions of the Syriac New Testament of which 

le oldest, dating from the second half of the second century AD, is 

'obably Tatian*s Diatessaron or harmony of the Four Gospels (he appears 

:casionally to have used some other sources as well). This work en- 

>yed wide popularity in the early Syriac church (it is not certain 

lether it was originally written in Greek or in Syriac), but was sub- 

jquently suppressed, with the result that no complete Syriac text of 

. survives: the nearest we have is Ephrem*s Commentary on it. Al- 

lough'little is known~of its priginal form, the influence..of the_ 

atessaron was very widespj^ead and we have medieval adaptations in 

rsian and Arabic, as well as in medieval German, Dutch, Italiaji and 

iglish. 



The earliest Syriac Gospel text that survives is known as the Old 

Syriac, and is preserved in two very old manuscripts, the Curetoni^n 

Cin the British Library) and the Sinaiticus (at the monastery of St 

Catharine on Mt Sinai). Textually it is of very great interest, exhibit¬ 

ing a number of ’Western* readings. Along with the Old Latin it is the 

oldest surviving tremslation of the Greek Gospels. It is likely that 

the Old Syriac pnce covered the whole Syriac New Testcunent Canon (which 

excludes Revelation, 2 Peter, 2-3 John and Jude), but only quotations 

from books other than the Gospels survive. 

_ The standard New Testament version, the Peshitta, is a revision of 

the Old Syriac, completed probably in the early fifth century. The woric- 

of revision has sometimes been associated with the neune of Rabbula, bishop 

of Edessa, but this is far from certain. The distribution of the revised 

text was evidently very effective for Peshitta manuscripts (of which 

several go back to the late fifth century) show remarkably little veiriation 

sunong themselves. 

In the early sixth century the Peshitta was brought yet further into 

line with the Greek "original under the auspices of the great Syrian Ortho¬ 

dox theologian, Philoxenus bishop of Mabbug, who had found certain pass¬ 

ages in the Peshitta (notably Matt.1:1, l:l8; Heb,^:7 and 10:5) too free 

and susceptible of a ’Nestorian* interpretation. His version, known as y 

the Philoxenian (although it was a certain chorepiscopus Polycarp who 

actually did the work) does not survive in its original form, but a 

century later it served as a basis for yet another revision, made by Thomas 

of Harkel in Ale2^andria, about 6l5* Thomas * s woi-k, luiown an tlio Harklean, 

survives in a number of manuscripts (some of the seventh and eighth 

centuries) and, along with Paul of Telia*s contemporary Syrohexapla, 

represehts the peak of sophistic^ion in the technique of literal trans¬ 

lation: every^^tail of the Greek original is reflected - which greatly 

eases the work of the modern textual critic who is interested in recon¬ 

structing the underlying Greek text! 

An excellent survey of the Syriac New Testament versions is to be 

found in chapter 1 of B.M.Metzger *s The Early Versions of the New Testa- 

ment (Oxford,. 1977), while for the Old Testament the best general dis¬ 

cussion is that by C. van Puyvelde, the Dictionnaire de la Bible, Supple- 

ment VI (i960), 834 f. . ' “ 

(b) Patristic Studies 

A very large number of the works of the Church Fathers was 

translated into Syriac, sometimes more than once. The earliest to 

survive are some of Eusebius* works, including the Theophania, lost in 

its Greek original; *^ainKese‘happen to be preserved in fifth century 

manuscripts. The process of translating Greek texts continued apace 

until the end of the seventh century, by which time the Arab invasioHs 

•T 

had effectively cut off the-Syriac speaking churches from close contact 

with Greek culture. . r 

i 

> 

Syriac translations of the Greek Church Fathers are of twofold 

interest. In the case of works where the Greek originals survive the. 

Syriac translation not only iBually antedates the earliest Greek manu¬ 

script by many centuries, but is itself preserved in manuscripts of great 
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antiquity (sixth century manuscripts are not uncommon). Even more im¬ 

portant are the Syriac translations of works whose Greek originals are 

lost: besides Eusebius* Theophania these include treatises attributed 

to Hippolytus and Gregory Thaumaturgus, Athanasius* Festal Letters, 

Theodore of Mopsuestia*s Commentary on John, Cyril of Alexandria*s 

Commentary on Luke, and various works by Evagrius Ponticus. Syriac also 

preserves in translation the writings of several Greek anti-Chalcedonian 

theologians whose works, having been suppressed in their Greek form, 

would otherwise have been totally lost to us; most notable in this 

category are the voluminous works of Severus, patrieirch of Antioch from 

512 until 518. 

_CcJ Liturgical Studies_ 

For someone interested in the history of liturgy Syriac has 

great riches to offer. It was the general area of Syria-Palestine that 

proved the most creative and fertile in this field for early Christianity^ 

and it was from here that the rich Byzantine liturgies of St John Chrysostom, 

St Basil and St James ultimately derived; here too, more than anywhere 

else, did liturgical poetry, in both Greek and Syriac, flourish. The 

East Syrian Liturgy of St Addai and St Mari happens to be the oldest 

liturgy still in regular use, while West Syrian tradition has produced 

an astonishing abundance of anaphoras: over 70 come down to us, and of 

these a dozen or so are still commonly employed 

ow 7th ^ 

Of particular importance to the student of comparative liturgy is 

the early Syrian baptismal rite, consisting of an anointing followed by 

immersion in water, a seqCfence evidently modelled on the Jewish initiation 

rite of circumcision and proselyte baptism. Only around AD 400 WflH a 

post-baptismal anointing introduced, thus bringng Antiochene liturgical 

practice into line with that of other areas. ^ 
J O i 

The critical study of the contents of the many liturgical books in 

use in the various Syrian Churches is very much in its infancy. Here 

mention might be made of the useful bibliographical guid^e'^rovided by 

A. Baumstark (one of the pioneers in the study of Syriac liturgy) in 

the appendix to his fascinating book, Comparative Liturgy (English trans¬ 

lation: London, 1958), and by J.M.Sauget in his Bibliographic des liturgies 

orientates 19OO-196O (Rome, 1962). 

"J ^ ^ . '■ - - - _ _ 

(d) Early Syriac Christianity 

So far we have only considered the interest of Syriac as an 

appendage to larger fields of study, but Syriac literature is also of 

value in its own right, and here we may select two particular aspects, 

early Syriac literature as the sole surviving representative of a 

genuinej3^^~Semitic Christianity, and religious poetry, the genre in which 

Syriac writers best excelled. 

The earliest ma.ior_ authors_whose names we know, Aphrahat and Ephrem, 

both of the fourth century, are virtually untouched by Greelc culture and 

they offer us an essentially Semitic form of Christianity, quite different 

in many respects from the Christianity of the Greek and Latin speaking 

world of the Mediterranean litoral. From the fifth century onwards the 
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Syriac speaking churches underw^m: a rapid process of hellenization 

with the result that no subseq^uent writers entirely escape from the 

influence of Greek culture in some form or other, and so it is primarily 

to these two early writers, Aphrahat and Ephrem, that we must turn in 

order to examine this phenomenon. This specifically Semitic aspect 

of the earliest Syriac literature has been curiously neglected, despite 

its potential interest for the study of primitive Christianity as a 

whole, for which its relevance could be said to be much the same as 

that of Rabbinic literature\for New Testament studies. 

1.1 f ^ 

The fact that the earliest Syriac writers are virtually •uncon¬ 

taminated* by Greek - and hence European - culture also makes this 

literature of particular-interest to modern Asian and African .churches 

which, quite apeirt from an understandable desire to be rid of Christianity’s 

various European cultural trappings, find themselves more at home with 

Semitic than with Greek thought patterns. ^ ^ ‘ 
^ A 

An excellent and sympathetic introduction to this world of typ¬ 

ology and symbolic theology will be found inRJ4urray*s Symbols of Church 

and Kingdom (Cambridge, 1973)- 

(e) Sy riac poetry 

^ \ ^ ' Syriac literature has produced (cind indeed still continues to 

produce) a very Icirge number of poets, but on* in particular among them 

towers in stature as a poet of real originality and spiritual insight, 

Ephrem of Nisibis, who died in 373 at Edessa; his madrashe, or hymns, 

can justly take a place cimong the great religious poetry of the world - 

despite the derogatory judgement of one or two eminent Syriac scholars, 

like F.C.Burkitt. Ephrem*s is an allusive lyrical poetry filled with 

paradox and wonder, and making highly imaginative* use of typological 

exe^sis. His intricate theory of symbolism has been described as an 

c philosophical position of Paul Ricoeur. It 

so little of his work is available in English trans- 

f’t i Cf S ‘ f i j ^y ( 

anticipation of the ba^i 

is unfortunate that 

lation*. V. 
¥ / 

Syriac poetic form falls into two main categories, stanzaic and non 

stanzaic verse; the former is known under the general title of madrasha, 

the latter^Jinder that of memra. Madrashe were certainly sung, and the 

titles of the melodies are preserved, but not the music its^f. Each 

stanza was picked up by a refrain, and Ephrem (whose genuine writings 

show a great tenderness and concern for women) was noted for having had 

his refrains sung by female choirs. Each madrasha will be based on a 

particular stanza pattern built up on isosyllabic principles, where the 

basic units are groups of 4,3?6 or 7 syllables. Ephrem employs some 

fifty different stanza patterns, and these can range from the very simple 

(e.g. four lines oT^Tbur syllables each) to the extremely complex. 

♦ Numerous extracts can be found in R.Murray*s Symbols of Church and 

Kingdom (l973), and a seiectiori of twelve-poems, with a short-intro-- 

duction, is given in my The Harp of the Spirit; Twelve poems of St 

Ephrem (Studies supplement airy to Sobornost 4, London, 1973)• There 

is an important introduction to Eplirem’s theory of symbolism by 

R.Murray in Parole de 1’Orient 6/7 (1973/6). 
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The memra, or verse homily, was probably recited rather than sung, 

and consists of isosyllabic couplets. In a particular memra the couplets 

may consist of 5+5? 6+6, 7+7 or 12+12 syllables (in the 12+12 syllable 

pattern there is always a caesura after the fourth and eighth syllable). 

The 5+5 syllable pattern is traditionally associated with the name of 

Balai (5th century), the 7+7 with that of Ephrem, and the 12+12 with 

that of Jacob of Serugh (died 52l). 

Undoubtedly the best practitioner of the madrasha form was Ephrem, 

but there are some fine pieces by other later writers too, aimong which 

a small group of short poems by Simeon the Potter (5th/6th century) 

deservatto be singled, out. The memra form is already found in one of 

the earliest surviving examples of Syriac poetry, the gnosticizing 

’Hymn of the Soul’, preserved in the Acts of Thomas (6+6 syllables). 

“fn-the-case of Ephrem thedemarkation between genuine and non-^genuine_ 

is particularly hard to make in the case of the memre (7+7 syllables) 

that come down under his name. Notable later poets who made extensive 

use of the memra are the East Syrian Narsai, head of the famous theological 

school at Nisibis (5th century), the Wc;St Syrian Jacob of Serugh, and 

the three Isaacs (all of the 5th/6th century). 

' ' ' r 

According to the fifth century church historian Sozomen, it was 

Harmonius, son of Bardaisan ’the philosopher of the Aramaeans’, who, 

being ’deeply versed in Greek learning, was the first to subdue Syriac, 

his native tongue, to metres and laws’. Since Bardaisan die^d' in 222, 

his son Harmonius (if he is not entirely fictional) would have been 

active in the early third century. An examination of the actual evidence, 

however, indicates that the implication that Syriac verse form was based 

on Greek metre is totally incorrect, for whereas classical Greek poetry 

was queuititative, Syriac poetry has always boon syllabic. Evidently 

we are dealing with an example of Greek chauvinism, which preferred to 

see anything good in barbarian Syriac culjture - such as EphrerrT's poetry, 

some of it already translated into Greek by Sozomen’s day - as ultimately 

derivative from Greek civilization. As a matter of fact it is more 

likely that there was influence the other way round, and that the Syriac 

madrasha provided the inspiration for the Byzantine isosyllabic hymn form 

known as the konteikion, developed in the fifth and sixth centuries; most 

of the best Greek hymnographers happen to come from Syria or Palestine, 

and the greatest exponent of the kontakion, Romanos, originated in 

bilingual Homs in Syria, where he could well have heard Ephrem’s madrashe 

regularly sung-in church. In any case it is known from explicit state¬ 

ments by Theodore of Mdpsuestia (died 428) and-others that Syriac religious 

poetry was translated into Greek for use among Greek-speaking congrega- 

tions. 

(f) Syriac as a bridge culture 

Many people will be aware that a knowledge of Greek philosophy 

reached the medieval west by "way of Arabic, travelling through Muslim 

Spain. Vhat is not so widely realized is that Greek philosophy, medicine 

and science did not reach the Arab world direct, but normally by way of 

Syriac. Syriac translations of the works of Ai'istotle and others go 

Dack to the fifth century," but iT w"as~chiefry through the" work of Syriac 

Christians working at Baghdad, the Abbasid capital, in the ninth century 

:hat this process of transmission actually took place. Among the most 
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famous of those translators was llunain ibn Ishaq (died 873) who gave 

an interesting account of how he went about his work: having 

collected together the best and oldest Greek manuscripts he could 

find, he translated from Greek into Syriac, and only then from Syriac 

into Arabic. The reason for this at first sight rather cumbersome 

procedure was that Hunain had behind him half ^ milTenium^^'a^umulated 

experience of translating complicated Greek texts into Syriac, whereas 

for Arabic there existed no such tradition and so this meant that 

translation from Indo-European Greek into Semitic Arabic was most 

easily achieved by way of another Semitic language, Syriac. Thus 

it comes about that a knowledge of Syriac is essential as a back¬ 

ground to the study of Aristotelian philosophy among the Arabs. 

Thanks to the work of these translators both Arabic and Syriac 

preserve a number of Greek: philosophical and medical works whlclx would 

otherwise have been entirely lost, seeing that no Greek manuscripts 

of them survive. Among such works which come down to us only in \ ■ _ 
/ ^ V /^f Syr iac are Nicholas of Damascus* compendium of Aristotelian philosophy, 

^ a dialogue on the soul between Socrates and Erostrophos, some sayings 

^ ^ y / of a lady Pythagorean philosopher called Theano, and Galen's commenta-ry 

^ 'on Hippocrates* Epidemiai (the last only partly known in Greek and 

Arabic) - to name but a selection. 

C' It was, however, not^only into Arabic that translations from 

Syriac were made; by the end of the first millenDum AD both Greek 

writers in Syriac dress and native Syriac authors had found their way 

into languages as diverse as Armenian, Georgian, Sogdian, Middle 

Persian, Coptic, Ethiopic and Chinese. Nor was it unknown for Syriac 

texts to be translated into Greek; the influential Apocalypse of 

Methodius (late seventh century), for example, reached the medieval 

Latin west by way of a Greek translation fromthe Syriac original. 

Sometimes this traffic could even be two-way, as happened dramatically 

with some of the Aesop literature: the'Greek life of Aesop, on the 

one hand, contains a section taken from the Story of Ahiqar, an old 

Aramaic tale going back to the sixth or even seventh century BC; a 

collection of Aesopic fables, on the other hand, was translated into 

Syriac (and attributed to Josephus), only to find its way back into 

Greek at the end of the eleventh century masquerading under the name 

of SyntipasI 

Because Syriac, culture lay geographically between the Byzantine 

and Islamic worlds this has meant that the extensive Syriac -chronicle 

tradition contains much that is of direct relev^ce to Byzantine and 

Islamic history, and there is a great deal of valuable source material 

lying there which still waits to be properly tapped. 
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divided up into three distinctive periods: (l) the golden age of Syriac 

literature, up to the seventh century; (2) the Arab period until about 

1300; and (3) the period from about 13OO to the present day. 

Considered historically, Syriac literature can conveniently be 

, The first is the period which produced the most creative writers, 

and it is to this that we shall return shortly. The second perioSV which 

came to an end at about the time of the conversion of the Mongols to 

Islam, was essentially one of consolidation and compilation: as in the 

Byzantine world, this period saw the birth of an encyclopaedic type of 

literature, witnessing, right at its close, the appeaf^ance of the great¬ 

est of all Syriac "polymaths, Gregory Abu*l Faraj, better known as 

Barhebraeus (died 1286). Gregory wrote on every aspect of human know- 

Ieclge~bf his time, ~and“±t"“fs~Trotr~for nothing that he- has-been compared -to— 

his western contemporary Thomas Aquinas (died 1274). 

f . / Jj: y 
The opening of the third period was a bleak one for all Christian 

[communities in the Middle East, but the lamp of Syriac learning and 

Literature never died out entirely, and there has been a continuous stream 

3f writers, up to the present day, who have employed classical Syriac^S " 

:heir main literary language. In the seventeenth century we also find f'— 

:he earliest flowering of Modern Syriac literature, in the form of poetry 

rrom“t]Te Alqosh school (north Iraq); it was only in the nineteenth 

century, however, with the establishment of a Syriac printing press at 

Jrmia, that a written literature in Modern Syriac really got going. 

.Among the English works which the American mission at Urmia translated 

into Modern Syriac was Bunyan*s Pilgrim’s ^ogress). In the present 

century the last decade or two have witnessed a renewed interest in 

chis vernaculcLT literature in both Iraq and Iran* 

Syriac literature of the golden age (third to seventh centuries) 

‘merges from anonymity with the appearance of two great writers in the 

‘ourth century: Aphrahat, the author of 23 ’Demonstrations* covering a 

ariety of religious topics, and often touching on Jewish-Christian 

elations, and Ephrem,^hofti we have already met, undoubtedly the finest 

f all Syriac poets. But besides being an outstanding poet, Ephrem also 

Tote a number of prose commentaries on certain books of the Bible, among 

hich his commentaries on Genesis and Exodus show intriguing familiarity 

ith Jewish exegesis. His prose refutations of Marcion, Bardaisan and 

ani constitute ah important (if frustrating) source of information on 

he teaching of these three ’heresiarchs’. ' - - - - 

The fifth and sixth centuries witnessed a remarkable helleniz- 

tion of much Syriac literature, both in style and in thought patterns, 

Ithough poetry remained least- touched by such influence. Among the 

everal notable poets of this era (see 11(e)), both Jacob of Serugh (as 

pupil) and Narsai (as a teacher) were associated with the famous 

Persian School’ at Edessa, which, after its closure by the emperor Zeno 

1 489^ rpoved across the border to Nisibis, safe within the confines of 

le Persian Empire. The history of this important and influential school, 

■jich had Narsai as its director for the last decades of the fifth-century, 

iS now been well told in a monograph by Arthur V88bus. 
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Since Syriac literature has largely been handed down in monasteries 

it is not surprisiTig that much of it is specifically Christian in character. 

From the strictly theological literature two authors stand out for their 

originality of thought (and, in the case of the first, his style): 

Philoxenus of Mabbug (died 5^3) in the Syrian Orthodox tradition, and 

Babai (died'628) in that of the Church of the East. Characteristically 

both men also wrote treatises on the spiritual Ijjle, a topic on which 

there exist many very fine works in Syriac. Best known, but only one 

among many Syrian mystics, iS^Isaac of Nineveh (seventh century), whose 

writings were translated into Greekat~~tTre monastery of St Saba in 

Palestine in the ninth century: even today they are favourite reading 

among the monks of Mount Athos, while in Egypt their inspiration lies 

behind the contemporary monastic revival in the Coptic Church. What 

influence the Syrian mystics had on early Sufism is a question which still 

requires proper investigation. 

vO C\_:> ; 

l;? 

Biblical exegesis is another prominent genre, with important 

Over representatives in both East and West Syrian tradition. Over the course 

of time commentaries on biblical books bcccime more and more encyclopaedic^ 

and (hrivative in character, each writer drawing extensively from the work 

of his predecessors. Excellent representatives of the two theological 

traditions are the East Syrian Ishodad of Merv (ninth century) and the 

West Syrian Dionysius bar Salibi (^rcd^TT?!)? both of whom have left behind 

them commentaries on the entire Bible. Comparison of their two works 

and of their sources will show that, despite theological-differences, 

there was a good deal of mutual interaction as fai* as the history of 

exegesis is concerned. A few bfblTtcal commentators show a remarkable 

^critical Insight, perhaps none more so than Jacob of EJessa; besides 

numerous p*i^nerrating 'scholia* on difficult biblical passages, there 

survives his commentary on the six days of creation (the Hexaemeron) 

which t^es on in places more the form of a scientific treatise. 

>V=> 

An ever populcir genre - and one of considerable interest from 

the point of view of social history - is hagiography’*^. Some pieces of < 

Syriac origin, suchas the life of Alexis~^the Man of God*, were-soon 

translated into Greek and Latin, and so came to'^efijoy great vogue in the 

A particularly fascinating collection of "T^ives ^kre those medieval west. 

of the Persian martyrs, dating from tlie fourth to the seventh centuries, 

throughout which period the Church of the East suffered intermittent 

persecution from the Sasanid authorities, normally at the prompting of 

r the Zoroastrian clergy. 

C ^0 A n ^ 

Hagiography is often intimately connected with local monastic 

history. In the~early Syriac J^fe of Symeon the Stylite we can observe 

the tensions between this amazing athlete of the ascetic life and the 

monastic community to which he’beTohged How such tensions esune to be 

resolved in the course of time can be seen from the sixth century Lives 

of the Oriental Saints, by the Syrian Orthodox Church historian John of 

Ephesus. Among East Syrian writers, Thomas of Marga*s Book of Monastic 

Superiors shows how vigorous - and varied - monastic life continued to 

be under early Arab rule. 

See the contribution by Susan Ashbrook below. 



Insights into the daily life and problems of ecclesiastics in 

positions both high and low are provided by the correspondence of vajrious 

bishops, including two East Syrian patriarchs, Ishoyab III in the seventh, 

and Timothy 1 in the late eighth/carly ninth, century. From the latter 

we learn, for example, that in his day the best Syriac manuscripts con¬ 

taining works by Greek writers were to be found in the library of the 

Syrian Orthodox monastery of Mar Mattai (still functioning today in N. 

Iraq), and he describes how he has to resort to underhand tactics in 

order to have them copied. ^ C C ^ ‘ *’ 

But by no means all Syriac literature is religious in character. 

Of particular importance for the historian are the various chronicles, of 

which there is a long line culminating in those of Michael the Syrian and 

Barhebraeus, both valuable sources for the history of the Crusades. 

Amon^-the earliest works of this sort is the delightfully naive 'Chronicle 

of Joshua the Stylite*, a source from which (to use Pe^er Brown's words) 

"we can learn more about what it was like to live (and to starve) on the 

streets of an ancient city, than we can ever know about the Rome of 

CicerolL.___ 

Mention has already boon made (above, 11(f)) of Syriac philos¬ 

ophical and scientific literature. Although much of this was either 

translated from, or primarily based on, Greek works, the late Roman and 

early Arab period witnessed a number of scholars, such as Sergius of 

Reshaina (sixth century), Jacob of Edessa (seventh century), George 

bishop of the Arabs (eighth centur^ and Moshe bar Kepha (ninth century), 

who" wrote with considerable learning and originality on secular as well 

as on religious topics. Commentaries on, and introductions to, Aristotle's 

logical works, constituting the Organon, take an important place among 

su^B writings. It is interesting to observe how little effect the Arab 

invasions had on Syriac culture of the seventh century; the many important 

scholars of this century also include among them a remarkable astronomer, K- 

Severus of Sebokht, only a few of whose writings have yet been published. 

On a less exalted level there arc works in Syriac on alchemy, 

the interpretation of dreams, astrolog>;, and various forms of divination. 

There also survives a certain amount of essentially popular 

literature in Syriac, such as tlie animal talcs of Indian origin, Kalilah 

and Dimnah (better known under the name of Bidpai to seventeenth century 

European writers like La Fontaine); this work exists in Syriac in two 

separate translations, one made from Middle Persian in the sixth century, 

the other from Arabic in the ninth. Of native Syriac origin are the' 

tensions, or contest poems, usually given a thin liturgical veneer (which 

has ensured their survival). This is actually a genre which goes back 

to ancient Mesopotamia, from where we have excimples in both Akkadian and- 

Sumerian; subsequently it was to be taken up by the Arabs (known as the 

munazara), and, perhaps by way of Spain, by medieval Spanish and Provencal 

jongleurs. In Syriac there aro to be found precedence disputes between 

such figures as Death and Satan, EarJ:h and Heaven, the Months of the Year, 

Wheat and Gold, the Vine and the Cedar etc. 
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Several important areas have been passed over in silence - the 

extensive apocryphal ri^ and the canonical andT^egal Vexts, to- 

name but a couple - but sufficient has by now been said to give some idea 

of the variety to be found within the confines of Syriac literature, and 

it is time to turn to look at the place olf Syriac among the various 

Aramaic dialects, and then to survey some of/the more important 'tools 

of the trade*. a 

c «r \ /f 
C 

IV The place of Syriac among the Aramaic dialects 

Within the Semitic languages Arcimaic belongs to the group of 

North West Semitic languages which comprises Eblaitic, Amorite, Igaritic, 

Phoenician, Hebrew and Moabite, besides Aramaic. By the end of the 

second mL 11ermium BC two distinctive sub-groups among the North West Semitic 

languages had emerged, Aramaic and Canaanite, the latter consisting of 

Phoenician, Hebrew and Moabite (some scholars would classify Ugailtlc, 

too, as Canaanite). 

The term 'Aramaic* in fact covers a multitude of different 

dialects, ranging in time from the early first millemiium BC (isolated 

inscriptions) to the present day when various modern Aramaic dialects 

are still spoken in certain areas of Syria, Eastern Turkey, Iraq, Irctn 

and the Soviet Republic of Azcirbaijan. Of the several written dialects 

of Aramaic we have extensive literatures produceii, mainJy in the course 

of the first millennium AD, by three diffeient religious groups in the 

Middle East; Jews, Christians and Mandoans; of these three, the Christian 

and Mandean dialects of Aramaic developed their own distinctive script, 

and it is largely for that reason that these two dialects have come to 

be called by the separate ncimes of 'Syriac* and 'Mandean* (or 'Mandaic*). 

The various dialects of Jewish Aramaic, on the other hand, w^ere written 

in that form of the old Aramaic script which was adopted by the Jews 

after the exile for writing Hebrew (and hence now known as 'square Hebrew', 

as opposed to the abandoned 'palaeo-Hebrew' script). To-day it is 

customary to use 'square Hebrew' in printing all dialects of Aramaic 

other than Syriac and Mandean (although texts from both these dialects 

have occasionally also been printed in Hebrew script). 

The correct classification of the Aramaic dialects still remains 

a matter of dispute among scholars, and the following division of the 

dialects into four chronological groups follows the general schema put 

forward by J.A.Fitzmyer: 

(1) Old Aramaic; this comprises the oldest surviving texts in 

Aramaic; all are inscriptions, and among them are the famous 

Sefire treaty texts. This period, when several different 

dialects are already discernt.ble, is generally regarded as lasting 

from the tenth to the end of the eighth century BC (it should be 

remembered, of course, that the dividing lines between the different 

periods are inevitably somewhat arbitrary). 

(2) Official Aramaic;(sometimes also known as Imperial Aramaic, or 

ReichsaramMisch): under the late Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian 

empires Aramaic came to be used more and more as a chancery 

language (see J.B.Pritchard, The Ancient Near East in Pictures 
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(Princeton, 1954), figure 235? where one scribe is writing 

cuneiform Akkadian with a stylus, and the other Aramaic, using 

a pen) and as such was inherited by the Achaemenid empire. From 

this period we have both inscriptions on stone and, from Egypt, 

documents and letters on papyrus and leather deriving from three 

different archives, the most famous of which is the Jewish one 

from Elephantine. The Aramaic of the book of Ezra in its 

essentials belongs to this period. 

(3) Middle Aramaic. The various texts*that survive from the half 

millenocum following Alexander*s conquests in the Middle East (in 

other words, the Hellenistic and early Roman Empire, up to about 

AD 200) are to-day often lumped together as 'Middle Aramaic*; in 

fact the dialects represented are very disparate, for, on the one 

hand, there are archaizing literciry texts like the Aramaic of 

Daniel and some of the fragmentary Qumran texts in Aramaic, while, 

on the other hand, there are the^'ValT.ous local dialects, known 

mainly from inscriptions, which emerged around the turn of the 

Christian era at various points on the edge of the fertile crescent - 

Petra (Nabatean), Palmyra (Palmyrene), Hatra, and Edessa (the 

*5ST.iest pagan Syria^inscriptions belong^^o this peridd)i From 

further afield, Armenia, Georgia and Afghanistan, come further 

inscriptions in what is often a very corrupt form of Aramaic. 

(4) Late Aramaic. The period spanning the later Roman Empire and 

the beginnings of Arab rule (approximately AD 200-700) saw the 

emergence of a distinct division between Eastern and Western dia¬ 

lects of Aramaic. Western Aramaic includes Samaritan Aramaic, 

various Palestinian Jewish Aramaic dialects, and Christian 

Palestinian Aramaic (also known as Palestinian Syriac, since it 

employs the Syriac estrangelo script). Eastern Aramaic com¬ 

prises Mandean, Babylonian Jewish Aramaic dialects, and Syriac 

(what emer'^d as the classical literary dialect of Syriac differs 

in some small details from the Syriac of the earlier pagan in¬ 

scriptions from the Edessa area). 

(3) Modern Aramaic. The Arab conquests effected the gradual elimination 

of Aramaic as a spoken language in most areas, a^d it is only in 

outlying mountainous regions that Aramaic has survived up to the 

present day, spoken by small groups of Christians, Jews and even 

a few Mu’slims^.^ A Western Aramaic dialect survives only-in three - 

villages in the Anti-Lebanon (two Muslim, and one - Ma^lula - 

Christian), although the accounts of seventeenth and eighteenth 

century travellers indicate that it was much more widespread a 

few centuries ago. Eastern Aramaic dialects, however, enjoy a 

rather wider use: a Jewish dialect from North Iraq (Zakho) is 

still spoken by some immigrants to Israel from that area, while 

several somewhat differing Christian dialects are still in common 

use in the mountainous area formed to-day by East Turkey, North 

Iraq, North West Iran and Azerbaijan. In the area of South East 

Turkey known as Tur Abdin the local Syrian Orthodox Christians 

employ a dialect called Turoyo, the 'mountain* language, which is 

hardly ever written. In Iraq, IrcUi and Azerbaijan the Chaldeans 

and East Syrians speak a rather different dialect (or rather, 

group of dialects); this is sometimes also written, and the 
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earliest texts in Modern Syriac, all poetic ones,- belong to the 

seventeenth^. cent_ury and come from the Alqosh area, but it was 

only in the nineteenth century, with the establishment'of a. ~ 

printing press at Urmia (modern Rezaiyeh) by the American Presbyter 

mission, that a real impetus was given to the use of Modern Syriac 

for literary purposes. That the dialect spoken in Iraq (variously 

called Fellihi, Soureth, or Swadaya) is still a force for politicia 

to take note of was shown by the action of the Iraqi government in 

1972 when, in a decree of tlie 22nd April, it granted 'cultural 

rights to the Assyrian, Chaldean, and Syrian Orthodox citizens 

who speak Syriac*. How extensive a literature there now is in 

modern Syriac is indicated by R.Macuch*s recent Geschichte der 

spMt - und neusyrischen Literatur (Berlin, 1976). 

Syriac emerges as an independent Aramaic dialect in the early 

first century Al), and is first attested in a pagan inscription dated 6, 

from Birecik on the river Euphrates, some 43 miles west of Edessa (whose 

modern name, Urfa, is derived from the Syriac Urhay), the cultural centre 

of Syriac literature. To early writers Syriac is actually known as 

*Edessene*, an indication that it started out simply as the local Aramaic 

. P.i_E^essa. That it came to be adopted as the literary language 

of Aramaic speaking Christians all over Mesopotamia may-in part bo due_ 

to the prestige enjoyed by Edessa as a result of its claim to possess a 

letter written by Jesus to its king (of Arab stocK)*named Abgar the Black 

(this was translated into Greek by Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History, 

1.13). 

It is a remarkable fact that written Syriac, in the form that 

had become fossilized by the fourth century, differs hardly at all in 

morphology from the written classical Syriac still employed today by 

Syrian Orthodox clergy and some others. Nevertheless, although the 

language remained the same, there emerged two different pronunciations 

of Syriac, usually known as the 'Eastern* and the 'Western*. The Eastern, 

which is essentially the more ai'chaic, came to be used by members of the 

Church of the East, living mainly in what is now Iraq and Iran, while the 

Western is employed in the Maronito and the Syrian Orthodox tradition 

whose homeland is further west (moaern Syria and SK Tux’key). The mo8t— 

obvious difference between the two consists in the pronunciation of 

original a: the Eastern pronunciation preserves it (e.g. malka 'king'), 

while the"Western alters it to o (malko). 

Syriac scripts 

' t L-f C 

The earliest Syriac inscriptions of the first and second centuries 

AD (all pagan) employ a script w^ith many similarities with Palmyrene 

cursive-writing, but by the time of oiur earliest manuscript^ (early fifth 

century AD) this script has taken on a more formalized character, known 

as *£strangelo* (from'Greek strongulos 'rounded').* The British_..Library 

preserves many superb pieces of’calligraphy in this hand. Although the 

script continued to be used well into the Middle Ages (and indeed enjoyed 

a dramatic local revival in Tur Abdin in the twelfth century), during the 

course of the eighth century there emerged, side by side with it, a new and 

more compact 'script developed from estrangelo. The correct name for this 
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new script is serto (literally 'a scratch, character*), but in European 

works it is often designated *Jacobite*, since it became the normal script 

employed by the ’Jacobites* (i.e. "Syrian Orthodox); it is in fact also 

used by the Maronites as well. A few centuries later, among the East 

Syrians, we see the gradual emergence from estrangelo of the other distinctive 

Syriac script, today employed by Chaldeans and ’Assyrians*; it is generally 

called the ’Nestorian* or ’Chaldean* script by European writers. 

The study of Syriac palaeography is still in its infancy, and 

the dating of manuscripts on the basis of the hand alone can be a matter 

of great uncertainty. The only guidance available is the excellent 

photography in»W.H.P.Hatch*s An Album of Dated Syriac Manuscripts (Boston, 

1946). 

-4 
V 

<sThe early centuries of Arab rule witnessed the emergence of 

various vocalization systems to assist the reading and pronunciation 

of the unvowelled Arabic, Hebrew and Syriac scripts. For Syriac we 

know that one of the early experimenters in this field was the great 

Syrian Orthodox scholar Jacob of Edessa (died 708), fragments of whose 

grammar, setting out his suggestions, survive. What finally emerged 

were two different systems, one used by Syrian Orthodox and Maronites 

(the so-called Jacobite vowel signs), and the other employed by East 

Syrians (the so-called Nestorian vowel signs); the former consist of 

symbols derived from Greek letters, the latter of different combinations 

of dots. In practice to-day West Syrian scribes (using Serto) rarely 

bother to insert the vowel signs, while East Syrian ones quite frequently 

give them. v , 

. 

Many Syriac scribes, right up to the present day (as we shall 

see, manuscripts still continue to be copied), have been very fine 

calligraphers. A few have also been illuminators, and by far the most ^ 

famous illustrated Syriac manuscript is the so-called ’Rabbula Gospels* 

in the Laurentian Library, Florence. According to the long colophon 

the scribe Rabbula completed this magnificent work on the sixth of February 

* in the year 897 of Alexander*, that is AD 586, at the Monastery of St 

John of Beth Zagba, probably somewhere in North Syria. But this is by 

no means the only illuminated Syriac manuscript to survive, as can be 

readily seen by.anyone-who consults Jules Leroy’s Dos manuscripts_syriaques 

a peintures (two volumes, one of text, one of plates; Paris, 1964). 

V Tools 

(a) Grammars 

These are best divided into two categories, elementary and 

reference grammars: 

Elementary grammars 

Until the appearance of John Healey’s First Studies in Syriac 

Lccompanying the present volume, the standard work in English for begin 

lers was T.H.Robinson *s Paradigms and Exercises in Syriac Grammar 
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(Oxford, 4th ed. 1968), which is provided with exercises (Syriac-English, 

English-Syriac) and a two-way glossary. For a number of different 

reasons Robinson*s Grammar was not a very satisfactory work, even in 

the somewhat improved later editions. In Latin a much more useful 

introductory work is L.Palacios, Grammatica Syriaca (Rome, 1954), 

which also contains exercises, as well as a short selection of texts 

in serto script. For those who read German A.Ungnad*s Syrische 

Grammatik (Munich, 1913) is pai^ticularly well set oUt for beginners. 

It is often helpful to start on reading simple vocalized texts 

at an early stage: for such purposes the grammatical analysis of the 

Peshitta Gospels in H.F.Whish*s Clavis Syriaca (London, 1883) will be 

especially helpful to those learning the language on their own. Much 

shorter, but similarly conceived, and with a brief introductory grammat- 

ica^sJ^tch, are the Syriac Reading Lessons, by *The Author of The 

Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon etc. etc.*, in other words- 

B.Davidson (London, l85l). 

From the Middle East there come a number of elementary books 

designed for teaching Syriac to schoolchildren. One that makes use 

of English as well as Arabic explanations is Asmar El--Khoury*s 

Companion (Beirut, 1972). 

Reference grammars 

Of intermediary sized grammars there a:'e German ones by E.Nestle 

(with an English translation, Berlin, 1889) and by C.Brockelmann 

(Leipzig, l899 and many subsequent editions); the latter in particular 

is very handy. Both these works also contain a selection of texts and 

a glossary. Of comparable size and coverage in PYench (but without 

any texts) fs L.Costaz* Grammaire syriaque (Beirut, 2iid otl, ) , 

where there is a useful typographical distinction between material meant 

for the less advanced and that reserved for the more experienced student. 

The standard reference griimmars are those by R.Duval, Grammaire 

syriaque (Paris, 1881) and (above all) T.NBldeke, Kurzj^asste syrische 

Grammatik (Leipzig, 2nd ed. 1898; English translation by J.A.Crichton, 

(London, 1904). The German reprint of 1966 contains some supplements 

and an index of passages quoted. Although both these' works pay 

generous attention to syntax, there is actually a great need for a ^ 

specifically-dachronic study of Syriac syntax. 

\ 

~." 

^ Of the older reference grammars, that by A.Merx, Grammatica 

Syriaca (Halle, 1867), in Latin, might be singled out. An intriguing 

glimpse into the earliest European grammars, produced during the 

Renaissance, is provided by the facsimiles in W.Strothmann*s Die 

Anf^nge der syrischen Studien in Europa (GBttingen, I97l)- 

I 
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It should not be forgotten that there are numerous grammars 

by native Syriac scholars, going back to Jacob of Edessa in the seventh 

century. The thirteenth century polymath, Barhebraeus, even wrote a 

verse grammar, as well as one in prose. Of the more recent grammars 

published in the Middle East mention should be made of the Arabic one • 

by C.J.David (Mosul, l879; 2nd ed. 1896), the learned Syrian Catholic 

metropoTitan of Damascus and editor of the Mosul edition of the 

Peshitta (1887-91), and of the French Clef de la langue arameenne 

(Mosul, 1905) by Alphonse Mingana, later of Birmingham fame. 

L:^ 

(b) Anthologies of texts (chrestomathies) 

The chrestomathy at the end of Brockelmann*s Syrische Grammatik 

offers a particularly good selection of texts (there is a slight differ¬ 

ence in choice of texts between the earlier and later editions), with 

samples in all three scripts, both vocalized and unvocalized. One of 

the pieces included is part of the Teaching of Addai, the Syriac account 

of the legend concerning king Abgcir*s correspondence with Jesus. 

Brockelmann*s work contains^^a'useful glossary, of which an English 

edition, with added etymological notes, has been published separately 

by M.Goshen Gottstein under the title A Syriac Glossary (Wiesbaden, 

1970). ^ 

R.Kbbert’s Textus ct Paradigmata Syriaca (Rome, 1952)- contains 

some twenty pages of paradigms followed by an interesting selection of 

texts, both biblical and non-biblical, in a handwritten serto. A 

glossary to this is provided in his Vocabularium Syriacum (Rome, 1956), 

to which there is a supplement in Qrientalia 39 (1970)» PP- 315“9» 

A very good variety of texts, in vocalized serto script, is to 

be found in L.Costaz and P.Mouterde*s Anthologie syriaque (Beirut,1955)• 

There are brief introductory notes on the authors represented. 

Most of the older grammars contain chrestomathies at the end, 

and sometimes these will include texts not published elsewhere (e.g. 

the Syriac version of the Lives of the Prophets will be found in Nestle’s 

grammar). There are also several nineteenth century chrestomathies 

(V^ithout grammars attached, and again many of these contain unpublished 

texts; of these the most important are by A.Rbdiger (Halle/Leipzig, 

3rd ed. 1892) and P.Zir^erle (Rome, l871-3)»^ 

From the Middle East there is a good graded series of reading 

)ooks (serto) published in Qamishli (in eastern Syria; a modern town 

facing ^cient Nisibis, now Nuseybin across the border in Turkey): 

L.N.Karabash, Merge d-qeryana, ‘Reading Exercises’, in eight volumes 

V0I.8, 1972). These contain several texts by contemporary Syriac 

Luthors. 

Two older anthologies printed in the Middle East are of 

mportance since they include some texts not yet printed elsewhere._ 
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These are the Kthabuna d-parthuthe, or * Little book of scraps*, ^ 

published by the Archbishop of Canterbury*s mission at Urmia in 1898, 

and J.E.Manna*s Morceaux choisis do litt^rature arame^enne (2 volumes; 

Mosul, 19OI; reprinted Baghdad, 1977). Both these employ the East 

Syrian script. 

(c) Dictionaries 

Besides the glossaries attached to the various grammars and 

chrestomathies already mentioned, the beginner will also find 

W.Jenning*s A Lexicon to the Syriac New Testament (Oxford, 1926) pai't- 

icularly useful, seeing that one of the most readily available vocalized 

Syriac texts is the British and Foreign Bible Society*s edition of the 

Peshitta New Testament. 

Of the dictionaries proper the two most easy to handle are 

Jessie Payne Smith (Mrs Margoliouth), Compendious Syriac Dictionary 

(Oxford, 1903 and many reprints), arranged alphabetically and very good 

for idioms, and L. Costaz, Dictionnaire syriaque-francais (Beirut, 1963)? 

arranged by root, and including English andArabic equivalents as well 

as French. Both these will prove adequate for most practical purposes, 

but neither gives any references to sources; for these the two monuments 

of Syriac lexicography must be consulted, (Jessie*s father) R. Payne 

Smith*s Thesaurus, and C.Brockelmann*s Lexicon. 

Brockelmann*s Lexicon Syriacum (Berlin, l895; much expanded 

second edition 1928) is the more convenient size to handle, and it is 

in a single volume. Arrangement is by root and the language employed 

is Latin (at the end there is a useful reverse Latin-Syriac index; the 

second edition simply gives the page reference for the Syriac equivalent, 

but the first edition more conveniently provides the Syriac word itself). 

Lists of references, especially for rarer words, are very helpful, but 

quotations are never given, for 1easons of space. 

Robert Payne Smith*s Thesaurus Syiiacus in two folio volumes 

(Oxford, 1879, 1901) must be one of the most splendid of the many 

lictionaries the Oxford University Press has put out: the beautiful 

leadings and layout, with ample margins for annotation, are matched 

Dy The' wealth pi examples quoted. The work (which, like all diction- 

iries, draws y^n the fruits of many earlier dictionaries) employs Latin 

ather than English, and is arranged by root. 
^ . . r. . I . 1*. r . ‘ 

vaa 
Ol-vt wl'vV’"'' 

A Supplement to the Thesaurus of R. Payne Smith (Oxford, 

1927) was compiled subsequently by his daughter Jessie, in order to 

include those texts which had been published for the first time only 

in the intervening years. Some further additions, mainly taken from 

nedical texts, will be found in Orientalia 8 (1939)? pp. 25-28. 
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Both Brockelmann and Payne Smith make good use of the tenth 

century Syriac lexicographers, Bar Bahlul (edited by H.Duval, 1888-91) 

and Bar Ali (Part I edited by G.Hoffmann, l874; part II by R.J.H. 

Gottheil, 1908). The more advanced student will find that these two 

works are sometimes worth consulting in their own right. 

Of the older European dictionaries, E.Castell*s Lexicon 

Heptaglotton (London, 1669 and reprints), based on Walton’s Polyglot, 

Euid C.Schaaf, Lexicon Syriacum Concordantiale (Leiden, 2nd ed. 171?) 

still have their uses. Schaaf covers only the New Testament, but 

effectively acts as a concordance to this. 

There are also some Syriac disetionaries published in the 

Middle East; of these the following deserve particular mention since 

they sometimes include words absent from the European dictionaries; 

j.Cardahi,. Al-Lobab,_sive Dictionarium Syro-Arabicum (2 volumes; 

Beirut, 1887-91);T,Audo, Dictionnaire de la langue chaldeenne (Syriac- 

5yriac, in 2 volumes; Mosul, l897); and J.E.Manna, Vocabulaire chaldeen- 

Baghdad is making prelim- 

? 

irabe (Mosul, 1900). The Syriac Academy in 

Lnary plans for compiling a now dictionary. 

A large number of important Syriac texts have bsen published 

iince all these dictionaries were compiled and, since these include 

[uite a number of words not yet recorded in any of them, there is 

certainly room for at least another supplement to the Thesaurus] 

(d) Main Editions of the Syriac Bible 

The beginner will find the British and Foreign Bible Society’s 

edition of the Peshitta New Testament very usf^ful for reading practice: 

t is very clearly printed and is fully vocalized (serto with West 

>yrian vowel signs). At first the Gospels were also printed separately, 

'his edition also has the advantage that it contains a reliable text, 

nd for the Gospels it is based on the critical edition by Pusey and 

wynn (19OI); the latter has a facing Latin translation and gives the 

ariant readings (usually of a very minor character) from a number of 

arly manuscripts. Since the original Syriac New Testament Canon did 

ot contain 2 Peter, 2-3 John, Jude or Revelation, there is no 

eshitta translation of these books available; as a result the Bible 

ociety prints a later translation, probably belonging to the sixth 

entury, for these particular books. 

A good way to familiai'ize onself with reading unvocalized 

ixts is to read the Old Syriac Gospels alongside the Peshitta. The 

)st convenient edition is that by F.C.Burkitt, Evangelion da- 

^pharreshe (Cambridge, 1904), based on the Curetonian manuscript (with 

iriations of the Sinaiticus at the bottom of the page in the apparatus); 

lis has a facing English translation and for the Syriac the estrangelo 

:ript is used (the smaller sized type in the notes is actually based 

i Burkitt’s own beautiful Syriac handwriting). After reading only a 
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few verses it will be seen that this is a much freer translation of the 

Greek than is the Peshitta; the latter actually came into existence as 

a revision of the Old Syriac. For those interested in textual criticism 

of the New Testament it is important to use A. Lewis* edition of the 

Sinaiticus in conjunction with Burkitt. 

The surviving fragments of the Diatessaron in Syriac were 

collected by I.Ortiz de Urbina, Vetus Evangelium Syrorum; Diatessaron 

Tatiani, as volume VI of the Madrid Polyglot (1967)- 

The very literal seventii century translation known as the 

Harklean (in fact a revision of earlier revisions) was published in 

two volumes by J.White under the misleading title of Versio Syriaca 

Philoxeniana (1778-I803). A Latin translation is provided. 

There are several English translations of the Peshitta New 

Testament, or parts of it: by J.Murdock (l85l)» W.Norton (1890), and 

G.M.Lamsa (l933)* 

In the absence of a printed concordance, Schaaf's New Testament 

lexicon (listed under V(c) Dictionaries) is still useful. There r'xists 

a handwritten concordance, made by A.Bonus, which is now in the possession 

of the Department of Middle Eastern, Studies, Melbourne. 

For the Peshitta Old Testcunent tlierc arc convenient and good 

editions of the Pentateuch (estrangelo) and Psalms (serto) published 

by the British and Foreign Bible Society. At the present time there 

is a large-scale new edition of the Peshitta Old Testament in the course 

of publication, under the general editorship of Professor P.A.H. de Boer 

(Leiden). So far the following volumes have appeared : 

Sample edition: Song of Songs, Tobit, IV Ezra (1966) 

I. l: Genesis, Exodus (l977) -- 

II. 2: Judges, Samuel (1978) 

II.4: Kings (1976) 

IV.3: Apocalypse of Baruch, IV Ezra (l973) 

IV.6: Odes, Psalms of Solomon, Apocryphal Psalms, 

Tobit, I(III) Ezra (l972). 

These are beautifully printed in estrangelo script; the edition makes 

use of all known early manuscripts as well as of many later ones. 

There are also reliaLble earlier editions of several individual 

books: Psalms (W.Barnes, 1904); Lamentations (B.Albrektson, 1963); 

Wisdom of Solomon (J.A.Emerton, 1959); and the Apocrypha (P.de Lagarde, 

1861). 
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Thc^rc exist, scvorcil old c'ditions containinQ the entire 

Poshitta Old Testament, but none of th(.'SO is based on the oldest 

or best manuscripts available. The edition of S.Lee (London, I823), 

using serto script, can sometimes be picked up second-hand; it is 

largely based on Brian Walton*s London Polyglot Bible (1657)1 which 

in turn goes back to the Paris Polyglot of l645* The manuscripts em¬ 

ployed for these editions were mostly of very late West Syrian proven¬ 

ance, though Lee made some use of the twelfth century 'Buchanan Bible*, 

which had been brought back from India by the Reverend Claude Buchanan 

and presented to the Univ'ersity Library, Cambridge, around l809» 

The American Presbyterian Mission printed an edition at 

Urmia in 1852 containing the entire Peshitta Old Testament; for this, 

local East Syrian manuscripts were used as the basis, and the script 

employed is also East Syrian. A revision of this, made by Joseph de 

Kelayta, was published by the Trinitarian Bible Society in 1913 

(printed in rather diminutive East Syrian characters). 

A second Middle Eastern edition, prepared by the Syrian 

Catholic bishop C.J.David, was published by the Dominican press at 

Mosul, 1887-92; for this East Syrian script (vocalized) was employed. 

This edition was reprinted at Beirut in 1951 and is still available. 

Mention should also be made of the magnificent photolitho¬ 

graphic reproduction of the seventh century manuscript of the Peshitta 

in the possession of the Ambrosian Library in Milan; for this A.M. 

Ceriani was responsible (1876-9)* 

Since there is generally very little variation between Peshitta 

manuscripts (at least compared with Septuagint ones), for most purposes 

it will make little difference which edition of the Peshitta Old Testa¬ 

ment is used. For serious work on the Hebrew text underlying the 

Peshitta, however, it is essential to use an edition (above all the 

Leiden one where ready) based on the earliest manuscripts, since the 

te>rt of “the'Peshitta"—evidently underwent some small bit import^n'^ modi¬ 

fications during its early history. 

For the Syrohexapla A.M.Ceriani produced a photolithographic 

edition (1874) of a ninth century manuscript in the Ambrosian Library, 

:ontaining the second half of the Old Testament (Job - Malachi). The 

:ompanion volume to this manuscript was still in existence in the six- 

:eenth century and was used by various Renaissance scholars; subse- 

luently, however, it disappeared in circumstances still unknown. Other 

scattered Syrohexapla texts contaiiing books from the.first half of the 

)ld Testament were collected together and edited by P. de Lagarde 

Bibliothecae Syriacae, (Gottingen, 1892); an earlier edition of this 

1880) employed Hebrew type). Some subsequent finds were published by 

'.Baars in New Syrohexaplaric Texts (Leiden, 1968, with a valuable intro- 

luction), while a photographic edition of a Pentateuch manuscript from 
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SE Turkey has been edited..by A.Vbbbus (Louvain, 1975) • 

There are concordances to the following books of the Peshitta 

Old Testament: Psalms (N.Sprenger; Wiesbaden, 1976), Ecclesiastes (W. 

Strothmann; Gbttingen, 1973)? and Ecclesiasticus (M.M.Winter; Leiden, 

1976), An invaluable List of Old Testament Peshitta Manuscripts was 

published by the Peshitta Institute (Leiden) in 196I. 

By way of appendix a word should be said of the Christian 

Palestinian Aramaic (or Palestinian Syriac) version of the Bible, made 

from Greek. As has already been seen, this is a Western Aramaic dialect 

quite separate from Syriac, even though it uses an estrangelo script. 

Only fragments of the version survive, often as the underwriting of 

palimpsest manuscripts. The Old Testament fragments are at present 

being re-edited by M.Goshen Gottstein and assistants, and one volume 

of The Bible in the Palestinian Syriac Version (Pentateuch and Prophets) 

has so far been published (Jerusalem, 1973)- F^or the New Testament the 

most extensive texts are in A.Lewis and M.Gibson, The Palestinian Syriac 

Lectionary of the Gospels (London, l899)- A list, now incomplete, of 

other New Testament texts will be found in F.Schultess^ Lexicoff Syrd- 

palaestinum (Berlin, 1903). 

For guidance to the secondary literature on the Syriac biblical 

versions, see the works mentioned at the end of 11(a). 

(e) Histories of Syriac Literature 

There is unfortunately no satisfactory up to date introduction 

to Syriac literature and the beginner has to make the most of what is 

available. Perhaps still the best, and certainly the most readable, 

is R.Duval*s La litt^rature syriaque (Paris, 3rd ed. 1907), which treats 

the subject by genre. The standard English work, W.Wright*s A Short 

History of Syriac Literature (London, l89^) is useful, but out-dated and 

very dry; de Lacy 0*Leary*s The Syriac Fathers (London, 1909) is not 

much better in this respect. A.Baumstark*s section on Syriac literature 

in his Die christliche Literaturen des Osten I (Leipzig, l9ll) is good 

for its date, and J.B.Chabot*s Litterature syriaque (Paris, 1934) is 

also quite'reasonable. 

The only recent work is I.Ortiz de Urbina*s Patrologia Syriaca 

(Rome, 2nd ed. 1965), in Latin. This is more a tool for reference, 

being a catalogue of the main writers and their works; its biblio¬ 

graphies attached to each section, will be found very useful. A 

further editicTn is in preparation. - There is also a brief German survey 

by A.Baumstark and A.RUcker in Handbuch der Orientalistik Illr Semitistik 

(Leiden, 1954), PP« l69-204. 



The standard rcl'eronco work, however, is A. Baumstark * s 

rcat Gcschichtc der s>T^ischen Literatur (.Bonn, 19^2; reprinted Berlin — 

968), cind this still remains indispensable for the serious student of 

>T*iac literature. Unfortunately Baumstark's German style is notor- 

ously difficult and this is hai'dly a work to be road from cover to 

over. Besides editions, Baumstark notes all manuscripts of each 

ndividual work in so far as they were kno\.Ti to him (of the catalogues 

f major collections of Syriac manuscripts in European libraries only 

ingana's Catalogue of the Mingana Collection ol Mitnuscripts (Birmingham) 

as appeared subsequently). 

-Another, much older, reference work wliich is still of great 

alue to the specialist is J. S.-Assemani ' s Bibliotheca Orientalis, in 

hree large volumes (Romo, 1719"28), where a volume each is devoted 

0 'Orthodox', 'Monophysite' and 'Xestorian' writers. Generous excerpts 

rom manuscripts in the \"atican librevry are giv'en throughout. At the 

eginning of volume III is printed the important medieval catalogue of 

y'riac authors and their wTitings, compiled by -Abdisho, the East Syrian 

Btropolitan of Nisibis w'ho died in I3l8- 

Thanks to recent manuscript finds (especially by Professor 

rthur VBbbus in the Middle East) and the publication of important 

2v»' texts there is now’ a groat need for an updated large-scale history 

f S^-riac literature. Such a^vc^ume has indeed been prtmiTsed 

58bus himself (announced at the first 'Symposium Syriacum', held in 

5rae 1965)* 
\ 

V - ... - 

Almbst all the above histories of Syriac literature give 

le impression that Syriac literature died out after the Mongol invasions 

ily Baumstark gives a few subseciuont writers. This impression is 

:tually a totally false one, for classical Syriac has continued to 

: an important literary language right up to the present day. The 

(tent of this more recent literature was almost totally unknown to 

iropean scholars until the publication of R.Macuch's Geschichte der 

3Ht- und neusyrischen Literatur (Berlin, 1976), which covers both 

Lterature in classical Syriac and that in Modern Syriac (first wT^itten 

)wn in the seventeenth-century).-- -(For some addenda and corrections_ 

je the review in the Journal of Semitic Studies 23 (l978)» PP* 129-38)- 

Finally three important histories of Syriac literature pub- 

.shed in the Middle East should be mentioned. The late Syrian Ortho- 

>x Patriarch Ephrem Barsaum published a history of Syriac literature 

i Arabic in 19^3 under the title The Book of Unstrung Pearls in the 

.story of Syriac Literature and Sciences. An enlarged second edition 

)peared in 1958, and of this a Syriac translation was made by the late 

!tropK)litan of Mardin (SE Turkey), Mar luhannon Philoxenos Dolobani, 

raself a considerable Syriac scholar; this was published at Qamishli 

iyria) in 1967- A partial English translation, by M.I.Moosa, w’as 

.de for an -American doctoral dissertation in 1965 (Univ^ersity Micro- 

1ms no 66-69^9)- Barsaum's work lias information on several authors 

t included in Baumstark, but it excludes all writers belonging to the 

urch of the East. 
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Albert Abuna’s Adab al-lugha al-ctramiyya (*Aramean literature*; 

Beirut, 1970), also in Arabic, is a good general history of Syriac 

literature* Until recently the author taught in the seminary at Mosul* 

P.Sarmas*s Tash ita d-siprayuta atoreta (History of Assyrian, 

i*e* Syriac literature; Teheran, 1969-70) is in modern Syriac and covers 

East Syrian writers* Dr Sarmas, who died in 1972, was one of the fore¬ 

most authorities on Syriac in Iran* 

All these three works have.been well exploited by Macuch in 

his book mentioned above* ' ~ .. 

\ 
For those interested in seeing what Syriac scholars, both 

western and Middle Eastern,actually look like, the collection of photo¬ 

graphs in Abrohom Nouro*s My Tour in the Parishes of the Syrian Church 

in Syria and Lebanon (Beirut, 1967) is to be recommended* The author, 

whose family comes from Edessa, is a real enthusiast for the Syriac 

language and one whose energy and dynamism know no bounds; both he and 

his immediate relations speak Classical Syriac a£"liome* * 

(f) The Historical Background 

Since Syriac literature spans a wide area both in time and 

in space there is no single work that cbvers the historical background* 

For the home of Syriac, Edessa, an eminently readable work is J*B*Segal*s 

Edessa, the Blessed City (Oxford, 1971)T the author is an authority 

on the early pagan inscriptions and mosaics from the area, and he has 

explored some fascinating byways of local literary history in the 

course of writing ■fhis book.^- 

For the early history of the Church of the East as it existed 

under the Sasanid empire (roughly modern Iraq and Iran) there are tw'o 

Engli sh works; W.A.Wigram, An Introduction to the History of the Assyrian 

Church, 100-640 A*D. (London, 1910), and W.G.Young, Patriarch, Shah and 

Prophet (Rawalpindi, 1974). Wigram was a member of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury's mission to the Church of the East and he did a great deal 

to bring 'knowledge of that Church's plight to the English-reading 

"public*-For"the-period of the origins of Christianity in Me^po^an^a 

(where legends abound) neither of these two works is sufficiently 

critical, and a more reliable account will be found in J^M.Fiey's 

Jalons pour une histoire do I'e £i isG en Iraq (Louvain, 1^07, which 

covers up to the seventh century* A more detailed history spanning 

the same period is J.Labourt's Le christianisme dans 1'empire perse 

* I first had the pleasure of meeting Malfono (= TeacherT~Abrohom Nouro 

early one morning at the Syrian Catholic Patriarchate in Charfet 

(Lebanon) where I was staying the night: having heard rumours that 

a European mestaryono (*syriacisant*) was at large, he had taken a 

taxi out from Beirut at once and turned up only shortly after dawn* 
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(Paris, 1904), a solid work which still retains its value* For 

this Church’s flourishing history under the early Abbasid caliphs, 

besides Young’s book, there is a recent work by H.Putman, L’Eglise et 

1’Islam sous Timoth^e I (Beirut, 1975)* The Mongol period 

7l3th-l4th century) is well covered in the short- book by J*M.Fiey, 

Chretiens syriaques sous les Mongols (Louvain, 1975)• The b0st over 

all survey of the history of the Church of the East Is by the late 

Cardinal E.Tisserant, in the article ’Nestorienne, e'glise’ in the 

Dictionnaire de Theologie Catholique. 

The period of the emergence of the Syrian Orthodox Church 

as a separate entity, in the 5th-6th century, is covered by W.H*C*Frend’s 

The Rise of the Monophysite Movement (Cambridge, 197^) and W.A.Wigram’s 

The Separation of the Monophysites (London, 1923); the latter is 

especially valuable for the sixth century, being based on little ex¬ 

ploited Syriac sources* For the Arab period the only works available 

are in German; 'W.Hage, Die syrisch-jakobitische Kirche in friihlislam- 

ischer Zeit (Wiesbaden, 1966), and P*Kawerau, Die jakobitische Kirche 

im Zeitalter der syrischen Renaissance (Berlin, 2nd ed* 196O); the 

latter deals with the I2th-13th century* 

Two authors in particular have made great contributions to 

the historical geography of the_Syrian churches, E.Honigmann, covering 
~ ~ ~ _____ _ 

the Mediterranean litoral in his Eveques et Eveches monophysites 

d’Asie Ant^rieure au vi siecle (Louvain, 195l) and his Le Couvent de 

Barsauma et le Patriarcat jacobite d’Antioche et de Syrie (Louvain, 

1954); and J*M.Fiey, covering an area further east (roughly modern 

Iraq) in his Assyrie chr^tienne (3 volumes^ Beirut, 1965-8) and his 

Nisibe (Louvain, 1977)* 

Of interest too for Syriac Christianity is J*SpenceV 

Trimingham’s Christianity among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic Times (London, 

1979). 

(g) Bibliographical Aids 

For individual authors the handieot auuice of Information on 

secondary literature is Ortiz de Urbina’s Patrologia Syriaca (2nd ed* 

1965). Apart from this, C.Moss’s Catalogue of Syriac Printed Books 

and Related Literature in the British Museum (London, 1962) provides 

the nearest thing available to a bibliography of Syriac topics; the 

>vork covers up to about 1959. A supplementary bibliography (but 

arranged differently), covering 196O-1970, will be found in my ’Syriac 

Studies 196O-197O2 a Classified Bibliography*, Parole de 1’Orient 4 

(1973)» pp. 393-465; a second supplement, to cover 1971-1980, is in 

preparation* 

The bibliography in Nestle*s Syriac Grammar is still useful 

for its listing of early printed editions of Syriac texts* ' - 



A great deal of information, in succinct form, will be found 

in J.Assfalg - P.Krtiger, Kleines Wdrterbuch des christlichen Orients 

(Wiesbaden, 1975), where the entries are provided with bibliographies. 

(^) Series of Texts and Periodicals 

Pride of place is taken here by the series Scriptores Syri 

in the Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium (Corpus of oriental 

Christian writers), published at Louvain since 19035 by thie end of 

1978 a total of 174 volumes in the Syriac series had been published 

(nos* 173“4 were texts edited by the indefatigable general editor of 

the series. Professor R.Draguot, now in his 80*s). The normal format 

is a separate volume each for text (estrangelo script) and translation 

(Latin, German, French or English). 

A large number of Syriac texts have also been published in 

the Patrologia Qrientalis, founded by R.Graffin and now edited by his 

nephew F.Graffin. By the end of 1978 a total of 39 volumes (each 

containing several fascicules) haci cippedi'ed. In tin/? .'arTieH tlie trans¬ 

lation (now normally French) either faces the text, or (in older volumes 

is placed under it. 

R.Graffin also started another series, Patrologia Syriaca, 

of which, however, only three volumes ever a])peared (not to be confused 

with Ortiz de Urbina*s history of Syriac literature under the same 

title). 

-.Although not in a series, 1:116 large number of Syriac writers 

edited by Lazarist Father Paul Redjair (1838-1920) should not be left 

without mention. Between 1888 and 1910 he published over fifteen"' 

volumes (often running to well over 3OO pages each) of Syriac texts 

which were printed (by W.Druguliii of Leipzig) in a beautiful East Syrian 

script. An app:i3ciation of Bedjan*s notable contribution to Syriac 

studies was given by J.M.Voste in Orientalia Cliristiana Periodica II 

(1945), PP* 45-102. 

" A series recently started is Gbttinger Orientforschungen, 

J^eihe Syriaca (some 16 volumes by 197^)? reproduced from typescript: 

for the Syriac texts a typewriter with estrangelo script, developed 

in Holland, is employed. (This is one of the three Syriac typewriter 

faces that seem to be in existence; another, designed some time ago 

in Germany, is based on the modern East Syrian script, and was employed 

to type the Modern Syriac texts in a recent collection of these by 

R.Macuch and E.Panoussi). 

Syriac studies have rarely had a periodical devoted solely 

to themselves, and the following are the chief periodicals where Syriac 

texts and articles of Syriac interest are frequently published (the 

list is alphabetical): 
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\nalocta Bollandiana: this specializes in 

any language) and it is published 

Society of Bollandists in Brussels 

hagiographical texts (in 

r the venerable and learned 

^ournal/Bulletin of the Syriac Academy, Ba<^ Syriac Academy 

was established in Bagiidad shortly a ter the Iraqi Government 

had proclaimed Syriac to be a recognu.ed cultural language of 

the country (decrot* of 22 April, 197^ • Although most 

articles are in Arabic (with English summaries), each number 

has a short English section with contributions by western 

scholars. Volumes 2 and 3 contain particularly important 

collections of Syriac inscriptions in Iraq (P.Haddad). 

jC Museon: many numbers contain publications ol Si oi'ter Syriac texts. 

There are now two indices covering all the numbers from its 

inception (l882) up to 1931? and thence to 1:'73* - . _ 

)riens Christianus: this august periodical has been published since 

1901 and for a long time it was edited by A.Baumstark. 

>rientalia Christiana Pc^riodica: published by the Pontifical Oriental 

Institute in Rome. There is a sc^parato series of monographs 

under the title Orientalia Christiana Analecta (of which numbers 

197 nnd 205 contain the papers given at the Symposia Syriaca 

of 1972 and 1976). 

rientalia Lovaniensia Periodica: published since 1970 by the Flemish 

speaking Department of Oriental Studies at Leuven (Louvain); 

articles are in English, French and German. 

>*0rient Syrien: this was edited from 1936 until 1967? shortly before 

his death, by Mgr Gabriel Kiioui^i-Sarkis, Syrian Catholic Chor- 

episcopus living in Paris. The articles (all in French) are 

generally excellent examples of * haute vulgarisation*, and in^- 

clude many translations of Syriac texts. There is an index 

in the Memorial Mgr G.KJiouri-Sarkis (Louvain, 1969)* 

arole de l*0rient; published by the Maronite UniversittT Saint Esprit 

at Kaslik in the Lebanon; articles are usually in French and 

the majority deal with Syriac topics. The first number of 

Parole de l*0rient (or, to use its Syriac title, Melto d-Madnlio) 

appeared in 1970 as a successor to Melto: Recherches orientales, 

which ran between 1963 and 1969 (index in Parole de 1*Orient l). 

evue de l*0rient Chretien: this valuable periodical, edited by 

R.Graffin, ran from 1896 to 1946; there are indices at the 

end of every teh~volumes. - . .. - 

VI Epilogue: the delights of manuscripts 

To read, as one sits in tlie Oriental Studies Room of the 

tish Library, the words ’’this volume was completed in the month 

iri II of the year 7-3 in Urhay, capital of Beth Nalirin” is a moving 

^rience, for at the end of this, the earliest of al] dated Syriac 
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manuscripts (4ll of the Christian (‘ra), is also a list of names of 

lersian martyrs, almost certainly brought back from Seleucia-Ktesiphon 

only a few months previously by Marutha, bishop of Maxtyropolis, who 

had been serving as ambassador to the Sasanid court. It does not 

take much imagination to find oneself transported back across time and 

space to Edessa in November 4ll. 

As a matter of fact the first Syriac manuscript I ever had 

the joy of handling was a rather scruffy and torn fragment on an under¬ 

graduate visit to Beirut; although it was no more than a couple of 

hundred years old at the most, my curiosity was aroused by the mention 

of the fifth century emperor Marcian. On return home I managed to 

identify the text as a fragment of the life of the fierce monk Barsoma 

who successfully scared off his theological opponents at the second 

council of Ephesus in 449* The excitement caused me by this very minor 

discovery proved addictive, but fortunately for one’s pocket one does 

not necessarily have to go to the Middle East to browse among Syriac 

manuscripts; London and Birminghexm happen to possess two cf the largest 

collections of Syriac manuscripts in the world. The bulk of those in 

the British Library are exceptionally old, some belonging to the fifth 

and sixth centuries - thanks to their having been preserved until the 

mid-nineteenth century in a Syrian monastery in the Nitrian desert, 

between Alexandria and Cairo. The manuscripts in the Mingana Collection 

of the Selly Oak Colleges Library, Birmingham, on the other hand, are 

mostly very recent (one was copied as late as 193^^, but nevertheless 

cjDntain several works not otherwise represented in western libraries; 

they were collected by Alphonse Mingana (whose grammar was mentioned 

above) during the course of two journeys to the Middle East financed 

by the generosity of Edward Cadbury. 

Syriac scribes usually follow the old tradition, already 

found in ancient Mesopotamia, of adding at the end of the text they 

ire copying a colophon, giving details of the date and place of writing, 

is well as their own name; and if there was empty space still available, 

their horrorivacui might lead them xo fill it with imprecations against 
— I 4 —— 

inyonc who borrowed the book and failed to return it. Jottings about 

3ome contemporary event might also find tlieir way into empty end leaves, 

ind one of the earliest, and probabl>|contemporary, accounts of the 

Irab invasion of Palestine is to be found on the fly leaf of a sixth 

:entury Gospel manuscript in the British Library. The scribe of a 

mch more recent (late nineteenth centuiy) Mingana mnn\iscript has loft 

is with a moving narrative of several pages describing the massacre 

lUst suffered by the Syrian Orthodox communities of SE Turkey in 1895-6. 

Habent sua fata libelli. Later owners, as well as the 

»riginal scribes, were apt to add their names to manuscripts, sometimes 

iven adding the price they paid for it. One such owner, to whom Syriac 

cholarship owes an inestimable debt, was Moses of Nisibis, abbot of 

he Syrian monastery in Egypt. Shortly after 926 he went to Baghdad 

o petition the Caliph on the matter of the tax problems faced by his 

wn and other Egyptian monasteries. On his way there and back (932) 
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he visited various Mesopotainian monasteries, buying up old Syrian 

manuscripts wherever he could, thus accumulating a magnificent 

collection of texts - which today form the nucleus of both the Vatican 

and the British Library holdings of Syriac manuscripts (some of those 

in the Vatican, bought in the early eighteenth century, still bear the 

marks of a mishap on the journey to Rome, when a load of them fell 

into the Nile). The contents of Moses* superb library have now been 

recons-^ucted, on the basis of his various notes of ownership, by 

H.Evelyn White in his The History of the Monasteries of Nitria~ and- 

Scetis (New York, 1923)* 

Although the authorities of the British Museum were led to 

believe that they had bought up from the monastery all remaining Syriac 

manuscripts that had been left by Elias Assemani in 1707? it is now 

known that several dozen old Syriac manuscripts still remain in the 

monastery, locked away today in the safe keeping of the abbot*s cell. 

During the two visits to the remote desert monastery that I made in 

the winter of 1978/9 (one ended in a sandstorm) the abbot, who alone 

has the key, successfully eluded me. 

Modern owners, on the other hand, sometimes like to obliterate 

any too telling evidence of a manuscript's io the Mingana 

collection there is a group of single leaves of early manuscripts cut 

out with scissors from their rightful home, and in several cases it 

is possible to mate them up - at least figuratively ~ with the original 

manuscripts from which they were taken - all at St Catharine's monastery 

on Mount Sinai: one pair of leaves indeed proved to be part of a unique 

manuscript containing the works of the seventh century mystic Sahdona 

(or Martyrius), today divided up between Birmingham, Strassbourg, 

Leningrad and Milan! Happily it is certain that it was not Mingana 

who was the vandal: he bought all these fragments from a Paris dealer. 

A word of warning: such chance discoveries of 'marriages' between 

loose leaves in different libraries can have unexpected and time-con¬ 

suming consequences:' one turned out to involve me in the writing of an 

entire book. But this is pcirt of the fascination of the whole business. 

European and American libraries arc usually reasonably well 

catalogued, but catalogues do not always give away the true nature of 

a manuscript's actual contents. I would never have looked at 'Initium 

martyrii Maximi Palaestinensis' had 1 not been interested in another 

text in the same manuscript, yet this turned out to be an astonishing 

document - an early 'anti-life' of Maximus the Confessor (died 662), 

written by a theological opponent, evidently within a few decades of 

his death. The manuscript proved to~be a very-rare example of an_ 

early Maronite text, and it incidentally threw some light on the ex¬ 

ceedingly obscure origins of the Maronites themselves. 

In the case of Middle Eastern libraries, for which catalogues 

are a rarity, the unexpected is always present (provided one can get 

access in the first place!). khat treasures are still to be found 

there can be seen from the lengthy list of Professor Vbbbus' discoveries 

as a result of his systematic examination of these collections (the 
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bibliography of his publicat 

honour^ runs fo ovor 30 
ions, given in 

monographs and 

the 

200 

recent Festschrift in 

art id esi ). 

exciting moment in iny ow7i oxj^f'rjence was when I carne 

o great twelfth century Patriarch and chroniclei-, 

Michael the Syrian, to the effect that it was he who had copied the 

uge wo VO ume collection of lives of the saints which 1 had perched 

precariously on a diminutive coffee table in the office of the secretary 

to the yrian Orthodox Patriarch in Damascus. (On a subsequent visit 

the Patriarch, His Holiness Mar Ignatius Yakub III, very kindly allowed 

me to work in the library itself, - almost an embarras de richessel). 

It is usually only in tlie larger episcopal libraries that 

really manuscripts are now to be found, but almost every village 

church will have a small collection of liturgical manuscripts (for the 

most part printed books are not used in church services)".* The-c.olor 

phons of these can often prove to be an unexpected source for local 

history. An unusually long colophon in a Fenqitho (the approximate 

equivalent of a western breviary) which I recently saw at the Syrian 

Orthodox monastery of Mar Gabriel in Tur Abdin told how the manuscript 

had originally been written in 183B by a novice called Zaytun at Mar 

Gabriel, then recently Depopulated after it had lain desolate for 120 

years as a result of various pillages. Probably in 1915? called *the 

year of the sword* in local tradition, it had been taken as plunder by 

Muslims from the monastery, eventually to be bought back in 1929 by a 

certain subdeacon George',“who then donated it to the village .church of 

Keferze (also in Tur Abdin), where it had remained until very recently, 

when the present abbot of Mar Gabriel, Rabban Samuel Aktash, and the 

head of the monastic school there, Malfone Isa Giilcan, happened to visit 

the church and read the colophon; they arranged to have another 

Fenqitho copied for the church, and so the manuscript of 1838 (a fine 

piece of calligraphy) has now been returned to its original home where 

it is greatly cherished. 

It will come as a surprise' to many to learn that Syriac manu- 

still being copied in the Middle Fast. Facilities for 

printing are rare, and the printing press, donated by Queen Victoria, 

which the late Syrian Orthodox metropolitan of Mardin, Mar Yuhannon 

Dolobani' used for publishing Syriac texts, has now been taken over 

for the use of the local Turkish newspaper. The scribes are normally 

deacons, priests or monks; Father Butrus OgUnc^, now a priest to the 

emigre Syrian Orthodox Turks in Germany, whom I first met when he was 

school master in the small town of Midyat in Tur Abdin, had written 

some 100 manuscripts by the time he was thirty years old. If one has 

-the-privilege-of-meeting-such people, one quickly becomes aware that 

to study Syriac is to study a tradition which is still very much alive.- 
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APPENDIX; The Syrian Churches 
’’ I 

Syriac literature‘is closely tied to church history, and the 

variety of names in use for the various Syrian churches, coupled with 

the popular misconceptions which are current (even' in otherwise* reliable 

modern works) about their theological position, combine to increase the 

bewilderment of the outsider and tlie newcomer to the subject. 
> , t I 

First of all it will be helpful to clarify the confusing 

terminology by means of a table: 
I 

^ I i'' f 

Official name • Also known 
1 1 

, as 
1 i ' 

1 1 
I . ' « . 

1 

i 

t' • 

Syrian Orthodox 1 
1 Church 
1 

West Syrians 

i 

Church of the East Syrians 

East 

1 (more recently 

; * Assyricui 

1 Church of the 

East•) 
1 

Other (European) ; Uniate counter¬ 

sobriquets : part (in commun- 

I ion with Rome) 
.i, i'' ' ^-- 

Monophysites, Jacobites | Syrian Catholics 

Nestorians, Assyrians I Chaldeans 

I 

i 

The terms *Nestorian* and *Monophysite* were originally 

devised-as opprobrious epithets, and-imply the holding of heretical_ 

opinions; as such they are misleading and should be c.voided. , 

'Jacobite* derives from Jacob Bara3aeus who re-organized the Syrian 

Orthodox Church in the mid sixth century at a time when the emperor 

Justinian was trying to suppress its hierarchy. 'Assyrian*,,very 

popular to-day ,in the Middle East and emigre communities (since it 

provides a much sought for I'national* identity) seem^- to originate, 

as far as its present day connotations are concerned, with the con¬ 

jecture of some nineteenth century archaeologists and missionaries 

that the modern Christian population of North Iraq (mostly East Syrians) 

are descendants of the ancient Assyrians. For nationalist reasons 

some Syrian Orthodox laity now also like to call themselves Assyrian, 

to add to the confusion (popular names to give children nowadays include 

Sargon, HamiBurabi etc.). 

In their essentials the divisions that exist to-day bctwuon 

the various eastern churches originate in the different stands taken 

over the christological controversies of the fifth century-. Convenient 

touchstones are provided by the two main councils of that century: the 

Council of Ephesus in 431, and the Council of Chalcedon in 451. The 

mainstream of Christian tradition represented to-day by the Eastern 

Orthodox Churches (Greek, Russian etc), the Maronite and the Roman 

Catholic Church, and the various derived western Churches, accept both 

councils, whereas the Church of the East rejects Ephesus and accepts 

Chalcedon, and the Syrian Orthodox Church (along with the other 'Oriental 

Orthodox* Churches, Armenian, Coptic, Ethiopic) accepts Ephesus but 

rejects Chalcedon. - - . 
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v. * 

one end of the theolomV ^‘''e Church of the East represents 

the divine and human natm-oc’'^''^rr’ ^ distinction between, 

do not allow Mary the titie^ consequence that they 

Christotokos); Le mainst Theotokos, ’bearer of God', but only 

middle, but still makes • Christian tradition stands more in the 

. . . alb(‘it lessor, distinction between the 

. /, ' ' yr.ian Orthodox represent the other end of the 

+ • f^iioans uhe extreme end), for they see only one 

^ ^ incarnate Christ, ’composed* out of two: to them, the 

pr ence o any duality in the incarnate Christ would vitiate the full 

^ incarnation. Ironipally the Chalcedonian definition 

„gf faith,_which_ej:ided_u^ declaring 

'1R natures*, had in the 

natures* - a formula which i; 

Orthodox Churches. Hero it should be emphatically stressed that, con¬ 

trary to widespread western opinion, the Syrian Orthodox do no^ hold 

that the one nature in Christ is only the divine, having *swallowed up* 

the human. this is the Eutychian position, which the Syrian Orthodox 

have always condemned as completely heretical. Thus the term *Heno- 

physite*, rather than *Monophysite*, would be a much more appropriate 

one by which to describe the Oriental Orthodox Churches in contrast to 

the ’Dyophysite* Churches which accept Chaicedon. 

that the Incarnate Christ existed 

text of its earlier draft * out of two 

perfectly acceptable to the Oriental 

A few w'ords shoulci bc) said about each of the threes Churchc's 

which belong to the Syriac cultural worlfl. 

The Syrian Orthodox Chui-oh 

The Syrian Orthodox Chui'ch only gradually became separated 

from the mainstream church In rhe course of the late fifth and the 

sixth century, and it was hot until the first hialf of the sixth century 

that a separate hierarchy cicvelopod as a result of the deposition, by 

the emperor Justin, of the a’lici-Chalcedonian patriarch of Antioch, 

Severus. Since then -cheif pa.xriarch (one of fiv^e patriarchs of 

Antioch to-day) has never resided at Antiocn; the present patriarch, 

His Holiness Mar Ignatius Ycxkub III, lives in Damascus. Syrian Ortho¬ 

dox communities are now chiefly to be found in Syria, Lebanon, Turkey 

(Tur Abdin in the SE, and Istanbul), Iraq and India (Kerala); there 

is also a sizable diaspora 5n whstcm-Europe (Germany, _Hollan^, Sweden) 

and the Amerxeas (the present oyrian Orthodox Archbishop of Amei xca, 

Mar Atiianasius Yeshue San*iicl, was one of the first earners of the famous 

Isaiah scroll from Qiimran: ivo '.iTvcs a fascinating account of this 

episode in tiis life in hi.s Treasure of Qimiran: My Story of the Dead Sea 

Scrolls (London, 1968). 

The Uniate Syrian Catholic Cliurcli, with its own Patriarch (in 

Beirut), has its origins in the late l8th century. 

The twentieth century has witnessed two great scholai patriarchs, 

the Syrian Catholic Ephrem Rahtnani (died 1929), and the Syrian Orthodox 

Ephrem Barsom (died 1957)* 
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The Church of thu? East 
1 

This Chiirch was based in the Sasanid empire and so its history 

las always been distinct from that of the churches within the Roman 

unpire. It is indicative of the poor communication between-Christians 

In the two empires that it was only in 4l0 that the Council of Nicaea 

,325) became known to and was officially accepted by the Church of the 

i^ast. Whereas martyrdom was effectively brought to an end lii tho 

loman Empire by the conversion of Constantine, it was only in the mid 

"ourth century that Persian Christians experienced their first serious 

>out of persecution from the Zoroastrian authorities; persecution was 

;o continue intermittently right up to the collapse of the Sasanid 

tmpire in the seventh century. A remarkable feature of the history 

►f this Church is its missionary expansion across Asia, reaching China 

►y 635 “ an event recorded on a bilingual Syriac-Chineso stele erected 

n 781, and discovered at Sian-fu in l625; one unexpected bye-product 

•f this missionary enterprise has come down to us in the form of a diary 

f a thirteenth century East Syrian monk from Peking, Rabban Sawma, who 

ravelled to Europe as an emissary of the Mongols (there is an English 

ranslation by E.A.W.Budge", Tho Monks of Kilbl'ai Khan; The History,..and 

ravels of Rabban Sawma (London, 1928)). 

Although European writers have derogatively called this Church 

Nestorian’, its connections with Nestorius are rather tenuous: only 

n the sixth century did any of Nestorius* writings get translated into 

yriac. As a matter of fact, beside their own great theologian, Babai 

died 628), the East Syrian Church *s main source of theological inspira- 

ion was provided by the writings of the Greek Theodore of Mopsuestia > 

died 428). ... . .. -*^”7 - 

The Patriarch (or Catholicos, as he is more frequently called) 

as always had as his titular see Seleucia-Ctesiphon, the Sasanid winter 

apital, known to the Arabs as the *twin cities* (al-Mada* in), to the 

outh of Baghdad. In the last hundred years or so their history has 

een a particularly tragic one; their previous Patriarch, Mar Shirrtan, 

as a refugee from Iraq, and lived in America (where there is a con- 

iderable emigre c ommunity)• The present Patriarch, Mar Dinkha (who 

as consecrated in St Barnabas* Church, Ealing on October 17th, 197^) 

or the moment lives in Tehran, but hopes to be able to move his perma- 

ent residence to Baghdad. His flock are chiefly to be found in Syria, 

ebanon, Iraq, Iran and south India (Kerala). As well as in the United 

tates there is also a small emigre^ community in London. 

The vigorous uniate Chaldean Church goes back to 1550; its 

atriarch resides in Baghdad. 

The Maronite Church 

\ 'r 

The origins of the Maronites as a separate church are obscure, 

[though they are evidently tied iii> somehow with the monothelete/dyo- 

ielete controversy of the seventh and early eighth century. The 
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^oni e urch has accepted the authority of Rome since the time of 

e rusades and their Patriarch Jeremiah II assisted at the Fourth 

a eran ouncil in 1215. The Haronite Patriarch (one of the five 

a riarchs of Antioch - the remaining two being the (Chalcedonian) 

thodox and Uniate Melkite Patriarchs) now resides outside Beirut; 

over the last century or so, in particular, the llaronito patriarchate 

has played an important role in Lebanese politics. 

At Kasl’k, just south of Jounieh in the Lebanon, there is 

a Maronite university,—L*Universite Saint-Esprit, which produces, a 

valuable periodical largely devoted to Syriac studies, Paicle de 

1^Orient. 

Maronites have played an important role in the history of 

Syriac scholarsh.ip in Europe ever since the establishment in Rome, in 

1584, of a Maronite College. , In the seventeenth century it was a 

Maronite, Gabriel Sionita, who was largely responsible for the Syriac 

text in the great Paris Polyglot Bible, while in the eighteenth century 

the Assemani fcimily producc'd a notable succession of Syriac scholars, 

chief among whom was Joseph Simon Assemani (died 1768): his Biblio¬ 

theca Orientalis, a survey of Syriac literature based on the riches of 

the Vatican Library, in three fat volumes (Rome, 1719-28), is still an 

important work of reference for the Syriac scholar, (a photographic 

reprint was published in 197.3). 

Some literature 

-_ _ A-recent liistorical survey of the various oriental churches 

1/ is given in A,..S.Atiya, A Piistory of Eastern Christianity (London," 19G83. 

For the modern situation D.Attwater’s The Christian Chui^ches of the East 

(2 volumes; London, 19,89) gives information on ecclesiastical matters, 

while R.B.Betts* Christians in the Arab East (London, 1979) i3 concerned 

more with demography and politics. 

A particularly fascinating account of the Syrian Orthodox 

Church at the end of the nineteenth century is given by O.H.P£irry, Six 

Months in o Syrian Monastery (London, l895) - the monastery was Deir 

ez Zafaran, on the edge of Tur Abdin in SE Turkey; at that time it was 

the seat of the patriarch. 

Thanks to the Anglican educational missions to the Church of 

the East there are several readable ciccounts of this Church and its 

people, notably A.J.Maclean and W.H.Browne, The Catholicos of the East 

and his People (London; I892), and W.A.Wigram, The Assyrians and their 

Neiahbours (London, 1929)* ^he older work by G.P.Badger, The Nestorians 

and their Rituals (two volumes; London, I852) has become something of a 

classic. A scholarly account of the traumatic history of the Church of 

the East in the nineteenth and twentieth centui'y is provided by J.Joseph, 

The Nla,c;torians and their Muslim Neighbours (Princeton, 1961). 
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EPHREM AS POET 

by Peter Robson 

What distinguishes a poet from a prose writer is his ability 

to use words and ideas which are charged with a variety of meginings 

all implied in the poem but not expressed there. As literature 

progresses and knowledge widens the mine of ideas becomes more exten¬ 

sive and the culmination is a poem equipped with notes, like T.S. 

Eliot’s ’The Waste Land’, or one whose full understanding is limited 

to the poet himself. No-one else can add the notes, for anyone 

attempting to do so is introducing a second subjective element which 

can distort the~poet*s~ofiginal intentions. Such notes can-only be -- 

introduced as an indication of what the reader should look for. If 

I were to add notes to the first line of Longfellow’s ’Evangeline’, 

for instance : 

This is the forest primeval, the whispering pines and 

the hemlocks 

1 might draw attention to the hexameter line reminiscent of Vergil, 

to the inversion of the fourth and fifth words for purposes of avoid¬ 

ing prosiness, to the use of ’primeval’ as an unusual and evocative 

word, to the secrecy implied by ’whispering’ and to judicial execution 

like Socrates’, by ’hemlock’,some or all or none of which thoughts 

might have been in the poet’s mind. Or there may be other implica¬ 

tions which the limits of my education and intelligence hide from my 

sight. 

The same is true for a translator, and translation of poetry 

is an art so refined as to be almost impossible, for the stresses and 

above-mentioned implications of words vary so much from language to 

language that something must inevitably be lost. 

Ephrem the Syrian (306? - 373) was not only a very great 

poet and theologian, he was the foremost wielder of an involved and 

allusive Syriac which will not translate without a host of explanatory 

notes.' However, adding notes to his whole poetic corpus would be a 

thankless task for several lifetimes, and even then the work" would- 

fall beneath the strictures of subjectivity and ignorance mentioned 

above. 

Of Ephrem*s severely ascetic life there is no need to treat 

here, and what I propose to do is to subject some strophes from his 

’Hymns against Julian and the Jews’ to a close examination. I have 

not chosen the Julian Hymns'because they are intrinsically the best, 

but because I know them best and they can be examined without a study 

of Ephrem’s theology which, like his poetry, is deep and allusive.- 

Briefly, Julian was Roman Emperor from 3^1 to 3^3* 
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Christianity had -t-u 

under Constantine and he religion of the Empire in 312 

return the pagargodrtrR*^ twenty months to 

the Persians and when l>is ZV , against 
1 4- J body was broucjht to Nisibis Ephrom stood 

and gloated over it ^ 
, , ' ? he says lm the third hymn. Ephrem*s literary 

g .i^rgely scriptural, and biblical allusi ons abound, 

J-cated. But please remember the caveats with which 

f opened. Much fuller treatment' of Ephrem- both as poet.. 

^ ogian will be found in Robert Murray *s wonderful book 

^2—o^ Church and Kingdom (Cambridge 1973)? and there is a fine 

introduction and translation of twelve poems in S.P.Brock’s The Harp 

of the Spirit (Studies Supplementary to Sobornost no. 4). Otherwise 

the only satisfactory translation of Ephrem that I know is that by 

R.Lavenant S^J. with notes by F.Graffin S.J. : Hymnes sur le Paradis 

(Soirees Chretiennes Paris 1968). All 1 try to do in this short 

article is to whet an appetite, with an insistence that the only way 

to study Ephrem properly is in Syriac. 

An admirable and brief analysis of Ephrem*s prosody is given 

by Professor John Gwyan in his eighty-year old introduction to Ephrem 

in Series 11 Vol 13 of the Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers. I re¬ 

produce a part of it (pp l48-9) : 

The Syriac llymnody is constructed on the ilebrew principle of 

parallelism, in wliich thought ansvvers to thought in clauses 

of repetitive or antithetical balance : but, unlike the 

Hebrew, its clauses are further regulated by strict equiv¬ 

alence of syllabic measure. But though in this latter res¬ 

pect it seems to approach to the forms of Western verse, 

ancient or modern, yet the resemblance is but superficial : 

Syriac verse is not measured by feet, whether determined by 

syllabic quantity as in Greek and Latin, or by accent, as in 

English and other modern languages. Thus the metre of 

Syriac poetry is substantially the ’thought-metre* (as it has 

been well called) of I'ebrew, reduced to regularity of form by 

the rule that each of tne lines into which the balanced 

clauses fall, shall consist of a fixed number of syllables. 

There~iF~no”sys^em'^tTc rhyme; but the nature of the language,~ 

which by reason of its uniformity of etymological structure 

abounds in words of like terminations, often causes corres¬ 

pondences of sound amounting to rhyme, or at least to asson¬ 

ance. The lines are very short; not exceeding twelve 

syllables, sometimes confined to four. Ephraim, though not 

the actual inventor, was the first master of this metrical 

system, the first to develop it into system and variety. His 

favourite metres are the five-syllabled and the seven- 

syllabled. In his more elaborate poems, such as the Nisibene 

series, which'are rather Odes than Hymns, the strophes or 

stanzas into which the lines are arranged are often long and 

of complicated structure, each strophe consisting of many 

lines (ranging from four up to foui^teen or more) of various 

lengths according to a fixed scheme rigid.ly adhered to through- 

t the poem - sometimes throughout a group of cognate poems. 
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In other poems, especially in Hymns intended for popular or 

ecclesiastical use, where simplicity of structure is' suitable 

the lines which compose each strophe, whatever their number, 

are of uniform length. 

And now to the Hymns against Julian. I have chosen two con¬ 

secutive six-line strophes from the first two of the four, and have 

added fairly full notes on the poetic features I found there - but 

please remember how subjective this is. 

1 : 12 The Kings, the sons of truth, in the figure of two 

bulls made the two testaments equal and yoked them in a 

harmonious yoke. They toiled, they adorned the eairth and 

briers put on the beauty of the wheat, and the seed spread 

its colour even over the tare. In their freedom they put 

it (sc. the colour) off when they put off again the beauty. 

The labour with which the true faith was cultivated by 

Constantine and Constantxus is described in allusive detail.^ -These_ 

two emperors are coupled, as they are in the hymn De Ecclesia (verse 

15) where they are spoken of as ’the kings who gave shade (and) re¬ 

freshed us in the heat’. Using the bible as their yoke of oxen 

they spread the beauty of the faith, and even the most unpromising 

thorns and tares were covered with wheat. 

The yoking of the Testaments would be congenial to Ephrem, 

as his writings show how much he depended upon the O.T., neglected 

or misrepresented by some of the Gnostics whose work Ephrem felt 

constrained to denounce. Indeed, although the ’seed’ here is, to 

maintain the Matthaean image, ’the sons of the Kingdom’, its spreading 

throughout the world recalls the promise to Abraham (Gen.22.17?l8), 

thus ’yoking the testaments’ indeed. 

Constantine also ’yoked’ Church and State after his conver¬ 

sion, and Ephrem obviously saw this as harmonious and a light burden. 

Under the new so-called freedom, however, the thorns and tares had 

shown their true colours (cf. Carmina Nisibena 11:32), the same fate 

had befallen the' world as in Jer 12.13* 

1 : 13 Some of them were thorns, some of them grains of 

wheat, some of them gold, some of them ashes. The tyrant 

was a furnace for the beauty of the true ones. Who saw a 

glorious vision where truth went in and was tried in the 

furnace of deceit? Error magnified the true ones and was- 

not aware. 

In the chiastic opening of this strophe the image shifts 

from field to furnace. Ephrem appreciated that despite the ubi¬ 

quitous spread of the wheat under Julian’s predecessors the unworthy 
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been 
were lurking just below the 

- accepted-as-wheat-aha o If®'"®! tares and dross which 

conferred by Julian in'hi-' another benefit unknowingly. 

AS did NehiiehoA / ^ ^sp^ession. Casting them into a furnace 

?hifHvi^) he reference is made later in 
separated the gold and dross. Despite the change in 

f ^ holiness is maintained and a new 
scheme of images is fitted into the overall scheme. 

. term, tyrant* ( j—\ \—^ j^g used of Julian. In 

IS ^ aradiso 13 : 12 the same word is used of Satan. Not 

only IS it derived from the Greek tcp'xv/O^ (tyrannos) and so a 

perfect term for the Hellenising emperor, but from its resemblance 

to a word meaning flint, it can also mean contumacious or rebellious. 

The formula *Who saw?* ( | I—u clJ—^ ) ig ^ot an uncommon 

way of introducing a paradox with Ephrem. Here a paganising empei'ui* 

separates true from specious Christians. Only the * true*(or *firm* 

- ) J—> V-^ can mean both) resisted the temptation to join the 

emperor*s side. The vision is 'glorious* because it demonstrates 

the strength of the true in the face of a purification like that in 

Mai 3 J 3* The furnace metaphor is also found in the historians of 

the period, e.g. Socrates Scholasticus History 3 • 13 where, as else¬ 

where, I think he is in debt to Ephrem. 

*Error* ( ^ Q_^ ) and *true ones* cO'e well contrasted, 

and the irony of the doomed * wanderers* (the root *to err* also := 

'wander, be about .to die* etc.) testing those firm in faith is more 

than a simple difference between true and false. - - - 

2 : 7 The pagans bore about their idols and raved and the 

circumcised blew trumpets and were mad, and all sang with 

their voices and behaved disorderly. The feast was like 

the one in the deseit, the Good One who chastened those 

stirred up by one calf is He who chastened many stirred up 

by one King. 

This strophe, without introducing any new ideas, draws to- 

gether features from the Hymns so far by means of imagery and vocabu¬ 

lary. The first line recalls Isaiah 46 and may refer to processions 

in which the idols were carried round. 

In order to reintroduce the parallel with the Golden Calf 

the 'circumcised' (Jews) are again mentioned. The circumcised here 

seem to have been won over entirely to paganism, taking a full, 

ashamedly wild part in its festival. 

Ephrem 

verbatim (e.g. 

Again there is a 

changes vocabulary to 

characteristic climax 

avoid repeating earlier lines 

, and O i-O for —1 ). 

of simple phrases, ending with 



which may mean either *behaved the double entendre of O 

wildly* or 'became contemptible*. 

Having thus established with the festival a point of contact 

between the idolatrous pagans and the Jews, the scene is set for 

fuller comparison between the Emperor and the Golden Calf. The root 

^^ ^ reappearing frequently is, together with other words for 

going or driving mad, Ephrem's favourite way of describing Julian's 

effect upon his subjects. 

2:8 He crushed that calf that he might cut short the 

disturbcuice and destroyed that crown that he might* cut off 

the madness; as a physician he cut off the cause of the 

disturbance. Both of them were overthrown in the south - 

by means of hard iron he destroyed that calf, and with a 

dreaded spear he destroyed that King. 

Julian's position is represented as very similar to that of 

the calf in Ex 32. As God through Moses smashed the Golden Calf, 

so did he bring down Julian, smashing the golden crown that symbolised 

his power. God excised him and with him the * stirring-up* into pagan 

excesses as the Decalogue brought an end to the revelry of Ex. 32.15T* 

The Calf was destroyed near Sinai, but the exact place of 

Julian's fall is nowhere made plain. It was, however, near Corduene 

and Ctesiphon, guid so some 350 miles south-west of Ephrem's home, 

Nisibis. 

The four verbs in lines 1 and 2 are interesting:5 is used 

in the Peshitta of Ex. 32.30, CD ^ implies both physical cutting 

and excommunication, and f (which appears twice) connects 

paronomastically with the 'circumcised* of the preceding strophe, 

described with the same root. 
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SYRIAC - A TOOL FOR THE STULENT OF EARLY ClIiUSTIAN DOCTRINE 

Ly Frances Young 

Introduction 

South of Armenia and west of the Caspian Sea is a mountainous 

area that falls within Iran. Here in the late Nineteenth Century some 

American missionaries heard of a manuscript in the possession of the 

Nestorian Patriarch which was to have a profound effect upon the study 

of the development of Christology. It was the lost Book of Hcracleides, 

one of the apologetic treatises composed by Nestorius during his long 

years of exile. In the eyes of many scholars it proved that Nestorius 

had never been a *Nestorian*, that is, he had never taught those doc¬ 

trines branded as Nestorian and condemned as heretical. So it was a 

sensational and controversial discovery. Unfortunately, however, 

direct aCccjss to the text was difficult for many specialists in the 

Greek patristic field - it had been prc>served in Syriac translation. 

It was a number of years before the text was published in full, and 

the first appearance of the Syriac text was almost immediately followed 

by a French translation for the benefit of those unable to cope with 

Syriac. - -- 1 
I 

It has become increasingly apparent that Syriac is an indis¬ 

pensable tool for the study of the Christologir.^l controversies. Even 

if we confine ourselves to tlie period leading up to Chalcedon (as most 

undergraduate syllabuses do), the Greek originals of l^^^_<iu anti ties 

^ of relevant literature have been destroyed and what survives has been 

collecT^ together from Syriac literature. W^hy should this be so? 

. W-' V ^ 
I 

The term 'Syriac* used to embrace all Christian Aramaic 

texts, but originally Syriac was thr dialect used in Osrhoene, an area 

of which Edessa was the capital. Until 2l5 AD, this was an independent 

kingdom, and the local Cnurch later boastea some colourful legends con¬ 

cerning the conversion of their King Abgar the Black. Clearly there 

was an 'indigenous* Churcii here of very ancienr origin. After 213, 

when the area had been tcikcn over by the Empire, this Church came in¬ 

creasingly under the influence of the Patriarch of Antioch, though it 

still liked to assert its independence, and its use of Syriac gave it 

some counterbalancing influence in all the Arainaic-speaking areas of 

the Empire. At the time of the Christological controversies, Edessa 

was still part of the Roman Empire, but Nisibis, the other important 

cultural centre, had been abandoned to the Persians. This was very 

much a border area. 

Syrian influence was very important in Antioch. The Church 

at Antioch had had a rough time during the Arian controversy, and was 

now beqinning'to'consolidate again its ancient power and authority. 

To establish hegemony over the Syriac-speaking area was an important - 

element in its resurgence. This was not merely a matter of keeping 

close diplomatic relations with Edessa; it meant also keeping in touch 

with the local populations of Syria and Palestine. Since the time of 



Alexiuuier the' Civcai ^ Syivia liah boon hoiiiinatod by the language and 

cultiu'e of Cii'i'oot'; Antioch was ttu' int't oopo I is, under Hellenistic, 

Koiiian and Byaantino rulers. Still in tho late Fourth Century Antioch 

waa <ui important conti'o of Crook loarning and culture, boasting famous 

sopiiiats like Libanius, whose' brilliiint pupil John Chrysostom (the 

Golden-mouth) bociimo tho most f.unous ina'aclioi* of the Gi'oek Church. 

But by this time, Antioch was suiroundod by increasingly influential 

pressures from tho native Syi'ian culture. All .u'ound the capital 

city, living in disused tombs and cavi's, we'i'o ascetics, many of them 

Syriac-spoivking, completely unaf foe toil by tho sophi st icat cd education 

ai\d cultiu'e of tho capitvil. The urban inhabitants were not indifferent 

The city itself was becoming cultiu'ally schizophi'onic, iind its w'ider 

influence depended on a flexible I'osponso to the I'esurgence of the 

native Syrian heritage. For tho early Fifth Century the situation is 

well-exemplified by Thoodorot. Ho was the child of well-to-do 

Antiochene p^u'ents lUid wws eventually to inherit considerable w'ealth. 

He clearly went through tho Crook educational system, because he wi'ites 

according to all tho conventional literary norms, quotes the classics 

like Homer and Plato, and corresponds with conttMii])orai*y oopliists. His 

Greek is beautiful, miU'ked by a pi'rfoct ion and simplicity of structure 

which cai'rios the reader effortlessly with liis argument. But Greelc, 

it seems, was his second language, tJio language of his education - 

that is why it is so flawless, no doubt I His native language w’as 

Syriac; and his childliood and youth wore marked by regular' visits to 

the famous ascetics ai'ound the city - after' all, one of them had cured 

his flashy socialite mother' of an eye-complaint and converted her to a 

sober life, arrd another' had eventually pr'omised her' a son if she would 

dedicate him to God as HaimcUi had dedicated her'S. On inheriting his 

fortune, Theodoret gave it all aw'ay and joined a monastery in the 

depths of the Syr'ian-countryside. Later' he became bishop of Cyr'rhus, 

a towTi far aw'ay in the Easter'ii par't of the Roman pr'ovince, not far' 

from the Euphrates. In the dviy-to-day business of his diocese he 

no doubt used Syu'iac almost exclusively, even though Greek was his 

literar'y language, and he r'egular'ly pr'eached in Greek in Antioch. 

.Antiochene ascendency depended on such bilingual competence. 

The Nestor'ian contr'over'sy developed quickly into a doctr'inal 

contest between the Patr'iar'chat es of .Aj\tioch and .Alexandr'ia. Cyr'il 

of Alexandria and Jolm of Antiocfi mar'shalled their' r'ival forces for 

the Council at Epiresus. John was ii a minor'ity, but Cyr'il behaved so 

badly in attempting to hold the council befor'e John and his * Orientals* 

had arrived, that any hope of a settlement was excluded. The break- 

dowTi of the council was net sur'pr'ising; mor'e remarkable is the fact 

that Cyril and John agreed to a *For'mulai'y of Reunion’ a few' years 

later. The two sides never' r'cally came together' and the affair only 

broke out again with new’ protagonists, Doranus of .Antioch supported by 

Theodoret, and Dioscorus of Alexandria. Ther'e is no need here to 

repeat the sad history of the- ’Robber' Synod’ and its reversal at 

Chalcedon. The point now is that the backgr'ound to these events w'as 

competition for influence between tw-o gr'eat patr'iar'chal sees, and this 

competition was played out not only among the ecclesiastical politicians 

and bishops in Council, but also in the Syr'iac-speaking ar'eas of 

Palestine, Svria and the East. The allegiance of Edessa was ci'ucial. 



imnortant ^1''^ bishop ol w«s Habbulh, Ho was an 

nrohair """ development of the Syriac church. He 

l l ^he revised translation of the scriptures known 

“T---promoted the use of the four separate Gospels 

- . i 1 piatesseron (Tatian*s Harmony, which had been pre- 

ominan y used in the Syrian Church up to this date). Theodoret 

e s ow he too rooted out ana destroyed copies of the Diatesseron 

in the area of his diocese during his episcopate. The Syrian church 

was being brought into line with tiie Church of the West under Rabbula*s 

powerful hand. Here then Edessa had an important and influential 

bishop, highly regarded for iiis ascetic life, but also very determined 

'indeed, regarded by some as tyrannical. 

At the Council of Ephcjsus, Rabbula was with the 'Orientals* 

and signed their documents. Hc' followed Edessa*s traditional 

allegiance to the Antiochene Patriarchate. Almost immediately after¬ 

wards he switched his supx-»ort to Cyril, and there is some evidence tiiat 

his own theological views were already inclining in that direction 

before the Council. His defection to Cyril was a serious matter. 

He knew the Antiochene tradition from inside, identified as the real 

'Fathers of Nestorianism* the respected Antiochene theologians, Diodore 

of-Tarsus and Theodore of Mop^uestia, and proscribed their writings 

within the area of his jurisdiction. Cyril^s treatises on~the true - 

faith were circulated in Syriac, and Rabbula carried with him many 

Syrian monks and bishops, particularly those in Palestine, an area 

always subject to influence from Egypt anyway. Besides, the Palest¬ 

inians seem to have had theological leanings which would in any case 

have followed the Monophysite position. 

The Church at Edessa itself was not so wholeheartedly behind 

him, however. Rabbula died in 433i and he was succeeded by Ibas. As 

a presbyter, Ibas had opposed Rabbula*s policies, and on his succession 

to the see, he reversed the Etlessene stance. The works of Theodore, 

the 'Interpreter', were translated into Syriac and widely circulated. 

Ibas like Theodoret, suffered for his alleged Nestorianism during the 

ensuing outbreak of controversy, though both were exonerated at the 

Council of Chalcedon (45l)- However, within a generation, the per- 

securion of 'Nestorians' in the Roman Empire led to the retreat of many 

Syrian scholars over the border to Nisibis (489), and the Antiochene 

theologians and exegetes in Syriac translation became the Fathers and 

Doctors of the Persian (or Assyrian) Church - hence the siurviving small 

"christYan“communW^^ is usually called the Nestorian Church_by- 

Western scholars. 

The Syrian church was divided then, not only by the boundary 

-tween Rome and Persia, but by theological traditions. The Nestorians 

- separated from the Western and Byzantine tradition, and preserved 

irAntiochene theology intact; the Monophysites (or later Jacobites) 

-mained within the Empire but were in opposition to one Byzantine 

lent after another, claiming to preserve the theological heritage 

Neither side could be accommodated by the unhappy compromise 

t Chllchon, to which, for quite different reasons, Rome and (most of 

le time) Constantinople continued to adhere. 
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Both groups preserved material from tlie original controversic's in 

order to justify their continuing position, and they preserved it 

in Syriac. They preserved not only complete works, but also ancient 

collections of florilegia. These were collections of extracts for 

use in debate, a form of ai'gument which seems to have been developed 

particularly during the Fifth Century Christological debates. Some¬ 

times incriminating selections were collected from the works of an 

opponent to prove that his doctrines were heretical; sometimes 

collections were made from the commonly accepted Fathers and author¬ 

ities to prove that tradition supported one’s own side - rather like 

using scriptural texts. Many collections originally put together in 

Greek continued to be circulated in Syriac translations; others wire 

utilised by such controversialists as Severus of Antioch, and so found 

their way into Syriac when loyal Monophysites translated his works. 

Hence it is to Syriac sources that we have to turn to trace 

the surviving remains of the great theologians whose works were 

eventually proscribed by the Byzantine government - that is, most of 

the fragments of Diodore of Tarsus and a large proportion of the 

extant remains of Theodore of Mopsuestia. Syriac catalogues give us 

our fullest evidence about the extent of their literary activity, and 

indicate that much more was preserved as late as the Fourteenth Century^ 

when Ebedjesu made up the catalogues,than has survived to the present 

--But-it. is not only Antiochene works which have been preserved 

in Syriac. For the Monophysites the great Fathers and Doctors were 

Athanasius and Cyril, and some lost works of each have been found in 

Syriac translation. Nor was the literature of Christological con¬ 

troversy tlie only kind that was translated; the Syrians had versions 

of treatises and erudite encyclopt'dias by Eusebius and Epiphanius, 

and in some cases tlie Greek originals have? not survived. It is there¬ 

fore well worth surveying the most important Greek Patristic literature 

whicn is known to us chiefly, if not exclusively, through the medium 

of the Syriac language. 

Section A. The Literature of Christological Controversy 

1. The fragments of Diodore of Tarsus 

A few Greek and Latin fragments have boon preserved, but the 

vast majority are to be found in Syriac sources. All are contained in 

hostile florilegia. For this reason their reliability has been serious¬ 

ly callec^n question; it is likely that they have been misrepresented 

by being quoted out of context, if not actually mutilated or falsified. 

However, they are indispensable in view of the fact that they are the 

only evidence we have, and since many of them preserve a terminology 

quite different from that adopted by Diodore*s successor, Theodore, 

many scholars ^re disposed to accept them as authentic, though cautious¬ 

ly. The Syriac material is* to be found in British Museum Codex 12156, 

and in the works of Severus of Antioch. The fragments from the first 

soarce have been edited and translated by M.Briere in Revue de 1’Orient 

Chi-elbien 10 (1946) 231-283; all fragments, - including those in Greek and 

Latin, have been collected by R.Abramowski *Der theologische Nachlass 

des Diodor von Tarsus* Zeitschrift fUr Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 

(ZNW) 42 (1949) 19-69, who supplies a German translation. 
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from t[i 

Tarsus * 

1 , crucial problems raised by these fragments derives 
e lack of contf'vf m, , • / 

/ . * Abri'imowski ( ' Untc'rsuchungen zu Diodor v. 
30 (1931) i>34-l;G2) ZNV 

seems to liave completely misinterpreted 

commentator as A.Grillmeier in the process. 
and misled so great 

/iT^e rs • j. • ^ as >\.uri±±meier in me proces 
,  T—^ —-—h^istian Tradition (ET 1st edit. London 1964; 2nd edit. 

n arge revised 1975) has become the standard account of the devel- 

-~^ Greer states, ''The paratactic nature of 

yriac an the ambiguous use of relative words almost - eliminate-clarity'-^- 

bu e argues convincingly that in this fragment Diodore is attempting 

to give a statement of Apollinarian teaching, against which he was arguing, 

and not stating his own view. This is confirmed by what he says in 

Frag. 2 • The situation proves how indispensable is a knowledge of 

Syriac for wrestling with tlie interpretation of these texts. A good 

approach to the subject would bo to read Greer’s article : ’The Antiochene 

Christology of Diodore of Tarsus’ J.T.S. NS 17 (1966) 327-341. He 

provides an English translation of a number of the crucial fragments. 

2. Theodore of Mopsuestia 

Passages from Theodore’s Christological works, particularly the 

De Incarnationo, were used against him at the Fifth Council of 

Constantinople (553)? when he was condemnofl. Many of these were drawn 

from Cyril of Alexandria’s work Contra Diodorum et Thcodorum, which 

seems to have consisted of hostile florilegia. Unfortunately this 

work is lost, and can only be reconstructed from a Latin version of the 

Acts of the Council, and from quotation*^ ust^d by sucii writers as the 

Monophysite Severus of Antioch whose works survive in Syriac. There 

are also important extracts in the Syriac British Museum Codex 12156 

(see above on Diodore). Some passages can be checked against Greek 

quotations made by Leontius of Byzantium at the time of the controversy, 

but Syriac nevertheless provides an imj^ortant witness to the fragments 

of Theodore’s dogmatic treatises. As in the case of Diodore, the 

reliability of these hostile collections of extracts has been a subject 

of much dispute; 

in the case of Theodore, however, wo have a few complete works 

Which provide a broader perspective on liis theology, and sometimes th(,‘y 

enable us actually to see tlie fuller context from w'hich a passage lias 

been torn in the hostile florilegia. Of particulai' importance has been 

the discovery in Syriac of his Commentary on Joiin and his Catechetical 

Homilies. 

(a) The Commentary on John - - - 

The Antiochene theologians not only developed their own 

approach to Qiristology, but they also reacted strongly against the 

allegorical traditions of exegesis pursued by Origen and his followers. 

In fact by this time, there was a general tendency to give more attention 

to the literal meaning of scripture and use texts in dogmatic argument. 

But the Antiochenes, and Theodore in particular, insisted upon the 

historical dimension of the biblical text, and attended to the meaning 

of the text in its original context. Theodore's Commentary on John 

is one of very few complete examples of a commentary written entirely. 

according to Antiochene methods. 
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(The Commentaries of Theodoret are far less radical i their approach). 

He takes the historicity of John*s Gospel very serio* ;ly, sometimes 

defending it against variant versions in the Synopti.s; he proceeds 

very largely by paraphrase and careful explication o the text in front 

of him; he tends not to perceive deeper or symbolic neanings in the 

Johannine material. This last point is probably a tit unfortunate - 

in his anxiety to avoid allegory, he has produced « rather pedestrian 

commentary which lacks insight into tiie layers of m-ictning surely to be 

found in this 'spiritual Gospel*. 

The Antiochene reaction against allegory did not succeed in 

producing anything very close to modern critical methods because its 

protagonists remained convinced that scripture contained all the truth 

of the Christian religion, and so read the text in terms of contemporary 

dogmatic interests. Although Theodore' took a more radical line with 

respect to the Old Testament this certainly affected his approacli to 

the Johannine material. He labours to insist on the distinction 

between what is said of the Man Assumed and what is said of the God- 

Logos, sometimes rather harshly breaking up the unified Christology of 

the Gospel. A notorious example is to be found in his comments on 

John 3*13- no-one ascends to heaven except the one who came down from 

heaven, the Son of Man. Ascent and descent, he explains, is said of 

the Man Assumed, because it cannot apply to the divine Logos. 

Theodore*s awareness of history meant that he could quite 

realistically appreciate the fact that someone like Nathaniel did not 

come to an understanding of the full truth about the incarnate Word 

during Jesus* lifetime. So when Nathaniel confesses that he is Son 

of God, and King of Israel (l.49), Theodore comments that what he meant 

was a confession of Jesus* Messiahship. Nathaniel knew nothing of 

his Sonship by divine generation; he called him Son of God in the 

same sense as men coming to God by tlieir virtue, are called sons of God. 

Theodore did not deny the divine generation of the Logos, but he recog¬ 

nised that the apostles only gradually got to know it. This passage 

is a particularly important one since the controversial part, namely 

that Jesus was called Son of God only in the sense that other men are, 

was later quoted as Theodore's own view and helped to condemn him. 

Here we can see what distortion has taken place by lack of concern 

with its context. (See J.L.McKenzie, *The Commentary of Theodore of 

Mopsuestia on John 1.46-51’, Theological Studies l4 (l953) PP* 73“64). 

_ _ Thus Theodore*s_,Commentary on John has proved an extremely 

important work in the assessment of both his exegesis and his theology. 

Without access to Syriac, the investigator wnuld be severely hampered, 

even though the text is published with a modern Latin translation. 

Text J.M.Voste, Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in Evangelium 

loannis Apostoli C.S.C.O. Script. Syr. Ser IV, t.III (Louvain 1940). 



, Syriac version ol tin* Catoc[iotical llomiiios was dis- 

(ovorc y . ingana and first puhlislied in Woodbrookt^ Studic-s v & vi 

am ri go 193d-3). Mingana providesJ an English translation, but it 

oes no a ways seem to give a good rendering of the sense. More 

^ * Tonneau produced a reproduction of the Syriac manuscript 

wit rench translation (Les Homelies Catechetigues de Theodore de 
Mopsueste ST l45 Vatican 1949 ) ;- --- --. 

It was customary in this period for bishops to give a series 

of lecture-sermons during Lent to instruct those seeking Baptism. 

Their primary function was to explain the clauses of the baptismal 

creed which the candidate would recite at his initiation at Easter. 

The whole series of lectures therefore give a well-rounded account 

of what Christianity meant for Theodore, and his Christology is set 

in a much wider theological context than would be the case in contro¬ 

versial or dogmatic works devoted to those specific concerns. Another 

function was to explain the rites of baptism and eucharist - what 

happened and what it meant. In Theodore's case, there are in fact 

ten lectures on the Creed, one on the Lord's Prayer, and five explain¬ 

ing the sacraments. The latter art* extremely important evidence for 

liturgiologists• 

It is instructive for the student of Ooi'ly Christian doctrine 

to'see the Christological teaching of an Antiochene like Theodore in 

this wi'der■'theblogi'cai 'context. It is so much more possible to grasp_ 

what motivated his position, the kind of religious concerns w'hich 

contributed to the development of his particular view-point. One of 

the most remarkable things about these lectures is their witness to 

Theodore's eschatological interests. He has a very clear grasp of 

Paul's Gospel of the radical newness of what has happened in Christ. 

His opening words to the new converts are about the 'new song' Christians 

must sing for the 'new things' they have received; they are dealing 

with a 'new covenant* in which all old things are abolished. Every 

man who is in Christ is a new cioature, and because of the new covenant 

»we receive knowledge of these mysteiios so that w^e may put off rho 

old man and put on the new man who is renewed after zhe image of him 

who created him'. Theodore interprets this eschatological language 

as referring to the future state in heaven, but already anticipated in 

symbol through the saercunents of the Christian cnurch. 

This eschatological perspective explains many of Theodore's 

characteristic standpoints. He thinks of man as existing in two 

states a mutable, mortal state, and an immutable, immortal state, 

man-in-Adam and man-in-Christ. On the basis of this, he criticised 

the current Platonic idea of man as a ^iritual being trapped in flesh 

by the Fall, and he emphasised the idea that the Manhood of Christ had 

to play an active role in achieving the salvation of mankind, because 

for ThLdore salvation depended upon a Christ who was the first-fruits 

of this new humanity. It also explains his attitude to the Old Testa¬ 

ment another cause of scandal at his doctrines: he insisted that the 

Old Testaitent belonged to history and knew nothing directly of the Christ 



and the New Age to come; the prophets spoke to men of their outi time, 

and the Song of Songs was Solomon*s lov'c poem. Only in an indirect 

and veiled way did the events of the Old Testament foreshadow the 

New Creation of the New Testcunent. 

The eschatological perspective also explains Theodore*s 

understanding of the sacraments. The elements represent Christ lying 

stretched out on the altar as a sacrifice' - and Theodore describes this 

is in strikingly realistic terms - but by the invocation of the Holy 

Spirit, these elements ai'o transformed so as to become immor'Cal, 

invisible, incorruptible, impassible and immutable, just cis the body 

of Christ was made immortal by the resiu'rection. Ulien we partake of 

the body and blood, we may expect to be changed into an immortal and 

incorruptible natui'e; *we believ'e that through these symbols, as 

through ineffable signs, we possess sometime beforehand the realities 

themselves *. 

Theodore*s style was not highly spoken of in antiquity, and 

his cumbersome Greek is not enhanced by the Syriac rendering. The 

repetitiveness of his catechetical lectures is exaggerated by the 

peculiarities of Syriac idiom, and at times his meaning is quite 

obscure. Nev'ertheless, the texts wliich survive in Syriac are of the 

utmost importance for oui' understanding of Theodore's theological 

position. 

3- Nestorius and the Book of Heracleides 

The English-speaking world becajiie aware of this important 

new discovery when Bethune-Baker published his defence of Nestorius 

in 1908. He quoted extensive passages in an English translation made 

for him by an anon>TTious colleague. The text, then still unpublished, 

he referred to as *The Bazaar of Heraclides', and it is under that 

title that many still refer to the work. It seems likely,however, 

that the Syriac translator rendered the Greek in a misleading way, 

taking ttocx ecu - ,^3. meaning J , when it really meant 

something like 'treatise*. 

The other puzzle about the title is the attribution to 

Heraclides. The Syriac translator explains that he was a man from 

Damascus, held in honour for his way of life and his learning, and 

in good standing at the coui't. It is quite cleai', however, that the 

work addresses the reader in tlie pei'son of Nestorius, and there is no 

attempt at pseudonymity. The Syriac translator suggests it was pub¬ 

lished under this strange title 'lest since his own name was a bugbear 

to many, they should be unwilling to road it and be converted to the 

truth. ' This may well be the motiv^e, but anyone who did actually look 

inside the work would soon have been undeceiv'ed; it could only take in 

a censor checking library catalogues, if I may put it that way. 

The form of the work has also raised questions. The book 

is not by any means homogeneous. The first part is in dialogue form, 

Nestorius discussing various different Christological proposals with 

a character named Sophronius; but the dialogue form is eventually 



doornf^H him 
discussing the theoloa'c-letters and documents at length, 

with Cyri^ * and terminological points at issue, arguing 

r» ^ accusing him of a serious miscarriage of justice, claiming 

nh ^ ^ enquiry would have shown he was orthodox ana innocent of 

A K ^eught against liim, and that the great fathers, Gregory, 

rose an Athanasius taught his doctrine. The first major literary 

^ '^ork (L.Abramowski, Lntersuchungen zum Liber ileraclidi>> 

(C.S.C.O. 242, Subs. 22 Louvain 19^3) has suggested that 

e treatise as it stands is a compilation ol two differont works, and 

the opening dialogue is not in fact the authentic work of Nestorius; 

this view has not met with universal acccjptance, though tne literary 

case is quite strong, stronger than the theological differences observed. 

The work is frustrating to read : * It must be admitted that 

his style is often turgid and confusing*, wrote Anastos. (Milton Vh 

Anastos, * Nestorius was orthodox* Dumbarton Oaks Pcipers l6 (196D) 123-? 

*The repetitiveness of his great theological treatise, the Bazaar of 

Heraclides, is frustrating, wearisome:! and painful. It would have been 

vastly more •• effective if some expert rhetorician had prunea it of 

tautology, eliminated contradictions, added the necess.axy logical 

definitions which Nestorius unhappily eschew'ed, and reduced it^’lengtn 

by a half or three quarters,*. But Anastos, for all that, concludes 

this work is *the subtlest and most penetrating study of the mystery 

of the incarnation in the wnole of patristic literature.* Most 

scholars think that judgement exaggerated, bnt there has been a con¬ 

tinuing discussion of w'hat exactly NpmoiIus* Christological position 

was, and how far it can bo regarded as orthodox in spite of the con¬ 

demnation of the ancient Church. 

The issue turns on what N(.*storius meant by his idea of the 

‘prosopic union*, and here tne way in w^hich ted-mical metaphysical 

terms in Greek were rendered into Syriac equivalents clearly affects 

the discussion a great deal. A useful discussion of these problems 

will be found in an appendix to Dethune-Baker*s study, Nestorius and 

hi‘= Teaching, an essay provided by his collaborator. This collaborator 

turned out to be R.H.Connollv, who confessed his identity in a review 

of the English translation by ilriverand Hodgson (J.T.S. xxvii (1926) 

191-200). From his oun work he was able to produce a detailed critique 

of Driver's rendering, thus highlighting the complexity of the task 

facing the translator. Xhe technical terms are, in his eyes, but a 

minor problem compared with the often defective nature of the text. 

Ho concludes, however, that the defects in the translation arc not 

•such as to interfere vitally with its value as a presentation of 

Nestorius* teaching.' Nevertheless debate about its proper inter¬ 

pretation has continued unabated. 

The most touching thing about this work is the light it throws 

-Nestoriu&’-_attitudes .after decades of exile and suffering for what 

b lieved • *It is my earnest desire that even by anathematising me_ 

^ from blaspheming God, and that those who escape may 

ey holy, almighty and immortal, and not change the image of 

^ ^ncorruptible God for the image of corruptible man, mingling 

e Christianity ... goal of my earnest w'ish is that 
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God may be blGssed-^on earth as in hc'av(,*n; but as for Nestoriiis, lot 

him be anathema.* He refused to appeal to Pope Leo even when he fel 

sure that his own views were being expressed in Leo*s Tome; better 

that the truth prevail than be harmed by association with his blacken 

name. In tribulation he showed a greater generosity of spirit than 

many who have received the name saint rather than heretic. 

Text Ed. R.P.Bedjan, Nestorius, Le livre d*Heraclide de Damas 

(Paris 1910) 

Translations F.Nau, Nestorius, Le livre d*Heraclide de Damas 

(Paris 1910) 

G.R.Driver and L.Hodgson, Nestorius, The Bazaar of Heracleides 

--- (Oxford 1925) 

^• Cyril of Alexandria 

An enormous number of Cyril’s writings are extant in Greek, 

either complete or in fragmentary form; so Syriac finds do not have 

(juite the over-riding significance in his case which they have had 

for the lost Antiochenes. However a number of important contributioi 

have been made by Syriac translations. Significant fragments are to 

be found in Syriac authors, notably quotations preserved in the works 

of Severus of Antioch; there are also a few otherwise lost works 

available in Syriac manuscripts. 

The most important Syriac discovery is his Comm.entary on 

Luke. A number of Cyril’s Commentaries are extant in Greek : the 

commentaries on Isaiah, on the Minor Prophets, and on John’s Gospel. 

We also have a number of exegetical treatises, and considerable frag¬ 

ments of other commentaries in the Catenae. (These are commentary 

’chains’ pieced together from the works of the most famous Fathers; 

usually the author of each quotation is named, though'not always 

accurately; a great deal of critical work still needs to be done on 

this material, but it has already provcjd an important source of 

exegetical fragments from many authorities.) Nevertheless, in spite 

of the existence of so much Greek material, the discovery of the 

Commentary on Luke in Syriac provided a notable addition to our know¬ 

ledge of Cyril’s work. In form it is a series of homilies, and so 

reflects the concerns of a pastor in the pulpit; his interests are 

predominantly practical, and there is a recurrent emphasis on the 

theme of obediepce and imitation of Christ. But the Christological 

issue also keeps appeeiring: Homily 11 on the baptism of Jesus is 

clearly framed with Nestorian exegesis in mind, and Cyril labours to 

show that their plausible conclusions are not valid. Only three of 

these homilies on Luke survive in Greek, whereas 1^6 appear in this 

Syriac version. Some are represented only by a paragraph - in other 

words only a quotation is given_^not the complete text; but others 

clearly provide the full text of the Patriarch’s sermon. 

Text J.B.Chabot, S.Cyrilli Alexandrini commentarii in Lucam I 

(Horn. 1-80) (C.S.C.O. 70 Paris and Leipzig 1912; reprint, 

Louvain 195^)- 

Translation R.Tonneau, Latin (C.S.C.O. l40 Louvain 1933) 

R.Payne-Smith, A Commentary upon the Gospel according 

to St. Luke by St. Cyril, Patriarch of Alexandria 

(Oxford 1859) 
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. . n D + t:he early stages ol the Ncstorian controversy, Cyril sent 

his ___e_ec|a_F^ to the Emperor. Rabbula himself translated this 

^ yriac and circulated it in the area under his jurisdiction, 

o a y many of the othei dogmatic works wliich have been preserved 

in Syriac originated fiom Rabbula*s effort to promote Cyril's doctrine. 

Most of the Syriac material thai has been discovered already existed 

in Greek, but some new material has come to light in the Syriac 

collections. Publication of the material began with an article by 

R.Y.Ebied and L.R.Wickham in Museon 83 (197O) pp. 433-82, and they 

followed this in 1971 by producing an investigation into the contents 

of British Museum Codex l4337 (J.T.S. NS 22 pp. 420-34). They reported 

the contents as including not only Syriac versions of Cyril's Letter 

_AbG Nicene Creed, his Explanation of the Twelve Anathemas, and 

other material already known in Greek, like the Quod uhus sit'~ Christus,' 

but also a number of unpublished letters. Their article produced the 

text and a translation of one of thescj, entitled The First Letter to 

the Monks, and discussed its authenticity. In their book, A Collection 

of Unpublished Syriac Letters of Cyril of Alexandria (C.S.C.O. 359-360, 

Louvain, 1973)? the same scholcirs using the same manuscript published 

the Syriac text of some of the letters already known in Greek; since 

the Greek is known, these provide good evidence for evaluating the 

relationship between the Syriac translation and the underlying original, 

while also facilitating some understanding of what a native Greekless 

speaker of Syriac would have made of the originals - for they are 

important less for Cyril than for the non-Cn.^lccdonian interpretation 

of Cyril. 

Section B. Other Greek Patriot f.itorature 

1. E u s e i u s o f C a«3 s a r c a 

Eusebius is best know7i for his Ecclesiastical History which 

rapidly became famous throufhxii; tlje' Christian wnrld. Since he lived 

in Palestine, an Arcimaic-spe.asing area, it is pertiaps not surprising 

that the first translation wa^ the Syriac version, pro])ably made as 

early as the Fourth Century. n. is regarded as much superior to the 

2ttion made by Rufinus in a-Oo, and it antedates the extant 

Greek manuscripts. 

Text W,Wright' and N.McClean, The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius 

' in Syriac (Cambridge 1898) ' ~ 

Eusebius also wrote a History of the Martyrs in Palestine, 

n account of the final onslaunht against Christianity by the Emperor 

iocletian and his successors in the East, througn whicii Eusebius him- 

elf lived. The work has survived in two versions, a short edition 

ppended to the Ecclesiastical History in some ('.reek manuscripts 

often placeJ at the end of Book Vlll, but not invariably), and a 

onger version which has survived only in Syriac. This is a most 

nportant contempbrirydocumeht.- Eusebius claims to have known a 

Iimher of the martyrs personally, and in general his work provides a 

Znstic apprSsal of the effects of persecution on the Christian 

opulation. However, for all his precise statements of date, it has 

roved an extremely difficult task to reconstruct the chronology of 



tlui persecution on tlie basis oi Kus(‘1)lus* information, and the 

I'cil iabi 1 ity of some of his facts has bi'cn calioci in question by 

certain insci'ii)tit)ns. Tin* Syr iac: v<'r'sion ol' the work is largely 

in tii(i form oJ iniiividual Ac:ta (in otijci’ words it is a collection of 

possibly independc'nt hagiographies); and in spite of Eusebius* con¬ 

temporaneity, the stories are told in liiglily conventional language 

and even contain certain traditional motifs. 
% 

Text W.Cureton, History of thc^ Martyrs of Palestine by Eusebius 

with En^jlish translation (London l86l) 

The most important Syriac find is jrrobably the complete text 

of the Theophania, a work which only survived in Greek in a few brief 

fragments, Eusebius was at hcai't an apologist, and his liistories 

were written with apologetic interests. In the Theophania he makes 

a final plea for the truth of Christi^inity, sunmiarising all the major 

arguments he had used earlier in his massive treatises, the Praeparatio 

Evangelica and the Demonstratio Evangelica. These works had consisted 

mainly of long extracts from pagan pliilosopFu'rs and from the scriptures, 

carefully yet confusingly marshalled to c'stablisli thci Christian case. 

In the Theophojiia, however, Eusebius abandons this method and expounds 

his arguments for himself. The result is a much clc'arer statement of 

the case; for Eusebius forcc'fully summarises in popular rhetorical' 

form many of the well-worn proofs he had developed elsewhere on the 

basis of great erudition. This was the culmination of his life’s 

work; for it also takes up themes from the Martyrs of Palestine, and 

the Life of Constantine. 

The work can be dated in the 330*s when Eusebius was a very 

old man, probably in his seventic^s. By this time he had been tlirough 

the trauma of the Arian controversy, and this gives his Christological 

statements a particular interest. Eusebius really does not seem to 

have appreciated wliat was at strike in the debate with Arius, and still 

he sticks to a rather naive Origenism, regarding the Logos as a sub¬ 

ordinate being capable of mediating the transcendent God to the creation 

Eusebius goes to a great deal of trouble to prove that there is only 

one God and so there can only be one Logos; but one God plus one 

divine Word, on the face of it, makes two divine beings, both of whom 

are to receive worship. One feels th.it Eusebius can be cliarged with 

ditheism as well as subordinationism on the basis of the rhetorical 

and loose expressions of the Theophania. However, the ambiguity of 

his language is reflected in tlie fact that when Samuel Lee published 

the new discovery in the last century, ho expressed the conviction that 

it would finally clear Eusebius of the charge of Ai'ianisrn. 

Eusebius* prime interest, however, was not the niceties of 

philosophical doctrine; he was no exact metaphysician, but an apologist 

He felt that the most compelling argument for the truth of Christianity 

was its paTcimount success. As Constantino had triumphed, Eusebius had 

become more and more eloquent on this theme, encouraging his readers to 

step on the bandwagon of the triumphant Church with its magnificent 

imperially-supported now buildings and multitudinous congregations. 
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Here he urges these cnncji 4-* 

shows that Christianity's Garl^r 

r tii H ^^-i-tianity was a massive hoax perpetrated 

y ^ ^T^agician, how could it have survived as 

^ ^ ^ 1 osophy requiring abstemious and sacrificial beliaviour 

rom 1 s a erents? How could-illiterate syriac-speaJcing rustics 

have pu ed off such a hoax on the sophisticated Graeco-Roman world? 

Why should people be prepared to die for something they knew to be 

false. Even contemporary martyrs were a powerful testimony to the 

effects of the Christian Gospel. 

Eusebius* major, indeed all-pervading, apologetic theme is 

an appeal to the evidence--of-God * s providence. For him, the Logos 

is the rational and providential principle of creation. He con¬ 

trasts Christianity with both atheism and polytheism on the grounds 

that it provides a rational account of the universe and of human 

history. In Eusebius* eyes, monarchy and monotheism go together. 

While polytheism reigned, the world was fragmented into many kingdoms; 

but now *two great Powers sprung fully up,, as (it were) out of one 

stream; and they gave peace to all, ...: (namely) the Roman Empire ... 

and the Power of the Saviour of all..* The coincidence of the in- 

Ccirnation and the Pax Romana remained for him the most telling proof 

of God*s providence, and he saw the conversion of Constantine as the 

natural fulfilment of what had gone before. 

One of the most interesting aspects of the discovery of this 

work has been the question it has raised about the relationship 

between Eusebius and Athanasius. Some of the apologetic arguments 

used in the Theophania are so close to tliose used by Athanasius in 

the two-volume work Contra Gentes-De Incarnatione that some kind of 

dependence seems necessary. Now Eusebius wrote this work as an old 

-and-respected scholar-Lishop in the 330*s; Athanasius was t^^^^ _ 

young Patriarch of Alexandria who was about to be condemned for all 

manner of crimes at the Council of Tyre in 335, at which the chairman 

would be Eusebius. It seems hardly likely, then, that Eusebius would 

use the work of Athanasius, quixe apart from the fact that the 

Theophania fits so well as the culmination of Eusebius* apologetic 

activities. Yet traditionally scholarship had dated Athanasius* 

De Incarrtatione to the early years of his life, believing that because 

it never mentions Arius or his doctrines, it must pre-date the Council 

of Nicaea in 325. A number of solutions have been proposed for this 

puzzle • either Athanasius had picked up Eusebius* ideas as a student 

and then vrote them up in this form before Eusebius did himself; or 

the arguments simply belong to a common apologetic tradition, in spite 

of the orima facie impression of dependence; or we must reconsider 

the date of Ath'al^sius' work. Iho last seems the most promising course. 

It seems quite plausible to suggest that Athanasius wrote his apologetic 

work while in exile in the 330's, basing his work on EusoVhub, but _ t..t ....MU., o™ C 
r’aa ...»..o 

.SrrLt that direct attack »«. unsuitable in an apolooctrc work, and 



his hidden target may well have been Eusebius, rather than the arch¬ 

heretic himself. Certainly the two works, though similar, reflect 

fundamentally different soteriological presuppKJsitions: where 

Eusebius concentrated on revelation, monotheism and morality being 

of prime importance to him, Athanasius moved on to explore ideas of 

redemption and re-creation, emphasising the theme of ’deification* 

- ^torroL-^(y . 

T} 

Text S.Lee, Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, on the Theophajia, or Divine 

Manifestation of oui^ Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ* A 

Syriac version edited from a manuscript recently dis¬ 

covered. (London l842) 

Translation S.Lee, Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, on the Theophania, 

etc. translated into English with notes (Cambridge l843) 

2. Athanasius 

Athanasius* Festal Letters, or at least an index to them and 

the text of about twenty, were discovered during the last century in 

the seune Syriac collection as the Theophania. It had become the 

custom for the Patriarch of Alexandria to write tohis suffragans in¬ 

forming them each year of the correct date to celebrate Easter. The 

index shows that Athanasius did so for almost every year of his 

episcopate, the few exceptions being during his periods of exile. 

Prior to their discovery, the existence of these letters was known 

from Jerome, and from a few quotations which survived in Greek. How¬ 

ever, the extensive Syriac evidence was an important new source of 

information, chiefly because it provided reliable chronological data 

concerning Athanasius* life. The letters themselves showed that the 

Lent fast was only beginning to become usual in Egypt during this 

period, and they were a useful addition to our knowledge of Athanasius* 

pastoral style. They cover a variety of topics : the celebration 

of festivals, the meaning of the Christian Passover, fasting and 

observances, ethics, warnings against heretics, and so on, all backed 

up with scriptural texts. This Syriac corpus breaks off well before 

the famous Letter 39 concerning the canon of scriptures; a long 

Syriac fragment was found elsew'here, but it was already known in a 

Greek fragment, and the fullest version has been discovered in Coptic. 

More recently, Coptic versions of further letters have been published. 

(Ed. L.Th.Lefort, C.S.C.O. 150, Louvain 1955)* 

Text V.Cureton, The Festal Letters of Athanasius (London l848) - 

Translation Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers Second Series, 

Vol. IV 

A Syriac Sixth Century manuscript in the Vatican is one of 

the few witnesses to the Short Recension of the De Incamatione; The 

puzzling existence of two different versions of Athanasius* most 

famous work was first noticed by J.Lebon, and subsequently R.P.Casey 

studied the textual tradition of the less-known Short Recension: see 

G.J*Ryan and R.P.Casey, The De Incarnatione of Athanasius 2 vols. 

Studies and Documents l4 (London and Philadelphia 1945-^)• 



OS inves igators have concluded that Athanasius, or one of his 

^ circle, was responsible for abbreviating the originally 

onger ext, but the question of priority is still far from settled 

There has been considerable controversy over Athanasius* 

^ Virginity, many regarding the Greek treatise under that title 

as spurious. However, British Museum Codex l4607 contains a large 

Syriac fragment of a treatise on this subject, and also a letter to 

virgins who went to Jerusalem to pray and returned*, both attributed 

to Athanasius. It is likely that both are genuine. See J.Lebon, 

*Athanasiana Syriaca I», Museon 40 (192?) 209-218, & II, Mus^on 4l 

(1928) 170-88. He gives the Syritic text and a French translation. 

Among the Syriac manuscripts in the British Museum has appeared 

a whole corpus of Athanasius* writings, his most important treatises 

grouped together with several Pseudo-Athanasian works, including 

certain notorious Apollinarian forgeries (see note below). This 

collection forms the basis of a new Syriac version of Athanasius* 

work being published by C.S.C.O. (though other manuscripts are also 

used to make the collection as complete as possible ). Since a good 

critical edition of Athanasius* works in Greek is not yet available 

for the vast majority of his works, this will probably make a valuable 

contribution to the whole matter of establishing the text of Athanasius* 

writings. Caution will be necessary, howt^vei*; lor the editor,“R'.W.- 

Thorason, drew attention in 19^3 to the fact that the Syriac Athanasian 

Corpus is found in a Chalcedonian manuscript (British Museum Oriental 

8606) in which deliberate alterations of a tendentious and dogmatic 

nature have been made. His study of the memuscript is particularly 

interesting (in Biblical and Patristic Studies for R.P.Casey, ed. J.N. 

Birdsall and R.W.Thomson). He noted that the ten works were not all 

translated by the same scribe, and had been taken from originals 

(either separate or already collected together) found in the Cathedral 

treasury in Edessa in 723 AD by the scribe Gabriel. The manuscripts 

he used were then regardc'd as "old*. Now in" the early seventh century 

the cathedral had been in zhe hands of the Jacobites - they were dis¬ 

possessed by Heraclius in 629- It was clearly in the subsequent 

period that phrases of a Chalcedonian tendency were added to these 

texts either by Gabriel himself, though this seems unlikely, or by 

one of his fellow-Melkites (the nickname for the Chalcedonian supporters 

of the ByzantinB Emperor). 

Tovt translation R.W.Thomson, Athanasiana Syriaca I-IV (Louvain 

---- 1965.-67,-72,-77) 

Note on Apollinarian Forgeries^ 

The Apollinarians circulated a number of treatises under false 

names and took in many influential people. Treatises under the name of 

Athanasius were actually the source of several famous Monophysite slogans 

which were first given currency by Cyril of Alexandria. Most of the 

fnrneries found in Syriac are also known in Greek, but it may be of 

tLest to note that the Syriac texts were collected and published by 

J FI mming and H.Lietzmann, Apollinaristische Schriften Syrisch (.Berlin 



3• Epiphanius 

The discursive writings of this conservative fanatic were 

widely read in the Christian world, and his reputation for learning 

was such that odd works like the Physiologus, the principal source 

of Mediaeval Bestiaries, came to be attributed to him. It is hardly 

surprising therefore to find Oriental versions of memy of his writings.._ 

Syriac preserves the only full version of his treatise Oh 

Weights and Measures; the original text was probably lost because 

there were plenty of other similar works in Greek. The treatise 

was composed in 392 at Constantinople for a Persian priest. Its 

title is a trifle misleading; it is really a kind of Bible Dictionary 

or Handbook, though the matter he keeps reverting to in the central 

section of the book is the question of correct equivalents for the 

units of measure and weight used in the Bible... ...Numerous digressions 

and introductions, however, increase the scope of the work very con¬ 

siderably. 

Epiphanius begins by explaining the various conventional 

signs in the text, indications of punctuation, the obelus and asterisk; 

he then gives an introduction to the several Greek translations avail¬ 

able, telling at length the story of the 72 translators of the LXX, 

dating the versions of Aquila and Symmachus, and though an ardent 

anti-Origenist, describing the Hexapla. All of this takes up about 

a quarter of the work. He tlien starts listing weights and measures, 

but his digressions talce up most of the space and some are quite 

astounding, as when he comments that the modius = 22 xestai, and 

promptly wanders off onto the 22 works of creation, the 22 generations 

from Adam to Jacob, the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and the 

22 books of the Old Testament! *Four’ is another significant number 

worthy of erudite expansion: there were four books in the Ark (Genesis 

to Numbers), four rivers out of Eden, four quarters of the world, four 

seasons of the year, four watches of the night, and four spiritual 

crieaf;ures (Ezekie^ with four faces, man, lion, ox and eagle, 

which represent the four Gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. 

(This symbolism for the four Gospels was current in mediaeval art). 

The last quarter of the book turns from weights and measures 

to geographical matters, listing and commenting on the names of biblical 

places. Since Epiphanius was born and brought up in Palestine, this 

might have been interesting; but he seems heavily dependent not on 

personal knowledge, but earlier encyclopedias like Eusebius* Onomasticon. 

Text and translation J.E.Dean, Epiphanius* Treatise on Weights and 

Measures (Chicago 1935) 
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Conclusion 

, , ^ v'^rsions of many more important Patristic writings 

have been found, but the vast majority are known in the original, and 

a ias een surveyed is quite sufficient for an introduction. The 

where Syriac material is particularly important is the 

asceticism and the monastic movement: Syrian versions 

^ anasius _Life of Anthony, and of the works of Evagrius of Pontus 

u representative of a large field. The translations have an 

importance of their own as evidence of the interests and culture of 

the Syrian Church; they also provide important evidence for the 

textual criticof the Greek Patristic material; but above all, they 

have preserved some works which would otherwise be entirely lost and 

unknowhi. Syriac has thus become an indispensable tool for the student 

of early Christian doctrine, liturgy and history. 

Post scri [)t 

There is much fascination in reading the prefaces to works 

published for the first time in the Nineteenth Century. From them 

exciting stories of discovery and cicquisition can be traced. 

We begin with the preface to Lee*s translation of the Theophania 

which informs us that in l839 a certain Mr. Tattam of Bedford,described 

as an excellent Coptic scholar, ‘formed the resolution of visiting 

for the purpose of procuring Coptic manuscripts... At the 

suggestion of his friends a subscription was set on foot, for the 

purpose of assisting in defraying the expense of this undertaking, 

and the subscription was headed by a contribution of £300 by government.’ 

(The history of research grants has a fascination of its owni) He 

found some good Coptic manuscripts, but also acquired ’about 50 volumes 

of Syriac manuscripts, some of which were of an extreme age, and very 

valuable.’ These were purchased from the monastery of the Blessed 

Virgin in the desert of Nitria. On his return, Tattam sent the 

manuscripts to Cambridge so that Lee could investigate their contents. 

He was delighted to find the Theophania, and set to work to publish 

it. Eventually the whole collection was sent to the British Museum. 

The manuscript containing this work contained various other 

items of interest; and the end was missing. It was not until after 

Theophania was published that Lee discovered ..the_ 

marginal note on the reverse of the fourth folio, beside the text of 

the Martyrs of Palestine • 

l^]o o^] c>^ 

. U, . AiJVDOio OVO y~lS..lo Cijl 

Uen jooi 

• —.— I >-“^1-^ h^-0 
r* 

^ - 

CIO 
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my brothr(‘n, i I' tfn' latt<'r part of this ancient hook 

has bcc'ii cut off, and has pcrislnsl topc't^ior with that with) 

wfiich its writer closed and t:om])i('tc,'d it; it was thus 

written at its end, viz. that *This book was written in he 

city of Edessa of Mesopotamia, by the hands of a man nam 1 — 

Jacob, in the year seven hundred and twenty and three, (a ^d) 

was completed in the month of the latter Teshrin.* And, 

just as that which was \sxitten there, I have also written 

here without addition. And the things which are here, I 

wrote in the year 1398? in the era of the Greeks." 

Lee calculated that the note was written in AD 1086, and the origir]al 

manuscript in AD 4ll, a mere 76)-80 years after Eusebius composed the 

work. He realised that many would regard as preposterous the claim 

that the manuscript was then l432 years old, and he went to great 

length in the preface to argue its plausibility. When the manuscript 

reached the Britisii Museum, Cureton was able to confirm its ancient 

date on the basis of scientific study of all the codices. 

That fact we learn from Cureton*s preface to his edition of 

Athanasius* Eestal Letters, where the sequel to Lec*s story can be 

found. Among Tattam*s manuscripts Cureton had discovered the Festal 

Letters, sadly incomplete, but he was preparing them for publication 

assuming that, according to the terms of the deal, the_entire library 

had been sold to Tattam by the monks. However, Tattam had dealt 

through unreliable intermediciries, and had in fact been deceived. 

By chance, Cureton obtained the services of a certain M. Pacho, an 

Alexandrian who was returning home from London, and quite innocent of 

the real situation with regard to the library of the Syrian monastery, 

commissioned him to obtain any further manuscripts of interest. In 

July 1847» Cureton received a letter announcing the acquisition of 200 

volumes, plus fragments and loose leaves, from the same monastery. 

Pacho, it seems, had soon unravelled the true state of affairs, settled 

in the monastery himself for about six weeks, and having gained the 

trust of the monks, was eventually shown the library. He subsequently 

made sure that tliis time tlic whole' lot was lianded over, by withholding 

payment until fie was certain, and even getting the Superior *to publish 

a sentence of excommunication against anyone^ of th(' Brethren who should 

have withholden any part of tfiis Syriac collection, and did not immed¬ 

iately deliver it over to tfie person to whom they liad coiisigiu'd all 

their interest *^in these manuscripts.' 

Cureton*s delight can be imagined, though bad moments were 

still in store for him : *Another letter, dated from Malta, following 

a few weeks later, gave me some apprehension. I learnt thereby that 

M. Pacho, instead of proceeding immediately to England, had determined 

upon passing tfirough France, and taking Paris in his route; and I was 

too well acquainted with the zeal of the learned Orientalists of that 

metropolis, and of the keepers of the Royal Library, not to fear that 

they might manifest some eagerness to part£ike in the honour and advantage 

of possessing a share in one of tWe most~ remarkable and important collections 
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4. 4.i„ quity which had even been transported from 

the east to the west . 
, , ‘ * -Lhis diversion of M. Pacho * s journey certain 
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Cureton quite quickly found more of the Festal Letters, but 

the manuscripts were in considerable confusion. The monks had clearly 

not used them much or even cared for them very well, for many genera¬ 

tions. In the whole collection now in the British Museum, containing 

portions of considerably more than a thousand distinct volumes, certain¬ 

ly not fifty were found in a complete state upon their arrival; al¬ 

though much labour has subsequently succeeded in collecting and arrang¬ 

ing the disjointed and scattered parts of many more.' What Cureton 

hoped he might discover was the missing bit of the volume containing 

"the Theophania. Let him tell the rest of the story himself : 

One by one I untied the bundles, and diligently and eagerly 

examined their contents. As I opened the fourth 1 was 

delighted at recognising two pieces belonging to one of the 

leaves of this prc‘cious book: in the next 1 l ound a IhiitJ. 

And now. Reader, if thou hast any love for the records of 

antiquity; if thou fcclest any kindred enthusiasm in such 

pursuits as those; if thou haSC ever known the satisfaction 

of having a dim expectation gradually brightened into real¬ 

ity, and an anxious research rewarded with success - things 

that but rarely happen to us in this world of disappointment - 

I leave it to thine own imagination to paint the sensations 

which I experienced at that moment when loosing the cord of 

the seventh bundle disclosed to my sight a small fragment of 

..^beautiful vellum, in a well-known hand, upon which I read 

the following words : 

00 00 CO 

UP 
7^ 

II ^ I, ^ r. 

• r*_vr-i • ••••• 

'There arc completed in this volume three books - Titus, and 

Clement, and He of Caesarea. 

Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost, 

now and at all times, and for ever. Amen and Amen. 

This volume was completed in the month Tishrin the Latter, in 

the year seven hundred and twenty-three, at Orrhoa, a city of 

Mesopotamia . 

No more, indeed, of this inscription remains; but this 

u me for the labour of my research, and to 
was enough zo a. j -^u -4. 
confirm and verify the facts connected with it .... 
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Among all the curiosities of literature, I know of none 

more remarkable than the fate of this matchless volume. 

Written in the country which was the birth-place of Abraham 

the Father of the Faithful, and the city whose king was 

the first sovereign that embraced Christianity (he refers 

of course to Abgar the Black), in the year of our Lord 4ll, 

it was, at a subsequent period, transported to the Valley 

of the Ascetics in Egypt, probably in AD 931? when two 

hundred and fifty volumes were collected by Moses of Nisibis 

during a visit to Bagdad, and presented by him, upon his 

return, to the monastery of St. Mary Deipara, over which he 

presided• 

In AD 1086 some person, with careful foresight, • - 

fearing lest the memorial of the transcription of so valuable, 

beautiful, and, even at that remote period, so 'ancient a book 

should be lost, in order to secure its preservation took the 

precaution to copy it into the body of the volume. At how 

much earlier a period the fears which he had anticipated 

became realized I have no means of ascertaining; but in 

AD 1837 'the end of the volume had been torn off, and in 

that state, in AD 1839? it was transferred from the solitude 

of the African desert to the most frequented city in the 

world. Three years.latcr^.two of its.fragments, followed_ 

the volume to England; and in l847 I had the gratification 

of recovering almost all that had been lost, and of restoring 

to its place in this ancient book the transcriber's own 

record of the termination of his labours, which, after 

various fortunes, in Asia, Africa and Europe, has already 

survived a period of ONE ThOUSAND, FOUR HUNDRED, AND THIRTY- 

SIX YEARS. 
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SYRIAC HAGIOGRAPHY; Ai\ EMPORIUM OF CULTURAL INFLUENCES 

by Susan Ashbrook 

But the blessed Sergius went out, and arrived at the city 

on the holy day of Sunday, at dawn. He then went straight 

to the church; and as the whole city was sitting there 

after the morning hymns...suddenly at the door of the church 

there appeared a strange and shocking sight, and all were 

stunned, seeing an appearance not their own: a hermit was 

entering, wearing rags patched together from sackcloth and 

carrying his cross on his shoulder. And he went right in, 

going straight to the middle of the church without a 

question, neither spe^tking nor turning to either side; and 

as the preacher was standing and speaking he stopped, while 

astonishment fell upon tlie crowd, and they looked to see 

what was the matter. But the holy man, as soon as he 

reached the chancel, struck his cross upon the step and began 

to mount. And when he had climbed one or two steps in 

silence, everyone thought that he was getting ready either 

to say something or to make a petition to the city or to the 

bishop. But when he reached the third step where the 

preacher stood, he flung out his hand, grabbed him by the 

neck, held him fast and said to him, "Wicked evil man, our 

Lord commands, *Do not give wha+ ito dogs nor pearls 

before swine*; why do you speak the words of God before 

those who deny liim?" And he swxing his_hand o^imd, punchy 

him, twisted his mouth awry, seized him and threw him down. 

(Lives of the Eastern Saints, V) 

However unsuspecting one may be, one enters the world of 

Syriac hagiography to le^irn two things very quickly. First, the 

Syrian saint is only too likely to do what one would least expect of 

a saint; and second, the app'-^arance or form of a *Saint*s Life*, the 

Yyj»0j^ called hagiography, has all coo often been seen in an 

oversimplified light. 

^Take the above passage, for example, from the Life of a 

certain holy man, Sergius. It was written in the mid-sixth century 

by a Syrian bishop, John of Ephesus - an ardent Monophysite writing in 

the midst of severe persecution against the Syrian Monophysites by the 

Chalcedonian Byzantine government, ruled at that time by the great 

emperor Justinian I and his wife Theodora. John continues the above 

narrative with breathless zest, to toll how the blessed Sergius, a 

champion of the Monophysite cause and a hermit of severe ascetic 

practice, proceeded on this occasion to rouse the congregation into 

a full riot The perfidious (so John tells us) Chalcedonian bishop 

Abraham of ^ida manages to trick Sergius into a back room of the 

building where his private thugs (- to be a bishop was no easy matter 

in these’times) succeed in subduing the saint with a thorough beating, 

before carting him off to a concentration camp in Armenia, run by 
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tyrannical Chalcedonians for misbehaving Monophysites. John tells 

us that imprisonment in the deepest of dungeons would be a better 

fate than confinement to this spot, so grim were the tortures excicuted 

by its overseers. But the dauntless Sergius quickly escapes and 

returns to his native land, to finish his life with characteristic 

zeal, battling ceaselessly against the enemies of the True Faith (that 

is to say, the Monophysite cause). John of Ephesus, indeed a humble 

hagiographer, meekly offers up his inspiring story to his attentive 

audience," pralsin'g~the saint "and glorifying God. " ’ — - 

Now hagiography has always presented a frustrating problem 

whether taken historically or literarily. An intricately woven blend 

of fact and legend, it is an historical source of elusive character. 

Furth(3rmore, iiagiography tends to come thickly wrapped in themes of 

different kinds, and seems to rely on standard formulaic patterns for 

both content and style - that is, there are standard things that saints 

seem to say and do. But on closer inspection, one finds tliat legend 

and thematic pattern often contain a profound, penetrating truth un¬ 

obtainable from the official records and documents of a given period; 

and literature based upon stylistic formulae can often achieve a 

poignant subtlety with a simple and graceful use of language. 

Syriac hagiography stood in a position rich with possibilities, 

particularly before the Arab conciuest in the seventh century, during 

its period under Roman and especially Byzantine rule (the fourth to 

the seventh centuries A.D.). Overshadowed by the prerogative of 

Greek literature and the all-pervasive Gracco-Roman culture of the 

Byzantine empire, Syriac nonetliciless would not be quelled or subdued 

as an indept'ndent cultural medium (this would happen later, under tiic 

Arabs). Strengthened by the existence of such undeniably honourable 

institutions as the Syriac academy at Edessa, it could allow itself 

influence from many sources - Grcick or otherwise - while still remain¬ 

ing firmly grounded in its own realm. To be: sure, Syriac was a 

language vibrant with its own fores.'; thus, X'or ('xajnple, it could 

borrow from Greek a literary format like hagiography and use it as 

a medium particularly suited to its own linguistic and literary patterns. 

The Syriac-speaking world, lying geographically at the crossroads of 

many cultures, maintained an internal vitality that enabled it to 

provide a continual flow of diverse social, religious, and artistic 

ideas and forms between various cultures. Unlike its Coptic coun¬ 

terpart in Egypt, however, the Syrian world could offer out as great 

a wealth in culture as it would borrow. Hagiography, by its very 

nature, was a sphere especially amenable to such a use. 

By way of illu\stration, lot us return to our opening story, 

its passionate protagonist and devoted author. In fact, the story 

of Sergius and his master Simeon,is one of a number of short bio¬ 

graphies John of Ephesus collected together under the title The Lives 

of the Eastern Saints; the work consists of 58 stories of men and 

women John himself knew or had met in the course of his career. Most 

of these stories concern Syriac ascetics living in or around the 

region of Amida, a frontier city of the Byzantine Empire, near to the 
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, . interest and subject, a quick glance at John and 

~ ^ gives an immediate sense of the historical and literary 

ra e routes for which Syriac hagiography would find itself providing 
a major crossroad. 

John of Ephesus had been raised in a monastery in Amida 

from early in his childhood, and later travelled widely among the 

monastic communities in his area of the empire (the Syrian Orient 

consisted primarily of the regions of Mesopotamia, Osrhoene, Syria, 

and Palestine). Like many Syrians, and especially the ascetics, he 

was exiled several times during the often fierce Monophysite persecu¬ 

tions, wrought by the Chalcedonian government of Byzantium. He 

eventually went to the capital city of Constantinople where he served 

in the Monophysite refugee camps, and became a spokesman for the 

persecuted cause in the court of-the emperor Justinian. Favoured 

by the imperial court, he conducted missions into the still pagan - 

areas of Asia Minor and the* Syrian Orient on behalf-of Justinian, but 

finally, in the reign of Justin II, was banished for the last time 

because of his religious views. It was in the course of these ex¬ 

periences that he encountered the people later enshrined in his Livies, 

and their stories sliarply r(‘floct these surrounding circumstances. 

Whiile individual [)i(ices from die Lives may resemble simple' 

deyotional exercises in the writing of piety, it is wlien one looks 

at the work as a whole that the extent' of“its insights into -the sixth 

century Byzantine Empire can be seen. On the one hand, John is 

presenting contemporary evidence of the Monophysite persecutions, the 

eastern policies of the Byzantine Empire at the height of its glory, 

and an inside picture of the Byzantine imperial court. Moreover, he 

does so from the vantage point of a persecuted ‘heretic*, as opposed 

to the views traditionally presented and taught with the hindsight of 

Chalcedonian orthodoxy (on which we have all been raised, knowingly 

or otherwise). His attitude towards the ®ipire, then, is highly 

valuable in serving to add balance to a picture often distorted through 

•orthodox* bias. 

- On the other iiaml, and pc'rhaps more importantly, John offc'rs 

a piercing portrait of ordinary life in a remote area of the sixth 

century world - for if official historians rarely offer such a picture, 

hagiography does more cormnonly portray the life of the peasant and of 

the poor with dignified affinity. In John’s Lives a very distinct 

picture emerges of a society and culture essentially untouched by the 

Graeco-Roman culture of Byzantium, but where the real meanings and 

-implications or impei-ial decrees, laws, and policies, are .eyjerywh^e_ 

in evidence. These villages felt no loyalty or affection for the 

empire, and in some places were so remote as to bo indifferent, even 

oblivious, to its power. Persecutions were wT-ought against them by 

Persians as well as Byzantines, and barbarian invasions also took place 

in this period; Armenians and Egyptians offered spiritual comradery; 
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(pre-Islamic) Arabs, Turks, and even the King of Aethiopia occasion¬ 

ally provided uncertain asylum or support. The suffering of villager 

and peasant incurred in these events is documented with an immediate 

intimacy and tenderness. 

It is firmly in the midst of these circumstances that 

John’s ascetics are^tp. be_fpund, and he paints a vibrant scene of 

an asceticism that has become urban, found no longer in the desert, 

but in village, town,and city. Indeed, by the sixth century, ascet¬ 

icism had become a potent political force, one which the imperial 

government cither had to enlist into its own service or seriously 

contend witfi. Asceticism as well as its adoring public had in fact 

grown up: where once the holy man or woman had been approached to 

perform intercessory prayers, healings (miraculous or otherwise), and 

exorcisms, now they also functioned as intermediaries between the 

common populace and the coldly bureaucratic, rigidly exacting govern¬ 

ment. Thus they were found handling land disputes, civil actions, 

divorce proceedings, matters of trade, and above all, difficulties 

arising from taxation or oppressive landowners; the ascetics drew 

no limits to their area of jurisdiction or influence, and often dealt 

directly with high officials - even the emperor himself would consult 

a venerated ascetic, be it for policies domestic or foreign. John’s 

Lives present a diverse (and, at times, eimusing) portrait of the saint 

at work in society, and the kind of impact such an ascetic role had 

both on the ’real world’ and on the spiritual one. 

As an historical document, then, John’s 'work clearly offers 

much to explore. But its content cannot be severed from its form, 

and its function as literature' raises questions of an equally absorb¬ 

ing nature. The Lives of the Eastern Saints vv^as composed in Syriac 

at a time when Syriac was a major second ianguage of the Byzantine 

Empire, and the lingua franca of the uast. Nonetheless, John could 

have reached a far wider audience had he chosen to write in Greek, 

which, being bilingual, he no doubt could have done; indeed, so 

infiltrated by Greek syntax and vocabulary is his Syriac that one 

wonders in which language he 'was thinking. However, the majority 

of the Monophysite population was Syrian, and most Syrians were Mono- 

physite. In a period of intense persecution, a revitalised ideology 

of Christian martyrdom was strongly present in the east. The impact 

of John’s Lives as positive Monophysite propaganda raises intriguing 

considerations. 

Furthermore, the Lives represents a major link in a literary 

genre found primarily in Greek. Wliilo liagiograpiiy ]iad become highly 

developed literarily, as a form of exalting and exalted biography, a 

few individuals - such as Palladius in his Lausiac History, Theodoret 

in his Historia Religiosa, and later John Moschus in his Spiritual 

Meadow (all composed in Greek) - chose a much less formal, more per¬ 

sonally intimate form of hagiograj^hy. These wrote accounts of 

ascetics in their own regions, and presented their characters tlirough 
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vignettes 

mode that 

piety and 

Orient, 

interacti 

Tr>h -T ^^li“lenrjth biographies. It is this literary 

ctiose for the purpose of meiking known the 

Q ^ ^ ‘^"'^^'^ticism in a remote area of the Syrian 

mus , consequently, look to the influences and purposes 

ng among the works of this particular mode. 

. . danger of presenting John of Ephesus as the 

e ini ive Syriac hagiographer, let me hcisten to point out that he 

IS but one of-many (and hardly the best in literary terms, writing 

as he does in mangled half-Greek Syriac), although a particularly- 

fascinating one, to be sure. However, if we look again at some of 

the cultural cross-currents \\Tritten into John*s Lives, we may perhaps 

begin to sketch a wider context for Syriac hagiography in the pre- 
Arab period. 

Immediately striking is the relationship between Syriac and 

Greek. With Greek as the primary language of Christian thought and 

literature, further strengtlioned by its political place as the lang¬ 

uage of the one true Christian Empire' - that of Byzantium, it was in 

relation to Greek that the early Christian world would interact from 

th('. Latin West deep into the Orient. As Syriac had long been the' 

common tongue of ttic (-'asr, its constant inte'r.^rt,ion with Grcf'k fos- 

tc^red its role as a major mc'diator betwe'cn <iifff'rent Cliristian pe'ople s. 

Thus, amidst frequent exajn[)les of tlie many opportunitie^s opc'n to anei 

situations dependent upon tiie Syrian who was also lea-rned in Greek, 

John of Ephesus makes it clear that in the sixth century the Armenian 

striving for access into the cultural elite of Byzantine society must 

be well-educated in both Greek and Syriac, the Armenian language not 

yet having achieved a stature of its own. In fact, the Syrian Orient 

and Armenia had a very intricate relationship of their o\v^i; geo¬ 

graphical neighbours, their histories were tightly intertwined. It 

was the Syrians who, in the fifth century, had worked with Armenian 

scholars to devise an Armenian alphabet and establish the foundations 

of an Armenian literature; the ecirliest Armenian works were trans¬ 

lations of .JSyriac translations of Greek (the Bible and Eusebius of 

Caesarea's Ecclesiastical History, among others); John of Ephesus 

was not the only Syriac hagiographer whoso characters provided-access 

for an putside audience into Armcinia^ its society and Christian 

experience. 

Perhaps more immediately relevant for the Byzantine world 

was the interaction of the Syrian Orient with Egypt. John of Ephesus 

points to the major areas of common influence in his vivid descriptions 

of the Syrian Monophysite ascetics, exiled from their own regions, who 

fled to the Egyptian desert for refuge. The Copts, like the Syrians, 

were predominantly Monophysite - cherishing their traditionof Cyril 

c AiL=.ndria the fifth century theologian whose thought was crucial 

to the conflict at the Council of Chalcedon in 451. Indeed, the theo¬ 

logical alliance between the Syrian and Coptic Monophysites was of 

eSiical importance for the rise of the Monophysite movement, its 

stormy period of dissent within the orthodox body, and the actions in 
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split into sopvU'ato chui*ches - the Coptic and Syi'ian Monophysites 

each forming their o\«ii independent ecclesiastical structiii'es and 

bodies, irreconcilable with the imperial Chalcedonian * Orthodox* 

church of the Byzantines. The development is well demonstrated in 

Syriac hagiography of the time, as ai'O tlie roles of both Coptic and 

Svrian leaders. 

John of Ephesus wi'ites at the height of the Monophysite 

struggle, .\nd despite his revolutioiuiry zeal, is perhaps unconscious 

of the fact that much of the activity by ascetics and clergy he 

relates was directly responsible for the severance of the churches. 

As in John*s case, many of our most important documents for this 

period of history survive in tlie Syi'iac sources, and Syriac trans¬ 

lations of Creek soui'cc's destroyed by Clialcedonians or now’ otherwise 

lost. Syriac hvtgiograpiiy of Monopliysiie l('‘adei’s pi'ovides work of 

fundamental concern here, both in its own right cuul by ti'anslation. 

Thus, for example, the Syriac Life of John of Telia, written by the 

monk Elias, wf-iich became a oreat classic of Svriac literature - a 

model of hagiography and of Syriac style; and the Creek Lives of 

Peter the Iberian by John Rufus, and two of Severus of Antioch, one 

by Z^charias Scholasticus and the other by John of Beth-Aphthonia, 

where the originals have disappeai'ed and the Syriac recensions provide 

the most accurate records of these great Monophysite bishops. 

Apart from theological issues, how’ever, and the allied 

actions of the Syrians and Copts, Egyj:)t and the Syrian Oi'ient were 

bound in a relationship of mutual admiration ai^d respect for their 

independent but equally influential ascetic movements. Egypt, often 

viewed as the cradle of manasticism, had gained an early prerogative 

throughout the Christian world, arid tlie Syrians too had acknowledged 

such a role with early translations from the Greek stories and lives 

of the Egyptian Desert Fathers, their 'sayings' ithe Apophthogmata), 

and of Palladius' Lausiac History (many of these were later collected 

and re-edited in the early seventh centiuy by the Syrian monk Anan- 

Isho, under the collective title The Paradise of the Holy Fathers). 

Moreover, it became common practice in Syrian hagiography to claim 

that a saint was somehow linked with Egypt - for example, had received 

'training* there - even if this was not the case, simply to add valid¬ 

ity or prestige to the Life. It is not surprising, then, that the 

descriptions by John of Ephesus of the refugee monastic settlements in 

the Egyptian desert foreshadow the foundation of a Syrian monastery in 

Scetis, one of the most revered ascetic centres of Egypt. 

John of Ephesus again points to a further source for the 

wellsprings of Syriac hagiography in his stories indicating Syrian 

contact further to the east.^— Sassanian Persia, especially, was as 

imminently present for the Syrians as w’ere the Byzantines, ruling as 

it did the eastern realms of the Syrian world. John describes the 

sometimes harrowingly dangerous contact between the Syrian Christians 
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t(,rrLtory wj Lli t)i(‘lr iiyzantino counttir jjt'uri.s; i^u(:h_ inter¬ 

action was olten occasion for the tradirig of legends on both sides 

or mutual inspiration, found in Syriac hagiography such as the very 

popular legends of the Persian martyrs, gathered between the fourth 

and seventh centuries. Persia, too, offered its own cultural cross¬ 

currents, and the harsh tones of its Zoroastrian dualities, along 

with the savage ascetic traits of the Hindu Brahmans in India, would 

make their impact on Syrian asceticism while echoing behind its 
hagiography. 

Asceticism - a fundamental theme throughout Syriac hagio¬ 

graphy, as in John of Ephesus - provided a major form of influence 

that the Syrian Orient in its ov%'n right would exert outward. One 

secs clearly here that Syriac was not simply convoying cultural in¬ 

fluences between different peo’ples, ljut also offering forth its own 

wealth of exp('ri(jnce. In fact, the ascf'tic movement in the Syrian 

Orient had arisen independcjntly and autonomously at about the same 

tim(-* as Egypt’s, and altJiougii th(‘ir movements took very different 

forms and directions, both stood as renowned and higfily influential 

modes of Christian witness, whose fame - often through tlie medium of 

hagiography - spread far beyond their own lands. The Syrian move¬ 

ment, however, gained special attention by its extreme harshness, and 

the bizarre forms of its practice. With its obscure and wild 

anchoretic beginnings so lyrically praised in the fourth century by 

the great poet Ephrem Syrus, Syrian asceticism made its mark through 

the use of chains, cages, and various other wooden or iron devices, 

and the common practice of spending years living in a tree or stand¬ 

ing on a pillar exposed to the elements. These developments were 

ardently described by Theodore! of Cyrrhus in his Historia Religiosa 

a collection of lives concerning the ascetics in the regions lying 

around Antioch." Written in Greek to expose the wonders of the Syrian 

ascetics to the wider Byzantine world, Theodoret’s work must nonethe¬ 

less be considered as Syriac hagiography: not only were its subjects 

Syrian, but so too was its autlioi , although in 'Greek dress'. 

It was these Syrian virtuosos of tiie Perfect Life who 

primarily brought about the re-emergence of asceticism into society, 

rather than continuing its practice as a life of absolute withdrav\al, 

this soon led to the ascetic's acquisition of political power through¬ 

out the Byzantine Empire, evidenced in countless other sources be¬ 

sides John of Ephesus. The giant figure who dominated this tradition 

across the Christian expanse was the greatest of all Syrian saints, 

Simeon the Stylite. Simeon's ascetic career in the fifth century 

was noteworthy and scandalously tortuous from its commencement, and 

its culmination lay in the forty years (or thereabouts) that he stood 

on a very high pillar in the wilderness outside Antioch. So awed 

were the masses by his ascetic prowess and so far did his fame spread, 

that Simeon's days and nights on his pillar were spent rigorously 

divided between various ascetic exercises (e.g. prayers, genuflexions), 

answering innumerable petitions and settling disputes for the crowds 

who flocked to his presence with suits of every kind, legal and other¬ 

wise, and addressing them on matters of faith. Indeed, the crowds 
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cam*’ in .Hijc li tlurnlx.T.s that Sidicon had to r<ai .so h L.s pillar succ(,‘.s.siv(,'ly 

hLfjlior over' th(‘ yc;ary in .an (*1 lort lo ra'm.ain .aloof from tho world. 

A vivid (.’yowitncss account was recordod hy Thoodorcit in thc) llistoria 

fleligiosa, and the story was further popularised in the Byzantine 

world by an elaborate Greek Life claiming to have been written by a 

disciple of the saint called Antony; the Syrians, of course, had an 

excellent Life of their own, which inspired many versions in other 

languages. 

Simeon’s example not only heralded a new ’trend' for 

asceticism - imitators were found as far west as Gaul - but also a 

new role, manifestly exalted in hagiograpiiy. His immediate successor 

Daniel, a Syrian too ambitious to remain in his own territory’," set 

up his pillar - complete with intc'rpreter - outside Constantinople, 

there to advise emperors and kings as well as the common populace. 

Daniel’s Grciek Life.' articul.ates well tho fusion of religious and 

worldly power contained in the holy man or woman, and the reader is 

.aware Jierfj as in other hagiograpfiy th.it tlu^ wider Christian domain 

was not only inspired by tales of Syrian saints, but in many instances 

adopted Syrian practices - if not always in an equally extreme manner. 

In Syrian works such as that by John of Epliesus, one sees the tensions 

within Syrian asceticism between its own traditional severity, and 

efforts to allow the influence of more moderate practices from Egypt 

and Asia Minor. 

But it was more than the genuinely historical Syrian saint 

or the propaganda of Syrian asceticism that captivated the Byzantine 

imagination. Many Syrian legends were borrowed into Greek - and 

from there elsewhere - sometimes with such vigor that scholars have 

mistakenly assumed the story to have originated in Greek, as with 

the Edessan legend of Euphemia and the Goth, a story serving to 

glorify the cults of the first Christian martyrs at Edessa. The 

legc^nd of Sergius and Bacchus, Roman soldiers martyred in Syria under 

the emperor Maximian, was widely honourc^d in the Orient, and quickly 

gained groat following in the west; tlie Greeks evolved their own 

legends .about them, and deciicatcjd a number of churches in their honour. 

Similarly, the legendary physicians Cosmas and Damian (wlio in fact are 

likely to have^been Arabs), were received with an entfiusiasm so great 

that their legend was transplanted almost, wholesale into territories 

farther west, its Syrian origins well obscured. ' ’ - -- 

One must not, however, discount the movement and growth 

of legends as a matter of popular rather than historical interest. 

For in the themes that legends gathered unto themselves as they grew 

and expanded, one may seek a deeper insight into the thought w^orld 

which nurtured their development. So in the case of Alexis the Man 

of God, originally an unnamed Syrian saint who came to be called 

Alexis as his story spread west, and whose Syriac tale was eventually 

translated into all tho European languages as well-as Slavic tongues,^ 

Armenian, Georgian, Ethiopic, and Arabic. Tlie Man of God had 

appealed to romantic imagination with the simple yet profound events 

of his story: fleeing from his wealthy Christian family for a life 
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” their very eyes, and yet they liad never recognised their 

g os son in the austere and humble holy man they saw. The story 

^ Provides an apt illustration of the Gospels* injunction to 

a an on even one s family in order to pursue Christ more perfectly. 

ven further, it shines with the confidence that absolute Ctiristian 

devotion will completely transform and mcike new the believer; and 

so total will be the change that is wrouglit, it will render the * new 

person unrecognisable. To a world whose reality was all too 

oppressive, such a vision scarcely appeared superfluous. 

Also captivating was the legend of Pelagia, a courtesan of 

Antioch whose conversion led to her adoption of a disguised life as a 

monk, in wliicdi she gained great renown for her ascetic discipline and 

workcid many miracles. While* enchantingly told in Syriac, the story 

j>rovid(}d inspiration for nurncu'ous otfier legends of holy women in 

Christian literature, using this popular * transvestite * motif. This 

theme, too, speaks to the notion of transformation through faitli, hut 

it carries deeper implications; for it makes literal the frequently 

heard metaphor of the early church, rhat the woman who truly believes 

transcends the weaknesses of her own sex and rises to the stature of 

men. It is a theme betraying much in the early church's ideology of 

women and sanctity. - - _ 

And so the list of widespread Syrian legends and Llieir off¬ 

spring goes on, revealing time and again stoiies and ideas born of 

and articulated by Syrian roots. 

In his introduction to The Liv>.?s of the Eastern Saints, Joim 

of Ephesus states that })o writes to make known the good dec'ds and 

triumphs of the-Lord's holy di sci pltjs . - those, men and women who._had 

excelled in service to their faitli. Surc'ly this was the task of 

hagiography: to inspire an(i instruct th(i populace as a whole, peasant 

or aristocrat, to seek a mor(,* perfect life. In the process, John and 

other Syrian hagiographers reveal a world at once remote and cosmo¬ 

politan, an experience both sheltered and involved - deeply rooted in 

its own heritage and intricately in touch with the world beyond its 

confines. In the few examples liere given, I have simply mentioned 

some of the elements most strikingly at play in the sphere of Syriac 

hagiography. But one may be sure, if Syriac hagiography allowed a 

fluid interchange of cultures and experiences, it did so in an even 

exchange of goods, trading with ample wealth of its own. 

As a field of study, moreover, Syriac hagiography remains 

very much an open market of rich ofierings, sadly underworked in comparison 

with its sister, Greek liagiography'. There is, in particular, a groat 

need for critical and interpretative study of Syriac hagiography, its ' 

legends and themes, beyond tlie basic work of establishing saints and 

their cults as has traditionally been done; and the questions of its 

literary style - it^relation to Greek hagiography^ its own literary 
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origins and dcv^'clopment, and the 

have been left unanswered far too 

whether for the chui^ch iiistorian, 

critic, or the folklorist. One 

possibility of stylistic influences - 

lonp. There is much to be liad-here 

the social historian, the literary 

ne\ ei' knows what one may find. 

A Brief List of Suggested Readings 

Basic historical orientation is always helpful, and a good 

introduction will be found in Philip K. hitti, history of Syria (London 

1951)* Two fundamental areas of background" for Syriac hagiography are 

asceticism and tiie Monophysite movement; for the first, S.P.Brock, 

’’Karly Syrian Ascc^ticism”, Numen XX (l973) 1“19 lucidly lays the lounda- 

tions, and Arthur Vdbbus, history of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient 

in 2 Vols. (Louvain 1938) provides a comprehensive study up to the sixth 

century. On the second, see W.h.C.Frend, The Rise of the Monophysite 

Movement (Cambridge 1972), and W.A.Wigram, The Separation of the Mono- 

physites (London 1923). 

General introductions to h^lgiography (not simply Syriac) are 

Rene Aigrain, L*hagiographie: ses sources, ses methodes, son histoire 

(Paris 1933)? and, especially, the classic h.Delehaye, The Legends of 

the Saints, English translation by Donald Atwater (New' York 1962), as 

well as others by Delehaye. For Syriac hagiography, one is wise to 

begin with Paul Peeters, Orient (^t Byzance:~Le Tr^fonds Oriental de 

L*hagiographie Byzantine, Subsidia hagiographica 26 (Bruxelles 1930). 

Particular Syriac legends are treat(-‘d, for example, in F.C.Burkitt, 

Euphemia and the Goth with the Acts of the Mai^tyrdom of the Confessors 

of Edessa (London 1913); A.Amiaud, La L(^gende Syriaque de Saint Alexis, 

L*Homme~ de Dinu (Paris l8&9)y-and A.Smitii-Lc^wis, Select Narrations of- 

holy Women in Studia Sinaitica IX-X (London 1900). 

For the importance of hagiography as an historical source 

there are two essential articles: Peter Drown, ''Tlic Rise and Function 

of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity", Jouincil of Roman Studies LXI (l97l) 

8O-IOI; and E.Patlagean, "A Byzance: ancienne hagiographie et histoire 

sociale", Annales: e7:onomies, societc^s, civilisations XXIII (1968) 

106-26. 

Further reading may he sought out in tlie bibliographical 

aids suggested by S. Brock above. 



KXPL()iaN(i TilE TAi^GUMIM 

by Peter Jerrome 

These short notes owe a good deal to my recollection of 

Professor Stein’s Targum class at University College London in the 

would always encourage his students to think for 

themselves and make their own initial assessment of Targumic changes 

and the reasons for them. I hope these annotations will on their 

very limited scale encourages others to do the same. To observe the 

preoccupations of the Targumic ’writers* and the changes they feel 

necessary in rendering the Hebrew scriptures into the Aramaic vernac¬ 

ular is to see a familiar text with new eyes. 

The later ^dfTrcial’ versions like Onkelos dr"'Pseudo-Jonathan' 

are best seen as written versions founded on ancient oral interpreta¬ 

tions rathier than as being essentially oral; but in origin the 

Targumim were synagogue renderings into Arcimaic of the Hebrew text, 

oral and not written and in no way a rival or alternative to the 

sacred text with which they were read in conjunction. The purpose 

of the meturgeman or translator was to interpret and bring alive for 

the Aramaic-speaking congregation the Hebrew text, and to .help the 

congregation understand that text aright. This the meturgeman did 

extempore; he did not rely on wiritten notes although of course he 

might be mindful of older interpretative traditions. 

A printed rabbinic bibl(' - oftt^n containing simply one book 

of the Pentateuch in a single volume - is probably the best w'ork book 

for the beginner because it will giv*' in synoptic form the Hobre\>^ 

text, Onkelos, Pso'udo-Jonatnan and the fragmentar-y Targum without 

continual reference to diffeu'ent volumes. The undoubted textual 

vagaries of these printed V(n'sir)ns need tiot disconcert in thuc initial 

stages. The following notes sirnpl\ use such an ordinary printed 

text and try to give an account o i' some of the more eiiiiractcu'istic 

changes to be encountered in tin* Tarounim and on occasion in the 

Septuagint (O). For the t()xc of G l have used tiie two-volume edition 

by Rahlfs. I have also tried to bring in to some extent tiie Ai'amaic 

of the Targumim, not too difficult for someone with a working know¬ 

ledge of classical Hebrew, or ideally a little Syriac. 

More serious study needs to tcike account of such aids as ‘the 

recently discovered Neofiti Targum to the entire Pentateuch, now 

sumptuously published in five volumes by A. Diez Macho, and the fine 

edition of Targum Onkelos by Sperber. There are now so many general 

introductions to the Teirgumim tliat it seems otiose here to categorise 

in detail the different versions. The student might be better ad¬ 

vised to form his own conclusions about Onkelos and Pseudo-Jonathan 

and then compare his impressions with a good introductory account like 

that to be found in John Bowker: The Targums and Rabbinic Literature 

(1969) PP* 16-28. This book is a useful introduction to Targumic 

versions of the Pentateuch and has a translation and notes on selected 

portions of Genesis. It does not however introduce the beginner to 

the Aramaic language and phraseology of the Targumim, for which one 
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may use W. B, Stcjvenson * s Grammar of iVi lest ini an Jowlsli Aramaic (Oxford 

1924/62) and C.R.Brown, An Aramaic Mc>tliod (Now York 1884/93 )• The 

best introduction to Targumic literature' in general remains that of 

R. le Deaut, Introduction \ la Litterature Targumique (Rome 1966), 

although unfortunately only the first part of this work has yet 

appeared, Le Deaut also deals with the Targumim to the Prophets 

and to the Hagiographa. 

Among versions with accompanying translations there is the 

edition of the Targum of Isaiah by J.F. Stenning (1949) with supra- 

Linear pointing, and the edition of the.' Targum of Ruth liy B. Levine 

(Analecta Biblica 38 1973)- The latter writer lias also produced 

similar works on the Targumim to Lamentations and to Jonah, For 

^^hronicles, a fascinating but very late and uncharacteristic version, 

there is a recent edition by R. le Deaut and J. Robert with Aramaic 

t('Xt, glossary and translation into Fri'neli. ih'cently roprint('d is 

Jie mid-nineteentli century translation of tin' Pc'ntateuchal Targumim 

jy J.W, Etlieridge, This version was int(inde(i to facilitate private 

?tudy of the Targumim and is often disconcertingly literal. It is 

iclpful but needs to be used with some care. 

There follow some representative passages from the earlier 

:hapters of Exodus, mainly concerning the burning bush and the .plagues, 

have not attempted to draw out all the possibilities of Targumic 

nterpretation in any given passage - sTmply to draw attention to 

loints of interest. The student can later if he wishes see how the 

leofiti version compares. 

(1) Exodus 2,12: Moses strikes the Egyptian - concern for 

the reputation of Moses 

According to the Massoretic tc'xt (M) Moscs7 seeing an 

-gyptian beating a Hebrew, onti of Moses* own people, struck the 

gyptian down and hid the body in the sand. G and Onkelos translate 

s M. 

Pseudo-Jonathan, however, mindful of Moses* reputation, 

eeks to alleviate the matter-of-factness of the Hebrew : 

And Moses understood in the wisdom of his mind and 

discerned through all generations and behold there 

would not arise from that Egyptian a proselyte or any 

that would make repentance from (among) his descend¬ 

ants and he struck the Egyptian and hid him in the sand. 

seudo-Jonathan did not apparently concern himself with the somewhat 

bstruse theological problems his expansion might entail! 
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^^ 1 : *An(J Mo.sr‘.s was c:ontant* - acjain (.oricern lor 

tlic rc.'putaLion of Mos()s 

1^0 M Moses stayed willingly witii the priest of 

Midian. But .should he have been so willing? Midian though a 

kinged people (Gen. 25.2) were not worshippers of Yahweh. Onk. 

again translates the text as it stands but note G 

*he dwelt’, avoiding the positive statement of willingness. 

Ps.-Jon. has a long explanatory addition dealing with Moses 

being cast, into a pit and fed secretly by Zipporah the priest’s 

daughter. After ten years he is freed and shown the wondrous rod 

with which he is destined to cleave the Red Sea and bring water from 

the rock. Only then, explains Ps.-Jon., was lie prepared willingly 

to dwell with-the-priest .of__.Midian. 

(j) ICx. 2.2 3 i ‘And God knew...* - a cryptic Hebrew text 

and an anti-anthropomorphism 

According to M God saw the people of Israel and knew. The 

Revised Standard Version adds ’their condition* to clarify. The 

text, though very abrupt, is notcbscure. Two points concerned the 

meturgeman here: the cryptic nature of the final clause, and more 

particularly the imputation to God of human sense-perception which 

could lead the unwary to draw false conclusions about his person and 

being. Of all Targumic changes ’anti-anthropomorphism’ is the most 

characteristic and occurs time and qgain in various guises. 

So Onk. paraphrastically: 

And there was revealed before the Lord the affliction 

of the childreii of Israel and the Lord gave order by 

his Memra to redeem them. 

TJie Lord’s Memra or Word is liardiy iri th(' Targumim a personal 

ized being at all - more a surrogate for God and a means of avoiding 

anthropomorphism in cases like this (cf. R.E. Drown: Gospel according 

to John, Anchor Bible, I pp* 

Onk. thus avoids the anthropomorphism and expands the cryptic 

p.-*') ^ Ps.-Jon. addresses himself to the same problems although 

differently in detail- 

(4) Ex. 3-lJ Moses comes to Horeb, the mountain of God - 

a Targumic clarification 

M nzi~in 
^ • • • V* ^ “4* 1“ — 
T • • 

But is there just one mountain of God, so thar all ottier mountains 
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fall outside his sovereignty? Onk. removes all misunderstanding: 

t't* "* . *, ~r • TT"! • ’ ♦ . * # • * • 

*And he Ccune to the mountain that had revealed upon 

it the glory of the Lord - to Horeb.* 

Ps.-Jon. is very similar. 

(5) Ex. 3«3» Moses turns aside to look at the burning 

bush - a correction to avoid a misleading impression 

M has the basic meaning *turn 

aside* which could be seen as inappropriate in this context. Onk. 

and Ps.-Jon. both change to the neutral root J ^ . 

Note that the Fragmentary Targum in describing the bush adds 

the explanatory adjective , a participle pointed either as 

Ithpe*el or Aph*el from * to be green, moist', thus: *the 

bush (remained) succulent and not burned*. 

(6) Ex. 3*4: God sees Moses and calls to him from the 

bush - some inconsistent anti-anthropomorphisms 

We might well expect some change in the anthropomorphic 

verbs in M but Onk. simply translates: 

T1 ■’ *7 ' V —\ P “> •"» fV % n I 

'And the Lord saw... and called him...* 

Ps.-Jon. changes the first verb but not the second: 

< • • -r I ♦ 

'And it was revealed before the Lord... and the Lord 

called him...' 

Anti-anthropomorphic changes while very frequent are by no means 

consistent. 

, (7) Ex.-4.6: The leprous hand of Moses - some Targumic variations, 

Moses is told to put his hcind into his bosom. When he withdraws' it^ it- 
is leprous like snow (M: p u ). Onk. renders; 

rVTl) *and behold iiis hand was leprous, white as snow* 
Y • ^ m T'*# ••• T'. ^ ^ 

— avoiding express mention of leprosy5 so also G ('and his hand became as snow*), 

and Philo similarly. Ps.-Jon. however renders: 

x'Ti .\’~)iinD p-’-T 
T" • *— . , ‘‘I 
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and behold his hand was leprous, white 

J , ^ P^ticiple having the technical meaning 
i.e. declared leprous after being locked up ( tD ). 

as snow' 

* leprous * 

^* 4,10: Moses' lack of eloquence - Targuinic 

attitudes to Moses* diffidence as a speaker 

m: jiai^ “T 2L3-1 -r 0.0 ■’3 

*For I am heavy (RSV slow) of mouth and heavy of 

tongue * 

Onk.*s rendering changes the meaning entirely: 

N3K ‘y’yy-Drj 
^ It-. . _ . _ . , L ^ . 

• # » • 

*For I am rare of speech and deep of tongue' 

(9) Ex. 4.17: Moses* rod - a Greek embellishment 

Moses is to take into his hand the rod with which he is 

to do signs in the land of Egypt. 

Onk. and Ps.-Jon. translate as M but here G has the ex¬ 

planatory gloss T^y' crrpo^Q£i(r'oLV * that turned into 

a serpent’• 

(lO) Ex, 4,19J Moses can return to Egypt in safety - Ps.-Jon, 

-sees a difficulty-in M _ 

According to'M all the men who were seeking Moses* life in 

Egypt were now dead; he could then return without fear. 

Onk. as M: 

T I * ' ' 
1 9 3.T T- 

opponents 

Ps.-Jon. however saw a difficulty: Dathan and Abiram, later 

of*Moses (Numbers 16), were far from dead, so he renders: 

oi n ^ n I 
T* • 

•Behold they are accounted as dead* 

(11) Ex. 5.2: Pharaoh*s blasphemous speech - an unedifying 

outburst is softened 

M: 

•,s>3. 900,9 
O 7905) 
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*And Pharaoh said, Wlio is tlio Lord that I should 

listen to his voice?* 

G softens the blasphemous nature of the,* king*s outburst by omitting 

d <oocTcf^oLc T^]-S pcoV'^s ocur'ou . 

Cnk.: 71 y “lO.X ^ 

Tn ■" —I-o ■’)0 *7 Sa.P^^ ■’T ’‘9 \>'y ■’•’t NrocZi 

* And Pharaoh said, The name of the Lord has not been 

revealed to me that 1 should obey his word.* 

For the second offensive clause in this verse (*1 do not 

know the Lord’) Onk»- again-translates * the name o:^ the Lord has not 

been revealed to me*. Ps.-Jon. translates the first part of the 

verse as Onk,, but for *I do not know the Lord* renders: *I have not 

found written in the Book of the Angels the name of the Lord, where¬ 

fore I do not fear him.* 

(12) Ex. 6.16; *the years of the life of Levi* - a mid¬ 

rash in Ps.-Jon. 

M gives the years of the life of Levi as 137 years. Onk. 

renders as M. Ps.-Jon. also as M but with the additional clause: 

s S~)<X>^-r Jl'l TlW'O 
I 

J I I / r j » I I 

’until he saw Moses and Aaron the deliverers of Israel* 

According to Ex. 1.6 Joseph died and all his brethren but the Targum 

makes it clear that Levi in his longevity was able to see the deliver¬ 

ance wrought by Moses and Aaron. Note the similar expression by 

-Ps^^Jon. at 6.18._ 

(13) Ex. 7* 11» Jannes and Jambres - a midrashic expansion 

in Ps.-Jon. 

In M Tharaoh summons the wise men and the sorcerers and 

they emulate the miracles wrought by Moses and Aaron. Onk. as M. 

Ps.-Jon. however has Pharaoh summon the wise men and sorcerers but 

also the two magicians Jannes and Jambres. These figures ane under 

various names well-known to rabbinic tradition. According to Ps.- 

Jon. at Ex. 1.15 they had forecast the birth of Moses ’through whom 

the whole land of Egypt is to be destroyed*, and they also figure in 

rabbinic versions of the Balaam narrative. In the Zadokite document 

of the Dead Sea Scrolls ’Jannes and his brother* are categorised as 

raised up by the wiles of Satan to oppose Moses and Aaron who arose 

by the hand of the Prince of Lights (Damascus Rule? V.17-19). Compare 

also 2 Tira. 3*8 ^nd the extended discussion in M. McNamara, The New 

Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch (Analecta 

Biblica 2?) PP- 82-96. 
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—7«1j « Pharaoh at the water*s brink - differing 

argumic attitudes to a crux interpretum 

According to M Moses is to encounter Pharaoh as he comes 

out to the water in the morning. Jewish commentators were much 

exercised as to what Pharaoh was doing by the waters. Onk, however 

does not speculate or expand but translates quite literallyJ 

"r* — ; j . • -r -r- 

Ps.-Jon. however has: 

* as he is coming to observe sorcery upon the waters 

like a magician (lit. magian)* 

Ps.-Jon. thinks that Pharaoh himself took part in the rites'of'the 

magicians, the Nile of course being the basis of Egypt *s fertility. 

The Fragmentary Targum has n (error for 
T j I j . . 1 * 

'— i.c. * to cool himself by the waters* - an entirely 

different explanation for Pharaoh*s early morning e^tiirity. More 

prosaically some medieval commentators thouglit tliaL the king went 

to the water simply in order to relieve himself. 

(15) Ex. 7.22: T}ie waters of Cosluni - Ps.-Jon. sees i\ 

difficulty in M 

According to 7.20 Moses and Aai'on ]iad turned all the waters 

of the Nile to blood. There were nenci- no waters left upon which 

the heathen sorcerers could in their turn wrealv their magic arts. 

Ibn Ezra was aware of the difficuliy and suggested that the magicians 

tampered with the waters under the earth. Onk. simply translaros 

as M. Ps.-Jon. however carries the addition: 

•and turned some of the waters of Gosiien to blood* 

Ps.-Jon. aware.of the difficulty has assumed that Moses 

left the waters of the ghetto untouched and rhat it was 

the maoicians were enabled to turn to blood. 

and Aaron 

rhesc that 

HG) Ex. 8.3/9 • Moses before Pheiraoh - a question of 

precedence 

Moses asks Pharaoh to assign him a time at which he is to 

■ntreat deliverance from the plague of frogs. M's -’>v 

^ S.C lexicon of B.D.B. 'assume the honour over me 
:an be paraphrased as lexic this was a far 
to decide when)'. Obviously the meturgeman felt thi 

•rom satisfactory order of precedence 



•appoint me a time*. 
/ > , 

G tersely: ToL^at tt^os 

Onk.: (lO'’ .V “i-in.-A. TTh ‘~> 

•Ask for yourself power; give me a time* 

- avoiding any suggestion that Ph£u:'aoh has power unless God give 

it to him. 

Ps.-Jon. thinking along similar lines has: 

■’va. :na>.;T jno’x'b" ’j'ail jruJoD n3.<ii 
* • # • 

•Get yourself praise through me at what time you like* 

The Fragmentary Targum is very obscure and contorted here. 

(17) Ex. 8.10/l4: •And the land stank* - Onk. makes the 

meaning plain 

For M*s Onk. has:yg'^,vSv 
"rT* — -j-*-.— .. 

•and they stank over the earth* - it was the frogs that caused the 

stench, the earth itself, was not putrid. _ But Ps.-Jon. as M. 

(18) Ex. 8.13/18: •This is the-finger of God* - a startiLing 

anthropomorphism removed 

G translates literally. 

Onk.: (O ^71 
• ▼* 1 T* 1 -r • I • T- T- r 

•behold it is a stroke from before the Lord* 

Ps.-Jon. has a similar but much lengthier paraphrase. 

(19) Ex. 9*20: Job in Egypt - Ps.-Jon. particularises a 

general statement 

According to M he who feared the word of the Lord among 

:he servants of Pharaoh made his servants and his cattle flee into 

;he houses in view of the impending plague of hail. 

Onk. is virtually a translation of M. Ps.-Jon. however 

►egins the verse with *Job who feared the word of the Lord...*, thus 

cutting a name to the entirely general statement of M. Job was a 

lyword as one who ’fOcired the word of the Lord*. 
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(20) Ex. 

enhance 

The rain 

a miracle 

ceases in mid-air the Targumim 

According to M Moses goes out ol' the city and stretches 

Torth his hands. Thunder and hail cease and the rain no longer 

pours upon the earth, Onk. translates the last part of the verse: 

Sy s sh niriT 
T*;— — T" ; r .TT T-' — '»"!* 

*the rain that was coming down did not reach the groundl’ 

Ps,-Jon. is almost identical, but in tlie first part of the verse renders 

M*s ncDO (*And Moses went out') as .. •• — 

I “I 71 N \ 77 P o J ■' 
• • • • 

'and Moses and Aaron went out* 

In 9-27 both had been mentioned as going to Pharaoh. Both, reasoned 

the Taxgum, must have come outi 

The title for 1 Corinthians in the Mosul Bible 

See above, p» 20. 

(1887-92). 
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RABBINIC SOURCICS FOR TilF NON-R; BINIST 

by Martin GooBnian 

Rabbinic Judaism is based on ha I aka, ir. erprotation of the 

written law of the Bible, and hanoada, coiiuiiontarv >n, and illustration 

of, the Bible narrative. A I^irge corpus of liter ’:ure of this sort 

was produced by Jewish rabbis in the first centuric of our era in 

compilations of ideas originally transmitted orally hrough the debates 

of the rabbinical schools. Tliis literatiu'e is easils* available for 

study by the theologian and histori^in, but little of it has been read 

outside the rabbinical schools until recent years and \ts potential for 

the non-rabbinic scholar is only slowly being realised. 

The earliest surviving compilation of r'abbinic law is the 

Mishnaii, compiled about A.D. liOO in Galilee?; some laws not included 

in that work w(?re gathered slightly later into the Tosefta. Both works 

have the same intent: the elaboration of detailed regulations governing 

criminal, civil and religious law. So, for example, the laws preventing 

work on the Sabbath are specified; 

”R. Eliezer says: *he is culpable thcit weaves tliree threads 

^on the Sabbathj at the beginningLof a web., or a single thread on to 

a piece already woven^. But tiie sages say: ’Whether at the beginning 

or end iof the webj the forbidden quantity is two threads'." (M. Shabb. 

- i.e. Mishnah^^tractate Shabbath - 13 • l)- But^ most of all, these 

early works stress the-importance of ritual purity (perhaps, with tith¬ 

ing, the main preoccupation of their Pharisaic forebears) (l): hence —- 

a discussion on whether fruit can convey impurity : 

"Any part tof a fruit j that servos as a hcindle but not as a 

protiiction contracts uncleanness and conveys uncleanness", (M. Uktsin 

1 : l) or on the validity of a ritual immersion pool to cleanse the 

impure: 

"If a man left a tray beneath the water-pipe, and it had a rim, 

it renders the immersion pool invalid." (M. Mikvaoth 4 : 2) 

\ ... 

The Mishnaii provided the raw material for the huge commentaries 

of the Talmudists, in the Jerusalem (or Palestinian) Talmud, compiled 

about A.D. 400 in Galilee and in the more famous Babylonian Talmud, 

compiled c. A.D.' 500 in Mesopotamia. 

Perhaps more accessible at first are the midrashim, the com¬ 

pilations of haggada designed to illustrate the Bible. The earliest 

("tannaitic") midrashim (Mekilta, Sifra and Sifre) comment on the last 

four books of the Pentateuch and contain a good deal of law similar to 

ttiat of the Mishnah, but the later midi^ashirn, especially the huge Midrash 

Rabbali, ajrc full of parables and stories designed to entertain and 

instruct. So the parable to illustrate Deuteronomy 33*3 • "All the 

tribes of Israel together" compares Israel to a floating house-boat 

resting on craft bound togetlior with cal)les: "So long as the boats are 

tied one to another the house starids, but once the boats drift apart 

the house stands no more. So for Israel ." (Sifre Devarim 338). 
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any of those hooks havf b(}ori intensively studied for 

c n uries in the rabbinical scliools and interpre^tative works of great 

sc o arship on them abound. but the rabbis have studied t[i(-* law for 

practical purposes, to discover a clear ruling ibr all possible con- 

ingencies. Since they believe that the ancient rabbis partook of 

t e divine inspiration of Moses in the handing down of their traditions 

they are bound to seek to reconcile conflicting views in the sources 

wherever possible, rather than investigate what the ancient rabbis in 

fact intended to say. So one mishnaic passage says: ’’If a man brought 

^ divorce and lost it but straightway found it again, it remains 

valid (M, Gittin J ; 3)? which might conflict with another passage: 

If a man found bills of divorce.he should not restore them. 

lest the writer may have changed his mind” (M. Baba Metzia 1 : 7). 

Rabbah reconciles the two passages by importing a new idea: one law 

applies when camel caravans are known often to pass the place of finding, 

the other when the place is comparatively deserted! No admission can 

be made of conflict or change in the law (b. Gittin = Babylonian Talmud, 

tractate Gittin^27a). 

The earlier (tannaitic) works are written in Mishnaic Hebrew. 

This is a clean and logical offspring of Biblical Hebrew and seems to 

have been spoken colloquially in the second century A.D., for a Hebrew 

papyrus letter survives from the leader of the second Jewish revolt of 

A.D. 132-135» containing the unliterary threat: 

”I bear witn(‘ss to the heavens that if any of the Galileans 

who is with you is maltreated 1 shall put your feet in irons as 1 did 

to Ben *Aphlul”. (Discoveries Ln the Judaean Desert II no. 43 <?d. 

Benoit etc. OUP 1965)* But Hebrew ceased to be widely used outside a 

liturgical context by the third century A.D. and the later Talmudic 

texts are all in Aramaic. 

Aramaic was the common language of the Middle East, but 

biblical Aramaic, Syriac and the other local dialects all have their 

idiosyncracies. Talmudic Arvnaic is no exception - it bears the same 

relation to Syriac as, say, Spanish to Italian, with somewhat different 

vocabulary and grammar. But the big problem in reading the Talmudic 

texts lies in their abbreviated modes of expression and convoluted modes 

■■“df reasoning in commerting on passages from the Mishnah. So, at random, 

the first comment of tractate »Gittin* in the Babylonian Talmud dn'why - 

a messenger bringing a divorce document from abroad has to swear that 

it was correctly drawn up: 

“’ob- n>ox nzrn zjiMo 

Translated literally, this must bo rendered: 

”Wliat reason/ 

with *for her name* 
II 

Rabbah said because they are not acquainted 

The reader has to flesh out the text: 

”Vhat is the reason Lfor the requirement to make an oathj? 

are .for the Rabbah said: -It is because .the Jews in foreign parts 

most oartJ ignorant of !-thc rule of special irtention bj, a voi ce 

, valid if written out specifically withj the name of 

document xs on - This, coniijineJ with the frequently non-Aristotelian 
'-the wife in mindJ . ’ 
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loQic of the rabbis^ may well leave the new student somewhat bewildered 

at first. 

Once the difficulties are overcome, considerable benefits 

accrue to the theology or history student who tackles these texts. 

Theology first. The tannaitic writings well illustrate the 

Palestine of the time of Jesus - the institutions of the Temple, the 

economic and social life of the countiy, the thought-world of the 

Pharisees of the Gospels (2). The midrashim will provide alternative 

views of Bible passages valuable for their own sake - as the Babylonian 

Talmud says on Jeremiah 23*29 (”Is not My word like a hammer that 

breaks the rock in pieces?"): "As the hammer causes many sparks to 

flash forth, so is a scriptural verse capable of many interpretations" 

(b. Sanhedrin ^ka)• Rabbinic interpretations may well have influenced 

Christian theology as late as the third century through scholars such 

as Origen (3)? and comparing the two new religions of Christianity and 

rabbinic Judaism side by side will illuminate them both (4). Not 

least, early rabbinic Judaism is worth analysing for its own sake - 

a process only just begun (3)« 

For the historian, both Galilee and Mesopotamia can come to 

life in these texts. The Galilean evidence is equalled only by the 

Egyptian papyri in the illustration of life in the Roman Empire from 

the point of view of the lower social orders. It gives an essential 

contrast to the aristocratic assumptions of the great Greek and Latin 

authors. Fortunately the dry climate of the Judaean desert has also 

preserved papyri such as the Dead Sea Scrolls and the soft limestone 

of Galilee encouraged building in durable srone, so that much concrete 

evidence remains to fill in the picture. Market dealings, land con¬ 

tracts, village scribes, money changers; all such tilings are vividly 

illustrated. So of the problems of the tenant farmer: 

"The owner may lend nis tenants wheat to be repaid in kind, 

if it is for sowing, but not if it is for food -to avoid usury-< ." 

and the discussion goes on to deal with problems when the price of 

wheat rises or falls (M. Baba Metzia 3 • OirnilcU’ insighl.s into 

Mesopotamian society from c. A.D. 200 to c. A.D. 300 can be culled from 

the Babylonian Talmud (6). Some such information is disconcerting, 

as, for instance, evidence of the widespread oelief among rabbis in 

astrology: 

"The 'Chaldaeans (astroioger:^) told the mother of R. Nachman 

ben Isaac that her son would be a thief. She would not allow him to 

be bare-headed, and said to him, ^Keep your head covered so that the fear 

of Heaven shall be upon you, and pray for mercy*. i-Head covering is 

clearly still exceptional for Jews in this pcriod.j He did not know 

why she told him this. One day ho was sitting and studying beneath 

a date-palm when his head-gear fell off.~ He raised his eyes, saw^ 

the date-palm, and a longing for the^ fruit overcame him so that he 

climbed up and bit off a cluster. ^Not his fruit, so the prediction 

had come truej" (b.Shabbat 156 b). 

The advantages in studying these rexts are evident, the 

dangers less so. Compilations such as thac of Strack-Billerbeck (?), 

though useful, are arbitrary in their selections. It is equally unwise 
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to considei the more gnomic expressions in the text, such as those in 

the popular Pirkei Aboth, as giving the ’’essence" of rabbinic teaching- 

the works must be taken as a whole, and one needs to enter the thought- 

world of the rabbis themselves and accept the importance of, say, purity 

and tithes in the Mishnali as genuinely reflecting the rabbis* own pre¬ 

occupations. More dauntingly, interpretation of difficult passages 

will be greatly eased by taking into account the huge medieval Rabbinic 

literature, mostly in Hebrew, that provides commentary on the texts 

(though it is important not to 1 <?t these later views cloud the original 

meaning of the texts as almost all historians have been prepared to do 

until the last few yeeirs). Lastly, care must be taken to recognise 

the possibility of changes in rabbinic Judaism over the centuries. 

The delightful ar^^^Learnod compilation of quotations in A. Cohen, 

Everyman*s Talmud is trying to achieve the unachievable by describing 

rabbinic thought over five centuries. Dating of the legal changes is 

never easy - some innovations are obscured by the rabbis responsible 

claiming antiquity for their new ideas to give them respectability, 

while attempts to allocate legal changes to particular occcxisioni in, 

for instance, the intcrtestamental period can often be little better 

than guesswork (9)* Nevertbioless, it is surely better to attempt to 

chart those changes rather than deny their existence. 

Such are the problems. All can be surmounted. And prospects 

are rosy for a student entering this fic^ld. Rabbinic texts arc readily 

available and some havetranslations and good editions for students' use. 

The Hebrew texts are not difficult to read and the Ai^amaic of tlie Talmuds 

is well worth the trouble. Serious study by non-rabbinic scholars is 

still comparatively rare. There are great opportunities for new in¬ 

sight and discovery. 
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WIDENING HORIZONS: SOME COMPLEXITIES OF HEBREW GRAMMAR 

by Grace Emmerson - 

standard abbreviations, note that RBH = Readings in 
Biblical Hebrew, listed on back cover.) 

The Particle JHN 

The Hebrew text of the Old Testament holds some surprises for 

the student. Take the pai^ticle , for example. Didn*t he learn 

in one of his first Hebrew lessons that this particle occurs frequently 

in prose as an indicator of the definite object? And so it is with 

rather more than mild surprise that ho later discovers several instances 

in the Old Testament where the Scunc particle accompanies a noun which is 

clearly not the object but the subject of a sentence, as in the following 

examples: 

l"? rCliTP'-JlN 

*As for any man, his sacred things shall be his*, i.e. the priest's 

(Num, 5-l0). 

V r 1 •- T- '• T — 

*Or shall all the fish of the sea be gathered fcgether for them?* 

(Num. 11.22)• 

n'^v'n ■’ncin -ibti n\>'. 
— — r - • ... — T- — •' ! 

*And the second bull was offered upon the altar* (Jud. 6.28). 

noBri'p tiS'n ris> a.'n n - rix' 

*These four were descended from the giants* (2 Sam. 21.22). 

ri-’yDn-S.s* Sb:; S■ 3^k \ 
-S ‘ ’ ' • * 

»The iron tool fell into the water* ^2 Kings 6.3). 

Note that in all these instances the noun is both defined and 

in an emphatic position preceding the verb, which in each instance is 

either intransitive or passive. 

With these can be compared a related group of passages whicii 

differ only in the position of the noun, e.g. 

t 

not let this matter distress you' (.2 Sam. 11.25. See RBH II, p. 35). 
•Do 

TlX’ np 
I r 10^ s> " 

'r • • 

•Esau's words were told to Rcbckah' (Gen. 27Jt2) - 

verb and noun do not agree in number, and the verb is to be regarded 

as^impersonal, defined by the followino noun. 
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How ape such appapently contradict-opy functions of the 

particle to be explained? The connection between the papficle and 

definition of the noun (l Sain. 124.6 is a rare exception) suggests 

that in its basic meaning it jls an (^inpiiasising papticle,^a meaning_ 

now impepceptible in the majopity of instances whepe it came to indicate 

the accusative as case-endings became obsolete. (cf. GK 117 6). 

This use of Ul N 

pelevant to Gen. 49*252 

to emphasise the subject of a sentence is 

r»Nl r \ . t . < __ 

fpequently emended to \ ~T (Jj ^ the RSV, NEB and JB, 

fop example. But the emendation is unnecessapy, and pemoves the 

stpong emphasis intended by the papticle: *even Shaddai Himself, who 

shall bless thee.* (See N. Walkep, VT 5, 1955)* 

Thepe is no unifopm tepminology to descpibe this use of rnN 

with the subject of a sentence. It is sometimes referred to as .nX 

with the nominative, though R.J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax (1967) P* l4f 

regards it as an extension of the use of N with the accusative, 

and refers to it as the 'emphatic accusative of specifiention, when 

the accusative is the semantic subject*. (See also J. Macdonald, 

*The Particle in Classical Hebrew: some new data on its use with 

the Nominative*, and P.P. Saydon, 'Meanings and Uses of the Particle XlR*, 

both in VT l4, 1984.) 

Enclitic -m 

Tiie question is, does it, or does it not, exist in Hebrew? 

The opposing viewpoints arc well illustrated in tnc following two 

cU'ticles, one by H.D. Hummell, JBL 78, 1997^ a strong advocate for 

its frequent occurrence in the Old Testament, the otlior by G.R. DrLvei', 

JSS 10, 1985? (reviewing M. Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest Semitic - . 

Philology) who doubts whether a single example of enclitic -m is to be 

found anywhere in the Hebrew text. He laments that, through the ingenuity 

of some, it is 'growing like a weed* i 

But first, what is it? Enclitic -m is a suffix of uncertain 

vocalisation which appears a number of times in the Ugaritic texts. 

Whether or not its presence conveys any particular meaning is not clear. 

The assumption that it exists also in Hebrew, but went unrecognised by 

the Massoretes as it fell into disuse, and hence was wrongly vocalised, 

seems, to some scholars', the solution to a number of problems in the 

text of the Old Testament. Others, however, maintain that all such 

instances are capable of explanation by less speculative means. 

An interesting example occurs in Psalm 29-8: 

110 3.^ n VD N ~l 103 I n a> 1 

'And he made them skip like a calf, 

Lebanon and Sirion like a young wild ox. * 
s 

The verbal suffix is here anticipatory, referring to Lebanon and Sirion. 
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It is, however, arQuable that the iiiiai O 

not the third plural suflix, but enclitic -ni 

Psalms Ill (1970) p. 409, as wayyai-q5d-mi), 

translated 

of the verb re*x)r(‘scnts 

(vocalised by Ucxhood, 

and the verse is to bo 

* And he made Lebanon skip like a calf, 

and Sirion like a young wild ox.* 

This is the view adopted in the RSV, NEB and JB alike. Certainly it 

produces a neat and appealing meaning, witi'i the balance of exact 

parallelism. 

Several instajices where a plural form seems to obtrude un¬ 

accountably in a singular context have been resolved by appealing .to 

the presence of enclitic -m. 

-30^7 n‘3’9 rixinn 3N .VC)‘ S.VDOCI) O'" I 

' ■"73 0 13 33 V'I 71X331' 

’Samuel answered Saul, ”1 am the S(ku'; go up before me to the high place, 

for today you (plural) shall eat withi me.”* (l Sam. 9 • 19) • 

iT'''7x>! 733ni —)ds .ni.V.nvn -iMijOl 
\ • T- — • ♦ . : • - : r : ^ -r • • -: - • 

3 71^-" T\iV'^K 7\y.) □d'-’ ix’T 
-r- . " T- — r 

» I ♦ J \ 

’The asses which you went to seek £ire found, .and now your father has 

ceased to care about the asses and is anxious about you (plural), 

saying, "What shall I do about my son?” ' (l Sam. JO.2). 

•' \ . . -r 

’They shall be turned back and utterly put to shame 

who say to a molten image, 

"You (plural) are our god(s)“* (Isaiah 42.1?). 

The plural forms in question are revocalised as the appropriate second 

person singular with suffixed m. 

Genesis 1.9, ’Let the waters . be gathered together into 

one place ( LI l t'g )’ iias always presented something of a problem. 

The suggestion has often bc-en made that ^ ‘ p ^3 ’gathering* should 

3 
be read here as in verse 10 (.see BH ). indeed G has o ✓a y'og for 

and „this_ i^ followed by JB; ’Let the waters. come together 

into a single mass.’ The acceptance of enclitic -m here resolves'the 

problem without resort to emendation. 

A theological point is at issue in Hosea l4.3. Does the 

prophet consider animal sacrifice a worthy expression of penitence or 

not? The two opposing viewpoints are illustrated by the NEB, 

’We will pay our vows with cattle from our pens,* 
/ 

and the RSV, 'We 

as the footnote 

will render the fruit of our lips’ 

indicates', cf. JB). The Hebrew is 

\ 1 .1 m' 
• r 

n .VI 

(an avowed emendation 

problematic: 

I 
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(*bulls*) and d?. ' our lips*) appear to 

be in apposition, the second noun appar^'ntiy ciiucidating the meaning 

of th(,' first. It is argiiabl(', how(n<‘r, that here, too, the difficulty 

has arisen from failure to I'ccogniso enclitic -m suftixed to 

*fruit*, and thus the meaning proposed by tiie ItSV^ Icf. G) can be 

supported without resort to emendation. Yet it is equally possible 

to resolve the problem by redividing ttie words, n ^ 71-^ Ci) —) 73 
. / • • • • r- 

• « 

* bulls of our pens’. In this instance the meaning can only ultimately 

be determined in the light of Hosea*s attitude to the cult. 

See also J. Barr, Comparatixe Philology and the Text of the 

Old Testament (1968), and F.C. Fensham, ’Ugaritic and the Ti^anslation 

of the Old Testament*, The Bible Translator, 1967« 

Inseparable Prepositions 

‘In any one language the meaning of the prepositions is a 

highly subtle, difficult, and idiosyncratic structui'e of possibilities 

and choices* (J. Barr, op. cit. p. 176). That the Hebrew inseparable 

prepositions have a wide range of meanings soon becomes clear to the 

student. (For a useful summary see R.J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax (1967) 

p. 47-34) • One of the points still debated, however, is w'hether, in 

the light of Ugaritic "usage', we are^ justified in including the meaning 

’from* for the Hebrew prepositions H andS. Dahood, Psalms Ill, lists 

a number of passages where he* aHi'ibutes ttiis meaning to 71 (p. 391-3) ond 

to ^ (p. 394-5)• 

A notable example is Psalm 68.19 (EV 18): 
-r -t- -T- — I— 

— translated variously as ‘receiving gifts among men* (RSV), 

’having received tribute from men* (XEB;, and ’you hav'e taken men as 

tribute* (JB. cf. also J.H. Eaton, Psalms, 1967? ’having received 

tribute in human kind*). Certainly tne translation of 71 as ^from* 

gives an easy and appropriate meaning here, but the existence of other 

equally possible translations makes the evidence inconclusive. 

Another passage where the meaning ’from* seems particularly 

apt, it is argued, is Isaiah 27*13* 

T- 'T 

'I ZL 77" O “ 3 Ti ] 

’and they shall come wliich are ready to perish, from the land of Assyria 

and they that were outcasts from tne land of l‘>gypt * (FonshcUTi, op. cit.) 

Yet here also other meanings are possible. XEB translates, ’those who 

arc lost _in Assyria and those dispersed Jn IXjypt .’ Icf. liS\' *lost 

in ..... driven out ....*, and JB ’lost •••• exiled to ....'). 

It must, in any case, be noted that the occurrences of 72. in the following line 

both clearly have a locative meaning: ’£n the holy mountain Jerusalem*. 

Here is the crux of the debate. Can the same preposition be used to 

convey adequately two such opposite meanings? Several points must be 

taken into account in considering this question. 
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. , . of a proposition in any givcin instance is necessarily 

(c ermine argely by the words us(hJ in conjunction with it, - cf. ^ 

H • ariously upon, ovei', beside' (sometimes ambiguous as in Amos 9*1 

r ^ ^ contexts 'against'. The meaning 'from' for Zl may there- 

. c early defined by the verbs wiiich it accompanies, and thus con¬ 
fusion of meaning will not arise. 

But 

2. Though English idiom may sometimes require the translation 

it does not follow that the iiebrew preposition itself has that 

for Hebrew idiom may differ. (See E. Sutcliffe, TO 5, 1955). 

'from', 

meaning, 

3. The usage in Ugaritic may not cori'cspond to rhat in Hebrew, since the 

latter has also the very common preposition f(cf. Barr, op.cit., 

p. 176). I 

4. We have no means of knowing whether in Ugaritic ~X. 'in' and ZL 

'from* were in fact hiomonyms, for t[icy may liave bo<‘n (iistinguished 

by their vocalisation. (cf. Barr, op.cit., p. 175). 

Psalm 60.3 (EV l), 13^^ .J} .1. \ ‘ 

one of the passages adduced as an example of y withi the meaning 'from': 

'You turned away from us' (Daliood^ cf. also Fensham, art. cit.). This 

meaning has not been accepted in the standard trcuislations for various 

other meanings are equally possible. The question remains open. 

See also N.M. Sarna, 'The Interchange of the Prepositions Both 

and Min in Biblical Hebrew', JBL 78, 1959, who finds this the solution 

to many exegetical problems. 

3 and expressing identity 

The preposition 3 frequently expresses likeness, but, as 

R.J. Williams points out (Syntax, p. 49), this may be 'cither'similarity 

or identity'. An interesting ox^uIlplc occurs in llosea-12.12 (EV ll), 

whore the decision tak<!n on this point n^iocts the meaning considerably. 

Is the prophet saying that Israel’s altars will resemble the heaps of 

stones gathered from a field in preparation for ploughing, eitner in their 

abundanco (so NEB, 'common as heaps of stones'), or in tlieir utter lack 

of significance (so J.L. Mays, Hosea (1969) p. l69)^ Or is ho affirming 

that they will be destroyed and themselves become rubble heaps (so JB, 

'their altcirs shall be reduced to heaps of stones'; cf. H.W. Wolff, 

Hosea, ET 1974, p. 20? 

In contest to this ambiguity, Nehemiah 7-2 provides a clear 

example of the use of 75 to express identity (sometimes known for con¬ 

venience as kaph veritatis): .T\ >3 ,\> C ^ ^ p 

•for he was trustworthy'. Similarly Psalm l22.3/n-9p 

has the meaning, 'Jerusalem that is built to be a city where people come 

together in unity' (NEB). 
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We may link with those examples the usage in which the pre- 

osition is repeated to express identity: 

• g. Joshua l4.11, H " n 7) 3*^ V .V n 7) *1 am still 
. * 1 • • 

s strong now as 1 was then'• 

osea 4.9i (17117)7^ t3S)7> 77"’7n) - *But people and priest 
1 •• - -r -r : 

nail be treated alike * (NEB; cf. GK ll8 x; BDB p. 454). 

The preposition H is also used to express identity, a use often 

Dnveniently labelled beth essentiae. Sometimes English idiom does not 

equire a corresponding preposition, as in Exodus l8.4: 

^ ^ ^ 7!1 "’nSN~'’D ’For the God of my father was my help*, 
• • • ^ • 

id Deuteronomy 26.5: V >3 "jlO ZI mcU 
-r- • . • • , T- 1- — 

* • - - — 

le sojourned there few in number.* In other instances it requires an 

luivalent preposition. Thus Exodus 6.3, 

T(J ^.va. aipy-" " "a S' "a n 3- X' N'n n; 

3 translated, *1 appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, as El Shaddai 

lis is perhaps the meaning also of Genesis 1.26 with its problematical 

cegesis: -- - _ . _ 

•1 3 oS::^ n 
• • • ^ • 

n'eUv).! Y2 ) 

?hen God said, ’’Let us make man (i.e. to be) our image” (though cf. 

, Barr, ’The Image of God in the Book of Genesis: A Study of Terminology’, 

illetin of John Rylands Library 51? 1968). As a last example we may 

ike Proverbs 8.8 (RBH II, p. Il6, though an opinion on the point is not 

^pressed); 

“"n O N’ ■ S D 'T ^ Zl 

lere the preposition is more likely II of identity (essentiae) than of 

xompaniment; ’All the words of my mouth are righteous'. 

The Passive Qal 

Among the grammatical notes in RBH reference is made several 

mes to the possibility that certain verb forms are to be regarded as 

;amples of passive Qal. In general the passive is expressed by Niphal, 

.al or Hophal, or by an impersonal construction. Yet the idea of a 

ssive Qal' should not come entirely as a surprise since the existenc_e 

a Qal passive participle is already familiar to the student of 

ementary Hebrew. 

The following examples of possible passive Qal ai"o talcon from 

H II. 

n. 3.19 (p. 15) 
• It •• 

'you were taken’, apparently Pual perfect. 



Gen, l8.4 (p. 2l) N J ~ “ ’let it be taken*, apparently Hophal 

imperlTect ol the same verb. 

Nahum,l,10 (p, 78) ’they were consumed*, apparently Pual 
« • 

perfect. (See also Neh. 2.3,139 P* 47, 49, where the form is 
not noted). 

Other instances include the familiar passages 

2 Kings 5»17 3 ~ *let it be given*, apparently Hophal 

imperfect of I 3 ^ and Gen. 6.1 * I T ^ ^ 
* : . 

•they were born*, apparently Pual perfect of “T ^ . 

But why is there any question about these forms? VThy are they 

not simply Pual perfect, or Hophal imperfect, as they appear to be? 

The suspicion that we have an old passive Qal form arises where there is 

ostensibly a Pual .perfect which has no corresponding Pual imperfect, and 

no corresponding active form, i.e. Piel, (cf. GK 52e), and likewise where 

there appears to be a Hophal imperfect which has no corresponding perfect, 

and no corresponding active form, i.e. Hiphil (cf. GK 53 n). 

Note as regards M ~T ^— ’they were born* that there 
« . 

is a Piel form, though in view of the difference of meaning (*to help 

Xo bring forth,- act as midwife*, Ex. I.16) it can hardly-be called the- 

corresponding active. 

• > s j * they were consumed* has no corresponding Piel 

form. In this' instance, however, there is one occurrence of the 

corresponding imperfect •) 7) lin (Isaiah 1.20). 
* « • 

Perhaps the most compelling argument is the extreme unlikelihood 

that, in the case of such common verbs as ^ in 3 and 1 I ^ , 

of all the forms of the Hiphil and Hophal only the Hophal imperfect 

should hav^ been preserved. On logical grounds, therefore, the theory 

of a passive Qal seems preferable. 

See also R.J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax p. 32; M. Dahood, Psalms III 

p. 388, who lists passages in the Psalms where he :DUspecls Lhu pj'eHenre _ 

of passive Qal, unrecognised by the Massoretes and hence wrongly vocalised. 

’Internal* Hiphil 

The student accustomed to thinking of the Hiphil as causative 

be surprised to find, not infrequently, an intransitive use of the 

expres^g not causation, but the exhibiting of a particular quality, 

^^the entering into a certain condition. It is this intransitive use 

f th Hiphil which is sometimes known as the 'internal' Hiphil, since 

^ action or state which it describes applies to the subject. (See 

'Williams, Syntax, p. 30). It is for this reason that 
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the comment on Psalm 1.3 (RBH 11, p. Ol) explains that the llipliil 

r? ^„ may mean either 'to be successful* or ' to make successful*. 

Taken in the latter sense it is causative, in the foimier 'internal* 

Hiphil. The one is transitive with P as its object, the other is 

intransitive. 

1 
An unambiguous example of the intransitive Hiphil of 1 

occurs in Judges 18.5: ^ ^ |—I - S n 3"! ^ H S) “T J 1 

*that-we nay know whetiier our joui'ney will succeed'. And Gen. 39.r“”3 

interestingly provides examples of both internal and causative Hiphil 

side by side. In verse 2 Joseph is described as (jjf 

*a successful man* (the participle is intransitive). In v'orse 3 the 

same word is applied to Yahweh who 'was causing everything he did to 

prosper in his hand*. 

As examples of verbs in the intraiisitive Hiphil which are 

used to indicate the exiiibiting of a quality we can group together the 

follow'ing: 

'1- • 

S-’dC'h 
« 

’ 75 o n 
* • • 

• . * 

n 'J n 
. . > 

Others indicate 

a HTi 
*1 • 

C' n 71 

} . ^ 

• • • • t 

171 

'to act the harlot* (Hosea 3*3? 4.10) 

'to act wisely' (Amos 3*13; 2.10) 

'to play the fool* (Gen. J1.28; 1 Sdun. 2G.2l) 

'to act wickedly' (Ps. 106.6; Xeh. 9.33) 

'to act craftily* (l Sam. 23.22; Pro. 19.21) 

'growing ...' or 'becoming ...', such as 

*to grow old' (Job l4.8; Pro. 22.6) 

'ro become white' (,Isa. I.l8; Ps. 31.9/7) 

'to become dark* (Ps. 139.12)- 

'to be silent* (Gen. 24.21; 2 Kings 18.36) 

'to become ashamed* (Jer. 2.26; 8.9) 
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INTRODUCTION TO AKKADIAN 

by WilTrcd Lambert 

The name *Akkadian* is the term used to embrace Babylonian and 

Assyrian, which differ dialectally, and their third-millennium pre¬ 

decessor, Old Akkadian. The name dprives from Akkad, the town apparently 

not far from Babylon built by Sargon of Akkad c. 2300 B.C. He was a 

kind of prototype of Alexander the Great, creating a vast but nljort- _ 

lived empire from the Persian Gulf to the Eastern Mediterranean. Whereas 

previously Sumer, as the most southerly parts of ancient Iraq were then 

known, was dominated by Sumerian culture and the Sumerian language, 

Sargon promoted a new ideal of kingship, a new. concept of government, 

and a new official language. Tlie Semitic ‘Akkadian* (a term used by 

the ancients to contrast linguistically with Sumerian) served alongside 

the non-Semitic Sumerian in his royal inscriptions. Semites had long 

been resident in the area, but only then did their language become an 

ofl^icial language so that it was wi'itten down and we can read it. This 

is the earliest known Semitic language*. Still earlier traces can be* 

found. Semites and Sumerians had ov'id(*ntly been living in contact for 

many centuries before Sargon of Akk^d, because, though their_languages 

are in general structure and vocabulary totally distinct, in details 

there are many remarkable similarities, and there arc loan words in both 

directions. 

Thus the Akkadian tamkarum ‘merchant*, from the root mkr, was 

borrowed in Sumerian as damgara (probably pronounced tamkara), while 

the Sumerian (^.gal ’palace*, a combination of ^ ’house’ and gal ’big* 

passed into Akkadian as ekallu, and readied Hebrew as hekal ’palace* 

or ’temple*. More substantial influences of Sumerian on Akkadian 

occurred in phonetics and syntax. The Sumerian sentence order is quite 

like that of Latin: subject - object - verb, and this is also the 

Akkadian sentence order. Without knowing the prehistory of Akkadian, 

before it ceime under Sumerian influence, there can be no proof that its 

word order was influenced by Suiricrian, but the very different word order 

of Canaanite strongly supports thiis conclusion. Also there are Semitic 

personal names attested in Sumerian documents before Sargon of Akkad, 

such as 11-Addu ’Adad (liadad) is God', or *E1 is a stonn god*, but their 

value for reconstructing the language is limited. 

The emergence of Akkadian as a written language c. 2300 B.C. thus 

took place in a context of Sumerian culture, and to the Scune source it 

owes its script. Akkadian is the only Semitic language not written in 

an alphabetic script. The Sumerians developed their script in the early 

third millennium B.C. as a true writing system, that is as a means of 

recording human speech and thought. It was preceded by book-keeping 

systems which^erve^~T^'record“numt)ers, amounts and measures, but these 

symbols could be ’read* in any language, like numerals still, and were 

not therefore a true writing system. The original Sumerian script 

consisted of pictograms for noun- and verb-roots ('ideograms* or * logo- 

grams’)-and some of. _t_h_ese_jwere soon adapted to serve “also as signs for 

syllables to express the grammatical elements required to indicate such 

things as case and plurality of nouns, and the person, tense, etc. of the 

verbs. In addition there were signs which were not pronounced called 

’determinatives’. These were added to nouns to indicate the class of 

object: wooden things had the sign ibr Vood’ prefixed. Names of kinds 

offijshes had the sign ’fish* following, and so on. 
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Easily available local matorii^ls li'or.i thi' Southern Mesopotamian 

alluvial plain served as the ordinary writing materials: clay lor the 

tablet to be inscribed, a piece ol' reed with trimmed end to serve as - 

the ^•'riting implement, the stylus. The clay was soTtened in water as 

for a potter, then an inner core was wi'apped around with a thin outer 

layer. Tablets vary in size from about an inch square to about a foot 

and a half square, though oblong in the commonest shape, the length being 

greater than the breadth. At first the surface of tJie tablet, unless 

it was one of the smallest, of which each side constituted a single 

compartment, was divided into compai'tments which began at the right 

upper corner and ran dov.Tiwards with as many vertical rows of compart¬ 

ments as necessary to fill the ai'ea of eacli side. Thus the last com¬ 

partment on the obv'erse vras the bottom one of the far left row. The 

tablet was then turned top to bottom and the rows of compartments on the 

reverse were similarto those on the obverse, except that instead of going 

from right to left, the scribe started writing at the point on the 

reverse closest to where he finished on the obverse, i.e. at the top 

left, and so the rows of compartments went from left to right on the 

reverse. 

At first a group of signs was put in each compartment entirely 

at whim: their positions within the compartments give no indication of 

their sequence in the sentence or word. The reader has to work out 

the correct order for himself. 0\’er the first half of the third 

millennium this unsatisfactory' arrangement was improved. The haphazardly 

placed signs in compartments in rows developed into lines of signs in 

correct order, the lines forming columns on the tablets when these were 

sufficiently lai'ge to hav'e more than one column on each side. Thus 

when Akkadian was first written dovti, the signs were inscribed in 

correct order in lines. 

Clay was not a good material for arawing real pictures. Soon 

“after the - invention of—cXav-Xablcts the pictograms became patterns of 

wedge-shaped impressions in the surface of the clay. Scribes held the 

stylus ii the clenched fist and pressed downwards into the surface of the 

tablet, which was held at a slanting angle to the movement of the 

stylus. The result was a wedge-shaped impression, and from the Latin 

cuneus * wedge* the modern name of the v.-iiting system, cuneiform, is 

derived. The other major development in script was a change in 

direction. The lines were first vertical, beginning from the top 

right corner. Since the stylus was held in the rignt hand, this 

method of >%'riting risked the smoothing over of lines already ^^'ritten 

as the hand moved to write further lines. So tablets were turned 

around 90 degrees and the ^^-riting was begun at the top left corner 

and continued horizontally from left to right. Otherwise things con¬ 

tinued as before, and the result of this change is that all tlie signs 

are in fact lying on their sides. It appears that this change in 

direction took place between about 2000 and 1300 B.C. Tablets of 

course do not reveal anything because they can be held either wav, but 

inscriptions on, for example, stone steles with human figures do 

clearly indicate the direction of the writing, though they may have 

archaised compared with clay tablets. 

The adaptation of Sumerian script for a Semitic language was 

not without its problems. Sumerian script immediately before the 

time of Sargon of Akkad used over >00 different signs, many of which 

had more than one ideographic or syllabic value. The system had been 

developed for the Sumerian language in which the verbal or nominal 

root is an indivisible unit, to which are prefixed or suffixed the 
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a lan nouns could be expressed by this system. For example, the 

^umerian sign for *king* (in fact a combination of two signs LU + GAL 

man and big*, always written GAL + lD in wrong order, a survival 

period when order of signs was not observed) was used for the 

adian word for *king*, sarrum. The reader had to know the word. 

Its phonetic form was not spelt out in the script. Further, he had 

to know the correct ending, since in all but the latest stages of 

Akkadian there were three cases for nouns and adjectives, like Arabic: 

the nominative, subject or complement, ending in -um; the accusative 

ending in -am; and the genitive (*of* and after prepositions) in -im. 

The reader had to supply the correct case from his grasp of the 

sentence. Plurals were usually expressed by using a Sumerian plural 

element, the commonest being MES, literally »they are*. Thus LUGAL.MES 

meant in Akkadian *kings*, cuid the reader had to know the correct plural 

form and render either sarru or sarranu for the nominative or sarri or 

sarrani for the accusative or genitive. The possessive endings common 

to all Semitic languages could be added with signs for syllables 

exactly as in Sumerian, only the reader had to know th(.‘ correct form 

of the noun on which to attach them. Thus LUGAL-ka was *your king*, 

to b«' road ^arraka or sarka if in the nominative or accusative, but 

sarrika if in the genitive. 

Semitic verbs lend themselves to this kind of writing much less 

easily than nouns. The root is normally three consonants and the 

various formative elements are infixed as much as prefixed or suffixed. 

However, Akkadian does in some cases write the Sumerian sign for the 

verb with the appropriate meaning and leave r^^aders to supply the 

correct form from the sentence. Help is sometimes given by adding 

a syllable at the end to indicate how the Semitic form ended, and this 

is called a phonetic complement. L.g. llie vei’b prs * determine* would 

be written with the Sumerian sign BAR, and if the form were iptaras, 

then the scribe could help the reader by writing BAR-as, while if the 

form were iprus, then he would write BAi^^-us. More commonly verbs arc 

written entirely in syllable-signs, c'.g. : ip-ta-ra-as. Although all 

periods and genres of texts have their conventions as to how words should 

be expressed through the sign^, there is often a fair measure of free¬ 

dom for each scribe to chose between alternative ways. In a period 

when on clay a scribe would generally wxite e.g. ip-ru-us, on a small 

stone object with little space a scribe might well write BAR if ho felt 

that the reader could reasonably b(i expected to work out that iprus was 

meant.-In _m^y periods there were many w^ays of w^riting nouns, and it 

was fullj^ permissible to write these- syllabically. Thus *king' could 

be sar-rum, sa-ar-rum, sa-ar-ru-um, sa-ar-ru-um, sa-ru-um, etcDoubled 

consonants did not have to be expressed in the script (note sa-ru-um 

for sarrum), but the repetition of a vowel as in sa-ar- does not make it 

either long or short. Vowel length can be indicated, e.g. in ra-bu-u 

the U is long, but ra-bu-um is to be rendered rabum, and such wTitings 

as ra-bu-u-um do occur. There are often several signs with the same 

value, and these are differentiated in transliteration as: u, u, u;^, 

uc, etc. 

It will be understood that cuneiform script is a very inadequate 

'd to the precise grammatical form of Akliadian, for which"reason 

^ ar is learnt in transcription. Learning the script and writing 

^ t takes a long time, and to some extent the task is never finished. 
^ J 
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One can never say that one knows every sign and sign form. They 

varied from period to period, from medium to medium, e.g. on stone 

some scribes archaise, and within one period scribes may have 

individual hands. Also particular gcmres of texts may employ very 

different writing systems though using common sign forms. Late copies 

of omens use almost exclusively ideograms, many of which are almost 

unknown outside this genre. Thus one may be able to read, say, royal 

inscriptions with ease, but be utterly unable to read a single line of 

late omens. Technical subjects, like chemistry, mathematics and 

astronomy also have distinctive writing techniques which match their 

specialised subject matter. 

Even the signs for syllables are only approximate guides to 

pronunciation in many cases. Thus one sign has the three values ag, 

ak and ^a^; another the values i^, and and a third _U2.i uq. 

Though Akkadian writes four vowels, c^, i_, _u, in all periods the 

script very poorly differentiates from But at least vowels are 

indicated, even if is merged with ja in the script and and _e are 

often not distinguished. Other scripts for Semitic languages are no 

loss ambiguous in certain matters. The original alphabet script is 

considered a syllabary by some. It is assumed that each ‘consonantal* 

sign really stood for that consonant plus any vowel either before or 

behind. Whether or hot this is accepted^ one has to add many vowels 

to most Semitic languages, except where systems of pointing or other 

me£uis supply the need. The earliest of these, however, the use of W 

for jo and ji, etc., is as ambiguous as the cuneiform signs with and e^. 

Also the consonant signs in the alphabets were at times ambiguous. 

Biblical Hebrew had one sign for ‘ayjn and ^ayin, though the two sounds 

were distinguished in speech. The Arabic alphabet has many more pairs, 

or groups of three consonants sharing the same symbol, but differentiated 

by extra marks. Students of Kufic are fully aware of the problems! 

I 

One result of the cumbersome writing systems used for Akkadian 

is that only professional scribes could read and write. Ordinary 

people, and even most rulers, were illiterate. Thus the problem of 

the relationship of the written language to the spoken language is more 

acute here than in some other ancient languages. The inadequacies of 

the script are one thing, but in addition scribes, as products of a 

rigorous traditional schooling, tended to archaise. However, study 

of all surviving material does allow one to gain an idea of the relation¬ 

ship of the written to the spoken word. Poor quality scribes writing 

the humbler contracts will often make ‘mistakes' that in reality reflect 
^ _ 

the spoken tongue. The following survey attempts to describe the 

variety of dialects of Akkadian over the millennia, from the middle of 

tho third millennium B.C. to the end of the first century A.D., both in 

Mesopotamia and in adjacent lands as appropriate. 

Old Akkadian, the language of the second half of the third 

millennium is inadequately known from many personal names, some royal 

inscriptions and a very few magic texts of great interest but difficulty. 

In Southern Mesopotamia it was used against a strong Sumerian background, 

but its use is also known from documents found in Elam, Nuzi and Mari, 

where, in the two latter places, it was no doubt the spoken language. 

—More publication of Ebla tablets must be awaited before one can speak— —- 

confidently of the relationship of Old Akkadian to the Semitic language 

of Ebla. There may well have been dialectal difference:>between the 
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j ^ .. ^ orms of Old Akkadian, but more evidence is needed. The 

.millennium marked a big break. First, it is the time 

umeriaJtl died out as a spoken language, though it remained the 

nguage o the schools for a great deal longer, and literary texts 

re composed in it up to about lOOO B.C., after which traditional texts 

o?h copied, but almost nothing new was composed. Secondly, 

a lan underwent a substantial change in southern and central 

esopo amia over the first two centuries of the second millennium, 

e dialect that resulted is called Babylonian, though at first it is 

a misnomer, since Babylon was totally unimportant until the reign of 

ammurabi, c. 1793“1730 B.C. The time of thi^ change was the period 

of the Amorite invasions. This previously nomadic group descended on 

Sumer, broke up the existing Third Dynasty of Ur, and settled down as 

ruling families“in the Sumerian and Akkadian._cities. Their language 

was Amorite, known from personal names only, of which Hammurabi is one. 

The first element, written hammu, is the cuneiform rendering of the 

Hebrew * am ’people*, the second element is of uncertain derivation. So 

far as one can judge, Amorite could be described as a kind of primitive 

Hebrew, However, the striking thing is that the changes from Old 

Akkadian to Babylonian are not attributable to Amorite influence. For 

example, the prefixed forms of the verb corresponding to the Arabic 

yaqtulu (3rd sing, masc.) and taqtulu (ibid, fern.) were iprus-taprus 

in Old Akkadian, but in Babylonian the separate feminine form disappears 

and the masculine serves for both. Amorite, like most Semitic languages 

retains the separate feminine. 

From roughly 2000 B.C. and onwards Akkadian is known from two 

main dialects: Babylonian and Assyrian, a dichotomy which lasted until 

the fall of Nineveh in 6l2 3.C., which witnessed the death of the 

Assyrian dialect, so that Babylonian alone remained. Assyria was a 

small* piece of territory on the upper Tigris with capital at Assur, 

though Nineveh, another ancient city, is also to be counted Assyrian. 

What held the Assyrians together throughout their history was in part 

— their -language^ which_^ntinued, with normal linguistic development, 

while all around them cultures with other langu^es caiife'and w’enti-- 

Assyrian did not undergo the cnanges that resulted in Babylonian in 

the south, so it remained much closer to Old Akkadian. For example, 

it preserved the 3rd person feminine verbal form taj^rus. Both Assyrian 

and Babylonian are known from three main more or less well documented 

periods, each called Old, Middle and New or Late. One condition which 

affected their relative histories is that Babylonian was spoken in the 

cities which had been Sumerian centres of culture and learning, a 

tradition which continued in Babylonian times, while Assyria was in 

cultural terms provincial, and though in some periods it produced art 

which excelled that of the south, in literate culture Assyria w^as always 

inferior. 

Old Babylonian is very well documented from c. 18OO-16OO B.C. 

In view of the political, social and linguistic changes associated with 

the fall of the last Sumerian dynasty, the period was innovative in 

an ways and Akkadian literature began to develop as it had not done — 

b^ore *No doubt it arose orally first, and only then, because of the 

ervatism of the scribal school with their Sumerian heritage, did it 

written down. This literature is classical as being fresh and 

get wri judgment of many it is the finest that Mesopot6imia 

vigorous^^^^^^ Gilgamesh Epic was complete by c. 16OO B.C. though 
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it is only po-rtially preserved in Old Babylonian copies. At many 

points one has to fill in with later, inferior versions. This is one 

advantage of cuneiform litcratiu't'. There was a scribal tradition, 

but, unlike the cases of the Pentateuch and Homer, it can be tapped 

at various stages in its development. Not only the linal lorm survives. 

Other documents in Old Babylonian sui'\i\'i‘: letters, contracts, court 

case records, etc., including the famous laws of Hammurabi. It is now 

kno>*Ti that mariy of his laws ai'e verbatim translations of e.erlier, Sumeriem 

laws. Also the royal inscriptions of Hommui'abi and his successors 

were put out in both Sumerian and Babylonian versions, which regularly 

agree word for word. Outside Southern Mesopotamia Old BabylonicUi, 

with sliglit dialectal vai’iants, was the language of central Mesopotamia 

(the Mari letters attest this), and as the language of literate culture 

i was used among the Syrians, the Hittites in Anatolia, and in Elam. 

One suspects that the language of the Mesopotamian letters is ver>’’ close 

to actual speech. 

Old Assyrian is kno>»ii, save for a few royal inscriptions, over a 

shorter period, c. 1900-1800 B.C., and chiefly from the trading colonies 

in Cappadocia^ the ancient Kanesh especially. Its vast ai'ciiives in 

the Old Assyrian language ai'e cleai'ly, allowing for the technical, 

commercial content, a form of the spoken language of contemporai'y Assyria. 

The scribes probably knew no Sumerian. There is a \ery small quantity 

of short religio-magic pieces of hign literai'y quality in the same dialect, 

but so far as we know this tradition was never developed muen. Political 

changes in Anatolia brought about the complete cessation of this trade, and 

with it the end of our knowledge of Old Assyrian. 

The Hittites ended the Old Babylonian period by marching to Babylon 

c. 1600 B.C. and sacking it. Then the Cassites, invaders from the 

Zagros mountains ultimately, took over and for two or tliree centuries 

there is total obscurity. When there is light again, c. 1350 B.C., w'e 

are in the Middle Babylonian period, and the middle of tiie Cassite dynasty. 

The Cassite language was not Scciitic and only personal n^^n\os and a few 

loan words are known, save for a short Cassito-Babylonian vocabulary, 

which seems in fact to be based mainly on personal names. The possible 

Indo-European connections of Cassite ai'e still matters for study. Apai't 

from the loan-words, which arc not always proved to be 01 Cassite etymology, 

though the Cassites reasonably certainly introduced them, it is doubtful 

whether there is any Cassite influence on tiie Middle Babylonian dialect. 

The dev^elopment from Old to Middle was piu'cly internal. For example, 

mimation, the rra on the case enuings, was normal in Old .Akkadian and Old 

Babylonian, but while the endings remain in correct use, the mimation 

drops in Middfe Babylonian. By chance little literatui'e has survived 

in copies of the Middle Babylonian period from southern Mesopotamia, 

though there is every reason to believe that it was a productive period, 

if lacking the freshness of Old Babylonian creativity and at times more 

compilatory* than original. The literature of the Old Babylonian period 

w'as sifted and edited and new texts were composed. The addiction to 

Babylonian language and writing had subsided in Elam, but in Assyria, 

North West Mesopotamia, Syria, Anatolia, Palestine and even Egypt the 

Babylonian language and its cuneiform script were admired things, the 

means of international communication and at the same time literature spread 

from Babylonia to the outlying areas. The Amarna period is famous for 

this internationalism, and it w’as probably at this time that the Babylonian 

traditions, including the flood story, spread from Mesopotamia to Syria 

and Palestine. More Middle Babylonian literary texts have in fact been 
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pv , , . such sites as Boghaz-Koy and Ras Shamra than from 

^ i^s. Their language can hardly be used as evidence of 

spoken Middle Babylonian because of the literary tradition which had 

ui up, and which gave rise at about this time to a purely literary 

1 commonly called Standard Babylonian. For spoken Middle 

a y Oman there are letters, especially from the ancient town Nippur. 

nscribed Boundary Stones, which are a new type of document of the 

iddle Babylonian period, are written in a language which soon became 
highly stylised and artificial. 

Middle Assyrian is known from Assyritin documents c. 1300-1075 B.C. 

They consist of royal inscriptions, compilations of laws, a compilation 

of palace regulations, and letters and administrative documents. How- 

irr"anr cases there is risk of some Babylonian influence, moat in — 

the royal inscriptions, least in the letters. It is known that one 

Middle Assyrian king employed a Babylonian scribe and no doubt there 

were other cases of which we are uninformed. As with Middle Babylonian, 

Middle Assyrian is a development from Old Assyrian, and there too mimation 

dropped, but the case endings continued to be used correctly. Most 

literary texts recovered in Middle Assyrian copies are of Babylonian 

origin. There was some genuine literary creativity in Assyria, seen, 

for example, in the Tuktulti-Ninurta Epic, a literary account of the 

conflict between this king (c. 1244-1207 B.C.) and his Babylonian con¬ 

temporary, Kashtiliash, but this is essentially Babylonian, and the 

Assyrianisms that occur may well be_the work of coDvists. 

Both Assyria and Babylonia suffered severe setbacks c. 1000 B.C. 

Arameans flooded into the country from the Syrian desert and ravaged 

both Assyria and Babylonia. . Assyria recovered first because the Arameans 

did not stay there. They moved dovvTi through Southern Mesopotamia and 

settled in tribal groups near the Persian Gulf. This left a divided 

country since the old city-dwelling Babylonians remained. Gradually 

the two communities merged or learnt to get on with, each other so that 

under Nabopolassar and his son Nebuchadnezzar (c. 600 B.C.) Babylon became 

a world power once more. Linguistically the result of the merger was 

that BabyloniaH died.out as a" spoken -language-and was replaced by Aramaic, 

which was presumably influenced by BabyIbnTan, as is clear at l^st in~~ 

the case of loan-words. The timing of this process is not certainly known 

but one suspects that Aramaic was normal on the str^ets__already in 

Nebuchadnezzar* s time. Assyria, as already stated, Vras not subject to 

such Aramaic pressure. In a sense things continued as before. The 

j;*0ad and copied in the libraries, of which those of King 

Ashurbanipal are the most famous, was almost entirely of Babylonian origin 

and in Standard Babylonian.' But whereas Middle Assyrian copies of 

Babylonian texts are often defective if elegantly written. Late Assyrian 

scribes were fully the equals of their Babylonian brethren in breadth of 

learning and accuracy of work. Thus it is no surprise to find that 

Late Assyrian royal inscriptions are written in Standard Babylonian, 

though^the occasional.Assyrianism occurs, especially in those of the 

ninth century B.C., but those of the last four great Assyrian kings, 

Sargon Sennacherib, Esar^ddon and Ashurbanipal, were partly composed 

by scholars '^f great literary attainmenTT who introduced a wide range of 

poetic phraseology into royal annals, even to the extent of incorporating 

whole sections from poetic texts. The Late Assyrian dialect was used 

in letters of which many remain, but even here Babylonisms occur. 
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However, these letters are enough for a study of the language, which 

remains to be underteiken. Clearly big changes were taking place. The 

only major text in Late Assyrian dialect is the Vassal Treaty of 

Esarhaddon, and this reveals a totally unexpected wealth of unparalleled 

imagery in the curses. Perhaps the Assyrian dialect tradition had been 

more fertile in-literature than the surviving texts allow us to know. 

The literary products of the Late Babylonian empire ctre chiefly 

the royal inscriptions. They are meant to be in Standard Babylonian 

but the perceptive reader is made conscious that even this was changing, 

presumably under the impact of spoken Aramaic. Letters, from the end 

of the Late Assyrian empire and from the period of the Late Babylonian 

empire, are clearly in a vernacular which some consider a distinct lang¬ 

uage from previous Babylonian. It has been described as Aramaic syntax 

and mainly Babylonian vocabulary. During the following Persian, 

Seleucid and Parthian eras the cuneiform tradition was kept alive, first 

in a few of the old centres, but gradually they died out until Babylon 

alone was left. Standard Babylonian was the language of this academic 

community and it was essentially a rearguard action to which they were 

committed: to keep alive their cultural heritage. It is remarkable 

that it lasted until the second century A.D. 

Akkadian grammar is relatively simple, and it is easily mastered 

by any one who already knows another Semitic language. It is customary 

to begin with Old Babylonian, because it is well known and is regular. 

It also opens up Middle Babylonian and the literary wealth of Standard 

Babylonian. Its phoneme stock is ..most similar to that of Biblical 

Hebrew, though, presumably under Sumerian influence, some of the distinctive 

Semitic sounds, such as *ayin, were lost, as indeed happened in Middle 

Hebrew. In vocabulary also Akkadian is closer to Hebrew than to any 

other Semitic language. In grammar there are some distinctive features, 

especially in the verb. The Akkadian form corresponding to the Arabic 

yaqtulu, namely iprus, is the preterite, corresponding in meaning to the 

Arabic qatala. This preterite can also be found in Ugaritic, early 

Hebrew poetry and in the co-callcd waw-consecutive in Biblical Hebrew. 

The Akkadian form corresponding to the Arabic qatala, n£imely par is, is 

called the stative. It is in principle timeless, and is used partic- 

ul^ly to i hdi cat e st at es"7~thougir it “does occur In active^ transitive- 

use. The Akkadian form corresponding to the meanings of the Arabic 

yaqtulu is iparras, stressed on the second syllable with corresponding 

doubling of the following consonant. A parallel form is perhaps found 

in Ugaritic, but not generally in the Semitic languages. A fourth tense 

peculiair to Akkadian is the perfect: iptaras, formed with an infixed -t- 

after the first consonant of the root. In Old Babylonian it had two 

functions: by itself it indicated an event in the recent past, but it 

was also used in a string of verbs joined by suffixed -ma to indicate a 

sequence of events. All but the last one were preterite plus -ma, the 

last one, without -ma, was perfect. Later the perfect became virtually 

an alternative for the preterite. As to verbal stems, Akkadian has a 

neat scheme of four: the simple form, corresponding to the Hebrew gal (l), 

the form with double middle consonant (Hebrew pi * el: II), the causative 

with prefixed £ (III) and the passive or reflexive with prefixed n (IV). 

Each of these three stems exists in three variants, the simple unmarked 

form (l/l, Il/l» etc.), the form with infixed -_t- (l/2, 11/2, etc.), and 
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orm with infixed -tan- (I/3, etc.). The -t- infix, which produces 

orms identical with the perf(H:t tense, usually gives a reflexive or 

passive meaning, but there are special usages. The l/2 of alSkum *go* 

• The infixed -tan- indicates a repetition of the action 

o e verb. Not every verb can take every form. The IV stem, being 

a ready passive or reflexive, will not normally have a IV/2. Passives, 

of which Arabic has a complete range and Hebrew traces for the gal, but 

^ developed pu * al and hoph * al, do not exist in Akkadian. There 

are verbal classes differentiated by vowels like the Arabic qatala-salima- 
hasuna in Akkadian: 

iprus iparras iptaras • determine * 

imhas s/ • 
imahhas 

• 
imtahas 

• 
* strike * 

ipqid ipaqqid iptaqid ’inspect * 

iblut 
• 

iballut 
• 

ibtalut 
• 

*live*, * be healthy* 

While-some examples.fit the classes of moaning firmly established in 

Arabic, others, as will be not6^d from tiie examples given, db^nofi 

There are two * moods* in Akkadian, apart from thcj normal form, which 

is unmarked: the subjunctive, marked by -u, and the ventive, marked by 

-am or -nim. The former is used in most subordinate clauses excc'pt 

conditional classes. The iatt(-*r can Ixi used on verbs of, or verbs 

implying, motion, but its use is not obligatory. Verbal suffixes occur 

as in the other Semitic languages, but witli wider usage. They may have 

not only the function of a direct object, but also of a dative, and two, 

one dative and one accusative, may occur on a single verb. Babylonian 

has separate forms for accusative and dative, but Assyrian does not. 

Because of its cultural prestige Akkadian was one of the major 

languages of the ancient Near East and it is vital for study of that 

area not only for the vast and highly diverse quantity of documents 

written in it, but also because it is necessary as a preliminary to 

serious study of many other anc.ient Near Eastern languages with which Tt 

shared its writing system: Sumerian, Elamite, Hurrian, Hittite, Urartian 

and Old Persian. 
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HORIZONS OF ARABIC 

by Penelope Johnstone 

Arabic in its earliest forms is connected with the desert, and 

it is this horizon which at once springs to mind, despite the later 

spread of the Arabic language and the development of a whole civilisation 

based on it. The desert horizon, wider than any except the ocean, has 

exerted a similar fascination since the dawn of history. It is at once 

welcoming and hostile, a place of refuge and a wilderness full of dangers. 

The horizon is bare and stark, allowing for the full impact of the 

elements. 

Only where there is water car trees grow, and even these are 

adapted to the conditions; plants spring up with the early rains, and 
m 

die again to leave an expanse of sand and rock. Even permanent water 

places are far apart, and a man’s travelling is dictated by his ability 

and willingness to leave behind all but essentials. The desert has been 

used as a metaphor for life itself: ’renounce all things’ to acquire a 

new freedom. 

It was in travelling through desert regions that I first began 

to appreciate the background to the Old Testament and to so much of 

Arab history: not only the physical conditions, but the whole attitude 

k^hich the desert brings about. In one journey on our own, we began to 

feel strangely isolated from everything familiar, intensely dependent 

Dn the climate and the state of our vehicle. The moment the sun dis¬ 

appeared behind the horizon there would be only ’Wind, Sand and Stars’. 

\3 the dawn light gathered, we prepared for a day of unremitting heat 

as the sun climbed higher. Yet the dawn colours, the clarity of the 

aky and air, gave a sense of freedom from time and space, and it was 

lard to return to ’civilisation’. 
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e desert is beautiful, and it may sound romantic - but when 

middle of what seems a huge burning bowl of sand, with 

^ii^s, life takes on a different feel, and one can under- 

s an ^ echo from one*s very bones anything that has ever been written 
in praise of Water. 

Against this desert background it is easy to picture one group 

of nomads^moving into the light of history - Abram, a dweller in Ur, 

called by God to leave his home and-wander into the desert, so that 

with his new name of Abraham he may become the * father of many nations*. 

How many nations? Attention is often centred exclusively on 

one, the Hebrews. The Arabs are sons of Ishmael, as the Hebrews are 

descendants of Isaac. Some of the Hebrews* characteristics can be 

paralleled, or reflected, in the development of the Arabs also. Admit¬ 

tedly the time scale is different, for the Arabs came later on to the 

historical scene. But over several centuries of desert wandering, 

probably their customs and way of life changed little. The nomad virtues 

of generosity, hospitality, tribal pride and loyalty, sometimes carried 

to excess, were praised in"poetry' and "song which probably contributed - 

to their survival. 

Although there can be a tendency to push the parallel too far, 

the Arab bedouin tribes, as described by European travellers up to the 

19th and early 20th centuries, had preserved many customs and patterns 

of life of their biblical forbears. The name 'Arab* of course needs 

qualification, since it is sometimes applied to all who speak Arabic, 

but in this context refers to the bedouin, the people of the desert. 

They have the hospitality of Abrciham, and an equal persistence in 

welcoming guests. 

The bedOoin Arabs were often said to have preserved the true 

Arabic language in all its original purity; a view which could owe as 

much to romantic ideas about dostrt life as to linguistic realities. 

However, the language has remained remarkably constant, despite variations 

in style and grammatical usage during particular cultural periods. 

Between tiie pro-Islamic poet £ind the modern writer lie some fourteen 

centuries of history, but the language they use would be essentially 

th'e~~s^e,"'discounting the variations in ideas, content - and-vocabulary- 

this would'in early days have had many specialised terms for features 

of daily life, especially connected with rain, clouds, camels and desert 

animals. 



The Semitic^ fami“ly of iangiiagcs, sprccid thiroughout the Near - 

East, falls into three main regional div^isions, Eastern, North-western 

and South-western. Arabic belongs to the South-western group, which 

is sub-divided into the northern (the language we know today as Arabic) 

and a southern, comprising Ethiopic and South Arabian. 

Arabic originally consisted of numerous dialects, spoken by 

the tribes of the Arabian peninsula, but these were for the most part 

absorbed into the language used for the Qui^*an and thus for the entire 

Muslim context. 

Within the Semitic language family the other main surviving 

language is Hebrew, which, together with Aramaic, belongs to the North¬ 

western branch. 

Characteristic of all the Semitic languages is the triliteral 

root system where a basic root can bo* C'xpanded in different ways, and 

any word can (at least in theory) be traced back to a ’root*. Tliere 

are also roots of two, four or even five letters, as classified by the 

Arabic philologists. 

It is interesting that many of these roots share similar mean 

ings in Hebrew and Arabic. Examples include: 

M L K possess/rule 

K T B write 

Some words have the same consonantal root and the same meanings: 

and 

bi ’ r well 

m a ’ - root M W H (mayirn) water 

bayt (bayit) liousc* 

again: lisin (lashon) tongue 

shams (shemesh) sun 

. c 
sami a (sharna ) hear 

This interchange between Arabic ^ and Hebrew sh reminds one of the 

Shibboleth incident (Judges 12.6). 

In some cases a basic meaning may have diverged: L H M with 

probably an original indication 'food' is now in Hebrew ieiiem ’bread’, 

in Arabic lahm ’meat’. But compare a change in English, where ’mince¬ 

meat’ and ’sweetmeats’ do not refer to meat in the usual sense. 

The Arabic root system allows for the formation of new words 

from existing ’roots’, so that ancient-and modern appear side by side 

in a dictionary. 
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__4.T — ^ window, today often an expanse of sheet glass, is 

rom e s^e root~ as jshatTaka,- a net. - It referred originally to the  

woo en trellis-like framework, still to be seen in old houses, allowing 

people to see out without being seen. 

saqiya is the feminine active participle of SQY to give water, 

and means an irrigation channel (cf. Spanish acequia = as-saqiya). 

Today, as the feminine form of sag! (often transcribed as Sa-ki, the cup¬ 

bearer) it can mean a barmaid - after all, both bring liquid to the 

thirsty. 

sayyara, from SYR to run or travel, appears in the Qur*anic 

narrative of Joseph, indicating a band of travellers; today it is more 

familiar in the modern sense of motor-car, travelling at somewhat greater 

speed. 

ta ira, aeroplane^ is the active participle feminine of the root 

TYR from which comes ^ayr, bird. 

c 
^ Roots can give rise to different concepts: shi r - poetry, 

sha r - hair, with only a vowel (generally not written) to distinguish 

them. The word bayt can mean both * house* and *line of poetry* - a 

fact played upon by the Arabs: bayt shi^r and bayt sha^r. 

Engl ish transliteration can be mislea<Ung, whei'c only a dot 

distinguishes two letters, as with ^ and d. This is increased by the 

fact that Arabs seem to enjoy contrasts oT meaning between roots where 

only one letter varies. 

To take the example of ^ and d: 

and similarly with and h: 

dalla - to guide 

dalla 
• 

- to stray 

harb - flight 

harb - war 
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Language and Religion 

National and religious considerations on the part of Arab 

Muslims have at times led them to disregard the implications of the 

relationship of Arabic to earlier languages, and of its undoubted 

borrowings from Hebrew, Syriac and Etiiiopic. These are particularly 

evident in the case of the Qur*an, in which many expressions are derived 

from related terms in Judaism and Christianity. 

The commentator al-Suyuti, writing in the l6th century, in his 

work on'the Quf*an- collected together various explanations for the 

presence of such words, but held that once~ these are incorporated in^ 

the text of the Qur*an they must be considered as genuinely Arabic. 

For the Holy Book of Islam was first and foremost a record of the recit¬ 

ations uttered by Muheunmad to his own people - an 'Arabic scripture*. 

Arabic is often thought of as the language of Islam, despite 

the presence of specifically Christian Arabic literature. Certainly 

the reverse is true, that Islam is best.and most validly expressed in 

Arabic, the language of the Qur'an. Muslims consider that their holy 

book cannot be translated, and that a rendering into another language 

should be thought of an .interpretation or explanation. This stems 

largely from the very literal Islamic understanding of scripture as“’the 

word of God* - eternal and immutable. 

The primary message of Islam, directed first at the idolaters 

of Mecca, concerned the supremacy of the One God and the imminence of 

Judgement. The recitations of the prophet Muhammad between the years 

6l0 and his death in 632 were recorded, learnt by heart, pondered upon, 

€md have ever since been held by Muslims to be the eternal word of God, 

His final revelation to mankind. There are no variant readings of the 

Qur'amic text, though these did exist at an early period. But within 

about thirty years of the prophet's death, the third Caliph, ^Uthman, 

ordered that all the revelations, whether preserved in memorised or 

written form, were to be recorded and all variations destroyed; the 

resultant text is the Qur'an as it is known today. 

The stress put by Arab Muslims upon the identity of Islamic 

with Arabic has sometimes tended to put a barrier between themselves 

and on the one hand Christian and Jewish speakers of Arabic, on the other 

the vast numbers of Muslims who have had to learn Arabic as a second 

—language^;__•_ 

On the religious side, the Qur'an itself recognises ahl al-kitab, 

the 'People of the Book*, those who possess a divine revelation embodied 

in a scripture. Yet the Muslim understanding is different, formed as it 

is by their own experience. They think of taurat and injil as 'books', 

given, respectively, to Moses and Jesus, just as Muhammad was entrusted 

with the Qur'an. This latter is taken as the criterion, which means 

that any former scripture which does not agree with it has therefore been 

•changed* or 'corrupted*. Any mention of variants and developments of 

the Biblical text, or newly discovered manuscripts, simply confirms these 

views* 
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^ ^onetheless, the possession of a scripture and the worship of 

ne o ave in Muslim eyes always distinguished the J ews and Christians - 

an 9®nerally also^^orc^strians - from the pagans. The Word in spoken 

or written form commands respect, a respect"extended to the-’People.of 

Arabic as a medioin of transmission 

It is thanks to the Arabic language that a great deal of the 

classical heritage was preserved, developed and handed on to the west. 

Their language is an inseparable part of the history of the Arab peoples. 

The tribes were united under Muhammad, and to a certain extent 

the dialects merged, with the Hijazi type of Arabic - as in the Qur*an - 

assuming a dominant position as the norm and the pattern of perfection. 

As the armies spread north, west and c'ast after Muhammad's death, the 

conquered peoples were 'islamisod*, with all religious instruction based 

upon the teachings' of the Qur'an. But it was only during the reign of 

^Abd al-Malik (AD 685-705) that Arabic beciime the administrative language' 

within the former Persian and Byzantine territories. This gave an even 

greater power to the government, although complete centi’a]isation did_ 

not last long; powerful dynasties, owing only nominal allegiance to 

the ^Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad, ruled in Transoxiana, North Africa and 

Egypt, while Spain had its own caliph. As larger numbers of non-Arab 

peoples had to learn and use Arabic, there was a danger of the language 

deteriorating, and the 'schools' in Basra and Kufa, headed by skilled 

grammarians, worked to codify and preserve it. 

Translation and transmission of the Greek works of science and 

philosophy sprang from motives at once practical, utilitarian and religious. 

The faith of Islam in its stark simplicity had one reference and authority: 

the Qur'an', with its often poetic and obscure pronouncements, gave no kind 

of theological or philosophical structure.' Of this fact the Muslims became 

progressively more acutely aware in their encounters with people of the 

older scriptural traditions. _ .Faced by opponents trained in dialectical 

and philosophical methods of argument, they realised that they needed 

access to the works of the 'Ancients*. Along with philosophy went 

mathematics, natural science and medicine. 
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Some of these works had alrt,'a(iy been translated from Greek 

into Syriac, a language related to Arabic. The cities of Edessa and 

Jundeshapur were centres of Christian Syriac learning. Jundeshapur, 

situated within Persian, territory, was especially renowned _ _ 

medical work, having a large hospital and school; it was from here 

that several generations of the Bukhtishu^ family came to Baghdad, 

appointed as personal physicians to successive ^Abbasid caliphs. 

The Arabic language was coming to assume greater political and 

also cultural" importance, and the caliphs supported the work of trans¬ 

lation. In AD 820 the caliph al-Ma*mun (8l3-33) son of the famous 

Harun al-Rashid established the bayt al-hikma (’House of Wisdom*) in Baghdad 

specifically for the translation and study of Greek works of philosophy, 

science and medicine. One of the most famous of these translators is 

Hunain b. Ishaq (d. 873) ^ Nestorian Christian, under whose supervision 

worked a team of scholars including Hunain’s nephew Hubaish. 

Through Arabic, the knowledge of the ancient world became a 

formative influence in the Islamic empire, which for several centuries 

dominated the civilised world. Arabic woiks, based upon the Greek, 

eventually reached the west through translations into Latin; these 

were carried out in such places as Toledo, from the I2th century onwards, 

generally by teams of scholars - Muslim, Christian and Jewish. Thus 

they were able to influence the mediaevel Latin world, helping to form 

the views of men as diverse as St Thomas Aquinas in theology and Guy de 

Chauliac and Ambroise Pare in surgery. 

The Arabs are important not only for preserving and handing 

on the Greek heritage of science and philosophy, but for their own con¬ 

tributions especially in surgical procedures, materia medica and pharma- , 

cognosy, therapeutics, alchemical and mathematical theories and astronomy. 

Many English words still show their influence; alchemy, algorism, alembic, 

alcohol, cipher, zero. ' 

In Spanish, too, a large proportion of words beginning with 

al-, and sometimes with a-, are from Arabic. In connection with 

agriculture, in which the years of Arab rule played an important role, 

there ore such words as acequla, algodon, azeituna, noria, zoco, 

albaricoque, aljibe, alubia. In other fields, there are alcalde, 

alcazar, aldea, almacen, alquitran, darsena, qulmica. 
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Christian Arabic 

Comparatively little attention is generally given to the con¬ 

siderable body of Arabic literature which is Christian in inspiration 

and subject matter. Moreover, the Near Eastern areas conquered by the 

Muslim armies were at the time inhabited by Christian communities, and 

considerable groups have kept their faith throughout the centuries of 

Islamic rule. The Islamic view that community = nation (umma) led them 

to regard a religious affiliation as an independent national group, 

whether or not this was strictly accurate. Thus the Armenian, the 

-»optic, the Syrian Christians were allowed their * separate development' 

within the em]^re, and were known as abl al-dhimma, i.e. protected peoples 

rheir treatment depended upon the political climate of the time, varying 

from great toleration to the enforcement of various repressive laws. 

[n favourable times Christians were able to rise to important positions', 

iS were Jews, Their superiority in medicine was recognised, and many 

Important physicians were Christians - such as Hunain b. Ishaq, the 

Jukhtishu'" family, Qusta b. Luqa, ^Ali b. '"Isa of Baghdad, Ibn Butlan, anti 

:he early Spanish physicians. 

The amount of Christian writing in Arabic was somewhat reduced 

)y the fact that in many cases a church would use its 'national* language 

'or liturgy and for theological works. Translations into Arabic are 

lumerous: books of the“Bible, exegesis, patristics, homilies and apo- 

:ryphal writings. Several Qur'anic references to Christ obviously derive 

lot from the New Testament but from apocryphal stories. The Bible in 

ts entirety is said to have been translated by Hunain, though none of it 

‘emains today; full versions of the Bible in Arabic are from a later date. 

Christians contributed in many ways to the nahda, the 'renaissance* 

f Arabic_literature during the 19th century. This was partly because 

he Christians in the Arab world were already more open to western 

nfluences; often educated in foreign-language schools, they were familiar 

ith literature in English and French, and many emigrated to North and 

outh America - this especially in the case of Lebanese. The tendency 

o use English or French as a primary language is however now receding, 

ith the standardisation of instruction in all schools, and the Christian 

ommunities use Arabic for all purposes, including in many cases the 

iturgy. 
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Arabic Script 

Those~Wh6~meet the Arabic language for the first time are_ 

struck by the variety and beauty of the forms in which it is written. 

The language began to be consistently recorded in the early Islamic 

period, when it was needed for the writing of the Qur*an. Before 

that, the first inscription in a recognisable Arabic is in the Nabatean 

script and dates from the fourth century AD. 

I 

The early form of Arabic script, known as Kufic, is reminiscent 

of Syriac, having solid rather squared ch^iracters, and is found in 

inscriptions and the oldest Qur*anic manuscripts. It was some while 

before a system of dots was devised to distinguish letters of similar 

outline, and this was followed by the addition of vowels, a development 

seen at its most elaborate in later copies of the Qur*an. The markings 

allow for all the vowel sounds used, though the system as a whole is 

considerably less complex than Hebrew since there are in theory only 

three short vowels, plus diphthongs when short /a/ is allied to long 

/i/ and /u/. ^ng vowels /!/ and /u/ are indicated by letters which 

can also equal the appropriate consonant, /y/ and /w/, depending upon 

their position in the syllable. 

In time the cursive quality of the script was emphasised, and 

it is the cursive styles which have been the most common, though forms 

of Kufic are still used. 

Arabic script performs a double dutyi communication and decoration. 

There is a beauty in the very lines of the script, which lends itself to 

the ornamentation of mosque walls, vases, and architectural features. 

Maybe the complete-bein on representational art for religious purposes 

has been an asset, in allowing the script to develop in such a way as 

to blend with geometrical and curvilinear patterns or hold its own as 

a decorative feature, the letters sometimes extended to branch out into 

foliage or rearranged to form intricate patterns. 
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Learning Arabic 

A very rewarding occupation, but not to be embarked on lightly - 

it does take considerable time, effort and persistence. But for the 

reasons outlined here, and others, it is valuable: as a part of general 

Semitic studies, for the insight it gives into a whole civilisation, for 

its relation to Hebrew, £Dr_an .understanding of Islam, for a sympathetic 

appraisal of the modern Middle East. Today, Arabic is of ever-incr~easing 

importance even in Europe, in connection with oil, economic affairs and 

politics. The Arab national is intensely conscious of his past history 

and culture. 

It is probably not really possible, as with some other languages, 

to •Teach yourself* Arabic, though much can be done on one*3 own. The 

sounds are alien and best learnt from an Arab, and with the help of 

recordings. The script presents problems at first, because so many 

letters change shape according to their position in a word; the grammatical 

structure docs not entirely accord with that of other Semitic languages. 

The written form however matches the sounds consistently - which can 

hardly be said for English. 

Good script charts are given in the following books, designed 

for those beginning the language: 

M. Abdul-Rauf, Arabic for English Speaking Students 

J. Kapliwatzky, Arabic Language and Grammar 

T.F. Mitchell, Writing Arabic (this is a more detailed treatment, 

with guidance for writing the ruq^a script - for 

later use) 

A.F.L. Beeston, Written Arabic 

This last takes a somewhat new approach to Arabic. It is not intended 

as a text book,' but.gives a clear concise account of the language and 

grammatical structure, and would be of particular interest to those.with 

a knowledge of other Semitic languages. 

From the desert - to the sown - to the cities - and back again. 

The desert is an ever-present reality to the Arab, as the sea was to the 

Greeks, as indeed desert, city and land to the Hebrews. Even in the 

centre of modern Dcimascus, one sees folk from the mountains and those 

who have jifst come across the desert - though they may today have travelled 

by lorry. 

Arabic'is not easy;- but as with-so many things, a short step on 

the way opens up immense possibilities. To end as we began - to venture 

forth into the desert adds another vista to the already wide horizons of 

Semitic Studies. 
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General 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

he Legacy of Islam has interesting articles on various aspects of 

Islamic civilisation, including language, philosophy, science 

• Chejne, The Arabic Language which includes a discussion of the importance 

of the language to modern national movements 

. Moscati (ed.), An Introduction to the comparative grammar of the Semitic 

languages 

•Rabin, Ancient West Arabian 

•F*L, Beeston, The Arabic Language Today 

ncyclopaedia of Islam, article "Arabiyya" gives an outline of the historical 

-—-development of the_language 

Desert and the Arabs 

,M« Doughty, Travels in Arabia Deserta 

•F. Burton, A pilgrimage to Mecca and Medinah 

, Thesiger, Arabian Sands 

, Musil, Manners and Customs of the Rwala Bedouins 

i 



Religion and Language 

w.M. Watt, Bellas Introduction to the Qur*an 

W.M* Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology 

A. Jeffery, The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur*an 

Translation and Transmission 

A.R. Badawi, La transmission de la philosophic grecque au monde arabo 

E.G. Browne, Arabian Medicine 

Christian Arabic 

G. Graf, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur (5 vols.) 

Script 

The Quran (World of Islam Festival catalogue) gives excellent illustrat 

of the development of Arabic script as used for the Qur*an 

Literature 

R.A^.J^icholson,_ A Literary History of the Arabs 
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PETWORTH AND PALESTINE - REP'LIXTIONS BY P.A.J. 

Small town 

Here might a man’s name live awhile 

as Sirach said - if any knew who Siracli wcis 

or cared. Curates there were hero once 

for whom this place was but a ste])ping-stone. 

That wizened man of proverbs meant 

little enough to them I expect - still less 

tro those who once bound hooR- - 

to barrel and amassed such wealth 

as made them never worth an inventory. 

Spent lives as functional as a postman’s bike 

and minds cats* saucers with the milk 

ignored and left collecting hairs. 

Good Friday 

Salsify - the drying sandy dust 

falls to the bottom of the box 

and Easter’s diffident sun lights up 

an Avocado’s leathery skin. 

To close on such a day would be 

a conscious archaism now. 

Those who imrry to th(‘ir own concerns 

and entertain no angel unawares 

would be surprised to learn 

they were rcidecmed, alcirmed perhaps, 

but more impatient, I would think. 

Messiah 

How would he be if he should come? 

Glib as a chat-show king lolls back 

with erzatz helpless laughter in his chair? 

Or should he mark- unrecognized 

the sound of heels on city kerbs 

or handbrake ratchets on the sultry air? 

The redeemed he’d promise life 

upon a purified earth and dull 

white worms would rise to pierce 

the purple-folded mushroom of belief. 

The Second Coming 

And very inconvenient it was, upsetting things. 

in the streets and people muttering. 

A crate of purple broccoli midway sold 

and daffodils in bud. The children had grown barley 

beans and peas in yogurt jars. But I 

had lost the receptiveness 1 once had had, 

a miser forced to spend his days. 

At best I'd hoped for some October summer 

of the spirit - with stubble-daisies 

short-lived but Easter-white. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Syriac Lan^uape 

Syriac is a Semitic language, a dialect of Aramaic. 

The history of Aramaic reaches back to the second millennium 

B.C. but the immediate predecessors of Syriac were the languages 

used in Palmyra (Syria) and Katra (Iraq) around the time of 

Christ. The Aramaean populations^ of Syria and Mesopotamia 

continued to use Aramaic despite being dominated by Greek¬ 

speaking and Parthian/Persian rulers. Most of,t^ese Aramaeans 

becajrie Ciiristian and, although there are a number of short pagan 

Syi'iac inscriptions, Syriac is mostly a Christian language, a 

medium for a Christian literature and liturgy. The particular 

dialect which became the language of the Christian culture of 

the fertile crescent was that of Edessa (Urfa in S. Turkey). 

After the great christological divisions of the fifth 

century the Church in Iraq became more isolated and the Eastern 

and V/estern literary traditions became segregated on a 

denominational basis (though never rigidly so). The language 

also developed dialectal peculiarities and different scripts 

an d vowel signs were used in East and West (see pp. 108-9). 

After the Islamic conquest Syriac continued to flourish, 

though Arabic was the language of the dominant culture. It was 

not until the thirteenth century A.D. that the ascendancy of ' 

Arabic brought Syriac into a final decline as a major 

theological and literary tongue. 

On the' colloquial level, dialects of Syriac have never 

eased to be used, especially in isolated Christian areas of 

yria, Tiarkey and Iraq (where there are Syriac-language 



broadcasts and magazines). It has also survived in litu-.gy 

This introductory grammar concentrates on simpler 

classical texts, giving little attention to the more difficult 

poetry (see the section of Ephraim in the readings). The 

script used is the Western Syrian Serta script used in the 
/ 

Syrian Orthodox and Catholic traditions, though examples in 

the other scripts, Estrangela and Nestorian, are included 

at the end of the selection of readings 

This book and its use 

This^intToduction to Syriac is not, of course, a 

reference grammar. Nor does it contain a full vocabulary. 

The works of T. Ndldeke (Compendious Syriac Grammar, London, 

1904 (trans. J.A. Crichton) and J. Payne Smith (A Compendious 

Syriac Dictionary, Oxford, 1903) are of permanent value in 

this respect. Rather, this is a teaching grammar. As such its 

main aim is to introduce the student to the main features of 
... 

the language and a basic vocabulary. It avoids the complexities 
1,1' ' ■“ — 

(involved in giving a systematic and complete explanation of every 

grammatical detail. This, in the author's view,is the main fault 

in the Syriac grammars currently in use. 

Irom the start the basis oi explanation is illustrative 

material gleaned from real Syriac texts. The same is true of all 

Syriac-English translation exercises. This means that the 

student encounters at an early stage complete sentences which 

cannot always be explained and understood fully until a later 

stage, though examples are chosen carefully to avoid the need. 

to take too much "on faith". The alternative to this approach 

LS to give all details of every item as it occurs. 
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It 

cumulative 

a t tempt eel. 

is emphasised 

One section 

that the sections which follow are 

should be mastered before the next is 

Paradi^mis are provided for reference purposes and the 

exercises are integral to the course and should not be neglected. 

With each is provided a vocabulary list, also cumulative. Words 
r 

are not normally repeated, though forgotten items may be checked 

through the Glossary. 

The selected readings are also integral to the course. 

They do not introduce important new items of grammar but do 

include much explanatory and exceptional material (e.g. anomalous 

verbs and nouns). Thus they are part of the method of learning 

and are not to be regarded as optional. 

A recorded cassette related to this volume is in 

preparation. 

General note on Syriac grammar 

The noun and the verb are the main concerns of the 

gramiiiar sections which follow. 

The noun in Syriac has a gender, masculine or feminine, 

and may be singular or plural. In addition it has three so- 

called states, "emphatic”, absolute and construct. The 

"emphatic" is the ordinary form which is used and incorporates 

the article. The absolute and construct are used when a noun 

has certain specialised roles in a sentence or phrase. To produce 

possessive pronouns ("his/your/their book") suffixes are 

attached to the end of the noun. 

The verb has two basic tenses, called perfect (pash tense) 

and imperfect (future tense). Verbs are usually formed of three 

j
'*
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root letters to which prefixes and suffixes are added to 

convey distinctions of person ("I/he/we wrote ). On the 

basis of the three root letters there are six common verb 

patterns or stems, modifications of the simple stem, which 

convey various modifications of the basic idea inherent in 

the root (e.g., passive, causative). 

Of the sections which follow, III and VI deal with 

j^oho'uhs and~li6uhs7 while iV, V, VII-XIII cover' all"'the^ 

different types of verb, including those which depart from 

the basic pattern because they contain root letters which 
/ 

are subject to special rules. 



Abbreviations and other symbols 

Special signs used in transliteration will be' found“in- 

I and II. The sign __ under a letter indicates fricative 

pronunciation (e.g. t = th as in ’’thin'').. The sign” over a vowel 

indicates long pronunciation (e.g. u = oo as in ’’moon”). ^ 

indicates in untranslated texts that the following word is a 

personal or geographical name. 

In the main grammar sections abbreviations "are used 

where they do not inhibit ready comprehension:- 

sing. 

plur. 

masc. 

fern. 

singular 

plural 

masculine 

feminine 

The abbreviations pe., ethpe., pa., ethpa., aph., 

ettaph. are explained in VIII and used thereafter. 

In the readings section where brevity is necessary s., 

p., m., f. are used for sing., plur., masc., fern, a^ also are 

an^ 

sf X . for suffix 

impf. for imperfect 

perf. for perfect 

impv. for imperative 

ptc. for participle. 

are giv en Roman capital numbers (I. II, III) 

lan smal 1 numbers (i, ii, iii). " Ill. 2" refers 

entence 2. ”IV.A” refers to Chapter IV, 

Section A. ”v.2” refers to Exercise v, Sentence 2. 
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I. Writing system. Consonants 

As is..indicated in the Introduction, the Syriac script 

is found in several forms. The one used here is the Serta 

script used principally by the West Syrian churches. (Examples 

of other scripts can be found on pp. 115-6, 150-1, 154-5, 

and alphabet lists on pp. 108-9). 

The Syriac script, like that of Arabic and Hebrew, is 

basically consonantal, the writing of th’e~signs to indicate 

vowels being a secondary invention. The direction of writing 

is right to left. 

List of consonants 

Trans- Name 
literation 

’ (■>51ag) 

b (B^t ) 

(G^al) 

• 

d (Dalai) 

oo h (H^) 

o w (Waw) 

1 z (Zain) 

h 
• (H§t) 

Notes 

This is not the equivalent of 

"a", but accompanies any vowel 

at the beginning of a syllable 

and is also used for the glottal 

stop between two vowels (as in 

S.E. and Scots English '^bo'el 

(bottle) of beer”). 

As in "give”, not as in "genius”. 

A more breathy sound than ”h”. 

Like a stage whisper. 



4> t 
» (Tet) 

y (Yod) 

\ 
k (Ka£) 

1 (Lama^) 

^0 m (Mim) 

n (Nun) 

UJO s (3emka;t) 

c (‘e) 

p (Pe) 

v/ 
S 

% 
(^ade) 

q (Qop) 

# 
r (Reg) 

5 (gin) 

,...L t (Taw) 

The consonants are joi 

in Arabic. The slight changes 

cause any great difficulty, b 

the end of a group of letters 

Emphatic ”t”, with the tongue 

not stiff "but raised towards 

the velum (fleshy part at the 

back of the roof of the mouth). 

Similar to ^alag, but sustained 

and with the throat constricted 

Emphatic ”s”, with tongue as 

for Tet. 

Pronounced further back than 

English ”k". 

A single letter in Syriac 

for "sh”. 

ned to each other in writing, as 

of shape which result will not 

t the following forms used at 

should be noted: 

becomes 

becomes 

becomes 

becomes 

9 

becomes ^ 

becomes 

becomes 



other letters in final position simply add a short 

nau,.M, - ^ ^ , etc. Some letters cannot be joined 

to the letter which follows. All this is summarised in the 

following table: 

-p p) 
j:: p> jG 
bJD to 

•H CD •H 
u rH P 

a G G 
o O O 

T3 73 "O 
CD CD 0) 
p> P» p> 
o O o 
CD (D CD 
a fl G 
a a G 
o o o 
u o O 

0) 
-♦-> 
o 
CD 
a 
a 
o 
o 
a 

I 

OO 

o 

) 

L 

OV- 

JiO 

-p 

(D 

'd 

a 
d 



Confusion between consonants should not occur. With 

reicard to O (v/) and uO (q) it should be noted that O is 

only joined up to a preceding letter, can be joined up 

in either direction. When is at the end of a word it 

has the form . When O is at the end of a word or group 

of letters it has the form 

1^(1 followed by ’alap) is written \] ; 

^1 is often written 

hw is often written (a.s in this book) as OOO and hww 

as OC^C^. 
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Exercise i 

(a) The following list of words with transliterations will 

illustrate how consonants are joined up and may be used 

for practice by covering one column and attempting to 

write/transliterate. 

L.) 'h' 
• 

br 

\ ? dn 

gbr 

oco hw 

hd 
• 

bz 

btr 

kd 

qtl 

nsb 
# 

mlk 

‘1 

• 
pwqdn’ 

syd 

rb 

1 ^ 

slm^ 
« 

Sryr ^ 

1 mlt’ 

IaAi npS’ 

ySw^ 

Loco hwt 

twbn’ 
« 



^ CsQr> ..(Vt Lzi 

c\ \ nr> 

Ql-i 

^ ygwbty^ 

mlpnwt* 

b^ syllyws 

snwnyt^ 

"dt^ 

prswp^ 

ywhnn 

(b) Further practice may be gained by transliterating 

the following passages. 

iLwa O 



U 5 Q ^ ^ CO 03/ )Q-00 

L_*3oOO)*5 5 Lzi'v-£^ C:Qfcs>»*il-AJ!0 ►-iCoA-O 

. v_QD‘k3? O) Lq^ ocoA_d CO Lq\. L/ 

^ L> ‘.Jicu ^qL <y)S^ )aX . ^_si3o 

'Os^lL/ w3o .CO-Co 

r 3o bo>co?L./ IJ^v/ . 0\ Cr»V>\ C0-\^ 

d0-j3/ Q ji-xilo L\q.o * V 

, I fcivA. CO 

t r> o^^iLL/ L^o 

^ . yCtioA Icsco L 
0 

/ 
o>c. L 1 L’m^ /O . 1 U 9 9 I caco) 

ccco o LL/c .l_i^l3j ^Q><) ^ \ cco 

^ vv 

t^o . LAd 

■rv,xi 

|L^^^)C09 \^/o . I9 L/j >^COQ_i^Ak) s.CCO-\is- 

L__»_A} 9/ *^co -Da . o L:> cxxy) 

j f) ■■ -^ ^'.JtoXo ViO)?!-:!'.oofc^MAio? U -^fv> ^ ; 

.Lj d->^ tsxJL- 

I k Qp % \ 1 ww ) 



Vowels 11 . and other sigru 

Although the writing system was basically consonantal 

various dots and other marks were added to help with reading 

and to eliminate ambiguity. The West Syrian pronunciation 

and vowel signs are the basis of this book, but the main 

features of the more ancient East Syrian tradition of 

pronunciation are noted below and the East Syrian signs may 

be found on p.109- 

Three of the consonantal signs developed a secondary 

use to indicate some vowels. Thus: 

I (^3.1ap) was used to represent "e/S" and ”a" , especially 

at the end of words. 

(y) was used to represent "i" ("e"). 

(w) was used to represent "o” and "u”. 

When further precision was felt necessary vowel marks When fu 

adapted from Gr 

con sonan t to in 

a (as in 

’ a (as in 

(had)) 

0 

as in ’'raw" in West Syrian tradition.) 

e (as in _X) 
% 

(men)) 

i (as in (Sallt)) 

rc u(5) (as in ^ sCS (kul)) (East Syrian tradition 

- ■ preserves an ancient distinction here 

between o and u, and this is shown in 

its vowel signs.) 



Otiier signs 

DoLo oi* diacrilicai points and othei’ marks were used, 

as felt necessary, to convey certain distinctions in sound 

and meaning. Note: 

(a) A dot placed over the letters b,g,d,k,p and t indicates 
D 

their plosive pronunciation (as in English). A dot placed 

below indicates an alternative fricative (aspirated) or 

11 soft" pronunciation as v (i.e. bh), gh, dh, kh, f, th 

(in transliteration indicated by b,g,d,k,p,t) , these 

alternative pronunciations being normal immediately 

after a vowel. These dots are often omitted or used 

inconsistently. It is best for tlie beginner to ignore 

tliem. They are not generally used here. 

(b) A double dot sign as in (malk^) is used to 

indicate that the word is plural. It is placed where 

convenient in the word and may merge with the dot of 
»* 

9 • 

(c) A line under or above consonants indicates that they are 

not pronounced, e.g., 1 or 1 1 ^ V) 

pronounced rndita. 

Arising out of the last example quoted, it is important 

to note tnat Syriac words are frequently found in writing 

without any vowel indicated between the first two consonants in 

a group or syllable. In pronunciation there is in fact an 

obscuie or neutral vowel sound put between the consonants 

represented in transliteration by ® . This sound exists in 

English, but is expressed in written English only by the 

(ambiguous) use of an ordinary vowel, e.g., the "o" in 



’’develop" or the "a" in "above". 

Tim'r is tap . 
• • 

is k ^ t a ba . 

-- Also-lacking any distinctive''Sign in'Syriac is 'the 

doubling of consonants when no vowel intervenes. A knowle 

of where consonants are doubled will come with knowledge o 

the grajamar. 

Students are recommended to become qurte familiar 

with I and II before proceeding further. 

(Note on punctuation: 

•r* is used at the end of a paragraph. 

, is used for full stop, semi-colon and cc 

• •. ; indicate -lesser breaks. 

There is no question mark.) 



I'.’xer cl be 1 i 

(a) Practise transliterating and writing vocalised Syriac 

using the following list. 

^ al 

\ 0 >- 
1; CIS baqra 

malka 

1 0 0 
H c^) hana 

madb^ ra 

1.^ 
A ^ alaha 

\ 0 ^ 
kenS a 

• 
^ idta 

\ 0 j. p 
l-i-SCO hakana 

lU" 
• 0 • 

^ at a 

1 joL'' t awra 
> 

k^ t ab 

\L;V “^ar ^ a 

LUi (^ )naSa 

\ <* ^ 
« 

pagra 
'A 

reb 

2"^ 1 iha 

1 0. .T 
L- o_ta 

1 

huba (hubba) 

• kumra 

1.'^ A no saypa 

t n^pal 

^ ahe • 

nat^ rln 

qabel (qabbel) 



(b) Practise further transliteration and tiie reading aloud 

of the following texts: 

IUL . 
>r 

\ QCO-J 

X V CN o> ^ A. r\ 
<) . 0 p. >- f 

OlII ^_L£X-1 Ci_QD 5 
\ 

3 
« 

P 

/?• liX./ 

^LjcJIIcoIX 

. IlL. fa ILlio CO 

T> r 
►-SoLo ^ « 

^ I <a) 1 y.ooX.- ov-j- 

U^altLS KlIo Lit 

o) 117 ol 
A 

l]‘ OCJ>_l^ MO 

o . 

OX cXCt- ItLXA^o 
I_j/ 4 . lo^ 

—- • * ^ • 

rr 
) Cil •/? 

..•^0 

iixv 
rf 

■p 
• • 

0 > P . ■:r\ 
: xCl:>X 

1 H' 



Ill. Pronouns 

Illustrative texts 

(Jn 8:54) He is our God. 

(Jn 10:7) I am the gate for 

(literally "of") the sheep. 

This is my body. 

(Ps 22:7) I am a worm and 

not a man . 

(Mk 5:31) You say, ’’Who 

touched me?” 

Analysis 

1. ^ W is the noun , ISAY, t f God”, with a suffix 

on the end to indicate the possessive pronoun ’’our". 11 

V 

(The cominon final alap disappears in suffixed forms). 

'tr 
is the personal pronoun ”he”. The personal 

pronouns are often abbreviated (here by the non-pronunciation 

of the OO , indicated by the line under it) when they are used 

as enclitics. As enclitics (particles attached to other words) 

they can be "used to mean ”is/are” with the appropriate pronoun. 

Hence this sentence would be translated literally as ”0ur God 

lie ( is ) ” . 

It is a general feature of the Semitic languages that 

the verb ”to be” is not used except for special emphasis. 

2. is the pronoun "I”, here accompanied by its 

shortened enclitic form. LJ]_ is "I am”, over-1 i ter al ly, 

''I, I(am)”. This repetition of pronouns is one of the 



alia of wSyriac which it takes some time to get used 

I . 

9 L in the noun a,I , ''yate", with a suffix 

CO I t 

Hi 5 consists of , "flock", with j 
^0 # 

prefixed. ^ is a very common particle attached to the 

beginning of words and one of its main uses is to indicate 

possession, more or less the equivalent of English "of t f 

Here then we have "of the flock" 

A strange feature is that whereas in English we would 

say "the gate of the flock" or "its gate", here as often the 

Syriac iias literally "its gate of the flock" where "its (t 

looks forward to and agrees with the following noun. This 

abundant/redundant use of pronouns is characteristic. 

\ 0 0 
} V V is a collective noun. 

> C? \ 0 P 
qjcT) is a merging of LJ O) , "this", with the 3. 

enclitic form of OCf) (see III.l). Literally "This, it (is).." 

is another noun, I ’w , "body ..II w’ith a 

possessive pronoun suffix , "my, of me". This 

particular suffix has no vowel witii it in writing because it 

was not usually pronounced: pagr. 

4 ■ ° 

I I worm 11 

\M is "I". The noun 

1 ^ ) ) \ ( is the enclitic form of 

> 

(tawl^ ^a) means 

\ir (see 111.2). 

Literally we have "I, a worm, I (am)". 

Lid combines direct] v O , "and", w'hicii is always 

attached to the following word, and 11 not 11 The 

pronunciation is w^la, though w^ can become wa (O) if the 

first letter of the following word has no written vowel. 

i_c is a fixed phrase meaning "man". Literally 



it is "son of man", ] 

I 0 0) 
written I ^ W 

' -F " 

"son", and UJ (which can be 

£ ). Here the genitive relationship (English 

of" phrase) is expressed in a different way, without 

(See 111.2 and VI.E)• 

5. 4, is a participle, "saying". 

> 

( 'at) 

is the pronoun "you (singular)". Since the English "are" 

requires no separate word in Syriac (See III.l) in this 

enclitic usage, we have literally "Saying, you (are)", 

introducing a quotation. 

0 
r>| \ is analogous to CU OO (See III.3) and 

combines 
rr 

who,", w 

rc 
oco ^ 

of the verb follows in 

ith tl'je enclitic oco ( coo ^ 

'70 

), literally "Who (is) he...?". The action 

, "he drew near, touched". 

(11 ) is a combination of , "to", and 

(See III. 3). Particles like take the suffixes 

to give "to me, you, him, etc. 11 

Grammatical Synthesis 

Aii the main points a!)Out pronouns are covered above, 

a full list of forms being provided here. 

A. Possessive endings added to nouns. The endings and 

preceding vow'el are listed beiow. (As was noted above the ) 

of the non-suffixed form disappears). These ending.s are added 

to plural nouns also with the minoi’ variation of an additional 

before the ending. Ihe forms w'ith the plural appear to 

tfie left in brackets. 

y 

my body (pagr) 

your body (masculine 

singular "you") 



your body (feminine singular 

"you") (pagrek) 

his body (note the form for 

plurals) 

iier body (the dot over OO 

helps indicate this) 

our body 

your body (masc.plur.) 

your body (fem.plur.) 

their body (masc.) 

their body (fern.) 

!•. Personal 

brackets. 

pronouns, with shortened enclitic forms 

(U/) 
bo 

> 

(o^) ■X 
C>CD 

(^co) 

(^-) 

■X •7^ 
vCO CA 

7\ 7^ 
^cO 

I 

you ( sing . masc;)-( 

enclitic form) 

you (sing.fern.) 

he 

she 

we 

you (masc.plur.) 

you (fem.plur.) 

they (masc.) 

they (fern.) 

in 

special 



III turro^^at i ves . 

who? 

w 11 a t ? 

which? (masc. referent) 

which? (fern, referent) 

which? (plural referent) 

D. Demonstratives. 

Q 0 
Ucfl this (masc.) 

0 
this (fem.) 

V) Q 
xAco these 

CJCO that (masc.) 
0 

that (fern.) 

-X e 
\COCO those (masc.) 

7^ Q 
^Cf) those (fern.) 

E. Additional note on enclitics. 

1. Third person (lie, she, they) enclitics tend to be 

used even with second person pronouns. Hence 

og) = "you are". 

2. The vowel with the consonant which ceases to be 

pronounced is often written on the preceding consonant 

if it has no vowel, - w; - and the two may be 

written as one word. 

3. If the preceding consonant does have a vowel a merging 

takes place, e.g. 

Exercise iii 

(a) Translate into Syriac; 

1. This is the king of the land 

2. V/hich gate is our gate? 

OCO becomes 



2 

(b) Ij-B.nsla.t0 into English! 

\X- ^ 

• Ui bo4 ^7 

* 

CO^COCui c^h 

. 000 

J-r 

li 
rr 

;bol 

1^^ 

. )a\:\. 1!1ocl5> b^j/ 

. 1tj / 
A ^ ^ 

-A 

cO'k^ 0/ b^_/ 14^0! 

ho / vJ;<^ ^ bo/ ^OT)/ coX ‘bo / 

CjO) v = \ * 

Vocabulary lor the above 

0 \ . 

O f 

Lo -rr 
Ci^ 

r-vioo-j, 
... q/ 

ar 

king 

1 and (fern. ) 

apo.s tie 

messiah, Christ 

by , in, with (like 

will 

truly 

light 

world, eternity 

for (placed second) 

love 

priest 

either . or 

father (takes suffixes 

irregularly) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 



all 

always 

with (like 

everything 

belonging to (takes suffixes 

like 111.5 ) 



IV. The verb: simple perfect and participle forms 

Illustrative texts 

^ ^ > 
\x-Ci.lL.Q 

'k \ 
.CS) \ 

■hs . ca:>clj^ 

A bo/ 

(Lk 5:25) And he took his 

bed and went home. 

Some of them fled and some 

they took into captivity. 

(Mt 9:9) As Jesus passed on 

from there he saw a man. 

(Mk 14:64) From his mouth 

you have heard the blasphemy 

(Jn 21:15) Simon son of Jona 

do you love me more than 

these? 

Analysis 

1 , \ (s^qal) is the simplest form (3rd person masculine 

singular - "he" - form) of the basic perfect tense of the 

Syriac verbal system. It corresponds to the past tense, "he 

took". A series of suffixes indicates the differences of 

pe'fson (I, you, she, etc.), a separate pronoun being 

unnecessary, though sometimes added for emphasis. 

rvy cSri is the noun , "bed", with suffix "his". 

went", is basically the same as except 

that tiie initial ^alap must have a full vowel with it; hence 

tne , whicii moves on to the prefixed O . ( \ / 

Vi; becomeif o ). 

1 <? 
ICs^ , 11 house f I 



V 
. 
is a surrix<*d lonii oi ^ . 

11 ri'oiii, than", 

usud iiure in a partitive sense, "some ol tliein (Compare 

(‘^^raq) is the 3rd masc.plural perfect of 

»I fled". 

o ; 

•U 

similarly from ■—, "led, took". 

is I , ’’captivity", with the 

preposition , "with, in, into, by". It has to be attached 

directly to the word it goes with (like in III .5) . 

y>' 
3. , "when, as". 

V?VV , like ^ 

crossed over". 

9 lA 

above, but meaning "passed by. 

L , "there" . 

1 Ux> , is fundamentally the same as \ , except that 

with tiie verbs ending in ^ alap the final vowel is ^ rather 

than and the ^alap is not pronounced (see XII). The 

"man " 

meaning is "he saw". 

-A. 

4. , "mouth". 

is another perfect verb form, with the 2nd. 

person masculine plural ending, meaning "you (have) heard". 

. ■'DiasDUemv" . ^ 

7> • ^ _ _ _^ . . . . . , . ) 
vJO r in III.5. The chief 

j ^rp*» "blasphemy". 

5. \ai> 

chcirs-Cforistic of flio p9.rticiplGS of tho simplo fyp© is tdo 

vowel in the first syllable. The second syllable usually has 

as here, though in some verbs is found (as in ; Nq / 

The meaning is "loving", iVith a pronoun it may be used to 

produce a finite form (like the participle in English). 

. See III.D. ^ can be used simply to indicate 

) . 

the object ci a verb, as here. 



"abundant”, with Sn means "more”. 
cc: 

A Question is often indicated in Syriac by intonation 

-.lid can be detected in texts only from the context. 

Gramniatical syntiiesis 

A. Must verbs in Syriac have three root consonants. These 

root CQ,i:i3onants appear in a number of patterns or stems. The 

basic pattern is called the simple stem of the verb. This 

simple stem of the verb is described as p®^al on the basis of 

Ihe set oi' root letters 

o.inguLar C)! tl^e root in 

shows the vowel patterns 

dnfferent persons. 

being the 3rd masc. 

this stem). The list set out below 

and endings used to indicate the 

S^qal 

^eqlat 

5^qalt 

3®qalt 

5eqlet 

&^qal 

qal 

5•qaltun 

he took 

she took 

you (masc.sing.) took 

you (fern.sing.) took 

I took 

they took 

they (fern.) took (note 

double dots) 

you (masc.plur.) took 

g®qalten you (fera.plur*. ) took 

5^qaln we took 

Alternative meaningsin particular contexts can be ”he has taken 

"iie had taken”, "he will have taken”. 

The full list of forms for | |_k> will be given later (XII) as 

are other verbal patterns or stems (VIII). 



B. Par l iciples 

Active 

Passive 

(plural 0> A. V "taking, carrying I I 

(plural . . ri , "taken, carried"._ 

I'or Verbs like 1 )_m tlie active pai'ticiple is quite ncjrinal ; i 
I’' 9 

Exercise iv 

(a) Translate into Syriac; 

1. We are taking the bed of the man. 

2. We heard everytning. 

3. The apostle saw the Messiah 

(b) Translate into English: 



Vo c R b u 1Mr y 1Q p t- h 0 a, b o v g 

1 ^ I • V I 

wrote 

thus 

opened 

city 

went out 

made 

like 

sword 

sharp (a passive participle) 

I ^ answered (see 1 ) 

angel 

said ( see^^ I \ ) 

word 

limong 

brothers 

fell 

fetters, 

hand 

going up 

together 

temple 

t ime 

p V a y e r 

behold 

crippled 

womb, entrails 

I ® 7 (singular \^( ) 

bonds, chains (plural) 

(participle) 

(passive participle) 

mother 



V. tSy. I . and composite tenses 

I llustrative texts 

(I Cor 2:16) We, however, 

possess tlie mind of Christ. 

(Jn 1:10) He was in the world 

and the world was through his 

power. 

On this mountain was the 

blessed Panbo, the teacher. 

Ilis mother, however, was from 

the city of Amida. 

(Mk 3:2) And they were keeping 

v/atch over him. 

V g > 
iog) v„) And no man had gone out . 

Analysis 

1. A.' to us": may have the sense "belonging to". 

"but, nov/, however," is placed second In the 

sentence. 

I "mind". 

ts./, , means basically "there is/was". It is very commonly 

ised as a word for "is, are, etc.", here followed by a 

■epetition of "Belonging to us, however, the mind of Christ 

.s belonging to us". 

\ 5 
ICCf) is the 3rd masc. sing. perfect of the verb 

s frequently used, especially in its enclitic form I 

n combination with and other verbs (below). 

was" . 

0 
It 



can mean ”by means of" and 1m ^ "power" as well as • “X- 

iiand" . (Nolc? the tendency for ) to become silent and lose 

Xts vowel.) 

. oo^ : th e pronoun suffix anticipates the following nominal 

0 P 
blessed man, sa int" ; 

phrase. 

1 ® v'" I ^ OJL , "mountain"; 

"teacher". 

1. ^1. u frequently takes a relevant suffix to produce 

instead of "there is", "she, they etc. is, are etc.". Here it 

is the fern.sing.3rd person suffix and it-should-be noted that 

the plural-type suffixes are used. 

Lcco, i 1 s the 3rd fern.sing, of ICCO , enclitic, and makes 

ti]e sense clearly past. 

5. ^ , plur.active participle from , "kept, guarded" 

^ \ 0 
OOCO is the 3rd rnasc.plur. enclitic from JCCO a^nd with a 

participle produces a continuous past sense: "they were 

keeping... »t 

f t 

For W , see IV.5. 

0 ) 
6. ( , is an alternative form of (. "man 

A perfect verb followed by a form of )QC0, as here, may I," 

produce the sense "he had gone out". 

Grammatical Synthesis 

A. The perfect 
19 

tense ofICCO • 

\ ^ icaCO he was 

LCCT) she was 

you were 

ocO you (fem. ) were 

• 

I was 

jyr 

CCCQ they were 



they (lem.) were 

you were 

you (fern.) were 

we were 

Tenses. We now have tile following p 

1. A. , "he took". 

2 . eAi , "he is taking". 

3. logo .eii , "he was taking". 

4 . loco 'esu.. , "he liad taken" (or 

ossibilities: 

"he took"). 

Exercise v 

(a) Translate into Syriac: 

1. You were going out from the temple of God. 

2. There was an angel in the city. 

3. The king had opened the gate of his house. 

( b ) I'r an s 1 a t e into English; 

9 
OCf) 

>- 
o 1 

0 
CCS) 

>■ 
coo K,l 

0 jy Q \ ^ 
\ L 3 

>^000 

\ 5 
ICCO '^COC 

>- 
CCO coo 

\ coo <>-»c>)C 

c:5)cb.|^ 

l7 

^ ^ CCO 5 

.IdJ^QCo 

.bo-dJtL 



VocabuJary for the above 

answer 

letters 

youth 

pagan 

beginning 

towards, with 

holy man 

lord (title of saints and 

church leaders) 

race, Ihurily 

Syrian 

until now, as yet 

to, belonging to, by 

Persians 



•1 

V] . Nouns and adjectives. The genitive relationship) 

Illustrative texts 

1. .1,^1 11 
A • — ^ 

2. IaJ3'o 

3. CO*^ 1-k>jlAJO CO) 
d • — W/ 

i «> 

4 . 

5. 

J^OJ 1.^-^ V, 

Llv l4» llli lil cS 
I X 

ccf)o 

(Lk 8:11) The seed is the 

word of God. 

(Lk 15:2) And the Pharisees 

were murmuring and saying ... 

(Mt 16:16) You are the Christ 

tne son of the living God. 

I'he church had been made 

into a fire-temple. 

And this report reached the 

king of kings. 

Analysis 

I 9 .> 
1. t f 

seed , is a noun of the most common form The L” 

ia a suffix which originally indicated definiteness ("the 

seed"), but in standard Syriac it has no such special meaning. 

The meaning can be definite or indefinite ("a seed, the seed"). 

Traditional grammar calls it the "emphatic" state of the noun 

to distingU'ish it from the ab.solute and construct (below) It 

should be noted that this term does not refer to any emphasis 

in the meaning. 

It!^, ’word", IS similar except that it has the ending 

added to the L characteristic of feminine nouns 

r-epresent "of" (see III. 2), in 

which case the words linked by 5 appear in their ordinary, i.e. 

"emphatic" form. This is tne most ccnmon way of conveying the 



genitive relationship between nouns. 

2 . ’Pharisees", is also an "emphatic" or ordinary 

form, but with the plural masculine ending I— . 

7^?’ ’ 'murmuring", is a participle (see IV) and its 

plural ending is not If but the so-called absolute ending 

, which is used principally on adjectives used as 

predicates (as here). Adjectives agree in number and gender 

with the nouns they refer to. 

3. CO: in this phrase ^ is used for the genitive, but the 

following noun is anticipated by the pronoun suffix. Hence 

literally we have "iiis son of God". 

L-Lxi , "living". 

4 . 
0 

is a passive participle (see IV), "done, made". 

Since it is the predicate it has the absolute, not the 

"emphatic" form and since the subject is feminine, it too is 

I ^ 
feminine. Hence the feminine absolute singular ending 1— , 

which happens to be identical in form with the masculine_ 

"emphatic". 

"church", feminine, ordinary form. 

1 0 -p) 

I ^ cJj ts-fc-Ah , "temple/house of fire", demonstrates an 

alternative way of indicating the genitive relationship - not 

using 9 . In this less frequent method the first noun is given 

a special form distinct from the "emphatic'* and absolute forms. 

This third form is called the construct. Thus the ordinary form 

of thp word for "house" is : its construct 

5. lAu; , "report", is "empiiatic", its construct being 

reached" (see 1 IV.3). 

construct of 

, "king of kings", is made up of the singular 

, "king", followed by its "emphatic" plural. 



Gi‘antr:ia11 cal Synthesis 

A. Nouns and adjectives have endings to distinguish singu±ar, 

piural, masculine, feminine and the three uses which a noun 

or adjective may have in a sentence; ordinary/ emphatic , 

\0 
absolute, construct. The word \ , "good”, provides a 

convenient model. 

Ordinary /''Emphatic 

Absolute 

Construct 

t» 

Masculine 
Singular Plural 

Feminine 
Singular Plural 

9 

B. Adjectives agree with the noun they refer to in number 

and gender. 

0 C. In and a number of nouns and adjectives the vowel 

pattern of the basic word does not change when endings are 

added. In many nouns and adjectives the vow'el pattern of tiie 

stem does change. For example, 

becomes (construct) 

( \\^ becomes >DAv (construct) 

These represent tw'O main types and further examples will appear 

in later sections. (Henceforth the term "emphatic" wuil be 

avoided. But attention is drawn to nouns which are absolute 

or construct. ) 

D. Tiie genitive relationship can be expressed in Syriac in 

three ways: 

1. Using 5 

2. Using ^ and an anticipatory pronoun: 

3. Using the construct of the first noun; IAaRj u.a 

The last is much rarer than the other two. 



i'ixerciye vi 

(3.) li^nsxcitG into Syriaci 

1. The light of Christ is good. 

2. liie word oi the king is written in the letters of 

tne messenger (angel). 

3. The good land is in the hand of the Syrian. 

(b) Translate into English; 

U 1- / * o ^ ** 

..6fC:e^ B/ ]!f litsj/ 2. 

. .CO cL lc>)^ V 3. 

i £Q-I 

,,L5 0 
CO 

\ () > 
arv-j v.3.\. o ; 1 

9 

Cf) It^ u >- 
Do 1!'.^% «aA^ D 

# 

^ . 

5. 

6. 

# « Si 

Vocabulary for the above 

carpenter 

in authority (adjective) 

1] u s b an d , master 

animals rcollective sing 

tribe 

\'^o .. Jr 
nobles 

iL’oiSo kingdom 

servant 



iiead 

walled city 

heard, listened to 

voice 

lord (of God) 

anger 

anger, wrath 



VII . The verb: s^imple imperfect and imperative. Uses of 9 . 

Illustrative texts 

'y> •sf’ 

(Mt 8:20) There is not 

anywhere for him to rest 

his head. 

And he was saying that there 

remained nov/here 'for the Franks 

to lay the head on the coast 

of the sea except Tyre. 

(Mt 10:33) Whoever denies me 

before men I will deny him 

also before my father who is 

in heaven. 

. V. ca-\ ’w^o/o And lie said to him "Draw near, 

apostle of Christ". 

Overthrow from before me all 

the heresies. 

Analysis 

is used in exactly the same way as Is/ and means "there 1 . 

is not" ( ^ 

means "wnere, anywhere", introducing a subordinate 

clause. 
-rr 

7 
IS 

, "rested, 

and by contrast 

to the future 

the imperfect tense, 3rd rnasc.sing. of the verb 

lay". This is the simplest form of the imperfect 

with the perfect this tense corresponds usually 

Hence literally "he will rest", though the same 



form is used also for "he would rest" which may be -implied b\ 

I hie con tex t . 
0 

"[lead" . in. 
2. ^ also introduces indirect statements, corresponding to 

# 

English "that" as in: He said that he did it. 
0 

I A^ ^ "remained", (se(/ lurther on this type of verb in XI 

V> m 1 is the imperfect, 3rd masc.plur. of • 

P ' 
I t Q’’eenst” : here construct with LjCL> , 

T N 

X J . 

sea 

^ w ^fT> , "except" . 

"whoever", introduces a subordinate clause. 

\ is 3rd masc . sing . imperfect of , "denied". 

rr 
* 

while j is the 1st sing. 

)oto is a preposition, "before". 

t 0'9 V I 9 0 > 
I \ : the plural of ) a. < ; (construct phrases), 

"also". 

II/, f ather". /, a suffixed form of 

is simply "in heaven". The prefixed ^ changes 

this into a relative clause: "who (is) in heaven", the f 
# 

being used as a relative particle whicli is invariable. 

4. is the masc . s ing . imper at i ve "draw nearl". 

Imperatives (masc .*sing. ) are derived from the imperfect by 

•x 
the removal of the prefix. I'hus "you will draw near" 

X 
V ^Ov C/S J "draw near". 

X 
5. ^Ol. XT) masc . s ing . imper at ive f rom ^4 , "tlirew, overthrew 

.with suffix. 

. with 
^ _-Tn 

> On.. Qq ■^/», "heresies" 

"all of them". 

is a loan-word from Greek and its 

form is anomalous. 



Graiiiuiat ical Synthcsis 

iiiii list of irnpurlcjct lornis 

^ \ r\ 
.P 

rr 
Cl 

\a2i 

l! 

neSqul 

tegqul 

tesqul 

LeSq^lin 

^ eSqul 

ne§q^lun 

neSq^Ian 

teSq^lun 

teJ5q^ Ian 

neSqul 

(jI the simple (p^^aJ) stern: 

he will take 

she will take 

you (masc.sing.) will take 

you (fern, sing.) v/ill take 

I will take 

they (masc.) will take 

they (fern.) will take 

you (masc.plur.) will take 

you (fem.plur.) will take 

we w’ill take 

ii. The imperatives are; 

-rr 
a£^ 

clQjl. 

cX.r\Q 
V 

s^qul take! (masc.sing.) 

§ ^ q u 1 take! (fern.sing.) 

S^qul ) 
) take 1 (masc.plur.) 

S^qulun) ) 

S^qul ) 

S * q u 1 e n 
) take ! (fern.plur.) 
) 

1 . e. 

They are used as in English except that for prohibitions 

negative commands, the imperfect is used, preceded by 

(Cf. (b) 2 in Exercise). 

Uses of 5 : 

1. To mean ”of”. 

2 As the relative word: 
9> 

"our father, who 

art in heaven". 

To form subordinating conjunctions like 



To mean "that", introducing indirect speech (and 4 . 

5 . 

sometimes direct speech - a quotation: see Exercise,vii.5 ) . 

For purpose, "so that, in order that", introducing a 

purpose clause . 

It is alvv’ays attached to the following w'ord and has no 

vowel if the following consonant lias a vowel written with it. 

Otherwise it is pronounced } , da-. (The same rule applies to 
0 ■ ■■ 

V ^ and O , prefixed to other words). 

Exercise vii 

(a) Translate into dyriac; 

1. V/e will take the sword. 

2. lie said that he W(.)uid overthrow the kingdom. 

3 . Write to my f atiiei'. 

(b) Translate into Englisli: 

Cl5\jO 
7) 9 

9 \ 

do Q 1 • 

p 

. ^ y UA■! ( Q-aj 
tr 

o 

3 . 

Ia.^oO^ Lido/ 
» >*\ 

A 

> 

^ o»So!> Sto ]\\ ado/') o. 

. ooEa\.'^ 1 •; C&^\ J.1L 
\7 

Vocabulary for the above 

put (compare 

mind, thought 

worked 



wages 

ate (compare 

bread 

rebuked, c omp1ain ed 

cut off 

pardoned 

debt 

just as 

debtor 

spirit (fern.) 

holiness 

separated 

gave (Here the enclitic form of ’’we" 

is attached to the first participle) 

except ( 

prisoner 

not) 



VIII. Derived stems of the verb 

Introduction 

Modifications of the meanin[j of a verb s simple stem 

(above) can be produced in Syriac and other Semitic languages 

by adding prefixes and/or modifying the vowel pattern. Syriac 

has five common derived stems (and a few rarer ones) but most 

verbs occur only in one or two of tlie stems, often with 

meanings of a sj.mple type, like those of the simple stem (p^ al). 

Illustrative texts 

1. wXlsD? \. (Lk 17:9) He did what was 

commanded him. 

(Mt 2:4) And he gathered all 

the chief priests. 

And he went out with joy of 

heart to the place at which he 

w^as martyred. 

And Salah-ad-Din similarly 

departed with them. 

After he had been excommunicated, 

he and those with him, and had 

received punishment. 

^ V , ’’made , did”; -pCa. "anything”. Unlike ordinary nouns 

this word does not normally change : "anything wdiich " 

is the 3rd masc.sing.perfect of a stem derived from 

, "commanded". Traditional gr;tmmar, using the verb V 



as a iHociel, called this the ^ el, the ^ejt being the chief 

characteristic. The t prefix, as elsewhere in Semitic verbs, 

has a re 1lexive/passive connotation. In meaning the ^etp^^el 

stem i.s usually the passive of the p^^al. Hence, "it was 

commanded". 

2 . , "gathered", is the 3rd.masc.sing.perfeet of the 

pa^el stem, distinguished by the vowel pattern and here derived 

from 11 gathered". This stem has an implicit doubling of 

the second root letter. This stem often conveys an intensific¬ 

ation of p^^al, tiiough this may not always be clearly represent 

m • 

in the appropriate English equivalent. 

\ 9 > 

^ is the plural inasc. construct of / ^ , 

9 9 

r t great ? f 

11 

3 

\ y y 
, "priest 

\X)(, went out, departed", pe.perfect. 

"joy"; , "unto, up to"; itL ^ , "place" . 

is 3rd masc.sing.perfeet ^etpa^al stem, usually 

the passive of the pa*^el, which for this verb is , "h he 

crowned" (often used of tiie crown of martyrdom). The ’et , 

characteristic of passives, reappears as in the ^etp^^el stem. 

but the different vowel p'jattern siiould be noted. 
> 

is the 3rd masc.sing, of the ^ap^el stem of the 

- .verb , "he took", which is used in this form to mean 

11 departed". The characteristic of this stem is the prefixed 

“^alap. Som.etimes it has a causative meaning, for example, 

made king, came to turning , "reigned", into 

O V ii 

11 

power". This same verbal root in the ^etpa^al stem means "took 

\ ^ 5) 
counsel". LOI^OO , "similarly, thus". 

o 

from 

P \ 
y j , "after", introducing a clause. 
• ^ ^ ^ 

y.-.uL/’ is the 3rd masc.sing.perfeet ^ettap^al, derived 

which does not occur in the p^^al stem, but in the 



'^ap^el corninonly means ”iie exconununicated" ( )D C ) . The 

^ettap^al, characterised by the double L , with at the 

inning, is tiie passive ol tiie ^ap^el. 

^ ^ rs , 3rd rnasc.sing. pa^el, "received, accepted . The 

p^^al means "accused". Doubling of b, g, d, k, p and t in the 

pa^el may be indicated by a dot, as here (see II, pp• 14-15). 

LL-^ )oA^ is an idiom for "punishment, capital 

punishment". 

Grammatical Synthesis 

The six main Syriac verb stems are listed here, using 

the example of , 

p* *^al 

^etp^ ^ el 

pa^ el 

^ etpa^ al 

^ap'el 

'^LL^ ’ettaph al 

which gives them their traditional names. 

Abbreviation 

(simple stem) pe. 

(often passive of simple ethpe. 

St em) 

(often intensive) pa. 

(often passive of the ethpa. 

pa^el stem) 

(often causative) aph. 

(often passive of the ettaph. 

^ap^el stem) 

(The abbreviations are used to identify the stem, but the full 

title is retained wherever it is important that the student 

should note the details of the particular stem). 

The other persons of the perfect and the imperfects 

are formed by the addition of the prefixes and suffixes already 

encountered in dealing with the p^^^al stem to the new stem. So, 

7) A 
e.g., the 3rd masc.sing.imperfect of the pa^el is 

the 3rd masc . p lur . per feet of the ^ap^^el stem is r\\\ ^ / 

whi le 



A lull list of forms, usin^ the verb ' I killed”, 

'Ail! ijo fcjund In Ihiradigrn 1. This should be understood and 

mastered, in its main features at least, before moving on to 

subsequent sections. 

exercise viii 

(a) Translate into Syriac: 

1. They were killed in this place. 

2. his son was made king. 

3. You will accept his word. 

(b) Translate into English: 

K- J V 

^ 1:^ 
Ci-J ( e/* \ii^ 

L/'’ 1] Icoj 

V 9 
^ O-A 905 1. 

>DCl_B 

\J 

-x NV Jw h 
1; 

9 ^ 7> 

u " X 

> 
CiCf) 

o L::^ 

X ♦ 

9 

.9 9 

« 

9 

^ a:^a^K \ o-Q ^ cfiLciSo 9 o AtCi_»eM 

les ]Ax |e.as ^ \.p 
LLcL'^i e, U 1? avl3ci99? 

^ 9 \0 ^ ' \ ^ ^ ^ . 9 
, .CO ? Lx^l—ri 

■?> >. 



Vocabulary for the above 

\ ^ 

> 

one rnouLli 

Arab (from 'J'ayile) 

b ro I lier 

pa. absolved 

blood 

reckoned, counted 

sin 

divided 

\v a r 

trouble 

t ime 

death 

wicked man 

Christian 

distress 

persecution 

harsh 

t yran t 

then 

descended (see XI) 

enemy 

atjreemen t 



IX. Other important verb forms ( imperatives, 

participles, infinitives, verbs beginning with s/5/s/z.) 

Illustrative Texts 

(Mt 2:11) And they fell down 

and worshipped him and opened 

their treasures and offered 

him gifts. 

2. 

CfL2kC> 
>r > 

O-a^CsSL/ 

3. IL A- %l )’ CO) 

• 9 
OO-Z) COO) 

> 

. l-J—c> 9 a_D a I 

(Mk 7:34) And he said to him 

"Be opened" and at that very 

moment his ears were opened. 

And when Addai had built the 

church, they were offering in 

it vows and offerings. 

(Lk 15:32) It was, however, 

fitting for us to be merry and 

to rejoice. 

And the Maphrian obeyed him and 

went up with him to the monaster 

Analysis 

is 3rd masc.plur.p^^al perfect of 11 worshipped, 1. O 

bowed down". This type of verb, usually intransitive, has 

the second syllable of the p^^’al. Of this group 

in 

and have been met already. In derived stems they are norma 

> 
but the pe.imperfect often has instead of O . 

reasure". 

is 3rd masc . plur . per feet pa. of > "touched", 



meaning in this stem, 

9 9 
1 t i),i-o'ai.uit near, offered". il ^ O O , 

11 

V 

offering". 

t^L/^ : et hpa . i.iipei'at ive niasc. singular f i orii 

t ? opened". hach derived lorin has its own imperative 

0 p 
. "hour". 

, 

"ear" 

3. 

u,/: 
\ 9 
\ V-"^ , pe.perfect, "built" (see etc . ) 

"offering", is the pa.participle (masc.plur.) 

frofii \ ^ the sing, being V—• Each derived form nas 

its own participles and infinitive 

\ 9 '7N 
"vow". 

4. is the pe. infinitive from ^Q-QQ-^ , "made merry", 

here, as usually, with ^ : "to make merry". 

9 . . . 
O is an active participle form (pe.) meaning "fitting . 

\9 I 9 . 
) wkOO is the pe. infinitive from 1 uxi , "rejoiced". 

Q ^ 
Verbs with final alap have for 

5. is 3rd masc.sing.perfect ethpe. of It 

illustrates the peculiarity that verbs beginning wi th , ^£:o , 

and I in the stems wiiii a L prefix transpose the L. and 

/ I . In addition, with ^ and I the L becomes 
V. 
t tie ! \j:x^ 

r'': ....'v/ ,,, 
respectively. lienee instead of ^ | ( w^e find 

The ethpe. means "was heard, obeyed". 

cA’O with suffix indicating the object. 

and 9 re 

. 'U ■ 

fdoQV , "dw’elling, monastery". 

11, "Maphrian' (a tJtle of the eastern patriarch 

in the Syrian Orthodox - Monophysjte tradition). 



Gr;ii.ij!iLiiIcal Syn 

A. Verbs with the vowel ^ in the p^^al stern perfect have in 

tne imperfect usually but are normal in the derived stems: 

Perfect Imperfect 

^ he feared 

- 

• 

4 

# 

Vr ' -A 
vQ-Xs, »J 

V 

\ 
\ 

B. A complete list of imperatives, infinitives and participles 

will be found in Paradigm 2. Note that there are pa. and aph. 

passive participles as well as ethpa. and ettaph. participles. 

The usage of participles is in practice the same as in English. 

C. Verbs with initial s, 5, s and z undergo transposition 

(miCtathesis) of the first root letter and the subsequent t 

of the derived stems. 

becomes 



Exercise ix 

(a) I'ranslate into Syriac; 

1. He said that tije king would be killed. 

2. It is not fitting to write this. 

3. Nobles, make the priest king! 

(b) Translate into English; 

Vocabulary for the above 
# 

Turkoman 

over, against, concerning 

place, region; plural 

ruled, prevailed over; 

pa. gave power (here 

passive participle) 

&vil thing 

many 

bore 

pa. spoke 

one 



53 

happened 

holy (one) 

cathedra (bishop’s chair) 

pa. explained 

people 

writing 

priestly 

. \9 / . > 
hand (construct oi 

”by means of" 



X. Peculiarities in verbs containing 11ura 1— 1 

Int rociuct ion-Grainmat ical Survey 

The number of totally irregular verbs in Syriac is very 

small. However, many verb.s contain consonants which regularly 

produce v'ariations of vocalisation. The biggest gioup is that 

/ COand j (which of verbs containing guttui'al letters 

counts as a guttural in Syriac). 

1. Verbs beginning with / have already been encounteied, e.g. , 

Oo h "lie said". The / always has a full vowel at the 

beginning of words. Thus the equivalent is / . 

Often the } quiesce_s_ and the vowel which belongs with it is 

ti'ansierred to the preceding consonant. Thus the pe. imperfect 

(transitive type, ) . See Paradigm 3, IS 

comparing it in detail with the ordinary verb forms, and noting 

particularly the aph. and ettaph. in which a O appears. 

2. In verbs ending with a guttural or j there is a general 

tendency for the vowel before the guttural or ^ to be rather 

tnan any other vowel. E.g., the imperfect of is 

"he will hear", while the ethpe. Is (Note here the 

exchange' olsjlk^and L : see I . 5) . See Paradigm 4. 

3. Verbs wiLii / in thiO miridle have pecu 1 i ai'1 t i es ariijing froni 

the nature of I whicii always (.Other bears a vowel or is 

cornpJetely silent, its vowel being transferred to the preceding 

consonant. E.g., \u. , "he asked" (note the vowel), is the 

pe. of this type, while its im.perfect is 

See Paradigm 5. 

( neS ^ al-> neSal) 

In the following il] texts some forms of these 

three kinds are introducec. Other examples will appear 



subsequently in texts, exercises and readings. The student 

should concern him/herself with the basic features of these 

verbs. Details will not then cause any problem. 

Illustrative Texts 

\ >- 
3. Q 

o 

U” [1^ 

(Lk 19:28) And when Jesus had 

said these things he went out 

ahead to go to Jerusalem. 

And he was killed in the war 

and his sons were led away 

prisoners. 

And he commanded his servants 

that they should kill every 

Egyptian who would meet them. 

(Jn 16:23f.) And on that day 

you will not ask me anything. 

Until now you have not asked 

anything in my name. 

He asked for Basil and he was 

told: ’’Tomorrow you can see 

him in the church”. 

Analysis 

1. ”he said”, a verb beginning w ith / , should be compared 

with the regular vowel pattern of 

oJio ; )ol-r^ , ’’ahead” (see )olO) with 3rd.sing. 

suf fix. 

\jIj i s the imperfect of the pe. of NX 1( . The ( has become wf. t 
silent; "he will go (out)". 



• > 

1^ 
L( is ti: e etnpe. massive) pe rfect : "ne 

u as killed” ^ • 

.. > 
on 0-1. C * • V 

^ i. 1 X t. V.. ^ ^ vA * . 
^ I ee ooiii^truct plur 

^ V I , V11.3) . 
o jll\ 

instead o 1 

t i*e e i :'*pe . pe r t ee t ra 

*’leu”, \>ith Its final f preceded by 

t::e pe. active participle 

^uz uses the departure :re:r th 

nuisc . plur . of 

o . 
The fina 

vowel pattern of 

u it V 

Lentrast 

the 2r.d plur. ir.'.perfect of^L^ , in whicn th 

I has become silent and its vowel nas rnoven on to tne . 

the usual 

\ « 9 
y A ry^ "now, this time’*. 

contrast 

: \ ^ j ’’name’*, with 

V" 

^ ^ 1 i \ S>» ^ ^ • % • 

,e asKea IS tne ua . s te:n ueriect oi ana i 

effect normal. 

"on a ̂  C O w vP f ^ f V. A. C, ^ ... . 1 .... A O > because of”. 

■usicri s t.ne etnue. oi 'kCo / . "ine ) i oecoming silent ana 

its vowel vuot written in the regular ) moviner on to th 

prefix. .Also the iinai ^ proauces an ”a” vowel in the last 

svllable. 9 

. 5 
•UPo. ■ toner row' 

1 
^ 5 5 

:» the active participle fro: • ? * » I ne saw 



. rilo Syrluc. ( a ) 'rr;i n.sia 

1 . /»'u vvi 11 go Io this city. 

iou (sing.masc. ) v.iil not hear the word of God. 

3. lie will ask for the book. 

(L) I’j’anslate Into hnglish: 

— \ V4/ 
\-^ •A. 

. . r\ .JL \o 

1. 

A- 
cxy) loco O 

-X\ ^U; I 

,1 
6j^ Lsa-bno IIaVla^ \A^ , 

rODoi. Ad lio.'t 

2 . 

3. 

4 . 

Vocabulary for the above 

•:r > 
O-i-AO 

# 

rr 
^ -p oco 

pa. sent 

envoy 

summer 

v-^VJSD apii. Oi'dainea; 

11^^) 

pe. devastated 

four 

) \ deacon 

ISofYC^Q bishop 

also, again 

• 

monk 

iall rest 

\ .'?' 9) 
Lifc^ women (related 

sought, required to give 

satisfact ion 

115/ i) 



XI Peculiarities verbs be and 

Introduction-Grainmatical Survey 

1. Verbs bet;inning with ^ frequently lose the ^ since it tends 

to be assimilated to a following letter unless a vowel 

intervenes. This occurs particularly in the aph. and ettaph. 

stems and normally in the imperfect of the pe. Thus for 

(see iv.2) the pe. imperfect is (the dot over the 

represents doubling); the aph. perfect is ^ ; the ettaph. 

perfect is LL/ . See Paradigm 6. 

2. Most verbs with initial were developed from verbs with 

an initial O which reappears in the aph. and ettaph. stems. 

(A small number of verbs has . In other forms tiie 

witiiout a vowel changes into tiie vowel I which may have ^ before 

it if it is not preceded by a prefix. The p^^al perfect 

normally has the vowel ^ . Thus for the root L the p^^al 

"he inherited"; ethpe. perfect is lL l/’ perfect is 

aph. perfect is See Paradigm 7. 

Illustrative Texts 

cooJoS-O (Mt 8:16) And they brought before 

him many demoniacs and he made 

their demons go out by the word. 

(Mk 15:32) Let the Christ, the 

king of Israel, come down now 

from the cross. 



o :i. a 

Ijl-Ii v^Q Q ’. 1 ll-'i^- 4 . 

And he dividend his ai’my and tliey 

were prepared and they encamped 

against the city for battle. 

The churches they uprooted, the 

j> CO sanct uar-ies - they demolished . and 

i-' 
• h 

.9 -r 
O-i. 

V o Llsj o cr^ 3v-a tssj 

the monasteries they burnt with 

f ire. 

(Mt 25:29) For to whoever has 

will be given and added to him. 

Analysis 

pa. perfect of.. yPs , meaning ''brought near". 

l-J Q_: "demoniac"; I Cl—» ^ , "demon" (plur. with suffix). 

is the aph. perfect nf tnPK \ , the^ having been 

absorbed, since no vowel would have followed it. 

ry li. i is the pe. imperfect (3rd masc.sing.) of the 

^ having disappeared. The imperfect is regularly used for wishes 

^ \ ^ 
LQi k r\ ) , "cross". 

. iLdr, 3 ' I. I» army . 

' XT 
: 3rd masc.plur.perfeet ethpa. of 9 b\., t ! was 

prepared". 

Q . Here the slips back on to the Ci , "and", but 

the ground form is CL^ b. , the 3rd masc.plur.perfeet pe. of 

, "sat, encamped". 

4. , "uprooted"; 
>• 

, "altar, sanctuary t f ; lU, 
' I ► iiionastery" . 

7) 
Ci jSa the 3rd masc.plur.perfeet aph. of the root j 

This transitive form means "they burnt", 

reappears in this form. 

The original Q 



5. is the regular imperfect pattern of the ethpe 

of verbs witii initial 
Tne verb . "gave" is peculiar 

in Seme forms, the OO not being pronounced and its \ouel bexiig 

or "he will give 

\Lr. 
moved forward on to the v—» . Also, f 

completely different root is used - 

is the ettaph. stem from the root ^ -On ^ 

pe.), used in this stem and in tne apii. to mean iespectivel> 

"was added" and "added, did again". 

Exercise xi 

(a) Translate into Syriac: 

1. We will cause the great men to go out. 

2. He will inherit the cuarth. 

3. lie burned the city. 

(b) Translate into'English: * ^ 

11; K4 J 11/ ^1, 
iL’dzi^ .-30L 

. cA)^\ bolm^o l3cnj9 Wl'tiD Lot^o 

1. 

2. 

3 . 



Vocabulary for tne abova 

bo)_S:) 

liie (a plural form) 

patriarch 

thing 

p] ur . ) U Q_. 

resurrection 

lainpstancl, candle 

gold 

silver 

and^other, etcetera 

authority 

Magian, Persian priest 

on account what, why? 

aph. Here 

participle) brought 

Lurned, returned, changed 

elder, priest 

document, deed 



<11. Peculiarities; in verbs witli onlj/ two root consonant^ 

Introduction-Grammatical Survey 

Many verbs are like 

9 

! f 

J\ rrs met already (VII) with two 

_onsonants and ^ in the pe. perfect. The corresponding 

imperfect normally has , while the pe. participle has an 

^alap (by analogy with the verbs with ^alap in the middle), 

rhe aph. and ettaph. perfect and imperfect, have the \ouel 

V k . Thus for the root : pe . periect —O , lie ^ose 
=• vr 

.mperfect ^ O \ ; participle ^ LO , aph. perfec 

)ee Paradigm 8. . (Note that ^1-0 may be found under ^ O-O in 

lictionaries, since these verbs originally had tiiree root 

. e 11 e r s ) . 

L Another group has its third root letter identical with ti:ie 

:econd (see 'e. VIII). Tne letter only appears once in many 

'orrns - pe., aph., and ettaph. stems. Thus for the pe., 'e., 

'he entered”; imperfect ^ ; aph. perfect ; ettaph. 

)er f ect :t See paradigm 9. 

I A major group of verbs ends in the pe. stem perfect in 

- 1 ^ \ 9 
a, see taking endings like |C>C0(V). In these, it is 

o be noted, the final ^alap is not a root letter but simply the 

ign of H. This takes the place of an original v ^ which 

I—^ L/^ , "he was seen”. 

rnperfects end in J , e.g., pe. j 
eappears in many forms, e.g., ethpe. 

r, i , he wi11 see”. See 

aradigm 10. 



Illustrative Texts 

) .9 

1 • /o uCDclA o v£Dcl\qu^ )a_£iO 

. CO 

2 Lj’v-O )Q-.^/ 
^ t 9 P 

/ 

-6. 
O 

# 

. CO \ 0 5 9 
• • 

o 

Q Q 
C1«1 
> 9 

9f L^ j_.l^ 
\AiA' bsiir'Jvi/’ 

# # 

1. OO l! 11 Q\ 

\i\ CaSi 

. )-l^ 5/^CfAlc 

OO 

D . U'l^Cv li?/ cA^oo 

O’. e/o" 

.)tsi-."6o 

(Acts 13:16) Paul arose and 

raised his hand. 

(Lk 1:69) And he has raised up 

for us a horn of salvation in 

the house of David his servant. 

And Alexander went with the 

embassy to Darius'until he 

entered Babylon. 

And when he returned to his 

kingdom he imposed a poll-tax 

on all._his^country . _ 

And they filled the land with 

those killed and came and 

encamped against the city of 

Mu'arra. 

Analysis 

1 . is the 3rd masc.sing. perfect pe. of a two-consonant 

root meaning ’’arose, stood”. 

( is the corresponding aph. from v.Slj , meaning 

’’raised, waved” . 
^ 9 

2. )a J^O/ : 3rd masc.sing. perfect aph. from )Ci JOi. 

\’> \ ^ A • ^ 
’’horn”; i-C> >0.3 , ’’redemption, salvation”. 

3 ’’embassy, mission”. 

is 3rd masc.sing. perfect pe. from the root 

"entered”. The second and third root letters appear only once 



4. of a verb which I is the 3rd masc.sing. perfect pe. 

has become two-consonant as a result of the loss of a final 

(p^na) : ’’turned, returned". 

11 

) Id- 
is the 3rd masc.sing. perfect of the aph. of PO 9 

threw, poured". Here the original c_* reappears and the 

meaning is "he placed, imposed". 
9 

) ^ »9 Q fv*> , a construct phrase, literally ' money of th 

\ ^ la 
11^, "filled, 

head", is an idiom for "poll-tax" (note ordinary form tiiXXidi ) 

5. oSio is the 3rd masc.plui'. pe. perfect of 

was full’’. The vowel a of UUo is modified when the plur. 

endinn is added. 

1 s basically the pe. passive participle of '%o, 
here used as a noun, "those killed, the slain". 

qL/ is analogous to above, but from ) i!;:* — came 

which has the extra vowel because of the initial ^alap. 

Cl ^ : see aAy> , O L ? , fr( see u—. o u ( . irom 

encamped". The pa. means "began" ( 

, "loosed, dwelt, 

) . 

Exercise xii 

(a) Translate into Syriac: 

1. They put the book in the hand of the king. 

2. He will not enter the kingdom. 

3. They returned from the battle. 

(b) Translate into English: 



X 1 t • 
rr 

bicA CO 

LLIX’ 

34 09 C0_1 it\ bo'A. li-. 

,9 

-. J». 
>44 oco 

UAx? Lici cS) li!ALi^ 

5% 

r*? 
r ■> >- 7i 
►jD^ Cfvxo^-^ C0_OO . 

Q_C4 

Jl. 
Q 3Ckj Cs5) Lii La AI-S ^CJV- 

.lAoajS'? lAlXo 
bsS_>aCra'OX.^ CJvX y ^ 

Cf\A ^ tx^x? 'XAv.^9 '^9 Cs§^ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Vocabulary for the above 

x-z^cn 

U -4, )W 

pe. participle of )ai4 

opposite, against 

sent 

experience, test 

pe . imperative of 

lord/the Lord 

depicted, painted 

picture, image 

pe. passive participle (construct) 

orie 

beauty, virtue 

chose (here pe. passive participle, 

’’emphatic", used as an adjective: 

elect, pure, eminent) 

high 

than (comparison, see IV.5) 

tongue, speech 

pa. remained 



vt'.i r 

*'' ' A 1' 1. ~ Ll \* ^ 

•«» -V »> r • > 
*4«V. V 

^ tr V like I'U i V. 11:: 

g t^V) 

lili 

ini d 1 e ^) 

L'a::!a: 

V.. i\ W %*. 4^4. ▲A A 

V. ^ (used of diphtheri 

K ecuu se 

»> • 4 .ov eu 

4*4 w »t Va \ t'4 O , 

i t: le ; adverb 

etc. 



XIII OV ’ 
—pronouns attarhpri to verbs. Adverbs. Other 

derived forms of verbs 

Illustrative Texts 

1. 
Bo)/ 

2 Bo QJLbO O ^ r\ ) (^ i 

JClBKcu . 'n^CTUaJ U—>s^J..JlJ ^ 

3 . 
;r 

.OCfUXL^u 

.tsjlA-^L ocAa.'o 

4 . a\ )c^ 
'TT 

ccf\iixjriA. 

'n' 
g—^ bL \o 

Analysis 
> 

) 1 

He made him turn back because of 

his fear to bring him into the 

city. 

They ran against Romanus in 

order tnat they might kill him. 

They confused their order and 

they fled hastily. 

(Acts 13:33) Behold God has 

fulfilled it to us, their sons. 

And all the people of the church 

were pr^^ying there diligently. 

1. Cf)Jl^Cf)/ is the 3rd masc . sing . aph . of CO with the 

pronoun suffix ’’him” attached. This is a normal procedure and 

w j. t h s u f f i x : coA’* The equivalent to tlie use of 

pronouns are similar to those attached to nouns and prepositions, 

except that there is no 3rd plur.form, the enclitic form of the 

independent personal pronoun being used instead. The vowel 

pattern of the whole word is often modified as in this case. 
J 

"fear". 

3rd masc.sing.imperfect aph. of , "entered", 

V \\?> v/ith "him" suffix, equivaJent to OVA \XX_J . 

2 . 

t ! h 

"hastened, ran". 

^ 0 (y 7) 9 
^V|vr\ i : 0> > , "they will/might kill", with 

im” suffix in a form commonly found as an alternative to Or) . 



3. ^n \ "X \ ^ ib- again a I'orm wi 

This is added to the 3rd masc.piur. oi 

b form derived from 

be called a 

th object sui'fix . 

> \ 
which IS in 

effect an additional rather rare vei 

) , "confused". For convenience it may 

palpel form. 

LcLa* , "order, rank". 

tx.1 zLjL-f^ L , "hastily, earnestly", is a typical 

formation based on the noun | \ q ~n ^ ^ I , vehemence". Ihe ending 

adverbial 

forms adverbs. 

4 . ca , wiien tile pronoun removea , is ^ 

- verb . 
6 

Thi 

is another rare derived form based on the verb /J-JO . Tlie 

meaning attached to this pattern is often causative and in tins 

case is "completed, made full, lulfiiJed". The form is called 

Sapel since in verbs v/itn an ordinary third consonant the form 

enslaved, caused to serve". 

11\\ 
5 

^ V IS , e.g. , ^ 11 

, is the pa. active participle from )j^ , "bent", which 

in pa. means "prayed". 

^ ‘ ‘ ^ "diligently" (see i I r> "diligence") 

The ending ts» / ia com/nonly used to lor!;i adverbs from noun 

and aajectives. 



Graf/iniutical Svntiiesi a 

Notes: 1. 

suffixes attached to verbs: 

me s a.L 

you (masc.sing.) 7 
you (fern.sing.) 

cru (after consonant) 

( after Q *^ ) 
nim 

(after ^ ) 

(after ) 

her 

us 

OV 

"C 
rr 

you (masc.plur.) 
> 

you (fern.plur. ) 

T n 
There are no 3rd.plur . suffixes but v,ClJ { and 

p 
( arc- used instead 

2. I'he addition of a suffix disrupts the vowel 

pattern of a verb. 
\9 19 

3. The final j of verbs like ] ]^ produces special 

vowel mutations when suffixes are added. 

See Paradigms 11 and 12. 

X and B. Other rare derived verb forms like 

\: include the iollow'ing patterns (based on 

sap'^el; pa'lei; pawlel; p*^al‘'el; pay‘el; pad’ll, 

i'he pattern for the audition of suffixes and prefixes to 

indicate tense and person is like that of the aph. 



L’xfcjrelive xiii 

(a) Translate into Syriac: 

1. The king enslaved him. 

2. He will make you king. 

3. The priests killed him. 

(b) Translate into English. 

IK .? 

iP ..P vV 

11 5/0 VI fy> 

ovi [s-.UiLa.Al’ 11’ LLlol LULlLrs 2. 

omli” u' ii!^wr 3. 

f 

\ >- 
Z^OC^ OCf^ \-^Ck 1 

b- J>- 
K ^ . QQ 

. .LLi&toa Iw'^^ y...'ll Via UuolSo 

ts.lL 
9 iw 

V-» \ 

4. 

i_fcaO 

Vocabulary for the above 

k-XI ( ^ took holc! of 

threw, lay (hands), put 

aph. raised (voice) 

village, field 

beat, struck 

blow (here plur.) 

chai n 

was fulfilled/finished; 

pa. finished, offered; 

(chains); 

ethpe. was handed over 

^pb. handed over 



Greek 

with mistakes, imperfectly 

pa. praised 

creation 

futility 

truly 

suffering 

pay^el stem: bore 

beaten 

pa. passive participle {"emphatic") of 

was low, lay down, etc.; pa. laid low, 

humbled (transitive) (Here passive participle) 



XIV Numerals,dates, days 

(Mt 14:17) We have here only 

five loaves and two fishes. 

In the days of Shapour the kin 

he killed there in one day 118 

martyrs. 

He cai7ie again to fight with 

Edessa (Orhay) on the twenty- 

fourth of the month of Illul, 

a Wednesday. 

In the year 305 of the Arabs 

were sent from the king, 

Constantine, ambassadors, two 

l L > ^ coA CCjO) 

liltL 
UAl 

Analysis 

persons. 

She had four sons, the first 

lushi, the second Shagati, the 

third Ukati, the fourth Tuli. 

1. "here". 

11 

five", is used with the feminine noun Ilf 

"loaf", in its absolute plural form. The absolute is Vftll use 

with a number, while, as in the other Semitzc languages, the 

numbers 3 to 10 have a feminine-looking form which is, however, 

used with masculine nouns, and a masculine-looking form (here) 

used with feminine nouns. The nun,her is placed before or after 

::he noun referi'ed to. 

"two", and all other numbers which distinguish 
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l^'ender have the noi'inal agreement of rnasc. with masc. and fern. 

\ ’ v/i th fern . Lj dJ , 

1 A' 

fish", is masc. "Two" with a feminine noun 

would l:)ey^U^L. 

r, >r 

v^-OOQ-a IS the construct plural of Ola, "day". 

ILto, " hundred" (common gender). 

v ^ \ fs>Cx) L, "eighteen", is the masculine form corresponding 

\ ^ > V 9 , 
to fern. / V \ L . Large numbers use "and", putting the 

biggur nuiribers first. 

1 
>- 

9 9 
>a)-Qo , 

h. 

witness, martyr". 

"one", masculine: the fern, is 

-r 9 ^ 
3. Q—V-C1X3 is the aph. infinitive of ^ V O wh i rh in aph. 

means ”ioughr". 

>> 
^\ , "twenty", does not distinguish gender, while 

( is the feminine form of "four", used in 

accordance with what iias been said above with the masc. noun 

us ‘ Q-1 . 

^ A 
^ n \ and ^ oLa\ are us ed to introduce the date in the 

montij or week. (Alternatively forms like "on the 

fourth’*, may be used). 

u ^ f = ( , construct of , "month". 

is a month name coi’responding approximately to 

September. 

’week", is used with the number, as here, to indicate 

0 iw ^ 
the days of the week. Thus is Sunday. 

4 . (note the line over the top) is a number, the alphabet 

having been used for this purpose. is 300; Cf) is 5. In full 

this would be U'^l. 

\ ^ ^ ) 
) V >-/ j indicates the dating system being used - i.e. the 

Islamic, based on 16 July 622 A.D. 



X C C 

1 VO> % 

'Ik 

k.t. c- 

X * 

.» 4> 

^ ^ "k 

« 

. .. <r t: ^ .t k. t 

V. X- « - c: * % ^ m ^ 

Se f-i' > "* > < 
V k« S. V* O 

— % V 

.i 1*6 

# 



7 5 

A. x\ umbers 

masc . fern. rnasc . fern. 

i. w~>s4 • IL 6, ItL., ltL..I 

2 . "L 
^ L" 7. Obxl. 

'■) O • It^L A 8. VlAoL ll^L 

4 . 9. 

5. 10. 1 ‘> tv>. 
> 

’, On \ 

rnasc . lem.(The first 
^ in these 

forms may be 
omitted) 

rnasc . fern. 

11 > 1^- W-M 

1 ^ ’> X- rkOa. vt^ 16. ; ob \ Lb»^ Iv nn s. LtS^ 

12 , 

_
1 4
 I'a^oxLvlf 2 7 • ^ I V <Vi\AN A. 

]3. 

_
i 1 -kiikL 18. Isdo L Ik^L 

1 4 . 
] 7i \t>- 

V Co ^ ( 1 o V \ t-V V "I. L 

lb. 1 V Co \_i^^Q-t 

20 
. ^ v>> 

TA l 30 

40 

50 

GO 

70 

80 

90 

iOO 

200 

300 

1000 

10,000 



Mo n t h s 

iNap.ie 

[)Q_.to] p] 
[^] 

£ 3 v^Q-k. ^ 

C. 

i: 

/ 

"-b- 

9 

9 
•g. A- 

. ’ ;p 

« 
J 

/-. 

L-^ 

rt I p 

TT 1 

App r oxim a t e equivalent 

October 

November 

December 

January 

Februarv 

Ma r ch 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Sept ember 

S u n d a v 

Mondav 
V 

Tuesdav 

’Wednesday 

Thursdav 

Fridav 
V 

Sat urdav 



erical value of consonants 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

( 

8 

9 

10 

; 

Cf) 

o 

J 

S_ik 

20 

30 \ 
200 ? 

300 oiL. 

40 400 L 
50 

60 \j:o 

70 

80 

90 

100 

and for 1000. 

^ can stand for 

this being indicated 

the corresponding 

by a dot above the 

nxercise xiv 

(a) Translate into Syriac; 

1. 'i’wenty-fiVO men. 

2. In tne yo'ar 57 of the Arabs. 

3. On the ninth of the month of July. 

(b) Translate into English: 

IKoi, 

.KiU^-3 

5. 

U-i 

•li’ 

> 
O ^ OQJ On 

ItL^ Uav-:^ . 1 ♦;£iqX.L*^Iq -IbxxL.NnL 
o_. ^ 

0 9 lOioJt log) \ 4/^ 
0 v9 . . . 9 o' 1 0 V 

1^;; i Z\X^Q 

1. 

,—2. 



5 

" ^ 9 . 
CS)Ci w-2>A. 

LL/S 

\q[)^ 
A 

6 ^ 

Vocabulary for the above 

■ "x Qri\ took 

after 

vintage, grape harvest 

bought; pa. so]d 

w i n e 

measure (of wine, oil, grain) 

dinar, denarius (monetary unit) 

qab (measure of c. 2 quarts) 

raisins (plur.only; fern.) 

nummus (a coin; plurO 

daughter 

('^atta) wife, woman 

was at rest, took rest (also ethpe.) 

w'ork, deed 

bent the knee; pa., blessed 

pa. sanctified 



I i 



Ii
a
p

e
r 
ie

c
t 

30 

VKKB PAKADIGMB 

Par adi^jrn 1. Perlecl and irnperlect ol ordinary verb sterns. 

o 
0) 

S . 3rd in . 

3rd 1. 

2na ;n. 

2 Li a i . 

J s t 

P . 3rd in . yCV-: 
o 

.a, 

pe . etnpe. pa. 

Srd f ( P . > '• 

2lid in, 

2nd f . 

1st 

vgoir 

V Cl- : 

Lr 

V KfN ._A]L u ' “• \ - 

> 

> 

V 

A 

S . 3rd iri( p 

3rd t. 

2nd in. 

2rid f. 

131 

P . 3rd in. 

3rd f. 

2nd iH. 

2nd 1. 

is l 

v-»— 

ClJ 
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(ji^y i 1 • e 11 ap h . 

V 
r^ . : 



Iinpcjr li t I vc*s , 1. n 11 n i L 1 u!• l i c i p i es . 



r:,\KJUf , 

/ 



Im
p

e
rf

e
c
t 

P
e
r
f
e
c
t 

Paradlj^in 3. vorbs beglnninti witli 





e
ti

lp
e
. 

p
a
. 

| 
e
tl

ip
a
. 

a
p

h
. 

e
tt

a
p
h
. 

Paracii;,^m 3 continued. 

OAT in.iodu: j 

* I
 c

 . 
p

 a
 s

 s
 i

 V
 t:?

 





Im
p

e
l 
f
e
e
t 

P
e
r
f
e
c
t 

3 

Paradigm 4. Verbs ending with a guttural. 

pe . e t . pa. 

t&«wr 

t\^ 1^ 
^ > )'> 

bSbo (Va./ 

; ceCCLA^ v^' csS^t-^l” 

L n: 
e-*^- 

'TT ^ 
v^a A. v^alV^io tWA- 

^teeotxA.^ 

; pbg-A^ > . C-VA t” 

V_» 

V Cl 

W^o fv.ij 

PalL 

W5o txA.b 

^.e^^<iA.b 
V ^ tvA. L^ 

V) 

\^c^'XNq_AeJ yaNP) P-Aj 

\_^cg>5a^ ir 

0 i 7) 

^P^.A. L 

9 > > 

^PoPaj 

vpup) iw_A.ir 

t>- ^ 
waa_Ae 

V ^ 



ettaph. e tiipa. apii. 

> > 

V cx^^,') JlJ 

fc> ^ M.) 



IM r'lLci i ;^in ‘1 c(jn I i n U( ‘cl 



1 

ik 

m 

1 



Ii
n
^
)e

rI
e
c
L
 

P
e
r
ic

'C
i 



9: 

utnpa. aph . et taph. 

ViL. r \u.} \uu; 
UIiIl/’ 

(r^-) UlulU 

t^U./" UUIl/’ 
^cJ^; c\L^(^ cX UkLir 

scTt^ll/" vcTt^UlLf 
uuliUr 

\Lli ■ \ljLLbo 

tM.. Vll.t ^ ■. \bLlb 

(r^.) \ULb \U.ti2 
4UlL- 

VULL 
vciiij 
pus 

v^lule 
piut pU"u 
XUj XliLtsS 



e
ta

p
a
. 

a
p

h
. 

i-
tt

a
p

n
. 

Paradig’i.i con t i a 

OA T injorTl'l] 
J I) 0 
> > 

•—1 • rH •H 
i-J X 

•H *j X 
::2 ri 7i 
H 

'H • 

'J • 
1—( O 

H 



Verljs li n i with 

pe . apn. u t taph. 

o 
Zj 

iM 
D 

O 
a; 

c; 
a, 

> 
•H 

?H 
D 

V Cl- 

V 

C^ C\^ \ 

.. > 

V a i 

V 
>- 
JL 

V-k 

^c\rsj 

V. 

oc^L’ 

^ 7) 

• -9 . ^ 

'C 

?) 

v_Q»Ou3 

._Ci.ciii 

a' cN Q_^ V 

Infinitive 

Ptc. active 

^ 0 

\ 

C. . 1 

koa) 

ir 
h±^Vll 

> 

V 

'T 
aJ •. Cl 

V Ck 

. i\\i 
S-Cia? 

'S > *r 
cjj::^ Kill 

V 
» 

> •>> 
i^/ 

L. 
.tv 

cx-^\ 

. ■■r^VlI.I 

. IJn^LU’ 
cBLir -t 

V_k L_ 

V- 

V_k. L_ n3-t L^ 

. CN^l 1^ 

’ * ^ r'^' ^ 

V 
r\ 

iSAttj 
Ate 

'v 

9 
V Q_Ci 

'c 

. \ 6- C:i2iL 
>. 

V C\^\ v. 

^,IL^ 

v. 

rr 

v^' 
Q c^r \ 

^iir 

._^lLh 
ci; c^hr 

9 
o No 

?>.> 

t* 
V-O-^L^O 

. 't ^ '?i 

X 

Ptc. passive 



Par uci I !4in 7 . V(.' r os K'ug i n 111 mwi I ii 

je . elnpe. aph . etlaph. 

Pic. passive 





Purudi^.n 6. 
^ ^ /""'ll Si 'C t 1 on 1 Verbs \vi t n fAX' consonnM..- i ..i ^ , 

'w/ 

D 

*J 
V 

'J 

pi' . 

9 
yxO 

V [> ^ 

C> 

,t\icxA 

I * I iipi ‘ p;i . 

a: •. ciXiJ2. V 

\_ . vs C\ 

-rr 
)0Q ' 

-Q L 
)OClJS L 

XOQ-Xi L 
V -T 

y^ciji^p 

V qXo ci_cyj 

ci_C\_j 
rr -TT 

ycSoo-bL 

^Q-dj 
'S 

yycxS^ 

deal:) 

^il; 

Kd .dll/ 

bSa^Ll-/'’ 

':T 

V 

v-PdiLQlL/'’ 

aldo^LL/^ 

. sLL^ 
b- 
L' -xb'xn^LL/ 

)a_^Lbo 

)(i-.^oi-l^ 

)Q . sLl 
>) 

.OcLdx L L. \'^ 

2_b 

> 
bdil-b 

v^tnyxlh 

-5 > 
yCb-. 

>- 

x^cii tbo-bx^ 

I * ^_bOLjk-C^ 

f>, V) . S \ 
9 > 
ddJ 

yCOd^L 
. ..P t. , 

^bdldL 

)o_^ Kj 

ysLo 

v 

-X 

ex; 

• 

I nilnilive 

Pie. aclive 

TV 
r\ Vir^ r\ vp': cbddLlb yCi-. ci-.Xi_2_0 

^..kV)G C^ v—*^. vbaAlQllJ^ ^ ’. 'T CN 

)a n>XD cxiA L bbo cxid-Ax) 
>0 )Id — 

yilriX} 

)CL^ I'bA yxbdSo PIC. passive 



cj t iipa. aph; (et taph.) 

V 

V 

Cv_ Q-b<LlA L / ^ 

l^l-^.Q> L I ^ 
\_k. 

bo-la L/ 

)a^Ll: 
yil^ LI! 

.Al._aLl! 

lb 

>> 

K 
V K A 
)a-x_Q 

Cl 
V t> , •?) 

V 

>aLDbv] 

LAl_»jQ />- 
N 

^ LvSQ_.J^('^ 

^ ^ \ 

CL;' qM-.^ 

^V) V r\ L 
« 

^ • 

*■ Qn b 

-i;r=!j_i^^9=±^jL. 
^ > Q> t 

v_^ : )q i>.Q L 
)n. (^L 
^ a L 
yi,^-0 /t- 

r\ V) . fL \ 
A ::i:^ 

. v:) \ CL \ 
\ :iL 

v^oJbQ_ia::^ L 
^_Au_q L 
\ ^ 

yxi-oL/" 

yx 

V K. No K 

iZi 

cl‘: oJnl-DLP v(l'; aAi^r 

■ ■ V^/- Ar^' 

Q. 
-rx g > 

)Q^ 

ci_XL-CLA) 

)Q_i-.^A) 

)CL&^0 

)a^LL? 

( UA.^- 

Btf^.) 

)O^LLsJ 

LlA 

( IAjL 

)CLL^LLb 

(UAji_ 

5^.) 



\' 
Oi_ 

L 
L 

CiV-::! 

N ^ 1 1 
' L^ 

L-^ eh. 

( 
V ^ J 

\ 

c u:^ 

\ ^ j 

1 

' -^^ s It 

-rr 
t .X-ZS.^ 

-rr ^ 

L-Ijj 

\ j 

rc 

V UZb L' 

' • • \ T» 
v^L- 

CT > 

—»• 

' - ^ 

:r 
_» \ d 

Ci ! :d_:^ 

^ \ ‘iJd 

V .Np 

/. 1 Li^ I 'li 

\ LZZ) tM 

<x.. 

iLi.L; 

€k, 

(<j.) 

^ k v’' 
C^' 

A 
) L~^ ' 

(r^^ 

^ A 
' L-^ 

(^•) 

^ 0 A . 
Oi 1 X) 

» 

*• A 
»i-::Oo 



10] 

'; L (1 j; U. . aiW) . L 1 ;ij>>l) . 

)ti.L/ >7/ lisli;’ 
eA. 1‘uIl/'' 

( ’^•) la/- IvisLL/' 
^LvilL/- 

LU/‘ LtiU/’ 

V 
Lu^ 
ITuS 

d--. dl-Ii 
• • 

u::^ 

V 
>, 

TLL^ 
ihr 

> > K 
) \_i:ilXj u~s^ 

6^c. 
T!. \i. 

w^-. U^L 

uiiL'- 

^ ^ N 

Cu^LLh 
v-^- \ 

u^tLI* 
t^.i K ^ 

V-I^ 
iv 

l-j:i 

Lbvj 
tv. 

LI! 

visJ-L 

^'-hh 

V 

.. > 
V 

vpUJd t 

i_d.L 
V 

dU2.Ltsj 

uslls! 

ill’ 
v‘ 

l_^ 

V-^i ui Its} > ^ 

^ > ) ll 

eJx. 

>i 

h 

jLiLL/ 

V C\_ *. 

_ 

a 

'TC 9 ^ K . ^ 
O ) L Lx:^ 

> > K r> 

^iJidLoo 

9 . V 

tii-^ 

\ Js V) 

JL^ • 

-. d L L /' 

atSlU^ 
^'iitLl’ 

■> 

dliLt^ 

> 
LTi ilhOo 



9 i)2 

Puradijin !(>)_. Verbs c'lidinb 111 

o 

o 
r\ 

O 
. 

0 

o 
3 
/*-• 

K-H 

l; 
> 

•H 

rt 
Jh 
l; 
3 

Iiiriul live 

Pie. active 

»lc. passive 





.04 

Pli radium 11. Pi'onoun su 

r.u.' 

to verbs. 

you (;n . s . ) you (f.s. ) 

o 
o 

V 

o 

a, 

> 

D 

V 
'5' 

a: 

Iniiiiitivt; pe. 

Iniinitive pa. 
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11 i Til U.S you (m. p . ) you ( f . p . ) 

CL_i 

Tv 
OT) 

9 
v>c^e 

av_.L\.kcA 

tAV — - 

V N 

S Ts V V ^ 

g ^ > " 
^CsUy::^ 

Ci\\ 

1“" \^v ^ 

cAja: c<) 

\?K -" ' ’ 

; vc 

q •>! . \.' I t- 
C/vA-.'. cf|. 

\fvi^ ^Vlt^ '^9 5 ■>> '?v>- 
a\.Ko<^C': v^cA^^Oy^a: 

. 'J . . ^ 

i_..,: yc^rxi-^:vCijAA^a y^^Ai-.: 

T^,"~ GTvJ-X^yi^ L"* 
'\ ■■ h 

y.J.-..A4.'-,Ci L 
-.t U' 

vt (Sy.^ Cj!S-1^CA-J 

V, 

'^Vv ^ 

Ai 

0 0 
d \. V ^\ ^ »> 

J .’4 

AAA 

*) V ^ 
(. vjCf)_^Ai(AJA 

COCaV^OlO 

. 9 \^ N 
of^A AIcaD 

cA^CpAiA 

C^ 1 }v Q^ 

\5a^Lc\^No y^LixS^pi^ 

I 



P
e
r
f
e
c
t 

p
a
. 

P
e
rf

e
c
t 

p
e
. 

Pronoun sullixn*o to J^aradi^^rn 12. 
Vi^r i')S (Midi ng in 

I. h; y(^Li ) ycui 
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ni.il her U3 you (m.p. ) you (f .y. ) 

^C1V_. t\a_ie 

o,_» bs^Xix^ 

•Xv \ 



Ser t a 

/ 

Tab It? of sc-riuls and vowel sigij. 

Nestori-? n Arabic 

I 
Est ran[;ein 

Ll^uI valejot 

Hebrew 
Equivalent 

A 

!> r\ 
• 

o 

CO cr^ an o n 

o c\ 0 1 

) f 0 

y T 

OJ & 
n 

"-t7 A. -V io D 

-> - 
viJ 

J 

3 

V _i > 

f 

NV^ V r' 
# 

O 3 

V rvi vJb h 

i V 

_S 

v' • % 

U=i a=> ^—3 F 
• 

? 
• • 

y 

L T\ 
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Vowel signs. These are frequently used inconsistently or not 

at all in Syriac manuscripts. Not all distinctions of quality 

and length are represented unambiguously. 

West Syrian 

a 

Eastern-Nestorian 

9 
a (pronounced as in "raw") 

e/i 

. (or ) e 

u/5 

O u/u 

6 o/o 



0 

READINGS 

Introduction 

It is emphasised that these readings are an integral 

part of this introduction to Syriac. They contain examples of 

grammatical features and information which complement the main 

grammar section. 

Most of the readings are 

However, since the student needs 

scripts, Text 2 is given in each 

Text 9 is in estrangel3. and Text 

given in vocalised sertlS. script, 

to become familiar with other 

of the three scripts, while 

10 is in vocalised Nestorian 

script. 

The notes with each text are aimed at making it as easy 

as possible for the student to read the text without recourse 

;Lo_fur_ther works o^_re_f erence. Hence on grammar and vocabulary 

quite full information is provided, though unnecessary repetition 

is avoided. Familiarity with the grammar section of this work 

is assumed and cross-reference is made where necessary. 

Vocabulary is not cross-referenced. New items of 

vocabulary are translated where they occur first. The glossary 

aims to be comprehensive and may be used where vocabulary items 

have been forgotten. Personal and place names (asterisked as 

before wherever confusion could arise) do not appear in the 

glossary. 

Verbs are translated in the 

given being that of the particular 

be assumed to be 3rd. person unless 

is occasionally made to sections oi 

past tense, the meaning 

stem in question, and may 

noted otherwise. Reference 

Noldeke's grammar (see p.2). 



TexL 1 

i~u cso n rs<hc\.icv~\ji rOonja •^.couAJ^^Nrs • . • 
<1 0 

m m 
K 

oco 0)0 bvi/ 0^0 Icoo coo ^ 1 
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^0)0 
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oo) CO U V.McUX lL\ 
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CCO 

1 7) > 
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• loco L-Lm 
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-A 
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? •< tr- 
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c 
Wsi 
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^COO-J VsOCO—* 
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OCO-I^f* I LooCQ. QO a |L/ MCO • ,;-i-x.Q_> CO-M-^ ,|cO— 

.] 7O0c^ 1^ U 

?, 
o . CO t-> X>\-o 

.9 
5 CO Q—1 

CO—i 

p 

> \ cr if 
^coQ-J 

loco v^a)oti>o^ . 1 ^c5)CLJ jo>_QaJ9 l]/y 

0 
ooo 

.)l!ia> 

ilvi . i;-: 
>. 

". c<v.i >i b i^x<..i 
0 

CO al 'C 

5 
OCO <y) IL liM- 

. / ■' 13 oOL*"? 

«■ ^ 
oocO-J Ic^-i I 

-rr 

bl. I^ ^ 

.OC^, 

^ >* 

:oL/ 

i: 
9 9 > .)li^ 

%. \ 
\ 0 ^ 

U*C) 
■ vS 

> 

I ^ C? 
U->^ ^ 

1 ■‘’xn A 

CO CON 
Q 

C^lc 

iliCLj 

!^.ltL*k.<::xOCk 1 Lo S. ll^i».L2»/ ^9 

L-v^?? dS) coco.di/a 14^0 

Col^Cii^ ,4^ ..N*i-L3o vJib ^''^do 

0 >. Ii'^) 
ccoc 'K 



'^7 
# 

.OT'v^ p 

-h . P A 
c> : 

0 

-A- ■P' \ ^ TNl? 
u*~» 9 OCsf) pOQ_.t ^-AJO ^ ^5 lOOO i—O 

ft^-? c£c^ -.cSu>tN./, Li- 
-A' 

I 5 

O 
.^ K e . 

VQOOUS^-^"^ ^O-O ^ 
9) 

^ i 
C^ KX>0 . C0‘i^ApDO co^ ; cor 

-X -V \ Q\P 

. iXiV ^ . 

*X)r k-DQ •;•. (V 

x- 

0 

'l <_3CiL ^ 9 

;7X li 

^i-* C^, . K* 

-A: 

., ■h^^/ >?oo • 

: V’ 
'7^ 

>- 
i_A.9 lli-/ 

11 Cl\Alb ,s,.QO)\ Q -'s V* ^ 

0 ,]l c> r> -N ft- L 

f ^ 
0 V. 

boox'^L ^ •:• 

^ ) ^2S |,» 

ipo 

P 

1^/ >- 
V--3 

»^>s>-» / 0 

11 

I, 

pcf)XcLX 
-A- 1 0 

L>j li/ • ^ 7 u/ u/ \7^ ' 
7^ 
? CsO') 

Jx 0\ 

K y - 7s 

•:• l^/ 

7^ 15/ iL5,‘ P 

>- 1^-^t cyyS 

^ 'A/' 

^-XL.C()-\) )J 

K - ^ ^ >- 1 .. 

-71 
0 

V_» ■ K.^ 
c? 



Nev/ Testament. John 1:1-18 and 20:19-25 from the PeSi'tta 1 . 

version. C.5th cent. A.I). 

gospe 
\\9 ^ ^ ^ 

1” ; IUC^^ , "preach 
9 ^ rr .P 

ing". -uta is a common 

ending for abstract nouns; l-3a: see v.4; , "without”, 

\ 9 
with six. added as if to a p. noun; \u. 

9 

, "also not one, 

1 ’ * 1 ?i j.- 
not a single one";Uc>cf), "it (f.) was"; 4: , "life"; 

ba /, p. because LSi-. is p.; IjcDO_I, "light"; 5 : 
T 

I t 

because 

darkness"; ^ rf) ^ V> , aph. ptc. of "shone, illumined"; 

• ? ? f. ‘‘ » aph. perf. of 

ethpa. of 

^CA-DQ, "wi tnessed" ; nA 1 , "everyone" ; ^ .CYyJ , impf. of 

. > 
, "attained, understood"; 6: 

\\9 ^ 9 
t"; 7: ll~Q^C/xDo, "testimony, witness"; 

- ■ 
7i 

^ > 
^^Q_»C0 , in effect a pay^el stem (see XIII) based on , 

by-form of ^_X) f ■ It is like an aph. and means "believed---; 

^ \^ \ 9 

: ) \ s , p. of I 10: ^ , "knew", perf. with sfx.; 12 

rr ?i \ 9 \ \ 
"son" ; V CaCCA—i , impf . of / OCf) ; ^ ^ ^ . CSV^ > P* absolute ptc. of 

y ™ ’ ^ > 
maO-jCy) ( above) ; 13; O. f f not 11 ; k XiX-Ii , "flesh 

ethpe. of f I begat, bore"; 14: 
1 9 -X 

"dwelt, descended"; / i. , "glory"; 

, aph. of ( ) 

I I only, sole 

construct s 

15 

llbo , 
.; )Lq_zi_ 

"as"; LJ ^ 

passive pe. ptc. of h , "filled", here 

i_l , "goodness, grace"; , "truth"; 

L^CA; CA—X is a kind of 
>9 -X 

ed out"; Cx--1^0= OCi) 
\ ^ 

: |-X_0, "cri 

"ethic dative", appro.ximating to "for himself" (see Nbldeke §224); 

, "before me"; V-o V) ,_Ci , "first"; 16;)Ltl , "fuln^ ess, 

abundance 
< 

JUk 11 

1 8 :)0otXLlo , "ever" ( 
' j> 

instead of"; 17 1J ^ :U)OC\\a-l , " law . t f . 

'bosom t f 

, "from everlasting"); u cX, 

root , ethpa., "told, narrated". 



1 

\ V ^ 1 9 
19: |__JLX) 9 , ’’evening"; jwZ^ 

l: 

Jt^ 11 Sunday 11 
1“ ^ f» 

passive pic. ui "cJosed, retained"; y " 

A % h, 

where" 

1 UA \q\^ L , "disciple"; 

I ? 

pie 

peace"; 20: 

9 9 
CCfV-*, "Jew" 

1 
"among" 

r\ A , root , in pa. stem, "showed"; 

I , "side"; f\ a , root , "rejoiced", like 

(XII), but intransitive types like this retain the v—i in the 

pe . perf . ; 22 : v Ak-9i-\ , "breathed" ; 23 : ’’ if " ; 24 ; \^V 

"the twelve", a collective; W>IL’ , "twin"; 25: 1^ , p. of 

, "place"; 

> .-9> 
i:^ V ^ 

1 9-;^ 
"nail"; 

aph . ptc., root , 
\^9 > 
/ ^ ^^ , "side". 

put 

11 Stretched, held out" 

"finger 
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Text 2 

7) \ 
2^ L' oS S? 

Q « 1 ^ \'^ ‘^V M ^ 
•►_jLci_>^ L-AOicO 

0 V. 'TV 

.1 

vO^ J> 0 \.^ >' iN'T'^ iOvP 
y-XL^. . y »X kX:>wj::x^ '—tb^ o . yCiL»^y ^ 1_. 'Jio 

>>• 

V-A^ .'71 1 0 TS ir \ 
oo ^ LA>.7a_Ci v_j59cy)_3 - UL»_aj j Ljo Lj ■'Tv'^Sq 

Uo i!'^" b4.,i?;% ^ 

11 C>o . ^^ 1-Ol26o5 o)Cci^. )c^^ I'Jocld ooo 

)tv>Tn :r 
a iJ 

/ ^^ 

cr 
w 'oii^ l^l 

II£3$, 111 Q >0 

. .a)Ji^ ^Q_.^LtSs.T Ijoo'^^^ .1^.>_aj' 

0 >- 
K^n > .L-j. 

e? "V 

'7^ 
cJ^-n UA 

Cs_>0 Kllt-Zl 
>. C^ V. 7) 
^ T=t V V -\ 

T- 

'T) 
-J CA. 

tr O) vQ. P ^ ^ T 
rd.'On n':^-XJ rC i yj>J^ 



. . , nv^vh_J 
> • 

V* • rSLcKjfcJ 

->o w ^ I .. v^ > ,.20 \ -3 a\ D' ^ Ij ^ ^ 

' ^ -V fc n K% 9 1 ^,C^^ . 

V 

rooA. , n\.^^ > -‘v 

2c.n o :i 2 

s'^22J2 2A\ 
X 

a: 

1 
lAO ^ 

1 
L2^ 

3ij 

1 • 
3-^20 

_2::>3_' t^>i !> 3io Lv... .<^-\r2-i lA.^ ^ 

A \- L r2c . X 2 t. vV V; r» cJo ^ 3 "tA. 1.2^ c , • • • / • 
ci-2 ocr» 

—^>2. \ \ yC . IAA C c\C 2 2 L22 3.;.2 322 1 

\ « . • 
-\2 2 . 2 . « 4 

^2 A 2 ^c 
« 

• 

\:: 

1 
AvXJvA 

• • i.'v.Vi 2- ALns :;!\^ ■•Y ..V 



2. Old Testajiient. Psalm IJO fro:rj the PeSitta version. 

C. ? 2nd cent. A.L. 

|V) . \? 
L, impv. s. of l-S-A , "sat”; V , ethic dative , 

see Text 1; ) r >\q'^ , "right hand"; 9 "until"; t fV\ 
^ 9 ’ ■ / =r 

1st person pe. impf. ol ‘'put", which is otherv/ise like 

_Q (XII ) ; , "footstool"; iL o . "foot"; IL-Pq-I-i 

\ ’ ^ "staff, rod"; J i ^ ; "stren^rth" : v fX A \ . 
root t ( ruled 

old" ; 

person s 

, ethpa. impf., 

ptc. frornv^kAJl^ A.., "gave 

first, of 

begat", here 1st 

f I 

I f 

11’ 
of 

-T 9 ‘ \ V • \ 
» C.’«_1, pe . impf. of 9, "judged" ; |-jQjQ. \., 

\ * X • 

^ L, "broke"; 
9 

, "corpse " : V (X r\ fV^ \ , pe. impf. nf kC\ (Vx ^ "cut off 

"stream, wadi"; , pe. impf. of 1"drank"; 

\ K ^ ^ 
, ettaph. irnpi. of 

f f 

"raised up". 



\ V \ \ ' >• \ 

W 

'«r ^ 
I w ^ ' / 

^ % 
^ \ 

' -' '__v 
* ^ 

Civ 

* , Vl ...X' 

L • X 

.1^- ^i_V- .N./' ^ 

. 

^ V Oi^ ci ^ :s wX . \\Nxi^V 

K ■ \ - A 
wX' V.* x\ ^ X 

1 • cXS.' w k\NX>-c^ I * tSj V 

A > 
_4X c> 

X • 

I 

c ^ uS^ ^ ::b • 

v'' * X " X w cx^v.' •» 

’ic^.XL J 
^ \ 

\ ^ 
. tx'. X . cXx I tslXc 

CsX-JD . tsj/ 

X 

i! 

ki ^X1^ 
XV 

^ C>^ '^-Z> c^ / 

\ 
• ‘ L ^ 

% > . 

X" w. , • O' 

c 
*-. X 

I. 

• A 
• N ^ > :i' * 

1-V tXoxo 

A 

; ^ )! 

^ 'L > > 
Vo 

UiV'-' 

b. '. v-lv' Ul 
i* 
-OO 

■ST 

• o 

• i 
I « 

’<wl_.'X' 

V 
> .1 ■>., 

V 

■X- 

* 
V ^ » 'TT' ^ > 
L.^'^oo' ^4» X\ 

A 
> c 

V 

• < 
t i 

f 

« * 
,' 

li ! 
V' 

Xv a-A •»i-V • .\ 

w A 

o 

aA a a -Ji; 

-» 

^r ^ X X 
• o 

' 2 U;i 

rr^A 

A 

V ^ 

A 

u 

L' A 
*N 

- ^ 
" ^\\. ' ' —AA • A 

■4 

-• 

I 

^ -v^C; 
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Uo 
? >■ V 

\ i-Su 

c? c? 

)^y 1 
— vl> 

0> f 

J^cf)^ 
1 P \ ^’ 'T' ^ 

IQO) 1)_^ ^ 



1 w ^ 

u::. Aou.ii . t .. 
» » , % 

* » 
^ V* tv. C* vt V / 

r.t- V,v.-k-*.o 

.;u; let'.er 

- of Cl: >*1 ^ - 
▲ ^ W ^ w * 

trxc::a::jed by 
*t I ii V <-• t* V » .» * - 

... to the blessi 
»«* w* ^ »« ^ •m • 

- ^  .: . , ^ . - ^ > * ’ - ' " c; V e r. e r a t e c 
C C ^ .t .. V. -• t.' ^ ^ ^ ^ 

’ ::g oi me 

:aere. 

-P 

f 
• ^ ^ T • 

«« ^ ^ % \ ^ y% ^ ^ ^ 

\ \5 ^ ^ ^ . „ 
.t e see::. a o o e a r e a . ) llc^ t QC^ ( • *♦ 

: , I'.IXV' 

t • ^ 
♦ % • 

•.5» 4a f V A/: 

c a ^ 

a ^ 

uasj:ivc rt 
A A 

\ ' •' o. ^ rw j 

• ^ 
U. 

. C- ) Vi i>n>. ..ruj. vicx-.c 

. ] rlh. 
.'ate. 01 LJjD ( , ::ea ^e a 

. c: ^C^a. ^qOo. v-^. 

■lei.^r . L^OO. . , 

1?’J” : 

cOOo 

"root, herb 

(ca. • * « ^ * 
r > ^ T'' C ^ 

^ V • o ^ 

% > ■• > 

on, 

U 

’went , made 

' • I'; ■*'■ 1 *■' V Jfc- > 

^ cr .... 

W ^ ..A CT »t ^ J, 

> 
, ^aa3_J0 , aph . r t 

o: -1oo 
•I 

Jl}o , oa.raeeivo ptc 

troz; V £V •' -A ^ 

cassive rt 
A A 

■»^ •^ IT. ^ 

^ \ |9 <3 \ 

:>p_Q. ILonaOoL. 

\ 5 . > ^ 
. Lb . creat 

:|bLA) , -:ea'i-:)o .JQPq , 

N.* ^ ^ 

^ Q 
V 

r ' V "' e 'kw w -A. ^ C * WA w • 

^ ^ ^ w 

jt^ 

OI . ^ V 

I loh^, • sou-ht •; ILII 
w ^ 

- 

» ^ w A *-• 

\\^'h .. 
iU( : oaoae iU^, 

ar.y , ^ ^ 

^ rc* ^ ■> 

J , v^O^L-Ci V-d 

a u r 1 ao*aa' s : x - : k^V 

> 
X ' " i T - - - 

c o nt ext 

«A SA W -A. % 

wWa w^'w^awW 

’A e e 11 e c t i \* e 1 \’ 

\ :x • 

-:au t' . . t . 

o . . oe 

^ •' \ 

jw. 
'-.a 5 9. 

.'»>**»,'»■> »'-• 
V A WA Vw A. A .A. e va 

•■ e 
>' 

*a-CD , 

\ g 

V above ) ; 
os 

\ ,<> 'ir 

at . ccasiaered", ) ? !XX 

r-*. 

? 
0 e . o 

LCV^ V) 

9 

--_L.^ ( , 

V >., # 

^ 1^ V ^ • 

or 

ssi ve 

ye. 

’^iookec 

"^tc. used 

• A- O a a c 11 e 

I • ^ 

■^i- 

-K \^ V 
• t- \ 1^ ^ Ud 
^ S.A cr. 

A ^ w 

> 

)l!-^ 

0‘tr . ... A.A.AA^ — .t: 

•>)^ letter 
. b 

. - -Ite ^2S0; I 

\ ^ ? 
; Lxsa-Co, re.rtc. ctUXOi-Co 

- 'OO-a. • d-elt": 1 \\ 

9 Jw 
b ..Q. A 

sui1iced »? 

2b 

Va WA w 

f t 

^ AA ^ • A A -iA 
A A .A y oas t r 

wiahcu '\X c 

'ot'eat one. 



12 

ch 

i'roin 

PV 
iel " , I V-XCi 

n \X W . 

"tabularius (scribal official)'*; , pe . impv . 

This is not regular (see X). A further peculiarity 

witii this verb is the non-pronunciation of the in forms in 

is not 

which it should carry a vowel after vowelless \ . E.g., the ptc. 

11 vhc/"! also i ^ 

sfx • 1'^ .ix., , 

may be used as a p. with sfxs. to give ’’blessed is he, are you, 

^ > I 9 
2nd m.s.perf.pe. of-) ) lx v;ith-. sfx.; 

2nd m.s.perf. of .iOf) (see Text 1, line 12); v ^ , pe 

"K '^9 9 
passive ptc. o £ 1^0 , "wrote"; > »\ >. >, pe.ptc.of 1 J 

rnpv.) ^f-JL.with 

to, at”, with sfX.; , ’’good (noun)” , 

9) 

yCl\jO__i > 3rd p.impf. of Of) ( above) ; J Q , ’’and that 

you as regards tlie fact tiiat you ll?/, 1st s.impf. 

It’/ ^ ’’came” ; )0 v-^ , ’’that thing”; 11,%^ i’'. pe . of e" ; )OpO , ’’that thing” ; 

o tiipa . per 1 . , 1st s., ol ^ : ”1 was sent”;\_^ Cf) — v- 
the 

dIx. refers to the ; lA 9C0 , " here”; "n ow 11 

^ ethpa. of ^ , ’’was finished”; , ethic dative 

see 

/ , truiipci. wx N- ^.<1— 

^ ;; Noldeke 9 224; is the same 

AA V>l 

;V-CV^. 

went up ; 

> 

j f ^ with s 

jCO, pe.ptc. of 

; 9 

^ va ct L 

when fx . ; 5 )l1o , 

pa.ptc. ; SiO , "one of . . . " ; Va)^ , aph.impf. from ViA-xa, 

"healed"; ^ Ao '\_b . "wlioever"; LJl-SlJ , aph.impf. from 1-13, 
^ » 9 >- 

"made retu 
L'i 

11 city ? I 

ptc 

, ’’blessed” (pe.passive 

ethpa.impf. from ! * had dominion”; 

took”, can mean 

» ^ ^ , ”by the hand/power that . . . , by reason of the fact 
• • \ 9 9 . 
that ..."; 1'._»>. "painter, carver"; CU3 

.\Jp 
also "began", 5 ,, pe.p 

\J, 
passive ptc.pe. ' emphat 

h0nce "ciiosen, choice , 

^^ being unusual since the normal aph. of verbs beginning with 

^ is likei« from follows the regular The second 



I 

^ ' ■>»'» X ^ 

' < • 
v-j x^\_» V k.> V w* " « 

>’» f { 
^\\\:i'' V\x\> 

. V s \\ ' 
V ♦ -V 1 ^ 

V s 

X 
V »■ ♦ N t \ 

\ 
N N 

V ^ \ 

''' tw- \V > %% 

%*N »*V « 

» « >V,V 
V V % V ^ 



^1 lU^Oi 

p 
cr> i 

^ Q ^7)0 
■^.."^ QqJ ^ Co’ IJ 

< /I 

•s^=«V 

1 AcLj^b^' jsA^ 
- / ..>' 
o ( . fc ^ 
>• \ ^ 

w-3 I 

^jolA? , .V^/ Uci .iaa\ 

yi- 
! • ' ^^o:>)Lci-k 

.) ^ V, 

)lJ J , / IXJI>0 
-.r 

^ 'CO? Pi 



$ 1 Bard 

nat 

A . From The Boof^ ihe— 

Coup tries, a dialottue or. f.'.te in which it is arguea 

Christians are everywnere :reo to reject the customs and 

lav.s o: the societies they live in. 

race, ranxv, t 
9 

e lorm oi. 

ibe’*; 

lace )^L/1 -place", the 

114 = llo . "what,"; ; 

"new"; j b/ , ahsolut 

jftei: bein^ used afier V^ee XoldeKC ^ 2C2) ; LS , 

p. of 1-JL I , ’’re j:or: ’ : )Ql-, aph . 

absolute 

absolute 

*9 ' wherever” 

\ ^ 
’’called” , , et hpe.pt c.p. of 

ethpa.ptc. from 

-2^ , ”'athere common o. o 
▲ 

f bocLl; 

passive ptc. o f ^ \ iS ^ ”beca:ne bald, exposed”, the passive pt c . 

bein^ used as an adjective, "evident, specified, special”. Hence 

\\9 > 
ial days”; ) L t >. rrs, "food spec 

1 rom 

k-A A A W I O ^ ^ A. ^ y O ^ W W ^ W4 

, ethpe. 

. ’’abstained from/’, ’.Nith enclitic ”we” ; Ljl 

<daul” ; , pe.ptc. of .\ , "took, took in miirriage”; 

r * 
'Tl 

, ’’miOle person", O 

iL’bo/" ■■ 

ptc.p. of ^ 

(p. of ) tJi* ); , 

L-.3, P a r 11: i a'' ; 
• • 

-Jl. 

woman, wiie ; ^ C£yi_,, "Judaea";... 

* T r ' 

, "cut, circui.'.cised" ; m ci>^/^, "our sis 

, p. absolute of 

ethpe . 

t ers f ♦ 

he Geli" (a tribe); 

1 V 1 A.n, -Kushanians-T^LblloA^ , i. p . pt c . L ?A 

”had intercourse”, 

a Sap^el stem (see 

0 

the passive o: 

\ 9 VT 
^ ccr<^-Ti r XI I T ) ; ] V 

. Of 111; 5 ^ 
» t 

aaughtei 

, which is basically 
'TN 0 

, "foreigner"; v_Qo^ "Persia' 

•—-O , ".Media"; v_Ci. "fled' 
-rV-* - ^ • 

bij. see 

; vCCdVd: 

lute from ' 

£>. "Tl 

9 



p 

committed adultery”; jj / , ”but” ; C\^ ^ , ethpa.ptc. 

oi ^ , meaning ’’avoiding, keeping away from”; 

aph.ptc. o f to A^O , "handed over”; )—I_>9, "judgement”;!*, 2 f\ , 

^ - \ 9 9 * ‘ 
" ■‘ "threw stones at” |"^\ H a t r a 

J 

”th 

11 

\ 9 cr 
ief” ; , 

place”; IJ^ often has the sense "lest, so that ... not”; 

, ”]aw” (here construct p.); )Lo5L/!^p. of 

t» 

try”; , aph.ptc. of the root V-3 , ’’caused to 

” ; fc.A , "fate” ; l__i V-I 

coun 

withdraw, separated governor 

ruler”, used here of the (heavenly) powers controlling a man’s 

destiny ; "forced, pressed” : o> K t. bV) . ethpa. 

"used”; | L h ^ / , p . of infinitive of the root v _> • , 

v ^ 
1L Ql_j^ - (f.), ’’thing”. (Note the mutation 01 the O into 

a consonantal O in the p. This occurs in a number of nouns 

'X 
witn vocalic endings in the absolute: here Q , ; see also 

iL’o^,, ■■prayer", p.ll!?^,); 1 ^ prayer , p. . 

K9 %/ \9 9 . ^\J ^ ^ 
LjQl^ "unclean”; ) j O) ^ , "sickness”; 

f. absolute p. of 

5 , "however”; 

Pv w , "health” ; I L rvV , "wealth” ; IL^CuAjiQi? , "poverty”; 

|) j») ”iree-will”; . ’%JS^ , "come to pass, befell”. 

'J 
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6. From Tlie Chronicle ol' Joshua the Stylite (507) concerning 

the period of Persian-Roman wars of 502-6 A.D. 

! \ was able lor, a match for, 

4 ^, "strength”; 
6 

prevailed over";^ C\^ "Kawad" ; p—, "strength"; ^ jps.. , 

"sent"; ^ X3, "Na^man (? Nu'^man)"; ] I l-X. "Tayite”, a 

^ \ 
tribal name which came to mean "Arab", later "Muslim"; ^Q_x\L^ 

falls (s ilent ) , 3rd p.pe.impf. of from which the 

out whenever tiie J has no vowel. The vowel of is transferred 

, "soutii" ; A ^ , construct, "house, district”; 

, "Harranite”; V) , used here partitively, "some of”; 

) L 
^ 0 . 

^ , "Pt^rsi an" ; V CS , "drew near"; \ w'ith verbs 

I ^ ^ N 
of movement means "forwards" (witii six.); )) .W r> , 

n r< Constant ina"; 11 L^ 
6 

11 n’ 
9 730^ 11 

Telia"; , pe.ptc.p. of I)-^ 

f I plundered"; pe.ptc. of v..^ ^ , "plundered, did 

violence to”; \, aph.ptc. of \_A^ , "devastated”; 

’ / ; = V. On L, "nineteen”; v_^ v_kV-A-L^, 

month" name, c. November , "Olympius” ; v 

"coinmander , h11v'*; v CV^ > \j ^ "Eugenius”; , "Melitene 

, "descended”; , ”time":v ^ a. an anomalous 

11 

verb, treated like an aph. despite the first vowel, "was able, 

\ 9. '-9 
; L-k^ Ci_Li , irreg found" ular p.,)fcs-->V-Ci, "village" ; 9 

"round"; , "devastated"; v_jL_l_a ethpe. of ) i 

"turned back, returned"; k_2L^X_\) , pe. infinitive of , 

9 

I f t urne 
9 

vv V d back” ; , aph. of W.' 11 

"500"; ) 

caused to know"; 

/, absolute p. of 

ClIC , 
LiJj ; Lxi , 

> \i>- 
'torrent, wadi’'; , "not many, very little"; 

ethpa. of the root . -s rs ) "was 

prepared, prepared himself"; 'V^jClo, pe . inf in i t i ve of 



tlie meaning of a following (usually) finite verb (or ptc. used 

as a verb) of the same root (see Noldeke ^ 295-H^ : ^ PS 

vvhicii follows, is the passive ptc. of the same pa. stem. Hence 

"also those wiiich had been finely crushed" ; ^ ^ 

shattered"; Cr)_io L , "was stupified, 

a/' 

, pa. 

L, 

i^ "region"• 

passive ptc. of 

amazed", ^_iL_L3 , absolute p. of )IS 

ll9)^ i5 W V 
pe.ptc.p. of |l-( ; I '.-"N 4. ., "companion"; ~\ r\ ^, pa.ptc. of 

9 9 i 9\ 
. . " ; LClA , "to" ; 

’ e 

\\ 
'k-Ii-JCi, "accepted"; . joint, etc 

L , construct of ll! 
9. 

11 

if m.), w'ife, associate"; 

, 3rd f.s.pe. of Ci , "drew' near" ; Cl 5 L( , ethpa. 

of tiie root V 
* \\® 
^ , "was constructed"; |u t f dryness"; 

3rd s.f.pe. of.^^ , "was/became moist" A\L/^ 

etiipe. of ^ \ , "was joined" (note the lack-of congruence)-; 

P 9 ^ ' \ 
) ^ ^"tendon, ligament"; V L ^ , "bubbled up"; I ua 

9 
"tendon, ligai7ient"; \ok. 

I 
etc."; )o'a:iL/: ethpe. of "was spread over"; 

^1 Q 7) \ 9 1 ^ V 
"skin"; I \ ^ , "flesh"; )—, "sprang up" ; I , "hair"; 

vein, 

y> 
I 

\ 9 9 
I I 1. ^, "nature"; r , pe.passive ptc. of 

9 7) ^ 
"lying, thrown down"; » 

, meaning 

Of), " then" ; Of) , pe.perf. from 

^ \ 9 19 
^ rN "commanded" with sf x . ; L-j^a Oi 5 (f.); "spirit, wind" ; v—kL 

impv.f.s. of )lV^ u O9 ^"the four winds", is an unusua 

numerical expression of a type used for close and fixed compounds 

(see Noldeke ^152). We v/ould normally expect ) ^ q'j <5 

\ . .. rs ^ , impv.f.s. from , "breathed"; "slain 

hj, 3rd p.impf.pe. of ]1 ^ "other, another"; 
V 4. ^ 0^ 

ff « 

P- 

11 entered"; 

"greatly, very much". 
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which the root ) ^» appears, meaning "confessed” _k ^ I^ 

ethpa.irnpf. of the root , "related” 
)^ \ 9 ^ ^ A. 

I "grave"; IL "grace". We may 

note here that the Hebrew of this verse (Ps 88:11-12) is 

interrogative and it is implied that God does not do wonders 

for the dead. Aphrahat evidently takes it as indicative (with 

the Syriac version); "hnw-?" ; v » ^ Np seeviXhs-A.-l'^ 

above; pe . ptc . of \Oo. 
\\9 9 X 9 ^ 

of 11CS, "voice, sound"; ) 9 

9 
heard"; 

, "trumpet"; fi-LApe.ptc. 

construct s. 
9 

\9 ^ \ ^ ^ \99 ^ 
of / ’’called"; 1—i , "horn"; ) 1 , pe.ptc. of v \..l ^ 

.a.ied..; U 05, "height, high place"; U. caiieci' ; "height, high place"; "shaking, 

\9 
earthquake"; lOCTi , pe.ptc. of IC^ ; ethpe.ptc. 

()[ Iht' root , "was opened" ; ^ -YL-xjD, pe.ptc. of 1^; 

\k’ ' 1^ >^\ 
> A, L , "hymn, praise" ; ^"one to one, to each 

-L/': o t hei ethpe. 3rd f.s. 

off" )• > ' *- -Do, "hope"; 

I f shut in I» 

^ 'X ^ passive ptc.pe. of 

’ ;UaJ ^ QC<) , 1st p.perf. of ) CCTi ! t darkness 11 . 

^ \ ^ ^ ] f, ethpe. of the root "sowed", in which the L changes 

place with the | (see IX). In addition, as happens with • also, 

becomes 

ength"; 

Uk. p. of 
d 

'beloved, friend 
f t 

, "only";^_Zl 

. V_» N», pa.of the 



I'jo 

root 1 

9 9 
t I showed 11 with S f X X.; IUQ^OV-CO, p. of )U09CfUiO, 

"witness, testimony"; V> , pe.infinitive of )caiQ, "put”, 

used us u compound with various nouns. Here literally "putting 

in tliought", hence "wliicli we did not- have in mind/expect"; 

^ ^ I 9 \. U 
^ , pa., "be early/quick (in doing)"; ) a—"Elijah";. 

^ ethpe. 3rd f.s.perf. of 1^ ; —k ^ ,-^A , m.p.ptc. of 

( V-k ■A.-A / 

lived 1 9 ' 

) w'i th sfX . ; 

^ M Elisha »I 

aph. of 1 ’ M-jl 

, k , "gave" with sfx.; 

11 disciple "; jtLOo ri^jL A , 
9 

was 

"Siiulaniniite"( f .-) ; ^2) CX LH , etiipa. 3rd s.f.impf. from yu^, 

"was established"; V 1^, pe.3rd s.f.impf. of i , ' 

proved true"; ^ L ^ , "of two", i.e. "another, second"; 

iw I 9 \ 9 
"bone" ; O » ik, , | ^ A. , " threw" ; I_k Uo; , "revived"; 

»^ 
L ^ A. (above), 3rd f.s.perf.; 

^ ^ , aph. of ^ ^ \ , "causec 

.9 - " 
^ p » 

to go out", with sfx.; "plain"; Cf)/ f 

11 

aph. of 

("circle") is 

used as a preposition, "around", with sfx. added to the p.form 

\ 0 \ 9 9 

'knew'" , I^^S , construct of 

"son of man 11 

—A pe.ptc. of NX 

p. of tile same;)—X—\ L/, ethpa.impv. from the 

root LjXA , "prophesied"; *,—imnv . a A. . "dried up"; 

pe.impv.m.p. of , "saying, word"; 

^ , aph. of '^vAk.; )_ "shaking"- 
-> > I 

noise"; v. k. V _2vL/ , ethpa. of^k \ ^ , "v,as gathered"; Oi'fN 
r 

pa. infinitive of the rootv fX fX ^ ^ K ^ X uu L v_LA-_i-> p , broke in pieces". The 

infinitive is here used in a special 

9 

6 
voice, 
^ 9 

construction to emphasise 



1 

, "Roman, citizen of E. Roman Empire"; y 

passive of the four-root verb y Ctv, V ^ ^ "scattered". The pattern 

i.s similar to the pa. ; , "for themselves", so-called "ethic 

dative" (see Reading 1:15); Q , pa. inf ini t ive of 

meaning in this stem "strip" (transitive); ] , "night"; 

v_l, aph.impf. fromv. , "caused to burn"; 
A. I 9 ). 

"higii place"; U 3i-£^ , "blow a horn"; ^ \o v « k / , "such/ 

•rr ^ * *5) ^ ^ 
so that" ; ^ ^ ^ iX-J , ethpa.irnpf. from v A. L ^ ^ "was gathered"; 

W 9 V ^ ' 
1—1—> ’general" (strictly "border guard" (Persian)); 

"dwelt, encamped"; l». 
^ P 

, pe . p tc . of 

>. 
"Tell EesiLTiai" ; O "saw" 

pa.perf. of tiie root , "armed 

i .9 ^ 
; I ^ CO 1 » "brightness"; OlJ—h) 

\ 9 ^ ^ 
'; /—V_3 , "cavalryman"; 

Dq , p.absolute of 

\ , ethic dative^, see abov(‘ and Ndldeke 3 224; 

)IL^, ■ many"; v| -^00 , "turned" ; 

, "infantryman"; Q I , aph. o 

as if from ^ , "was able"; 

( , aph. of though formed 
9u- 

t I escaped, saved himself 

ethpa. infinitive from 

Q / ( ( not pronounced, 
1W -TV 9 

hence here omitted), ethpa. of h . "was compelled"; Q—IS \ ,-Q )0 , 

aph . inf ini tive of v. S ’v-[S , "fought"; ethpe. (with 

. ■ % 9 9 
transposition of s and t) of ^ "was set in order"; LJS‘w-O. 

"battle"; V-Ci is-Do , ethpe. ptc.f. of f, "called 

the Greek word "tortoise" (military) Ills 11 tortoise"; 

ettaph. of 
> 

WS-. "time"; , "multiplied"; r\ oi ilh. 

\ ■) > -I *' . T \ J’) 
V c\ ry\ . "was increased, added"; n»-iCicr>, "Hun"; Ch-V. ^ LL( , 

broken"; ) ■/ i-Co , "rank"; ^ ^ ethpa. of 9 L, "was 

ethpe. (with transposition of and 

9 .. 

L ) from 

?? 

f I was 

troubled, put in disorder"; \ 9 , "each other" (see 

r> t. L) ethpa. of v. . , "was mixed"; 

(? read IbirJi'alk , "hooves" ); 

"was m 

9 
5, "horse"; 

, "one") 

"dust" 

ILL/) ethpe. 



Oi 

destroyed” 

^ , ’’was trampled” ; 
I I 

rest”; 

t ramp led” ; ^ ^ ^ > 

jfethpe. of (with) 

transposition), "was led away captive 
11 

11 excellent” (pa.ptc. from ^ 9, 
t f increased”); 

[99) ) p 
L^iS^JOsXj^ n, "bishop"; , Np /, "Amida" (raodern Diyarbekir); 

^ .i-lu thpe. of 11. meaninj^ "was at rest, took rest , 

9 _ V 

"before” ; 

vV , construct p. of 

iiere "died” (some re^^ard the form as ettaph.); 5 )o^ ^ 

7) 1 9 
, I \ A. , "encamped , etc . ” ; V—C\ x—, "went up” ; 

\ ^ 
I ; ^ "son”. "son of ...” often indicate 

' ^ V 
"someone belonging to . . . ” ; nJ^ q y \ CN ; ’’clergy” ; YX—a^-5 , .p,e.. ptc . 

of , "loved”, here in the construct used as a noun; 

K t ? - rr\/ 
pa. passive ptc. of the pa. verb IX , , "adorned"; ) 

beauty"; , "divine" ; I ? A. .., " valiant” . \ 9 . 
-i f—i) 

V rV \ 9 t> V >V/ 

"illustrious" ; V—Da Q__l—» , "Flavian":) 'N, . "patriarch 

> I 9 ff \ \ 
Antioch" : I'l-O tLl:^ V . \ , "g 

9 V > 

rasped with honour, 

held in honour”; , ”there” ; 9 , "afterwards”; 

ethpa. of V "made his escape” 

’captivity”; Li os , "Nonnus”; ] ^ ^ ^ ^ " 

;U 

priest f t ItL 
> 

-^5 

:lbv-i_2i v-l:i5) . "steward" ; y Qg > ^/ , aph. with sfx. from , 

'persuaded, a.sked"; QpC\r^ .‘i Nv ^ "clergy" 

received 

^ ^ . "S-Ct , pa. , 
• \ \ 9 "TV 9 

"headship”, here construct with )LciJCfy_D, 

'priesthood”; ^ 

9« ^ 

t"; fSOcit-, "T: pa., 'sent"; p_X)Ci L, "Thomas" 

, chorepiscopus”, a priestlysubordinate of a 

ishop in charge of a (country) district; \ ^ ^ ^ "led, drove, 

impf. of VU; uided"; U lV> 
9 

tS-Zi CJ) Cilo, "gift";)or^, "anything, some": Pt . f\ hv A ethpe. 



of (with transposition), meaning in this stem "agreed 

;llZoU, with, conspired w'ith" ; 

ed, resisted"; 

petition"; sent tt 

i ■J-"judge" ; , LLI" "who"; 

t> i d " ; , pa., "distributed"; 
?> 

I f poor »» 

■ "for this reason"; P* i^L/^ "land"; 
. g 

; 1 00—^ , other" 
()\i^ 

>v , "corpse", . . » 

ptc. of v-.r\2>, "w'as ordered, appointed". 

"wandered"; ,. V), aph.ptc. of 

I 9 
c=0 , "then"; »_CiSUiO0 , ethp 
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7. barhebraeus (Ibn al- ^Ibri) (1226-86 A.D.)> Jacobite 

patriarch of the east. From his description of the 

Crusades - dealings of King Richard of England with 

Saladin and his entourage in 1191 A.D. 

, "England”; \ 
9 

\ ^ 
IGT), "behold 11 a_co*CXL/^? 
broken in pieces"; 

ethpa. of 

'messenger-, ambassador"; 

, "was devoured, 

f t war 11 "side"; 

VI/ 

N , "how long?"; , "thus"; 

’ \ 9 j. 

: ICI j , 

u 9, "blood"; ap 

impv. of , "returned, changed " ;\.t ^ , "now, therefor 

^ \ , 2nd s.perf. of * ^ ^ , "took"; » 9 ^ ’ 

^ ^ ship"; do. "or rather" (see Greek uS-XXov); "wor 
>■ 

with enclitic . \ ^ 

from the root 

d O 

with sfx. , ’’on account of it"; , ist p. of * ^ ^ ' 

1st p.impf. ofv ^ ^ , "left, 
0 

the ethpe. equivalent for verbs like^)P-£^ 

, often \ jlU’ '(with two L ’s) in the 

perf. , here impf. 2nd s.m. , "was at rest , v—, pa. from 

rs , "not" ^ > "formerly 

, "fir 

\ 9 
I I ^, "replied"; 

*LCi 
.9 

(see 

"beginning 

Q_aph.perf 
# 

^ ..V> , "were weake 

St of all"); construct of 

, "erruption, going out"; 

^ aph. of 

»t 

9 11 

2nd p.m.perf. of 

"snatched 

a little"; 

9 
CO , ’’now 

11 

,1 f 

•-r > . 

t^L/? 

"because 

)f, concerning”; tL., 

,1^ 

lore" ; —* 

cr- 

"much, 
-= y 
3un of 

root 
"made great, honourable"; ^-1—» « , pa.ptc 

(root UQu.), "treated with reverence"; 
with enclitic 



7 "as"; c\ CS ^ ’’the Qur^an"; ptc. of 

t f wanted” ; ^ , ethpa . impf . ( root ), ’’connected 

himself by mar 

V fc. ^ I—XJ , CfLiJpcL.J.UipX. -- 

arriage”; V , with the foregoing, "through, by 

way of”; Cl "brother", with 

Malik 'Aciil"; ItLl , ’’sister” ; Ll^/? 3rd f.s.pe. of Ilf/! 

4^ pe. inf initive of t > "worshipped"; 

I 1 ...'Ck) , p. of it:?. \ 4TA0 ■ "city"; If ^ Qf^, "bank, side" 

^ \ ^ Jw 
(construct); Xi_k. ”sea” 

\ 9 
’’fort 

-A ^ 
" ; 9 CVJlW ^ , alone, 

^ > 
only”; 9 ^ J , , "ordered, ruled, had command”; 

U’:jQJL, irregular p. of ItL ’’town , village” ; Lit;, 

of u ' Q)," afflicted", the p. being used of "templars. 

\ « j M- 
knights templar" ; 1_» 5 t IX tvx r. ’knight hospitaller ""; \-2 Q 

CCO 

ptc. of )CiOO ; ILQlIj , ""relationship created by marriage, 

marriage gift""; V_li »_»(, construct p. of 1 J!_»/, 

9 V tv -. ' \:>> ' ^ 

, ’’dwelling-place”; ul. 

"was inflamed 
9 9 

; I man 

"much” 

I 

"hand”; 

, "agreed to”; 
9 9 . > • - :i: 

;vjDi_CDlA. tSv3o , ptc. f 

, im.pf. of 

rom v f\ QO ^ 

ethpe. "made himself difficult”; PQ—"" 

^_> 4 \ ^ ? ptc.pe. of 

1—1^909, "prince, great 

"was difficult”, 

>4 > O tOso , "never” 
i0 

(with transposition) of 

L 

astute, clever”; 

, ’.’knew”, with enclitic pronoun; 

” nor ” 

construct of 

can mean "married”; v "N 

passive ptc. ("emphatic”) of 

possible”; jj I, "kind, type” 

, ethpe.ptc. 

9 

was willing, consented”; • 

I 9 
5 , ""great""; 

9 

■■X 1 
good"", adverb, ""well""; )_j . 

19 Xx V I y_X> , ""was able"", hence, ""it is 

Gcy^ 

, ’’by way of”; 

"jest, mockery” ; 

llX 
Q 'V 

> 

col , 

, aph.ptc. of , "was accustomed”; 

^ 9 
Mo. aph. infinitive of 

t f cunning 11 

I r 

I f therefore I r 

joked”; )Loi\ . \. 

vV 
L-., 2nd s. impf. aph. of 



^ ^ -ka) , "aaddeiied , liurt 

transposition) of 

"ambassador": 

"Ar ethpa. (with 

was enticed, cajoled"; I 9 f- 
I 

agreement Cf) 

six., "retained, kept"; 

\ 

with 

Ll^ , "night"; liSQ_iQ__i / , "day-time" 

pa.ptc. of , "enticed, cajoled"; \ VliO / f. 
1 9 >. ^ M. 

absolute ptc.j rv_Aj_ik_, "true"; , "returned"; , 

pe.passive ptc. of 1—^ "was ashamed", hence "in shame"; 

^ L , "Taqi al-Din ^Umar"; )_j o/, "journey, 
u 

‘i-Q-J, 

'OocAT 

road"; "Khilat"; 1 Z"^, ptc. of ; 

aph.impf. of v-JIiV-Q, "fought"; ^ Q_iX_S Cf) ( , aph. 3rd m.p.perf 

> -rx 
of ^ Of) , with 3rd m.s.sfx., "brought him back"; v—^ Of) \ ^ 

, "Maipherkat" ; LJL-IiD , pe.ptc. of 

) \ , "hated"; )-l ^ , "without": "mercy"; 

LLUoi/t , "labourer"; Vio. 
, "Cabal Gur"; ? OAlio , 11 Malik 

^ 9 

ethpa., "was confirmed, fortified, took 

refuge"; OClZXJL. , pe.ptc. ofv "left "; lolts^, ethpe. 

ptc. of the root i I , "agreed with, made alliance w’ith"; 

r\ , "Begtimur ; IW, 

aph. of lAo) , "ignored, turned away"; 

"at the same moment"; Vi: "a little"; "Edessa"; 

'set off"; 

9 

lord 
\ 9 \ A 

r ; I , ”t herefore"; 
9 9 

9 9 
"Harran" , aph.ptc. 

f.p. of 

sfx:7 "the two of them"; 

A 9 
Ci-Ci 

"Samosata"; 

OvL^L, , "two", with 

, "towards"; 

9 
"Ashkelon f t 

I * encampe d, etc."; a_}a_CD , J/CU^ 

'band"; 

, pe. passive ptc~.' of 

put" ; , "ambush"; 

0 
. r\C>v \ . ptc. of t fN^ i : )ws-"camp" ; H \ JO , pa. 

e 

infinitive of 

> 
OV-x>, ) 

9 

■ , "collected”; ^ "piece of wood"; 

L/? ethpe. of was uncovered"; 



. 
^ ^ , "rode > ^ ^ ^ ^ j I .. (V^ Q. Co , "horse" ; 

>• 
slew" 

or W-K* 

every one ; 

pa. of\^-C>, ' 

"was seized”; I 

V—» 

pe.ptc. of 

2, )L/^ eLhpe. of 

, "only"; ] No * 

9 9^ 

JlA. 

sf X 

I 1 sought ••;v^ /: 

, "ordinary"; 

9 

1st s.impf. of ) with 

pa. 1st s.impf. of the roo spoke I» 

, "pitched (tent), encamped" ; )l^ . 5 
'tent, etc. r f 

"sat \ —, "outside"; |-, "towards, at"; 

\ ^ I K. \ ^ \ ^ 
U , "there"; b h.\n ^ , "evening"; v ik.. , "departed"; 

v\:^. r\ C)f\ ^ "sultan" ; v—L / , 1st s 

T f 

•^9 
'each other 

k’* 9 
impf-.- ol’-vJ^tSc:^ , sat''; J-"was willing' ; 

"two (things)"; ^_j0 , "indeed" (Greek uf.v ^I (N . "was afraid" 

, "other (thing)"; ^U./' , for the regular ^ / , 

; CoboX , ' aph.perf. of ^ 11 conceded towards him" - 

CjCO 9 emphasises that Richard is referred to. By implication. 

Richard ought to come to Saladin; 

N.-JL , pa. of Us, ■■ 

"therefore"; 

replied"; v PS % ) , pe.ptc. of \—» 

"was fitting"; V fi IXj , ethpa. impf. of 

\ .9,P rr 
I > ^ 

were 

gathered, assembled 

construct) ; I 9 fv 
1-a A I > peace 

, "strength, agreement" (here 

, "unti1 now"; 

pa.passive ptc. of 

»» 

, "fixed, agreed"; 

reckoned , thought" bx.Qo V) , 

6 — 
transposition), "understood 

( ^_X), "of necessity" (Greek ivayKn) 

K ^ ^ "interpreter" 

ethpa.ptc. of W ^ iV\ (wit.h 

'; "s speech, language"; 

between"-;v_.C5) , pe.impf. of 

^, "made, worked, appointed" with sfx. anticipating the 

object: , "there is not"; IL’ PV ^ Cws , "n 

11 meeting 11 ; 1 , I» 
Winter 

, t ( 

^ , "Akko"; 



of 

T 1 dinar, denarius 11 

\1X\\ 

I I- *-Qr^ prisoner 11 

19 0 
”1000” (hence 24,000); I l-J—^9 

, ’’gold”; ^ \ A, pa., ’’set free” 



Tuxl 8 

.P > . 
Cl3w y 

^ •0 

•< ^ 
COO 
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9 P I 9 > > 
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Y' 
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kC>9 OOO ^ 
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H 

8. Part of a poem of Ephraim the Syrian (d. 373 A.D.) in 

praise of Abraham, Bishop of Nisibis. (Note the pattern 

of seven syllables in each phrase). 

T I Ni sibis”-(modern Nusaybin on the Turkisli/Syrian border ) , 

"voice, tune", followed by the title of the tune to be used; 

, ethpa., "was slain"; n Cl 'infant 11 

2 }> ^ 
^ ^ ( aph . impv . of v. On ^ ( v Pfi Hn ), "permitted"; 

ll’ 
IL a 5 cl\- I, "smallness", often used with 1st person sfx. for 

"my poor self"; )—^ ^ L, 3rd f.s.pe. of 1-^)5 , "threw" (aRi'eeing 

with IIq ) ; 1 "treasury"; V-J cCSo_"farthing, mite" ; 

1 "mercliant"; | , "flock, diocese"; v_> , 

1—1^5, "increased"; I V , "talent" ( coin )( construct); 

A Ct-1* > "teaching"; v. ^ 'i_3 , "se t apart, departed, died"; 

, "harbour"; ? 1st s.impf.pa. of w, ■■ 

pa. of 

Lj^^, " pastor, shepherd"; | 

; o<^ 1 

■■ 

spoke"; 

of three, third" 

1 (see XIV. 5); CfV-X I : I , "became" with "ethic dative 11 

(see Noldeke i B2<l) 

\ 9 v9 
I_y ^ "fourth"; ^ 

for himself 
\ 9 ^ 

; , master 

V— ^ > "blessed" (pe.passive ptc.) ; 

, V. with sfx. ; IL ? ^ , "comfort"; D_. "love" 

("one" goes with this and 
V 

Ns 

Q_, 

, "crown" ) ; /, 1st 

mixed, wove, embroidered"; ^ 

ba 

s. impf . pe. of 

, "flower"; L_A__y_J , "splendid" ; ) A fN c\ _ 

"after"; NX 'k >\ ^7 "Elisha"; L V .hrd f . of OaLV, 
> 

"wove"; 

"blossom"; 

, "remained" (like here 

"Elisha"; 3rd f.s. 

"was heated, inflamed, boiled up"; n V-Xi , "horn" ; 

"election" ; \_i, X. t^i , eshtaph^ al st em from the root 



14 

\u> 
0 
of 

(see I X . C,; XI11.4), "was perfected"; 

11-^, "was raised"; ] y ^ 

V-3 K-k> , 

"was raised"; 

rejoiced"; \ JL^ 

__ , ethpa. 

5 , "chief"; , 3rd p.pe. of 

heavenly one 
\ ^ P 
L_LX, "flock' )^ • 9 \ ^ 

5 , "shepherd"; 3rd p.pe. of 5, "fed, tended" 

LL,. (of sheep etc.) ; 
V J , ptc . of Hence "that by the 

37d pastor whom they pastured they are pasturing"!; 

^ I {) ^ 
f . s . of w-xi (above ) ; I *,_^ ^ , "home , habitat ion" ; h 9 

11 

11 

11 body lU 
nd"; 

, "church"; 

"new" 

with s 

^ , "placed, wrapped round", here 

^ \ . 9 9 
ng" ; LjO ^ cfs . "member, limb" : 9 CljCLJ 

’supplied, bought ;ht "; LM-aNk , ' food, bread"; IL’ 

I I examined" with sfx.; 1 It 9 

^ "that", here approximately "because, in that"; 

.9 

"furnace ff. 

exanji na t 

] CCfV-i (Noldeke § 183); , "fasting"; 

"wall"; I 

? 

k ^ , "inc 

■Tl OO, “(round) shield"; 

} c iCfy j ^^iNOi-UOKtf ^ LO O J , J-K/ (_> • , ± Cti5 

l5L/t"land"; ,"prayer"; 

V \ ^ \ ^ 
cense, censer"; 1 t r\ J , ) \ r\, "obtained"; 

"truce, peace"; (pa.), "sanctified"; 

, "proof, 

C>r^ , for 

I, "armour"; 

?) 
sacrifice 



t<coAT<\n r<x.r^ rSluxjn onA J3:\i -i-A, 

sjOO<N3t< iics\ rSlS^ix- ,jCTicv<Kjr^n r<li:^r^icv . _3“\_C3 <Kl30 

cpt^cs_j-v^nJrTa <^cAc\ : r^coS.rs:' ^cA r^'cvcro acp 3t< r<li:icrJ 

,<T> cvi^ I 
r-c'-V-i \ -t rAx>r<cv 

'nn:50 csch\ oc^oJ^x.tv-»A-3 rci^r^ *. ctxa^Oo _j o.V>og\ 

r<_L cn.v^ t r<lV . kJ <KjAti 

e^cvA rC'cvcpjT^ Kxjr^ n-aA cnA vO'^i r<li:^cTi : TCTOn 

% 9 
K\ d\ *. ctA ocTitxAlTa:^ r<\ TX-ji .•r<(:TAr^ 

cson uy* ri'cv , “ 

■TA^r^‘n<Ti A \r'^ ^rc'. r^<incxa:Xi_> 

r^r\ rCAlOo. 

Ajjcxj^ . ctlv^csj <K<\ Xy J 

^«2scn -t v-n % r^ofur^ A AcC^ 

rcTocS-:^ .^nA_»<iirC' cvj.:?^cnA •. rC^ncN^ cs 

r<^r7^ Qo r<l^TKj-X'xH cCy^ ~ 

TvA-iAori . rOocxS ch-u IJTTCi 7\ : r<'<i-v-> Ti oC:n_S^ 

l-\_><Kl73n r<llAn r«Acx:!>.^ Ovopry rGvjir^'cv . rS^A\CVuX:7:LjcrUD 

drA-'^n / Cv •.'^ r£ab r<liA r^Avcx^ 

<_J cv -vp SJ:?t> <X '"'A : - ^ryj, r<A r<^*3r\V V 

\<X. 

r<lH__x_o*w>j 

-mAtj Av^-n^ r<\ r< •. »-<\cx r^AnACTD 

v_OctA_^ , r<^\ \ Ar\ rdjlM r*dA^ 

t<jAn v<co\3 /^cxntx kA^ _^v< T<lpao 



rCcvofX-J n Ijj r<\ : coA K'rAcO:^ r<<kj 

: ri'<^(Xx3ocii jCOcvAbo. i~ oji . oajn_lcOon r<!rxj3csj>- 

a 1 3j=l:7^ n_:i . orxiA\cv_i A»cv\ 

rC_\ cs-Ji^ cNonn c<Ai_2>r<£\ . r<A 

r^cvaocv 

^on<n^ ."xAcs 

r\^ : r-^27xi-b»-r\ rS^cfO^JL. *. r<^JuL:^ l:^n 

r<A^ r<^~^v ■ -\ ~i \ r<Clincn r*va_Dco •»r<A 

K^H ~i.y .vCooAriA w\<Kj 

. rfcD-i r<V» 

rf\\ ArvnQ n r^\-nr^CN 

rC'ri cv^ cv *. r^<Av_\_rLj oCT) A»cA. 

^txS-^n ooAaAjit^ 3T<^ti •. r<AA:^o (Km r<\r\ 

cvA-^cK r<l\ c\ vjKcA ^KrsT r<liAl^ -pA ojn A>- 

r»r< CP tIkTl 

r<K-\_>jr< r<'cK3Cvn_Zl _ZlA(Ki\ . r^oflA rs:r» rcA^cxJxA 

t<A csAA^ vyK r^coAr^^ (^'(Kcs. .-vLm \ "v ^ rsAn 

• :• -\csXj 



y. Phjluxenus of ■\labl)Ob; (d.c. 523 A.D.) on childlike 

simplicity belore God. (Serta script used in notes). 

I , "young child". , ptc. of ^ \ , "was 

\ 7> \ 9 * ' \ ^ 
f itting" ; LijC^ , impf. of j \ O, "possessed"; ^9 J—*—* , 

’yoang ciii lei" , 
’ r ^ \ , ptc. of 

I * whoever r» . , ethpa.ptc. of ’drew near 11 

\ 9 )> 
9 Lj ^ > / , ’’just as 11 

\i9 -^9 > 
; )Lo_) •, 

governmen t 

, "guidance, dispensation, 

r\ '' T’ p p. c i V G d " : L p a.p t c. of "received"; 

"great man , ma^ster 

P. of 

aster"; I ^ 

"w 

, "investigated"; 

11 discussed, disputed"; thought"; p e.p t c. of 

J , "judged"; )0^L\) OCO , "anytiling"; v. , pa.ptc. of 

taught", sometimes found in the form \ £!> \—^ , like 

verbs beginning with 1 ; \_A.S_J , "soul"; ) I ^^ "judge"; 

\ \ 9 
) V Pq pe.p.passive ptc. of / , "covered, kept secret"; 

, "listened to"; |j V f\ ^ , "deed"; L oij , impf. oi L , , , 

» I? v/ - \ 9 • V> 
I L Dl-1JCL.» on , "faith"; "afresh" ( tiL-» 9 )) vA COO, 

V» ' w > aph.ptc. of >_—k, "bore, brought forth, gave birth to"; w--3~X_J 

V . impf. pa. of (above) with 1st p.sfx.; can 

mean "originating from"; 1st p.ethpe. of with 

" ; \ . f . of Vj 

9 ^ 
, "belly we iiave been born" ; u 

, "progenitor, producing. 

enclitic pronoun attached: 

womb 

generative" (used adjectivally); _k_JCsci , f. absolute passive 

p t c t ^ , put , , "middle", here "as the means"; 

llkQ K K I 9 \ \ 
V—M , pe.passive ptc. of v V~^ » 

V \ V )> 
"likewise" 

baptism 

f I 

( 

mixed" ; , ethpe.ptc. of 

)Lj ) "manner"); U’ CcA-, "baby, infant"; 1^ ) "manner"); p , "baby, infant 

which can mean "existed"; ethpa.ptc. of fA-9 , 

y 1 , "nature" ; 
P P 

k. , "simplicity, childishness"; ) Pk ptc. of )2>-0 , 

nere 



1 

moved, wriggled » Q-lX. 

spoke”; ’’thinking , reasoning” ; , pa.ptc. of 

. 
^ ^ T ’ \9 

? > ’’iar";^Q55, "of spirit, spiritual"; , 

"instead"; , see 

only 

'^No, ■■ 

" ; Lbi "movement”; 

above ;• 
9 

condemned, 

guilty , used for "ought”; i-, "at, in the presence of”, here 
\ ' 

ith } witn/Qcf) means "countenanced, had something to do with, was 
\ 9 9 TT 

"investigation, enquiry”; 

\CiQ_iL, ptc. of ; 11! C\!jL^.ik . "sincerity”; ^1_, 

saying , ethpa.ptc. of 

present at, a party to 

Jfc- P . XX . 

sincerity”; ILlS. "sound, 
\\9 9 
r U-, "examination 

^ \J \ ^ \ 9 \ .9 \ \9 V 
w_D , "drew near" ; I CCvNO. , p. of LytJL. , "name"; I L-C 

) L ^ "thing"; ^ ^ ^ 

, ethpa.ptc. (with transposition) of'^^Ii-DD , 

\ 9 . <) » “ ’ 
"understood, recognized"; "here, now, here 

\\9 9 ^ 
"; U_2>Ck_DCv, 

p. of 
. to 

, pe.ptc. of 
V 

learned”; 

\9 y) 
in”; M?X> 

mystery, secret understanding, meaning”; 

pe.impf. form used for the impf. of 

"know'ledge”; ^ , "wisdom”; 

11 gave 11 ; IKX' 

, ethpa. ptc. of 

f » saviour 

impv.p. o 

was spoken” - the phrase means "ineffable 
^9 l9 

"; «,L 1 CN, I V-O, "called, designated" with sfx.; 

fv , ’’left , le t" ; )Q V , "n amely", but it stands 

for quotation marks (Mt 19:14) and need not be translated; 

child"; IV. p.ptc. of 11!/’; 

for negative commands); ^ 

"forbade” (Note that the impf. is used 

V ^ X K \ f , here "those” (see y^CL-j60 ) , 

(see Noldeke 68. 236): )\!ol^ 

’’again” ; , "pi ace 
\\ CT 

"kingdom”; 

.. o. , ’’other” ; ; , "whoever”; 

\x ( ) , ’’entered” . of 



4 

'I'uxL iu 

Uy’6 'poxiL^i odiQ 

• :' 2doJ^P Jzxio<^ oc5 

^ ^ * 

^OJO ioZ ^ '73013^2 jlnc^p A-4-^C^ 

Vvv\r^\.*\A Z/ \oQi\ ,<^^oiia-.a4-3 Ziii oi-iciibo *. Zot^I oc.ol3 
• • . . ,' - .- - 

OXUDoio CTLw/^DX ^Qoi\.>^A.>3 Zxjail Zioi il:S6l 

>LU 

Zai. oiJa^ZS 

.i^aja 4_^Asi ix-x-V. 

• •> 
rio .z/i 

.It . 

. fj^c^ Zdioc^ 'tl 

• . ^ A ' . ’ J 

Zd^qqlSooo AjCxxj )jij Zdioc^ oci '^cnfL-jZ. 
;# 

Njdio 

likliOLic^ ytD^l OuyX o 

A.IU3 

/So-nr> • » 

n-Q^-Jb 

rX-S^.\3..Z3 3b3-X_)6 . }^(^L Z-j djQ 

j AZ ZAsAjdQ : <3J_)CLiO b J^c\ —\ -n vn : 

ZJ^A^ ^d-V^ ZjdAoa^ -^>\bo3 \>cH3 ; 1'r '\':\~\\ 

3 0610 
• • # 

AAj2lj ZsOia 

• • 

•DbcAAvZsJ 30 VoaldcLjZ^D 

/>5oAZoo li^bZo /olAZLXiO Z3:5003o0 i5o^ 

A ^ V ^ ZxioioiJ A.io . li 33 30 



.i—e'^ llXcdh oiAiiL^ AiiA oitsZip.x,^ 

^9 ccn .^9 Ibqfv^ licii l>6-v>A>/o 

Zjch i ioQaiS Jjo^'AAood : 
• ••« ••/ •• • •*• , •••«• 

• • 

Zv i-Ub^ 0661 y9oi)L^ o\AjAi3p9 iiiajo “A V ^ 
.* 

1q. Il3o /ib3 2^Q_j-3-CbI y3a : hx^'\Shlz^ 2*i*ixx* / • ,* * w / •• V^« / , 
« 

^ • iool 1^ ; 1j cxjd X^/\<\^Q-S. >a\ ^ ^^3 

cft^crk^ \'yXj:^ «Sb<Li : QLa3Lfci2>aJo , • • • • 

Oi^AAsJD <>*i>i9fi <^9^d,0Q\a^\ 9 . Z330IQ .tool 

:^o6i AjiZZ9J9 Z3\dc^ ; iba\ 
t 

2 y_ i, Y-. li3aio.ibcn jDfc^jxio ovx^ «^Q'b,3.no 
^ % * ***•**# ** • • . 

►a^dia.i o cjo ^ofjLjfjb 2^ql^ojSj AsZibobAi^ ^ : . . . . • • . . . • •. v.r 

^ Qja^ . 2ij oil ocn bfi 9 cn^ 9 ^cn oiiZ ^ : J_^a3 

4.’ .* . * 

sXibAZcnAoiQ^fi lib>3i3 Z*±toc^3^ cxlzib ich^l oi-*3L<3-i3 
^ • ••♦• •# 4^ $ • • ••••,•♦•. . . 

•> iSio Z\3 jj!« ^xiJc-Q ibn ^jLa 
• 4 •• • 



10. Thomas of Marga, a From his __ _ ^ ^ 9th century Nestorian writer. 

Book of Governors on monastic history. (Nestorian script 

and vowel signs). 

\ V ^ , "blessed, holy"; ^ 5 > literally "our master’ , 

an honorific title;^^Jk^j , "head" (cons truct); ^ > "monastery' 

U ol, "mounta 

1_k ^ ”Ur of the Chaldaeans" y) % , "foreappoint 
• • * 

predestined", a combination of two verbsv_i^ . "separated", and 

in”; U)_»/, "Izla"; CO , "therefore"; 

Jo uX^Cpa. ) "did beforehand, anticipated, prevented" ; Of) tV^ , JQ—, 

"put”, with sfx ■ 'Cs r\ C>r\ ^ "multitude ” ; iNx..yL , p. of 

1 O5, "way of life, custom ! I "nation"; O , here„ "also"; 

1Lc1-a 1,4. fcA-A , "being alone, monastic life"; 

stem with sfx. of the root L ^ , "made abound"; 

aph. of _k, "made great, enlarged"; , "East"; 

, Sap^el 

90/, 

"man" ; ) ^ , "spiritual"; ^ OljL , ptc. of 

t f 

"established", with sfx.; t» legion, class 11 ; li Cits. 

f f 

"celibate, virgin" (m,); _» VJ ^ "ascetic, Nazir ite" ; 

ptc.p. of , "wrote"; , "ancient, former"; X. 

"rather, in particular”; . .1 L:::^ / , "Father John” ; U-Z^fcsJXlo , 

writer”; )ts.» \ Ik. L, "history”; iLxs^. -s, "Bar Idta” ; 

j, "Rosjam” ;iDa£i , "Beth Q5qa” (in Adiabene); 

"Zeka Isho o‘”; li^\ bs.jr> t r B^th ^Abe”; 1 
I f desert"; HPi /, "Eskete" (Scete in Egypt) ;bcL_»-. ^ Qn| , 

"form, manner of life"; )Lci_* , "asceticism"; b»-Da^, 

"command"; CO A\ , "divine"; "dwelt"; " 

, pa.pa^ive-ptc. of j-A. 1 , "hid"; ILc. ^ A. 

"neighbourhood"; b—* )1 tX , "quickly, shortly"; _» i, 

cave r f . 

ethpe. 



o I ! t 
became known, lainous"; ■■ cause 11 

11 proiiL”; 

; L-i *5 b 
t T 

Ceneral"; ^ k , pe . x:)assrve’'ptc . of^71^ , 

put, appointed ; ^ ’’priority”, used in construct as 

, ’’knowledge” (hence ’’foreknowledge”); 

Cl , "eternal ”; ^ ’’middle, means”; vCu^Q^^Lt^O 

Vi\\ \ \ \ 1 K—xj—XL IS an anomalous verb based on » v-^V) ^ L "disciple”, 

meaning taught, made disciples”. Here we have an impf.passive 

(some would call it the ettaph. of »\\ ): "they will (might) 

be made disciples”; IL GTuIi I . p. of 'father"; 

founder , 1 C/>1q—, pa.passive ptc. of V> ^ "renowned"; 

L-* 5 Cv L / , ’’Assyrian” ; lA. , ’’Babylonians”; 

I r 

Cf), "spice" ; JLoJ^ I > t 

5 , "odour' 

chosen -choice’- (passive ptc. of 

^ , "spread”; "report”; llw 

11 splendour’ "region” -L-A u. ethpa. of ^; 

L c iV , "poor, ascetic”; "set apart, special”; 

crown \_kC^—, pa. of I CIai , "showed, revealed”; ^, ' 

ethpa. impf. (with transposition) of y jTt^ , "was 

trimmed, cut”; U , "novice”; Lbo , "until”; 

"true”; ItxLlLy) , "coming”, 1 »» shaven f» 

(passive ptc. of 9 d , "follower of Severus” 

(Monophysite patriarch of Antioch - the author is a Nestorian); 

> adverbial use of )—LJ!i 1 , "sometime, formerly”; 

A "philosophy"; )_. V "foreign, heathen"; La 
"wished”;V ^)-ao, "Greek f I 

</ 
1 , ptc. of I pe 

infinitive of , "learnt”; Q_k r\V^ . pa. inf init ive of 
» » 

v__» A( pa., root \ ^ ), "held fast to, had mastery of”; 

";b>o XXs , "philosopher”; V c^L/, 'Athens 

I r now in this place/case t f 

I t f t desirous . ;)L 

; y CxXid, I r whoever”; 

, "sonship” IxAo, aph.ptc. of bo, 



>s 

« % 

V* %« A .* *« ^ % « i* 

CuL^ ^ .N ^ ^ N 
^ ^ * 4 •% A V »-^ «• % A V *« 

^ .*» % % ' r^ 

. c\-i Li 

Ci . \~^ . 

x/ 
‘’person**; 

iLcOo ' V ^ ^ % %*V. 4«VV 
^ > 1 

' 1^ • '* # > ' ’ 
% A ^V V « « ^ «»4 

L_:». 
% 

4' % • ^ 

O I 
> 

-Cll- mi 

\^ «« ^ %V V 4 < ^ A C. « W* ^ ^ VA « 1 UiX 

^ •> \^ ^ ^N 'N 

^ %«%•*« ^ k 

*«> ^ «« 
«• % V 

I. 
D, 

« N > *> ^ ^ ^ 
44V^ 44V v4A 

OUllt 

et hpe. ll of 

\vi t hout **» 

k. k L \ iX ' >»•»«»»">♦ ^ N.X X >X>XX^.x«- ■» •>' "* ■» r\*** 
^ V A A ^ %AkV.««^ VV vA V 4 <A W Ak ^ ^ w » • 



GLOhJSAKY 

'J'his liloaaary conta 

appear in the main part oi 

iol]owing: most pronouns, 

rarer etnnic names and, of 

ins a1] 

the book 

numerals 

course, 

the vocabulary items which 

, with the exception of the 

, day and month names (see XI 

personal and geographical nam 

Verbs are g 

by an indication of 

those stems. Verbs 
9 

O are 

ClO . 

listed as 

iven in an unpointed ’’root” form, followed 

which sterns are used and the meaning in 

are 

not , 

listed as . Verbs 

as is often the practice 

like 

as 

\l,b 
)t- )> 

a I ...o( 

\J 

lAlJ- 

n'Ji 

father (takes sfxs. irregularly) 

pe. perished 

wages 

roof-top 

letter 

ear 

either ... or 

ethpe. agreed with, made alliance with 

black 

distress 

gospel 

store house 

journey, road 

pe. went (see Reading 3) 

brother 

sister (p . |L?^. aa f ) 

pe. took hold of, closed, retained 

other, another 



IGO 

other thing 

hand, power (construct 

envoy 

embassy 

like, as 

as, as if 

such/so that 

where, anywhere 

how? 

just as 

day-time 

who , wiioever 

honour 

thre is (see V) 

together 

pe. ate 

as 

god 

divine 

pe.pa. forced, pressed 

mother 

aph. was able 

truly 

pe. said 

if 

i f not 

necessity (Greek avayKn) 

’ ) 
man (absolute ^ ^ v ( ) 

woman (p. \ -4. > ) 

pe. healed 



Li <x£Xiix_v 
9 

3/ 

^nijjiit hospitaller 

healer, physician 

healing 

prisoner 

form, manner of life 

also 

pal ace 

bishop 

raisins (p. only) 

]:ie I’esy 

mystery, secret 

widow 

land (f.) 

pe. shed 

document, deed 

was able, found (anomalous (like aph.)) 

pe. came 

\\9»hi 
place, region (p. |Lo^U() 

by, in, with 

caliiedra, bishop's chair 

inside 

tlierefore 

pe. was ashamed 

comfort 

pe. plundered 

pe. tested 

among, between 

evil thing 

among ^ 

house, district (construct , p. 



^ C\ 

^ V> t rrv 

)Q—Dcl^ 

I ’ ^ 

\»> -rr 9 
)ka 2>s 

• m 

m. A:i 

lic^ 
1’ 

9 9 

9 :v 

9 ^ 

)L’ 
iL’o-, 

Ul 

Uo" 

«u. 

I 

only 

palpel confused 

without 

pe. built 

sweet 

pe. made merry 

flesh 

pe. sought 

petition 

husband, master 

enemy 

pe. investigated 

examination 

pe. examined 

proof, examination 

« 

son (construct •—) 
\ 9 9 ) I ^ S 9 

son of man, man (see » ^ \ i ) (p . j ) 

\ . \k’ - 
daughter (construct Lw-I^, p.|l\JL-1^) 

Zx 
9 

::x 

)L’ Q 

sonship 

foreign, heathen 

creation 

pe. bent the knee, pa. 

virgin, celibate (m.) 

after 

afterwards 

tortoise 

pe. chose 

side 

elect ion 

man 

and pe.passive ptc.blessed 



pe. wove 

p<^-‘. happened 

band 

blasphemy 

general 

body 

treasury 

pe. cut, circumcised 

tendon, ligament 

f 01' 

pe. revealed 

clearly 

thief 

giant, mighty man 

aph. dwelt, descended 

race, family 

pe. committed adultery 

leper 

loaf 

bone 

I -3Cfi 9 

1’ 9 

U<.," 
v_DQ_30 ? 

pa. devoured, broke in pieces 

pe. shaved 

of, that, in order that, because, and relative wor 

sacrifice 

pe. took, led, drove, guided 

gold 

way of life, custom 

afilicted, templar 

place - - 

commander, dux 



I 
0 ^ 

^Cf) 

c^ 
9 

Jsw 

.r(\ 

pe. feared 

fear 

belonging to 

but, nov/, however 

j udgrnen t 

judge 

dinar, denarius 

demon 

demoniac 

home, habitation, monastery 

monk — 

pa. purify 

male person 

pe. blaze 

blood 

1ikeness 
/ 

pe. judged 

side 

pa. broke in pieces 

step 

aph. attained, understood 

pe. trampled 

behold 

flower 

member, 1imb 

glory 

pe. was, became 

then 

temple 

believed rnav^el of.V\rv\^ 



\ V 9 
UCl^QO thus, similarly 

therefore 

\ 9 
L-L-iioo 

\ 
thus 

pa. went, made walk 

1-^cO aph.ignored, turned away 

pe. turned, returned, changed 

\ nSL ^ Uoci spice 

\ 9 . V 
l^^co here, now, in this place/case 

\ 9 9 
l_A-CO now 

c> and, also 

lic^ pe. fitting (ptc.) 

pe. bought 

pa. sold 

\ 9 Jw 
i 1 r^\ time 

pe. was fitting 

1 .9 ‘ > 
{ ^ Of) 1 brightness 

1^1 yoke 

shaking, movement 

\.A^\ armour 

pa. armea 

\-i< kind, type 

\ by way of M)—^ 

likewise 

1 i.’oit small 

aS.( smallness 

V Cv^l pe. called 

lA-^i cross .... . 
:s=- 

V .Qy-Ci^ \ pe. crucified 



IGG 

V kh 

I 9 9 J. 
^ A. -A^ 

1\! 
9 >. 

C\ 4 AA 

pe. sowed 

seed 

f ree-wi11 

aph. loved 

beloved, friend 

corrupt ion 

companion 

pe. shut in 
\ 

crippled 

one 

each other 

pe. rejoiced 

joy 

around 

new 

pa. showed 

love 

debt 

staff, rod 

health 

mind, thought 

pe. saw 

sin 

pe. plundered, did violence to 

pe. lived, revived 

life (p.) 

living 

condemned, guilty (ought) 

debtor 

animals (s.) 



\ <5 
L£^ ClJ_^ 

\ 

i_Oo—au^ 

I—A—fV^ » t 

\-— kJk 

\ ^ r. ^ 
) C Oa -J^t 

v.it k > t 

Strength, force, army 

wisdom 

pa. mixed 

valiant 

aph. healed 

instead of 

fate 

wine ” 

anger 

strangling 

pagan 

pa. absolved 

holy (one) 

pa. strengthened 

fort 

di1igently 

pe. looked at, considered 

pe.,*aph. devastated, destroyed, slew 

war 

sharpened 

aph. excommunicated 

pa. set free 

silent, deaf, dumb 

suffering 

pe. reckoned, counted, thought 

darkness 

ethpa. used 

pe. suffered, aph. saddened, hurt 

ethpa. connected himself by marriage 

marriage relationship/gift 



168 

report 

good 

pa. prepared 

tabularius (a scribal official) 

good (noun), blessed is ... 

blessed, holy 

mountain 

goodness, blessedness, grace 

Arab, Muslim 

order, rank 

young man, child 

youth 

wronged 

pe. w’as finished 

pa. finished, used up 

unclean 

pe., pa. buried 

with mistakes, imperfectly 

tyrant 

pe., pa. hid 

dried up 

dryness 

pa. handed down, etc. 

aph. confessed 

pe. knew 

ethpe. became famous 

knowledge 

pe. gave (impf. 

aph. brought 

Jew 

succession 



teaching 

day 

Greek 

\Ml^ profit 

being alone. 

hk t only, sole 

a: 

t-^-g 

11 

L 

1-A A 

LiCfW^ 

o') <) 
-i-JCfVJi 

11! ■?: 9 

Q_1 0/V-!i 
9 

(x-:^ 

)bo Cl-^ 

pe. begat, bore 

inf an t 

pe. learnt, pa. taught 

sea 

pe. swore 

right hand 

0C> > aph. added 

pe. sprang up 

¥——A 
• 

apii. burnt 

V C\ > pe. was heavy, pa. ho 

1_k pe. was/became great. 

Lloi month (construct e ^ 1_ 

tent, etc. 

/ or M) 

pe. inherited 

aph. stretched 

pe. sat, encamped 

more, abundant 

sickness, pain 

when, as 

priest 

priestly 

priesthood 

footstool 

priest 



furnace 

chorepiscopus 

sickness 

kail (measure) 

nature 

talent (coin) 

all 

\ 9 
always (see I—1—O 

everything (see 

everyone 

pe. forbade 

dog 

tortoise 

crown 

pa. crowned (with martyrdom) 

ambush 

congregation 

pa. gathered 

pe. covered, kept secret 

money 

pe. denied 

pa. broke faith 

sickness 

preaching 

aph. preached, proclaimed 

Christian 

pe. placed/wrapped round 

walled city 

womb, belly (construct) 

pe. wrote 



wrj ting 

beaten 

to, belong to, by (with passives). 

sign ol accusative) 

not 

without 

pe. grasped, held 

outside 

not 

opposite, against, towards 

first of all 

towards 

bread, food 

there is not 

night 

namely (see Reading 9) 

harbour 

pe. joined 

pa. collected 

tongue, speech 

food 

coming 

Magian, Persian priest 

altar, sanctuary 

desert 

governor 

guidance, dispensation, government 

city 

anything, any 

East 

(Also 



gift 

progenitor, producing -- -- 

death 

dwelling-place 

pe. mixed 

pe. struck, beat 

\\!r\^4 y> 
V \ 

blov^ 

Vii^Jio pa. weaken, aph. was weakened 

•|- L \3 tomorrow' 

Ll^ \\ iTiJ pe.reached 

^oa for, on account of, concerning 

> -0^ because ... 

for this reason 

pe. died 

ltL\> dead 

U’t^ excellent 

now, therefore. 

.. cv^ pe. was low, lay down, pa. laid low 

"1 'n 

ibo 
writer 

pe. filled, was full, Sap^el compl' 

full, ^eStap^al was perfected 

uu angel 

fulness 

V king (construct ) 

kingdom 

pa. spoke 

rather (Greek uo-kAov) 

teacher 

word 

speech, language 





asaooip 

X'B jauo^ 

qiiiOA\ 

• uaui Apoq JO ajjij "b s'b posn jnq ^pjoj 

(poo JO) pjcoq aqj 

(Or^OH *<3 ‘0(^.1 jonjjsuoo) pj:oi 
6^ ^ 6 6M 6 ' 

jqSnoq 'poiiddns -ad 

(-aaoj su-Bauj unou .laqjou'c q'lpM) 'AjxjoTjd 

UT3T jdA^q 

sn'Baoj 'axppiui 

su'Baiu 'ajppTUi 

axqT3 s'BM ‘adqja ' ’ad 

U'BT jqd'BUI 

jno SuToS 'uoTjdnjja 

aA'BO 

paxdaiT?jj ‘ad 

LUS I X d'R q 

PuiXQ 

juaujqsTund ^juaiuqsiund 

AjjaAod 

- jood 

^^X'BqM JO junooo'B uo 

^X'BqA\ 

• • * jcajj-B 

* * * jajj'c 

JO auioR 'u'Bqj ^luojj 

qaajo) poapui 

jaAaoqA\ 

6oqA\ 

OC.^1 

sr''ru 

r-u 
ra 
cr*- 





17^1 

/ 

]tL^ 

)Oobl^)OL(^^ 

# 

1-^J 

\ 

)L^ 
(SJLi 

■.~^ .Ori j 
^ I ^ 

sk i n 

cleacun 

camp 

everlasting, ever 

from everlasting 

eternal 

corruption, corruptibility 

interpreter 
I 

novice 

ethpa. prophesied 

prophet 

carpenter 

vow _ ' 

aph. shone, illumined 

long time 

light 

foreigner 

p. nummus (coin) 

fish 

fire 

ascetic, Nazirite 

abstinence 

pe., ethpe. was at rest, took 

stream, wadi 

pe. descended 

pe. kept 

law 

pe. took 

experience, test 

rest, (died) 



aph. raised, 

pe. breathed 

pe. fell 

V CN ^ . \ pe. went out 

1 ^ soul 

0 ? 

I 
9 T 9 

^ ^ A 

naturally, regarding physical 

founder 

illustrious, splendid 

pe. pitched (tent) 

9 CSV-£^ 

_bo 
- -r 

O-Xio 

silver 

pe. bore 

pay ^el bore - 

hope 

pe. multiplied 

pe. worshipped 

worship 

many 

much 

pe. set in order 

rank 

pe. witnessed 

martyr _ 

testimony, witness 

multitude 

understanding, meaning 

sultan 

horse 

deed 

Syrian 

life 

pe. threw, over 
s 

threw, demolished 
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1!Aa 

si do 

(‘XCCpt , 

and other, etc. 

food 

treasure 

sword 

ethpa. understood 

(round) shield 

pe. went up (see reading 5) 

pe. put 

drug, pigment 

pe. rested, lay 

pe. hated 

need 

hair 

pe. sufficed 

pa., aph. cut, clipped 

coast, bank, side 

pe. devastated, injured 

aph. ordained 

futility - 

winter 

pe. made, did, worked, appointed 

^ap^el enslaved, caused to serve 

work, deed 

servant 

pe. passed by, crossed over 

pe. was accustomed 

pe. touched, aph. snatched 

until now, as yet 
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pe. rebuked, complained 

until, up to 

until ... 

how long? 

time 

church 

bosom 

baby, infant 

dwelling, monastery 

investigation, enquiry 

strength 

wealth 

pe. turned back 

over, against, concerning 

therefore 

pa. raised up 

pe. entered 

world, eternity (construct 

pastor, shepherd _ 

cause 

w i t h 

people (p 

pe. dwelt 

pe. answered 

flock, sheep (collective) 

poor, ascetic 

asceticism 

pe. was difficult 

dust 

pe. forced, resisted 



V . ^ V discussed, disputed pa. 

pe. uprooted 

root, herb 

ethpe., ettaph. was aroused, 

astute, clever 

bed 

pe. come to pass, befell 

pe. fled 

awakened 

pa. prepared 

pe. met, attacked 

meeting 

body 

pe. wandered 

mouth 

command 

Persian _ . 

salvation 

pe. breathed 

answer 

patriarch 

incense, censer 

pe. divided, distributed 

scattered (four-root verb) 

pe. worked 

labourer 

ethpa. escaped 

Phil osopher 

philosophy 

pe. returned, turned, pa. replied 

region 
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aph. persuaded, asked 

aph. permitted 

pe. cut off 

aph. joked 

pe. commanded 

blossom 

plain 

saviour 

pe. spread 

11! t/ 
u 

yj 

I? 

Pharisee 

Frank 

person 

aph. separated 

pe. set apart, 

passive ptc. 

cavalryman 

pe. remained 

\ fN A C\ pa. explained _ 

saying, word 

pe., pa. opened 

IV ” 
pe. mixed, wove 

towards , to ,- at 

pe. wanted, ethpe. was willing, consented 

thing 

will 

finger 

pa. adorned 

fasting 

painter 
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pe. bent 

pa. pray 

prayer 

picture, image 

cunning 

nai 1 

pe. depicted, painted 

pe. listened to 

qab (measure) 

pa. received, accepted 
pe, fixed, fastened 
pe. buried 

grave 

... . 1 1. _ ... 1 [3 pa. held 

first, of old 

holy, holy man 

pa. was early/quick,did beforehand,anticipated 

before 

ahead, forwards 

before ... 

formerly 

first, ancient, former 

pa. sanctified 

pa. remained 

holiness 

offering 

truth 

pe. killed 

vintage, grape harvest 

summer 

resurrection 
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piece of wood 

voice, sound, tune 

little 

quickly, shortly 

clergy 

clergy 

pe. arose, existed 

pe. obtained, "possessed ■ - 

lampstand, candle 

person, substance, hypostasis 

pe. was afraid 

pe. cried out 

pe. called, blew (on horn) 

pe. drew near, touched 

pa. brought near, offered 

aph. fought 

war, battle 

■VlioL ) village, field (p 

pe. spread over 

horn 

harsh 

elder, priest 

pa. increased 

great, master 

pawpel made big, ^ethpawpal was increased 

steward 

desirous - - 

infantryman 

pe. threw stones at 
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persecution 

pe. persecuted 

Roman 

pe. hastened, ran 

pe. became drunk 

\9 -x. 
anger, wrath 

\ 9 a ? spirit, wind 

\ 9 9 X. 
spiritual U-iiaCl 5 

cTj spiritually 

9 . ^ 
1—5 great 

\ <) 9 . >. 

LL*> ?C> 5 

\ ^ 4 t 9 
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noble 

far 

pe. loved 

mercy- (p. ) 

\ C\ 5 

V—5 

pa.,aph. put away, ethpa. avoided, kept from 

pe. was/became moist 

pe. murmured 

odour 

head 

headship 

beginning 

pe. rode, pa. constructed, composed 

horse 

pe. was/became high, ethpe. was exalted 

pe. threw, lay (hands), put (chains) 

aph. threw, poured, raised (voice) 

evening 

high place 

ethpe., ethpa. thought 

pe. fed, tended (sheep etc.) 
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shepherd 

mind, heart " — 

pe. moved, wriggled 

pe. blamed, accused 

wicked man, apostate 

pe.bubbled up,boiled up, was heated/inflamed 

Sap^el made abound 

pe.,pa. asked, ethpe. abstained from 

pe. led away captive 

neighbourhood 

pa. praised 

tribe 

captivity 

splendour 

pe. pardoned, left, desisted 

young child 

simplicity, childishness 

trouble 

\ 

\ 
9 

pe. troubled 

1 pe. threw 

* itk , 
0 

pa. beguiled, enticed 

» »-^ 
• 

pa. sent 

pe. was even/worthy, ethpa 

glory 
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Ij 

.9.9 . 
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Jb 
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authority 

beauty, virtue 

wall 

beginning 

strength, agreement 
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Sap^el partook of, associated 

had intercourse, communicated 

ordinary 

peace 

trumpet 

fetter , bond , chain 

pe. slept 
( 

corpse 

pe. sent, pa. stripped 

pe. ruled, prevailed over, pa. gave power 

ethpa. ruled 

peace 

apostle 

in authority (adjective) 

pe. was fulfilled, finished, agreed to 

ethpe. was handed over, pa. finished, 

offered, apli. handed over 

peace 

agreement 

name 

pa. called," passive forms; was called, w’as famous 

farthing, mite 

heaven 

heavenly 

pe. heard,listened to, ethpe was heard, obeyed 

pa.' afflicted with pain 

year 

ethpa. told, narrated 

hour 

at that moment 



sincerity 

fair 

aph. conceded 

pe. took, began, aph. departed 

pe. loosed, dwelt, enc^ped, ^pa7“begTO 

race, rank, tribe 

vein, membrane 

true 

truly 

joint, etc. 

rest 

pe. was proved true, pa. agreed 

truth 

chain 

pe~ 'drank - --- - . . 

twin 

pe. sougiit, required to give satisfaction 

pe. broke, pa. shattered 

legion, class 

merchant 

wonder 

jest, mockery 

also, again 

worm 

Turkoman 

south 

hastily, earnestly 

anomalous verb taught, made disciples 

disciple 
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pe. was amazed/stupefied 

there 

here 

pa. broke 

door 

truce, peace 

hymn, praise 

history 

^
 ^
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